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ABSTRACT 

Ultimate Masculinities: An Ethnography of Power and Social Difference in Sport. (1998) 

Andrew Dale Thornton 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Department of Sociology and Equity Studies in Education, 

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto. 

This thesis interrogates and holds up for question the perfonnative production of gender, 

rnasculinities and social difference in the contexi of a "coed" recreational sport: Utimate Frisbee. 1 

argue that genders and rnasculinities are not stable, coherent entities. Rather they are enactments of 

pon-er and difEerence which are per£onned wïthin a series of constraints and possibilities. The 

structures and limits of the performance of Utimate Masculinities show how Merent  fonns of power 

circulate among and work to regulate social actors. 

Ultimate players are shoun to be caught up in a senes of tensions between their stated desires 

and practices of gender inclusiveness and (tempered) notions of cornpetition. These tensions are 

expressed through the reptation of athletic embodiment, sexuality and gender Merence. My study 

shows both the instabiht'. and the (re)-establishment and (re-) confirmation of dominant sporting 

masculine identities, 

1 gathered data by combinuig participant observation and critical ethnography. The study is 

based on extensive fieldwork, i n t e ~ e w s ,  and personal reflection. In order to illustrate the 

"performativi-. of gender", 1 use feminis postmodem and cultural studies theories of identiq, 

subjectivity and pom7er. 1 show that the degree of choice that is available in the embodiment and 

practice of masculine identities is not like shopping for shm. 1 employ a Foucauldian conception of 

power as both repressive and enabling, and pervasive and contextuai. This stance enables me to show 

moments of pleasure and the potential for transformation and subversion. 



Masculinities are part of an ongoing performance of identities and a struggie for socid 

ascendancy. I illustrate how UZtimate Masculinities are contingent on specific historicaI, material and 

discursive changes and strugirs. The processes which legitimate certain features of 

masculuiities/difference and not others are addressed throughout. My main project has been to open up 

and utilize different ways of seeing masculinities, and to put such ways of seeing to work mithin 

Utimate to describe and anaiyze what each perception brings into vie% and what it excludes. My 

more general focus was on how mascuIinitïes (and ali identities) are constnicted, perfomed and 

changing in the Iate twentieth centun-. 

iii 
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Chapter 1 

Contexî 

Ultimate is a great game. It is non-cornpetitive, coed and non-contact. It is a Iot of 
fun- (John F,. Field notes, April, 1992) 

My first participation in an Ultimate game was by invitation fiom John F. 1 had no 
idea what the game tvas like except that 1 remembered seeiug a clip on television about 
10 years ago. It was very tiring on that coId and wet ApriI aftemoon- 

Lots of ninning at full speed, 

trying to dodge 

the leaping and running bodies. Mud, and turfflqing d l  over the place. 

Going in the wong direction tirne after tirne. 

1 ran into hvo people. One \vas a woman whom 1 banged knees with and she ended up 
mïthing on the ground in pain and could not play the rest of the day.. The other \vas a 
male. 1 banged into him as 1 jurnped up for the disc. I had propeiled myself foward 
and into him resulting in me getting an elbow to the chops. Luckiiy I had my tongue in 
my head or 1 \vould have bitten it off.. No one took it too seriously as it was 
announced at the beginning that I was a "neew player" (Field notes, April, 1992) 

If someone asked me what the thing is that ne& to be worked on most [it] is plaqing 
equally with al1 players and I'm sure you would get that from ail of the women. But 
when it happens It is so great: 1 think all it takes is for people to reaIize p u  are a 
team. You' re not playing based on your se% you' re a tean. If you 're going to make it 
a coed sport ir should be a coed sport. It is weird mtimate] cause a lot of peopIe 
don't take that approach to sports. They just play sports. Sure we analyze games 
aftenvards and so on. People who play sports don't taik about hou7 or why. (Sharon, 
Teamrnatehte~ew, November, 1993) 



These "field notes" are representations, accounts and narratives. They introcluce key aspects 

of my study of masculinities in the culture of Ultimate Frisbee. In the same way thai anyone enters into 

a new culture these accounts rnay not make much sense to a reader mfkiliar with sport, UItirnate 

Frisbee or ethnographie writuig. In the same way that we are always entering into conversations that 

are already happening, where a commUILiq of insiders has a developed way of reiathg to and making 

sense of each other, this tex?, these narratives are part of an ongoing didogue. This does not mean that 

we can not eventualIy enter into these conversations, but we must take the hme to leam hou-. The 

iogic, specificity and oddities of rny own conversational and representational approach are part of what 

ne& to be learned in reading this thesis. 

In this thesis 1 to display the significance of the every day and iminediate experience of 

Utimate (and sport) as part of the flow of the social production of identities and realities of those who 

participate in it. 

Identiw is not as transparent or unproblematic as we might thilk. Perhaps iastead of 
thinking of identiv as an already accomplished fact ... we should think instead of 
identih as a "production", which is never complete, always in process, and ahays 
constituted nithin, not outside, representation. (Stuart Hall, 1990, p. 222) 

The site of idenm. formation in cultural studies remains implicitly in and through 
cultural commodities and te- rather than in and through the cultural practices of 
everyday life. (Angela McRobbie, 1992, p. 730) 

This thesis interrogates and holds up for question the politics of gender, masculinities and 

social dzference in the conrext of a recreational sport.. In this thesis 1 argue that it is the inseparable 

and interconnected relations between practices. commodzties and identiîy formation wbich will 

enable an understanding of the "everydaj": What is it tbat can be observed to be going on in Ultirnate? 

Which bodies: identities and subjectivities are being rnarguialized and who is talàng the center? How 

do Ultirnate players account for their experience? Which gender, masculioity/ferninini@, class, racial, 



b d y  f~atures are emphasized and which are subordinated? What do the actions and idenfications of 

players tell us about the state of masculinities in late 20th century Canada? There are veT few 

anpiricd studies îhat focus on sports participants' own understanchgs of their day-to-&y expenences 

as athletes and members of athletic cornmunities. Sport is an important site for investigating issues of 

power and Werence. Many of the practical and discursive features of sport proclaim it as a site of 

m e s s  and meritocracy where the strong, and the bol4 survive. The assumptions that are built into 

the play and rules of sport are equally interesting for w h t  they tell us about the "natural order" of the 

body and gender. 

1 begin fiom the assumption that there is nothhg "naturalz' or obvious about gender? 

mascdinities, or other forms of difference (See Vance, 1995 for an extensive review). 1 discuss in my 

literature review- how such a stance works in the context of sport. Gender and identih have no 

essential or universal features. The meaning and signincance of gender do not anse fiom a "natural" 

and or "b iological" difference between two discrete things . There are biological differences behve-en 

humans. between men and women and among different groups of people. However, the rneanings of 

those differences and how those ciifferences sort people into mascuIine or ferninine categories are not 

pre-given. What is of interest in this thesis is hou; peopIe both act with their bodies to produce 

gendered meaning and how people impose particular meanings in order to gender bodies, and the forms 

and degrees of confodty and transgression of dominant ideals. 

We al1 enter into a (preexisting) world where we cannot know or understand Our "selves" 

prior to the terms, meanùigs and definitions thai we place on bodies and actions. The existing 

meanings and definitions of identities constitute how we think and live the world~ourselves. For 

example, try to imagine a person who is not gendered or raced? It is not possible, but not because 

social properties adhere naturally to this or that body. Our notions of identity make possible how we 

conceive of and create knowledge and knowiug. Ln this sense identity and the signification and 



embodiment of identities are issues of power (Butler 1992). For to be idenbfied within or without an 

identity has a number of social and psychic effects and affects. 1 argue (as a number of others have) 

that genders and masculinities are best understood as sÏtes of social regulatioq oppression and possible . 

transformation. All identities are the site of intense and complex social, psychic and historic stniggle. 

My research method combineci participant observation and cntical ethnography (Thomas, 

1993; D& 1989) which non- bas a subsîantial and broad presence in the sacial sciences (Set: 

Q u e  1992, for an extensive review of critical ethnography's developrnent). What distinguishes 

critical ethnography fiom mainStream ethnography or anthropology is that critical ethnographers begin 

fiom the assumption that the world is organized in such a way as to priviiege certain graups and 

oppress others. It is the job of the ethnographer to examine and explain hoiv and why this happens in a 

given setting . 

Ethnographic unting follows many of the conventions of narrative writing (Rosaldo, 1986; 

Jacobsen, 1991). Ethnographic texts (like mine) should be read as such: Te- that are produced and 

organized, and have major and minor characters, and have biases and gaps that any ston does. 1 

develop stories by combinhg field notes: inteniew transcripts and personal reflections to provîde a 

way of seeuig or understanding the world. My narratives are not "fàcts" (though they may contain 

fàctual information) so much as they are interpretive possibilities derived from a specific standpoint for 

understanding a set of cultural practices. 

A key concept in discussions of ethnographie research and writing is self-reflexiivity (De- 

1975; Gouldner: 1962 and 1975; Rock, 1979; M e r ,  1992). Methodologically, self-reflexivity 

requires the researcher to be aware of how their oivn social location affects their interpretations and 

observations. (For recent reviews of the complexities of criticai ethnography see Anderson, 1989; 

Quantz, 1992.) 



For this reason 1 provide an account of my involvement in and relation to the key objects and 

relations under investigation: sport, masculinity and difference. ïhis includes a historicd account of 

my experience in sport and beyond- 1 do this to show how 1 am, more than who 1 am. For it seems to 

me that the question of who 1 "km" is perhaps not as informative as how 1 know "%ho" 1 am- How do 

others perceive me in the flow of the symbols, discourses, languages and characteristics brought to bear 

in making me an intelligible social actor? Investigating the how seems to Iead to more interesthg 

questions ttian the who. The question of one's '%ho-ness" is dready ensconceci in limiting notions of 

identity (Butler, 1990). 1 wiI1 deiîneate both how Wothers am hown, and how 1 corne to be known. 

This stance flows from my theoretical position that identities only emerge as social collective acts (G. 

H. Mead 1934 Rock 1979). 

One of the main jobs of the ethnographer is to attempt to see others as they perceive themselves 

and the meanings of their actions. The acknowledgment of rnyself as located in relations of differential 

power wlth others reveals the limits of rny analyiicaï and theoretical reach. The lirnits and strengths of 

my location need to be held in place, not in order to center my expenence or identity? but as a constant 

reminder of the specificity of my perspective. Therefore. an important aspect of writing ethnography is 

who speaks, what is spoken and how their speech or actions are represented (McRobbie 1980; 

Jacobsen 1 99 1). 

In this thesis the major way in which my "informants" speak and are represented are through 

my selection of various quotes from conversations, overheard dialogues, observations and formai 

interviews. In a number of places 1 put quotes fiom teamniates, organizers and other members of the 

Ultimate comrnunity together on a page. This is one way of representing a number of conversations 

that emerged in the process of my research, almost as though players were standing around on the 

sidelines having a conversation. The issues raised in these conversations represent a didogue not ody 

with me as a researcher or teammate. They represent members of the corn- within which they 



arise and their ongoing political struggles. Early on in this thesis 1 wiil discuss the history and 

development of Ultimate locally, nationally and intermtionally. This discussion provides the context 

within which to understand the particulars of my study. It should be kept in rnind that 1 was snidying a 

sport that was "'coecï'. Men and women were required to be present on the field in order to start and 

complete a game. The game is played by sides of seven opposing players at once. However, there m s  

a requirernent that five players of any "'one" gender, and two of the "other" had to be playing at aU 

times. In the vast majority of cases 1 observeci it was five men and two women- Thus, women were 

functionaily through the "minimum" rule gendered as the other and marginal. 1 discuss this in detail in 

the first analy-tical chapter. But it is important to re-emphasize that uromen were required to be present 

in order to play a game. The reader should make themselves Eamiliar with the rules and structure of 

play before proceeding to the ethnographie narratives and analysis. l 

The account of my omn "personal" history shouid be recognized not sirnply as 

autobiographical (i.e. so particular or idiosycratic as to be irrelevant to understanding collective social 

practice) but, as part of a broader life long ethnography. In this account, I trace some of the transitions 

and experiences of learning about my location as a male, as an athlete? as  a cvorking poor white person 

and rny location ciithin relations of power and difference. Hopefiilly this enables readers to engage 

whh the text not as a completed texx, &th an obvious end and an obvious beginning, but as one part of 

an ongoing construction or representation of how (1 think) I am in the world. It is an open-ended 

version of the subject positions from which 1 live and know the world and my place in it. 

1 enterai the study after 1 had completed my masters thesis on the social construction of 

masculinity in sport and after 1 had cornpleted the fkst year of my doctoral program. AU of my work 

in the last several years has been involveci in developing an understanding of the place of gender and 

' See discussion belou: of the history of Ultirnate and structure of play. See also Appendix A3: "An 
Introduction to the sport of Ultimate*', Appendix B. T h e  Histoy of the Disc", Appeadi. C "Ultimate in Ten 
Simple Rules", and "The Basics of Cuningy', and Appendir D the "UPA Rules of Ultimate, Ninth Edition". 



mascdinity in the politics of Merence and sport. Much of my work is informeci by the insights of 

feminist analyses of sport (Lemiq, 1986 and 1994; Hargreaves, 1994; M. A. Hall 1996; Theberge, 

1994; Bïrrell and Cole, 1994; Birrell, 1983; Greendorfer, 1993 Scraton, 1986), "men's studies" 

literature on masculinities (Kauhan 1987, Kimel,  1987, Brod, 1987, Seide. 299 1, Morgan, 198 1 ; 

Morgan and Hearn, 1990; Hearn, 1987; Rotundo, 1993; Chapman and Rutherford, 1988; 

Ciatterbauh 1990), sport sociology (Messner and Sabo, 1990, Kidd 1987; Gruneau 1983; Mangan, 

1987; See Ingham and Donnelly, 1997 for an extensive review of the North American work), 

postmodern/poststnichiral theory (primarily Steven Seidman 1994; Judith Butle. 1990, 1992, 1993 

and Michel Foucault 1978, 1980 and 1995), cultural studies (S. W, 1993 and 1990; Grossberg, 

Nelson and Treichler, 1992: John Fiske, 1993): cultural stuclies of sport (Andrews, 1993, Cole. 1996. 

Cole and Andrews, 1996: Abdel-Shehid, 1997 CLR James, 1983) and critical race theory (Mercer, 

1992 and 1994; Mercer and Julien, 1988; hooks, 1989 and 1990; Goldberg 1993; Gilman, 1986). 1 

draw on the cultural studies notion that no one theoretical frame is adequate to understand cultural 

formations. 

While 1 found much of "men studies" Iiteranire on m c u l i n i ~  and sport interesting? 1 also 

found it hstrating to go looking for answers about masculinity and largely £inrling nothingo but, pain 

and violence or pqchic confusion (Messner 1991 and 1987; Seidler, 199 1; Jansen and Sabo, 1994). 

There is pleasure in f o m  of dominance and the exercise of power and part of sport participation is the 

validation of self-mastery as well as outplaying opponents. However, 1 want to argue that sport is 

about more than rnaintaining and developing masculine dominance. 

There m a s  and continues to be a major problem with the ùidividualization and psychologization 

of social processes in the study of gender and masculinities (See e m p l e s  in K a u k  1987; Kirnmel, 

1987; Brod, 1987; Seidler, 1991). Not that the psychological is irrelevant to the production of 



masculine identities, rather the relation of the social to the psychic is generally lost with a focus on the 

individual and psychological. 

"Gosh Boy George, you must be awjïuily secure in your mascrtlinity't 

Sometirnes masculinity has got nothing to do with it. Nothing to do that is, wi,& men. 
And when something is about masculinity, it is not always "about men". I think it is 
important to drive a wedge in, early. and ofha, and if possible, conclusively, betcveen 
the two topics, masculuiity and men, whose relation to one another it is so dficult not 
to presume. (Sedgwick 1995, p. 12) 

Sedgwick expresses a crucial aspect of my- thesis research which is to immediatel and 

constanfy disrupt Our culture's most cherished and oppressive ideds, ideologies and practices of 

"masculinity". In sport hegemonic musculinity is regularly presumed to be expressed thmugh a 

sometvhat contradictory set of characteristics and behaviours, such as all out aggression and fair 

minded âportsmanship", hard work and clever play, team play and individual brilliance, individual 

autonomy and obedience to authori-, physical brutdie and subtle physical control (Sabo and 

Messner, 2990; See Nelson 1994, Duquin qu. in LensSrj 1994). 

The splittulg of masculini~ fiom men highlights the difficulty and necessity of cntiquing many 

of Our culture's most chenshed ideals. It is a necessary project because otherwise there would be 

nothing to talk about: "Man" would equal masculinity. There could be categories or degrees of 

mascuiiniv wiùiin '-meno', but, "tvomen" could not be masculine or have masculine characteristics 

atîributed to them. I don3 want to argue that men and masculinity have nothing to do with each other, 

rather ~vhat men (and women) and masculinity have to do with each other is entirely a matter of 

histoq-, culture and power. 

Despite the vdidity and Ioac of notions of the imtability of dominant identities and relations 

which arise out of postmodern critique (Seidman, 1994) what emerges in my sfud'y is 60th instabiliîy 

and the (reJ-establishment and reconfirmation of dominant sporting masculine identities. Arguably 

the shiffùig and reformulation of dominant identities represents the enactment or "performing of the 



postmodem" (Walcott 1997). I use the insights of postmodem theories of gender (Butler 1990) and 

identiw to explore hcw Ultimate players manage to make sense of thernselves. 1 argue that they are 

unable to let go of the modernist figure of d o m &  aggressive, fair minded, questing and heroic 

athIetic masculinity, even in the fâce of serious challenges to the foundations of these ideais. This 

feature of Ultimate Masculinites is captured in postmodem theories which argue that Western 

enlightenment ideals are still alive and weli, but strugghg to survive in the context of the general 

Mure to arrive at the goals of rational, scientific progress (Seidman, 1994; McRobbie, 1994)- This 

results in at least two responses to the formation of identities. One is the self-aunre modernist who can 

see the failure of science and rationalism to make the world a better place, yet, continues to insist on 

and propagate their virtues. The other set of responses corne fkom the self-aware subjects who reject 

both the premise of the modernist project and consciously fonn identities which combine, distort and 

play with features of social difference (See McRobbie, 1994; Mercer, 1994; Grossberg, 1992). A 

major feature of posûnodem societies is the increasing heterogeneiv of populations in cities and the 

resultant new forms of identities which are formed (See Goldberg, 1993; Fiske, 1993). These notions 

directeci me to analyze how Uftimate players maintain a fàirl). exclusive cornmuni@ and set of 

identifications in the conte* of what is one of the most racially, ethnically, c u l t u d l  and sexually 

diverse cities in North Amerka. 

The seemingly minute gyrations of Ultimate players negotiating, but, uZtirnateZy not entireiy 

upserting the apple u t  of dominant masculinities are what 1 represent in my narratives. This tacking 

back and forth between maintenance and transformation hîghhghts the social processes through which 

ponter and oppression are rnaintained, yet constantly under threat. 

In the last 15 -20 years, we have seen the emergence of what I cali regressive masculinities 

(See discussion of Robert Bly and Essentialkm below), in part due to the emergence of strong critiques 

of masculinity, patriarchy and colonialism by feminist, mar?rist, post-colonial and feminist inspireci 



d y s e s .  Arguably the resurgence of very consemtive, patriarchal, racist and homophobic 

masculinities is a backlash to the c e n t e ~ g  of the masculine as an object of social criticism. While 

Robert Bly and White Supremacists may seem the most extreme and even silly of these 'hm men", 

there is a resulting sublimation in the popular imaginary of equally as troubling new masculine 

identities. The Progressive Consemative Govemment of Ontario's repealing of ErnpIopent Equiv 

Laws and A£fïImative Action policies is one such example of this violent backlash. What this period 

has also seen is the rise of the visibilïty of a number of historidy margidized groups. For example, 

there is nom- considerable gay and lesbian visibility in popular culture and in the academy. (See for 

example the popularity of the film Priscilla: Queen of the Desert and the emergence of Queer Theop 

in the academy.) This period has also seen the rise Ïn Iegitimacy and visibiiity of people of colour and 

issues of race and racism in the academy and in popuIar culture. For exarnpie, some academic 

institutions Iargest growth areas are in the study of gender, and race and racism. How is it that these 

countervailing movernents can be accounted for? Such an exegesis is not uithin the scope of my thesis, 

but, 1 want to signal here the conte13 nithin which this group have begun to thrive. It is in this 

historical contexq that Ultimate Frisbee has been expanding its numbers, claiming itself as an 

"alternative" sport, and fostering a sense of communiq. How is this possible? 

In my research 1 esplore ültimate players as they play or perform particdar (social) identities, 

\ith an emphasis on the features of masculinities and femininities. In order to illustrate the 

"perforrnativity of gender" 1 use Judith Butler's (1990, 1992, 1993) theories of identity, subjectivity 

and power. 1 argue that UItunate players tend to re-inscribe dominant power relations (masculinism, 

whiteness, Euro-centrism meritocracy, competition, compulsory heterosexuality), but that there are 

also gaps and emergent identities that challenge dominant idenfipcations. 

Following fiom a more fluid understanding of identities, 1 argue that there is no one 

"rna~culinity~~ or "masculine" subject. The claim that ans one masculinity (or identity) is the ri&, 



proper, or oniy avdable one is usually in the service of dominance and the exclusion of other (and 

aberrant) identities. Sport has historically fiinctioned in just such a rnanner (Walvin, 1987). n i e  

identification of aberrant identities, praaices and knowledge's is one of the ways that 1 fouis my 

research, my Liformants accounts and my own observations. The existence and perception of these 

other identities is a wedge in the assumed uni- of one "Ultunate masculinity". 1 draw attention in my 

thesis not to the or one "hegemonic masculiniîyyiy but rather to the various processes through which 

particdar versions of masculinities become dominant m the U1timate community. 1 wodd also warn 

against seeing my conceptualization of masculinities as a typology of possibilities. To produce a 

Srpology of masculinities might be possible, but that would essentially reduce social identities to a 

catalogue of stereotypes. 1 show that the degree of choice that is available in the embodirnent and 

pracéce of masculine identities is not like shopping for shoes. Masculinities are part of an ongoing 

performance of identities and a struggle for ascendancy. i.iIndividua17' rnasculinities are also internally 

spIit by various wedges of socid difference and different histones and power relations. kguably 

Ulrimare Masczilinities are an "emergent set of identities" (Scott 1992) which are contingent on 

specific historical~ material and discursive changes and struggles. The processes which legitunate 

certain features of masculinities/difference and not others are addresseci throughout. 

I d l  argue that it is impossible to understand the complexï~ of masculinities-as-lived- 

performance apart fkom relations of power. 1 argue that power is pervasive and contextual following 

fiom a Foucauldian conception that power is bo t ,  repressive and productive (or enabling) (Rabinow, 

1984). There are moments of pleasure, and potentids for transformation and subversion of domutating 

and oppressive practices, identities and ideologies in the play of üitimate Frisbee. My broder project 

has been to open up and utilize different ways of seeing masculinities and to put such ways of seeing to 

work within Ut imte  to describe and analyze what each perception b ~ g s  into view, and what it 

excludes. 1 am focusing on how rnasculinities (and al1 identities) are constructed, perforrned and 



changing in the late 20th centuv. The historical era is significant given the rnany attempts by feminist 

and other margidized groups to gain access and recognition within al1 social institutions. Sport has, 

partiaily, opened to "allow" w-omen and others in, but, how has it accommodated margînahed peoples 

politics and desires and identities? How does sport continue to exclude and mar- certain bodies, 

subjectivities and knowledges? 1 argue that we need to move beyond, as Sedguick eloquently points 

ou& b h a q  oppositions of gender to a more fluid understanding of masculuiities. This position can be 

used as a method of socid critique and transformation. 

Masculinities is used throughout the thesis in at Ieast a double sense. The first sense is as a 

way of describing and detailing certain forms of behaviour, practice and identification. This process 

\dl make the terrain of my and+ availabie to the reader, so that we can at least attempt to have a 

common understanding of what 1 am analyzing. The second sense in which 1 use mascuIinities is as an 

explanatory tool of those social fonns: Why these types of behaviours at this histoncal moment? Why 

and hoiv these structures are limited and sensible within sport? Ultimate Frisbee is an ideal source for 

such a study because of its, at Ieast superficially, postmodern features. 1 draw a distinction between 

postmodern theories and what I regard as postmodern practices (McRobbie: 1992; Grossberg? 1992). 

I see postmodern practices as those things which express a struggle behveen the ongoing project of 

modemi@ and Western enlightenment and those practices which express an mareness and critique of 

the general fàilure of modemism. In Ultimate some of these features include a Iack of referees which is 

a sign of the refüsal of extemal (patriarchal?) authority. Players are, at least ideally, against elitist 

forms of sport and they argue for broad inclusivity. Part of this anti-elitism is a form of non-agressive 

competitiveness where "respect" for an opponent is supposed to outweigh winning. The modem 

masculine sporting figure is regularly defined as physically violent and Ultimate players reject outright 

physical violence, ifnot al1 f o m  of physical dominance. 



Most significantly Ultimate players a e  struggiuig to figure out what it means for men and 

women to play sports on the same field. 1 show that the presence of women and men on the same field 

is not sufficient to claim Ultimate as the site of postmodern practice. Many features of UItirnate rnake 

it appear as though it is males who set the terms and limits of the community (a central feanire of 

rnudernist patriarchal masculhity). For example, the men's division in tournament play is calleci the 

"Open" division. A fetv women do play on these "open" teams, but not rnany. ï h e  women's division 

is called the 3vomen's division". Arguably, the msculine stands as the rinnamed enter of Ultirnate 

subjectivic. However, I would argue that the formation of Ultimate as coed is, at least in part. an 

expression of a postmodem sensibili~ because of the self-aware manner in which players negotiate this 

space. 1 ni11 show that ali players are deeply involvecl in addressing the (de-)cente~g of males and 

masculine values in this culture. I have argued elsewhere that postmodem practices do not necessarily 

enable radical or counter-hegemonic social and political change. (Thornton, forthcoming). This study 

is also important as it investigates the identification practices and internai power d y m i c s  of a largely 

white' able-bodied: heterosexual, middle- and upper-middle class group of people. As a political 

intervention this study shows how power urorks fkom the inside of a powerful group and the fractures 

within it. Even within this relatively homogeneous and homogeninng conte- there are a range of 

extant and possible masculinities. 1 uill show U7timare Masculirzities to be a new' but, not d l  that 

liberated or Liberating, set of identities which rnix and match some very old cultural sport ideals with 

some more recent cultural f o m  of gender embodunent. Whether or not these new (?) masculinities are 

socially desirable 1 will discuss in my concluding section 



Columbia High School Varsity Frîkbee Team: A mini-geneulogy of Ultirnate 

ültirnate Frisbee is a team spodgame that was originated in MaplewOOd, Neu- Jersey by a 

group of male hi& school students sometirne in the fkli of 1967 (UPA, 1988). It was introduced in 

Canada at an exhibition of Frisbee in 1972, but, did not become organized into a league format d l  

the early 1980's. In 1993 there were 26 league teams in the City and approximately 250 teams across 

Canada. There were upwards of 1500 teams in the United States. These numbers have expanded 

rapidly in the last three to five years. Some estimates suggest rhat there are nour at least 100,000 

people playkg Ultimate worldwide (Zagoriq 1998). The game is played at many organkational levels: 

local club leagues, collegiate, high school, national, regional, sectional and international competitions. 

There are age and gender divisions as well: 'Coed", men's, women's, open, masters (over 30 years of 

age). The vimial absence of people of colour is interesthg given that ideologically the game is 

promoted as "open to dl" (Neil Damb- former President of the Ultimate Players Association). While 

there are an'- number of discussions about the inclusion/exclusion of women in Ultunate, 1 have not run 

across any such discussions concerning race and / or ethniciw or class- 

The first Ultimate tearn fomed in Maplewood (New Jersey), the "CHS Vars* Frisbee Team" 

\.as al1 male, white and middle class (UPA 1988). The team and garne were invented Iargely as a joke 

and the first game was part of an interna1 school rivalry bebveen the snident council and the student m 

newspaper (See Appendix E). Thus, Ultimate has fkom its inception been concemed with the politics 

of identiv. This "historical fact" has beat accepted within Ultimate circles to be the ultimute origin of 

the game and the first set of rules (Sagoria, 1998; Lewis, 2994). Lavis goes on to theorize what has 

become a common myth within UItimate circles: 

In keeping with the tenor of the sixties, a major attractant for athletes who had become 
fed up s i th  or never became involved with mainstream sports due to their unbridled 
competitiveness, [the Spirit of the Garne cIause] placed the onus on the players 
themselves to manage the potential for overaggressive pIay and cheating. For most 
players the concept of referees has been and remains anathema. (1 994, p. 7) 



Part of Ultirnate's broad pedagogy is its "anti-establishment" character, which is rnanifêsted in 

its self-refereeing, tempered compeMiveness and notions of inchsiveness. There is, in fk& no decent 

history of UItimate or Frisbee culture in general. Stancil Johnson's Fnsbee: A definitive 

practitioner 3 guide (1975) is one of the oniy texts that actively deals with historical aspects of the 

development and play of Frisbee or "dise" sports. Ho-wever, there are some decent instxuctional tex& 

and manuals whkh contain bits and pieces Frisbee history UItimate PIayers are also "on iine" as it 

were: there are hundreds? if not thousands, of "websites" and "homepages" which contain infomtion 

about Ultimate Frisbee. One cari also purchase videos of high level cornpetitions fiom the various 

national and international organizing groups (ültimate Players Association, World Flying Disc 

Federation, British Flying Disc Federation, Canadian Ultimate Players Association). The mtry of 

wornen to the game is particularly murky, both in institutionai t e m  and historical evidence. Ho\-ever? 

according to at least one account there were wornen involved in the first games (Zagoria 1998). 

in the United States some t h e  in the early 1970's wornen began to be involved more formally 

in 'pick-upt games. It is not clear to me, when they were written into the organizational structure of 

leagues. or when and if anone made a concerted effort to argue for their presence. Besides the bnef 

mention in the 30th Anniversary article by Adam Zagoriq there is an article by Marie HartIey in a 

newsletter celebrating the hventieth anniversary of Ultimate (UPA 1988). She describes how she began 

to play with men, but that she rarely got to "see the disc" (Le. catch it or throw it or have it throm to 

her). She was on the field but not really being included in the play of the games. 

She reports that she got tired of this treatment and started her own women's team and 

eventually league. She also reporte. that it took quite some time and that she received some resistance 

from male players because she \iras seen as competing ulith their org&tion. Women have 

expenenced this response before in other sporting contexts (See Etue and Williams, 1996). The local 



Ieague 1 studied seems to reflect a similar historicd process. In discussion with some of the long t em 

players 1 learned that very few women originally played, though women have always been invoived in 

the game in the ~ i t y ' .  The City league originally starteci with informal "pick-up" games. The first 

"league" consisted of a totd of four teams with no f o d  requirement that women be part of the teams- 

It seems that "everyone" was welcome. 

A major signification of the Frisbee as cultural icon is its association with the 'nippie, flower 

ch i ld  which is predominantly an image of whiteness of the Iate sixties. The later images of Frisbee 

culture from the 70's tend to invoke a "Beach Boy sun and surf '' image ttiat is again specifically 

urban, white and middle-class and North Arnerican. However, the "radicals" of the sixties, who made 

Ultimate, grew up and took their place among North Americas ruhg and middle classes. For example* 

one of the originators of the game is now a major executive in the motion picture indusw (Zagoria 

1998) and Ultimate grew out of the " 1 7  League" univenities in the United States. This heritage ha. 

not surprisingl~, Iead to a '*Yuppie7' underlay or patina in Ultimate Culture: Spandex' tans, BMW's 

and ceIl phones are the order of the day. Players generally recmit based on fnendship and so like 

begets Iike. 

Some players might desire an aîtachment to the "fke love" and democratic ideals of these 

historical icons, but many also specifically reject them. For example, one tearn in the City has a 

cannabis leaf on their jerseys, but, they play a very ruthless game and regularly dende the other teams 

lack of ability. It tends to be the "hipper" cornotations of both historical and current f o m  of leisure 

and socid autonomy that Ultimate pIayers embody. Yes, players like to be "cool and with if', smoking 

This is a pseudonym for the ci@ in which 1 played Uitimate. Ail other names of cities and people and 
players are pseudonyms unless otherwise indicated. 



dope, druiking beer and playhg a cool game like Uthate .  They play with the attitude, "we are here to 

wïn", and we don't want to play uith or against any hackers. 

However: there was considerable variation in attitude as many players were not at a i l  invested 

in producing or creating an image that was consonant with the dominant identities within the 

communi~  or those of mainstream sport. For "league" players it was simply a game that they play one 

ni& a week in the surnmer. For some others it is a rnuch more serious matter. Some players train 

year round to play and travel to toumaments throughout the surnmer and regularly attend national and 

international charnpionship S. 

There are no commîtted Iarge corporate Cr governrnent sponsors of the game which means 

playing at elite levels requires considerable amounts of "free tirne" and econornic resources. Sorne 

people estimate that they spend behveen îhree and five thousand dollars a summer playïng Wtimate 

(CBC News Report, December 1993). That estimate ody  accounts for the actual cash spent and does 

not include time spent away fiom work endeavors, nor does it account for the value of time spent 

organizing league play and toumaments. Al1 organizational work is voluntaxy in Ultimate (although 

some organizers who take on World championships build in a profit rnargin for themelves). And al1 

organizers are also players. In that sense Ulùmate is organizationally similar to the "amateur clubso' of 

the tum of the centun (Gruneau and Whitson, 1993; Kidd 1996). There is also considerable and 

significant ideological overlap with these historicd formations which 1 wiii discuss in more detail in my 

analysis. The local league had an executive, but they were al1 basically volunteers and self-appointeci. 

Getting players to help out with organizing is very difiïcult according to two past "presidents" that 1 

have a e d  to. 

Lewis cites a 1990 survey conducted by the Ultimate Players association which reveals the 

clear class location of Ultimate players. 



While disc golf is much more working-class based, Ulhmate rem- a sport whose 
entry point occurs primarily during post-secundary ducation. The same survey fomd 
tbat one-third of the respondents Listed their occupation as student and fewer than 
three per cent as blue coIlar or trades. Two thirds listed themselves as single, and weli 
over haif of the non-students listed their annual household incorne as more than 
$30,000 (US .) a very high figure for a population few of whose members are over 35. 
(1994, p. 7) 

He also points out that the absence of large corporate sponsors and other prize monqs makes 

it unlikely that economically mar@nahed groups would be attracted to Utkate. There was little 

evidence to the con- in my year of sîudy. For example, all of rny teammates either had universiw 

degrees or were in the process of attaining universÏty degrees. Most of my teammates also p v  up in 

middle-class or upper middle class househoIds From the interviews that 1 conducted wïth my 

teammates 1 found out that some of their parents were universi& professors, teachers and high Ievel 

corporate executives. Three of us came fiom ciearly more humble backgrounds where parents worked 

at a variep- of service jobs and small independent businesses and were unemployed for extended 

periods in their lives. Ultimate pIayers, largely, have a high degree of economic, social and politid 

autonomy in their lives outside of the sport. I niII show hou- this affects the formation of UZtirnate 

Muscztlznities. 

Scott Le\\%- (1994) makes a case for Ultimate's counter hegemonic nature, but I would be not 

be as willing to commit to such a strong stance on Ultimate's alterit).. However, Ultimate could be 

considerd in Peter MacLaren's sense to be an "oppasitiod culture" (MacLaren, 199 l), as it became 

configured through It is opposition to some dominant identities and ideologies of maiflstream sports, 

like football and baseball. There is some evidence in histories and current cultural practices to 

demonstrate that it mas deveIoped and is played as a specifx alternative to physicdy aggressive and 

professional sport (Lewis 1994; Zagoria, 1998). The specific combinations of physical violence and 

cornpetition that are embodied within professional sports iike hockey and football have been linked to 

negative forms of hegemonic masculinities in critic. analyses of modem sports (Pronger, 1990; Sabo 



and Messner, 1990; ConneLi, 1990). However, 1 would caution against seeing football and other 

"combat sports" as only about violence- DifEerent sports are concenied with multiple sets of aesthetics 

and experiences of the body, pleasure and community as I wili try to demonstrate in this thesis. This is 

not to suggest ihat football is not concemed with fonns of violence, but rather to guard against a 

unidimensional and easy condemnation of sport fonns like football as essentidi lessons in patnarchy 

and violence- (See Nelson, 1994 for an example of this approach.) 

It seems reasonable to suggest thai the games of football and hockey are concerneci with 

specific classed and raced defkitions of masculine athleticisrn. However? it seems to me that this is a 

Iargely under theorized aspect of sport (Le. hou; sports are racially coded and how different bodies 

become dflerently understood in different sports as racid). Arguably there is a clear raciaIization of 

the garne of Ultimate as whitel given that physicality and thereby certain foms of violent athletic 

prowess have normally been associated with blackness (Davis 1983 Fanon, 1967: Abdel-Shehid 

1997). In this sense then white bodies in Ultimate get to be ''athletic" d i l e  being able to cast their 

physicality as more acceptable and less violent then their margmalized others. Aggressive and vioIent 

sports behaviours. which are specificalb rejected, tend to be comected more to blackness and 

otherness (e-g. the violent tackling of football, the body-checking of ice hockey). 1 wilI discuss this 

more fiilly in a later analytical chapter. 

The rules of UItimate quite specifically state that there is to be ;;no overt contact between 

opposing players during the play of the game" (See Rule XVI) and most of my teammates said in 

i n t e ~ e w s  that it is one of the key things that attracted them to the garne, in particular, novice fernale 

players. These rules are quite different from the rules and play of football which organize collisions 

between opposing players as a necessity of play. Therefore, 1 think that it is a valid clairn to make that 

integral to Uttirnate practice and culture is the contestation of dominant i d d s  of rnasculinized sporthg 

pracrices and identities. This is not to say that some of the negative aspects of dominant sponuig 



behaviours are not aiso operaiing uithin Ultirnate. The question then becames how are the social 

regulaîion of subjectivities, the body and physicality practiced? Does it work? In what ways does it 

produce the possibilities of social transformation? 

The game was named '"U1timate" because it supposedly represents the UZtimte fom of sports 

by combining aU of the "best" aspects of sport and discarding the other ones. What those "'aspects" 

might be are not explicitly stated anyvhere. This identification allows us to see that Ultimate was 

conceived of in terms of a particular social and historical Iocation and thereby discounts any notion of 

sport as neutral and natural. Ul?imate has institutionalized a particular way of playing which expresses 

conflicting possibilities and desires (See Gruneau 1983 for extended analysis), Utimate has been 

tqing to get access to public attention and space, but it is not questioning the very structures which 

make its exclusion and o w ~  exclusivï~ possible. There is an ideologicai cornmitment to gender 

equali5, but it is not realized materiall'. or s~mbolically, but there is an ongohg interna1 stniggle. 

However, there is no unitaq- comrnunity or identie here, but the dominant symbolic codes do 

seem to have these aspects. The homogeneity of the Ultimate Frisbee communin. can in part be 

understood by seeing it as a sub-culture of Frisbee (Johnson, 1975). There was a large and thriving 

Frisbee comrnunity in the Cie. (and Canada and North America) tint played man)- different %SC 

sports-' but Utimate has become the dominant one (Conversation with Sean F./June 1994). 1 think that 

this is the case because it has appropriated a similar competitive and organizational structure as other 

mainstream sports. This has caused a rift in the Frisbee commUILiv. For example, 1 tallced to some 

highly skilled rnale players who quit ulrimate because it was too competitive and too intensely 

aggressive. 

Many disc sports participants and Ultimate piayers are Iess concerneci with winners and losers 

than the- are with the aesthetic and communal aspects of their chosen activities. On Lasqueti Island 



(British Columbia) there is a srnail group of players, but they have no league and they don? keep score. 

One of their crownïng achievements was the building of their own UItimate field by collectively 

working to clear a piece of land, leveiing it and planting the seed and growing the grass3. Many disc 

sports (e-g. "Guts", "Freestyle", 'Trisbee Golf') stili enjoy considerable popdarity, but Ultimate has 

become the most promïnent. Al1 teams at aU levels play more or less the same number of games and 

everyone on each team plays more or less the same number of points. For example, on our tearn w*e 

tried to "substitute" d e r  every tu.0 points, although sometimes we would agree to switch d e r  one 

point if it were a particulad- long and tiring point. Two points though is fkirly standard in Utimate 

circles. So ültimate appears to be "fkir'' in ternis of aiiowing equd access to the structure of play. 

Recentiy UItimate has begun to attract some corporate sponsorship. This turn of events, 

created considerable stmggle, Iocally and beyod  as to how to ded uith "sponsorship". For example, 

Teqztila Gold sponsored a series of toumaments in the US, but they wanted to change the rules and 

play of the game to make it more "suitable for television". The Ultimate Players Association 

subsequently dropped the sponsorship because they didn't want the game to be changed by an extemal 

agency. Uitimate has always been interested in having the players admuiister the games organizational 

structure and the rule changes were seen as too senous an infringement on that autonomy (UPA, 1992). 

Part of the stmggle is about maintaining the exclusivity of the group while trying to further the reach of 

the game to have more and better cornpetitions There is some fear that if the number of participants 

increases too rapidly then Ultimateos uniqueness as an athletic activity di be destroyed. 

Locally there was a very bad deal made with a beer cornpany (continuing another great 

Canadian sporting tradition) where each tearn was supposed to drink the sponsors b e r  at local pubs or 

ask for their bers  if it they were not available, Save the receipts and tuni them uito the Ieague officials. 

3 Be* Beal's (1995b) recent article on Skateboarding illustrates a similar ethos of cornpetition and play and 
a stniggle over the place of corporate "sponsorship" in relation to the sport. 



The sponsors were then to hand over a very small amount of cash. The sponsors did provide several 

thousand dollars worth of "merchandise" (a T-shirt with the sponsors logo on it for every player and 

some marginally discounted beer at a few league parties and a few gym bags and sundry things). I did 

the math. If the players had conformeci with this deai the "sponsors" would have made approximkly 

$100,000 in sales and the Ieague would have been "sponsored" about $6OOO!. Not to mention the 

inherent contradiction of a beer cumpany sponsoring an athletic activity! In the end no teams complied 

with this "deal" and the sponsors did not hand over any cash, just the 'hierchandise" which in effect 

worked as free advertising for their produa. The league organïzers were round- criticized for mabg 

this deal. 

The Play of the Game 

In the play of Ultirnate there tend to be less definecl "positions" than in baseball or hockey, 

although there are, at least on initial set-up. "handlers, rnids and deeps". Handlers tend to be 

responsible for g d n g  the play going and maintaining the pace and flow of the game (See Appendix F 

and G for basic set up on offense and defense). Mids are responsible for getting open rnidway between 

the endzone and the initial point of the first throw on each offensive senes. Longs tend to be W e s t  

fiom the initial point of play and are responsible for spreading the defense out and chasing doun long 

passes fiom the mids or handlers. It is not unusual for either mids or deeps to help out when the count 

gets high (Le. the '-marker's" sial1 count gets up to 8 or 9) by ninning in very close and quickly to the 

disc. Sometimes as close as a yard away. Some playen are designated to take control of the disc at 

particular points and for strategic advantage. However, everyone basicaily needs to have a degree of 

proficiency in al1 technicd aspects of the game as everyone at some point in a game throws the disct 

plays defense and catches the disc. 



Tbe object of the game is to pass a plastic disc fiom teammate to teammate until a p a s  is 

caught in the opponents end zone. Throwing the disc is different fiom throwing a ball (See Appendix 

H on how to grip the disc). Running with the disc is not dowed. Upon catchmg a pass the player 

must stop nuining and establish a "pivot" foot before attempting the ne- p a s .  This aspect of the 

game is similar to a traveIing violation in basketbail. Once a player establishes one foot as t h e ~  pivot 

foot they mq- not move it d i l e  they are in possession of the disc. One rnay move their other foot SO 

long as the origmal pivot foot is held in place. Once the thrower releases the disc they may run in any 

direction that the>- wish. Meandile potentid receivers are cutting tou-ards and a m y  fiom the player 

u-ith the disc, running established pIays or patterns "on the fly". 

However? set "plays" often fail. especidly at the league levei of play, because teams do not 

practice enough. Often a set play wi11 not work and results in a turnover because of a hi& stall count. 

ïhere is more of a general stnicture to the initial formation of each play. For example, the %rom-- 

off' is usudly caught by a designated handler and then a short forward pass is thrown to another 

hanciler. By this t h e  the rest of the team has fomed a "stack". A stack is the most basic of offensive 

formations which is essentially everyone standing in a straight line, facing back towards the hancilers. 

The remaining players t q  not to be too close to each other and are spread out over a distance of 10 - 

25 yards away fiom the handler. In most cases the first person in the stack begins running tow7ards the 

handler and makes a %ut" (a sharp change in direction) to the left or right side of the handler (See 

Appendix G for a schematic). The first cutter often does not get the disc thrown to them. They are 

usually a decoy for the next cutter, who, depending on the sophistication of the team, can be any of the 

four remaining players. The main idea is to keep the disc movîng and keep the defense continually off 

balance. Given that there is no holding, tackling or pushing allowed within the rules, defense is 

generally v e q  dificult. The o d y  way to play 'w defense" is to nui as fast or faster than your 

opponent and to try to out guess them. 



The person "marking" the player with the disc counts to ten W s .  (See Rule XN for an 

eirplanation of marking.) They are ailowed to move aromd their opponent, but, carmot slap at the disc 

d i l e  it is in their hand and must give the ùirower a "disc's width" (i-e. must be tbe distance of the 

midth of a discs flat surface fiom the thrower). The marker cannot obstruct the thrower's rnovements. 

The defender tries to force a dinicult throw by waving their arrns and moving into the way of an 

throw. Or the more common defense is to "force" the thrower to throw to only one part of the field 

(See FIying Circus Ultimate discussion of %e force"). There are a number of theories and strategies 

as to which is the best way to force: but the key is that it "forces" the thrower into a lunited area and 

lets Our  defending teammates h o w  where that area is going to be. The disc may be throtvn in an'. 

direction and there are no offsides. One point is awarded per goal. Games are play& to an agreed 

upon limi& usualb fifieen or seventeen in 'league" play and nineteen or trventy-one in toumaments. 

It was ofien tempting to try and throw a long p a s  of 40 yards or more, but these are the least 

efficient, especially in the B league where people were not strong throwers. Most players at the B level 

were not able to throw passes of more than 20 yards \sith an>- confidence or consistency. Longer 

passes of 40 or more yards are generally easier to defend because they stay in the air longer which 

d l o ~  defenders to run them down. However, a well thrown long pass or "huck is very difficult to 

defend- Ln the B division the success of man- long passes \vas generally based on a rnissed defensive 

assignment . 

At the beginning of each point each player selects an opponent to defend and then nuis down 

field to find them. Quite often two defenders wil1 end up guarding one of the opposing team which 

meant that another opponent was wïde open. Usually this person recugnized that no one was guarding 

them and ran straight down field to d l  for a long p a s  



Originally the game was played in an asphalt parking lot which may, in part, explain the 

restrictive rules on body contact. The boundaries were detennined by naturaI and made objects (e-g., 

lamp posts, trees, buildings, river banks). Over t h e  a "standard" field was designecl to have two 25 

yard endzones and a field &ch is 70 yards long and 40 yards wide (See Rule III, Field of Play). This 

is often a problem because the fields that are publicly available in parks and in school and university 

campuses are not long enough to contain the entire 120 yard length. It was actually a rare event when 

we played on a ''standard" field in leque play. Therefore, one often had to settie for a d e r  field, 

but that \vas usually no great hardship, Ushg a football field \vas potentially dangerous because they 

have field goal uprights in the back of the end zones. Given that attempts to catch the disc often d e  

one lose track of the field's boundaries a steel pole jutting out of the ground presents a considerable 

ilazard. 

A unique feature of Ultimate is that players on the field are responsible for their o\m fou1 and 

line cdls. There are no "referees" on the field. Players are therefore required by the niles to adhere to 

the highest standards of "sportsmanship" and fairness and to respect their opponents. The UPA's 

current Ninth Edition of the Rules of Uitirnate, which 1 include as an appendix, uses gender inclusive 

language except for the word sportsrnanship. The Spinr of the Game, is greatly vaiued by the players 

because it creates an etiquette and camaraderie not typicdly found in other sports. It also Ieads to 

considerable problems and is central to UltLnate players' claj.tns to being different from MaitlStfeam 

sport, both of which 1 d l  discuss in more detail in a later chapter. ï he  major problem was that many 

people knew %ow to play", but clearly had not looked closely at the d e s .  

The use of a flying disc in Utimate adds a dimension not seen in bal1 games and is one of the 

elements that makes Ultimate a tmly unique sport. A disc sinks, floats and curves much more than a 

ball. A skilled thrower can guide the disc over and around defenders and float it atiead of a m g  

receiver. Ultimate games can be fïiled with leaping one hand catches, shon give-and-go passes, field 



length bombs or "hucks" and diviug blocks and catches They can also be fiiled with drops and 

incomplete passes which go sailing out of bounds. For example, rnq- times some points lasted for 

up to fifteen minutes because neither team was able to cornpiete more than one or two short passes in a 

row and everyone was dropping the disc. One point in Utimate usually doesn't Iast much more than 

two or three minutes and can be over in a rnatter of seconds if a long pass is cornpleted in an endzone. 

In man). cases it took several passes to 'bork" the disc up field and score a point 

The disc that Lrltimate players use is one CC~ulhual artïfàcf', if you will, whose meanings and 

uses si@; separate and define insiders and outsiders to 'rhe game". UItirnate players rarely refer to 

a disc as a "Frisbee". They refer to it as a cbdisc". "Frisbee?' is, in fact, a registered irademark, the? 

d l  Say. "Frisbees-' corne in many Werent colours, weights and designs. The %SC of preference" for 

UItimate players is the "U1trastarT' 175 gram Discracfi (UPA Newsletter, November-December, 1992). 

Ultimate discs also work as sigmfiers of "insider knowledge" (Becker, 1991). Ai1 leagues and 

toumaments produce their omn logo irnprinted discs which the? sell. These days a disc goes for $10 - 

12. Canadian. Special discs can nui as high as twenty dollars or more a piece. Many of the "naveling 

tearns" sel1 discs and T-shirts to fund their play. The possession of a disc from different places and 

teams is a sign of how rnuch and or how weil one has played. For example, almost eveyne would 

have a "league" disc, but on& the higher level players would have discs fiom national and international 

championships. even though one can get a fîiend to buy you a disc from a Eu away toumarnent. n ie  

discs usually have interesting and complicated images on them. 1 d l  not be analyzing their content in 

the thesis as they are not very significant in the context of league play. 

The difference betureen a Frisbee and an UItimate disc though is relevant and even the novice 

player will soon learn the difference. You wili know an UltMate player fiom a w u a l  Frisbee player 

by their speech, T o u  wanna go play some disc". Frisbee Golfers, 'Frees@ersW and 'Guts" players 

might also use this terminology. 



UItimate is iàst moving and requires considerable aerobic fitness, even at its Iowest Ievels of 

cornpetition. Some estimates suggest that players nui b ~ e e n  3 - 5 kilometers in a single game. This 

may not seem much until one considers that rnost of that nrnning is at £if& per cent or better of ones al1 

out speed. It is dso f k t  in the sense that the direction of play can change in a moment and players 

often need to react to changes in possession many tirnes in a single point. For example, on a long 

"huck" throw into the endzone an individuaI player may rnake a sprint of thirfy or for& yards to chase 

d o m  a throw. Ifthey don3 catch it they have to immediately start guardùig their opposite nurnber. 

The person guarding o u  may? or may not pick up the disc, in uthich case you have to nin after thern. 

This tuniaround can be difficult, especially if p u  had ïnitially out run your opponent by meen or 

tsvenly yards on offense. They now have that advantage on you and o u  nom- need to run back and 

catch thern. The only way to do that is to sprint and hope o u  catch up to thern before they get into 

position for an easy reception. 

Players switch back and forth from offense to defense on the fly and there are no whisties or 

flags to indicate what is happening. In order to signal to their teammates what's happening players are 

taught early on to yell out. "Over" when there is a turnover. It is also not unusual, and considered 

good etiquette (in the Spirit of the Garne) to tell your "mark" that it is a turnover if they are not in a 

position to see it. 

There are no %pecial teams?' iike the hockey "power play", aithough there are ofkn attempts 

to put a particular group of players together for defensive or offensive advantage or balance. On our 

team and many others I observed there was more effort put into not pufting the weakest players out al1 

at once. This is not spoken so much as simply "done". Many novice pIayers f k d  d difficult to 

maintaiin their sense of the proper direction of play and 1 have seen some players going the wrong 

direction after a '~rnover" (Le. one team loses offensive control and the other team takes possession 

and heads in the opposite direction). I have to emphasize that most of the players on my tearn were 



either entirely new to the game or had pIayed one or at most three previous seasons. Mer several 

cornpetitivekague games the flow of play becomes a non-issue for most players. The more technicd 

aspects such as set plays and "disc skills" take longer to develop. Learning to throw the disc well is 

perhaps the one ski11 that takes the most concerteci effort. 

My History: On Becoming. 

In this section 1 want to show some of the ways that 1 corne to be in the position to enter into 

and sîudy the culture of UItimate Frisbee. The similarities and chEerences between myseif and other 

Uitimate players f o m  a Iens through which 1 look at my research. This lem also provides a source of 

data as the felt differences provide points of analysis for me. 

1 have pIayed Ultimate for sis years. 1 am also a student. a university instnictor and a 

researcher. 1 have always been more cornfortable plaqing sports and games than writing or being in 

school. 1 have sprained both of my ankles several times. My laiees hurt every tirne 1 play an? sports 

and sometimes my lower back. 1 have also dislocated the same finger tuice, in two different joints, 

whiIe playhg sports. Piaqing sports does have a way of injuring oneself while at the same time 

strengthening it. 1 have playai mmy different types of sports since the tirne 1 was 6 or 7 years old: 

football, socce- basketbalIo baseball, road hockey, volleyball, badminton, tennis, billiards, golf, 

UItimate. 1 have païtïcipated at a variety competitive levels. I have experienced both sides of lopsided 

victories and losses. 1 h o w  how cornpetition works and its effects without having to consult a book. 

1 have probably spent as much t h e  playing and watching games and sports at fields, in gyms, 

pool halls and my various homes as 1 have in formal education settings. The vast majority of my 

sporthg experience has been in groups of men alone which is common in North Amencan culnire 

(Messner, 1991). U l h t e  is not the only cimed'y sport that 1 have played though it is the one 1 have 

played the longest and most intensively. Ultimate has been a new experience of leaming what it means 

to pl-. dongside and inclusively with women. 



1 have two brothers and two sisters. 1 am the second youngest sibhg, but the youngest male. 

1 was 30 yean old when I was conducting my thesis research to complete my Ph. D in Sociology No 

one in my fàmïly's history has gone this iifàr" in the education system. It is a strange and sometimes 

alienating process for my relationship with my M y .  Being in graduate school has redefïned my 

reiatiomhip to my family. 1 corne fiom a working-class background where my M e r  was self- 

ernployed at the t h e  of his death (when I was a teenager). He had two yean of university educahon 

bu& quit when he manied. He had done many different jobs in his life (cabdriver, restaurant manager, 

Iaborer. prospector). My mother has worked inside and outside of the home and has a grade nine 

formai education. She has supported d l  of us at one tirne or another, financially and emotionally on 

her OWI fiom the tirne of my father's death and continues to do so. My mother did not participate in 

organized sports' mostly due to child rearing responsibilities which she has had al1 of her life as she 

was bom the eldest of a very large family. My fàther participated in many sports as a ou th  and in 

high school, mostiy track and field and some baseball. M e r  his two years of Universin. he rarely 

play-ed any sport at dl .  

1 \vas born in an urban center (Ville St. Laurent in Montreal) but moved to a rural setting 

(Truro, Nova Scotia) at the age of 1 1. My neighborhood in Montreal was poor? consisting of waged 

workers and municipall?- employed workers and the chronically unemployed and underemployed. 1 

knew many families who were on welfare. In fact, it tvas nothing unusual in my experience as a child 

and 1 think at one point our f ami l  f as forced into taking welhe payments. In mq families the main 

"breadwi~er'' was the m m  but m a q  of the women worked outside the home, but were in and out of 

the paid work force for much of their lives. The women did most of the day-today child rearing. Our 

fàmily \vas large&- a "stan~iard'~ working-ciass patriarchal headed household. 

There were also a number of singIe mothers and aIthough the area was primarily white Anglos, 

1 always went to school with BIack kids and also some Asian ones. There dso happened to be a dl 



concentration of Jewish fbdîes in this area. There was also the ever present Anglo / Francophone 

split. I lived in a primarily Enghsh speaking area. Most kids I went to school with spoke Enghsh as 

their first language and there were very few French speaking kids in my elementaxy school. 

We lived in an aparûnent building which \vas part of a set of simiIar buildings. That 

apartment had three bedrooms and a kitchen and living room. Not all that small, but, certainly not 

spacious for 7 people. 1 slept in a room with my brothers util 1 was 13 or 14 years old. For many 

years we shared a phone ulh Our neighbors. I am not sure ifthat was because we coutd not afford it 

ourselves or they couid not. Across a playing field there was another complex of apartments and these 

buildings had higher concentrations of French speaking people. We often had rock fights against the 

"French kids" from that side of the field. Thus, the poiitics of identity was always an issue though 1 

would not have used that language at the t h e .  

We spent a lot of hme, as kids, in the field playing at different things, such as tag and hide and 

se& kick the can, and building "forts?' in the scant trees. There was an old rail Iine nith no tracks' 

but, the railway ties were still Ieft. Running adjacent to the apartment complex uas a six foot high 

chah Iink fence which guarded a MacDonnell-Douglas plane manufacturing plant. M y  first ~rganized 

sports experience \vas a sumrner of soccer when 1 was 8 or 9. 1 played goal on a soccer team for a 

couple of months. Organized sport requires some financiai cornmitment from a family and dso  time 

fkom at least one parent. With my father working constantiy and four siblings under the age of 13 for 

my mother to take care of, there kvas h t e d  opportun@ to participate in organized sport except 

through school. 

When we rnoved to Nova Scotia 1 became more involved in orgarked sport, in particular 

baseball and football. 1 played little league baseball for two years and pee-wee football for two years 

as well. The first year I played football I sat the bench a lot. My coach was the principal of the local 

high school and 1 aluays thought he took things too seriously. He uas the first person 1 ever heard say, 



'9 don't tvant 100 per cem 1 want 1 10 per cent". A ludicrous thing to Say to a bunch of 10 and 1 1 

year olds, but one of my earliest brushes with hyyer masculine competiiiveness. 

By Junior High School 1 uras no longer able to keep up in the more p h y s i d y  aggressive sport 

of football and my relative Iack of size also worked ag;iinst an ongoing participation in baseball. 1 

stopped playing for the local rep teams after the age of 14 ("Bantam" in Nova Scotia). 1 also started 

\.orking in the summers which took most of my tirne fiom participating in sport, though the sumrner 1 

-as 14 1 worked at a golf course in the pro shop and as a caddie. 1 was also a mernber for that one 

summer. Golf was still fairly Ïne'rpensive in those days. Greens fees were about 10 dollars and a 

year's membership for teenagers was about 50 dollars, though wïth considerable restriction on access. 

For esample, "Junior?' members were to be off the course by one o'clock in the aftemmn through the 

w e k -  

Schml was never much of an academic problem for me and we were expected to do weil in 

school. 1 \as quite frankly bord most of the iime until 1 reached hi& school. Then 1 \vas b o r d  but 

at least got to p h -  sports. 1 1 s  never involved in any student politics or in the "band?' or the yearly 

school "Opererta". ïhere was a clear class merence in the participation school events. It seemed to 

me at the tirne that it was ail doctors' and lawyers' kids involved in the band and "suck-ups" involved 

in the other things. Sports \vas more of an anti-establishment thing (an odd contradiction 1 realize) for 

me as it was outside of those more rnidde class practices and aspirations. Both of my older brothers 

had been deeply involved in the Operetta and schuol clubs and my older sister in student politics. My 

oldest brother was involved in football, too. Part of my- identity formation was the avoidance of 

seeming to be like my siblings. This could only be accomplished through focusing more on sports than 

anything else. My younger sister was an accomplished gyrnnast until the age of 14 or so and to a 

degree also rejected any association uith the aspiration of schooling as a way to a "better life". 

Coming out of the same Euni- we each took slightly different paths through school and gender politics. 



Most of my Junior high sporting experience was in basketball. 1 played on the Junior varsity 

my first year and the varsity in my last two years. 1 never did become a starting player partially due to 

an odd ambivalence of mine to prducing the necessary kind of al1 out effort that coaches desire. 1 like 

tc, pIay games and sports, I do not care to injure other people and myself and I have never ascribed to 

the 'ho pain, no gain" principle. It became very obvious to me by the time 1 was a teenager that sport 

was not going to be a w e e r  at which 1 could make a living. 1 sitnply never had the physical tools to 

become a great basketbail player. I was a fairly skinuy teenager and of only average height for my age. 

It probably dicln't help that ahost al1 of the starting players fiom my junior hi& school teams went on 

to be stars at both the hi& school and universis. levels. 1 basicaily rode the bench but got to play 

quite a bit because our tearn \vas so strong. 

1 went on to play Junior varsity basketbail for one year in high school and then kvas recruited 

ont0 the volleyball team. In retrospect, this \vas a good thing for my athletic career, as 1 doubt that 1 

would have made the v a r s i ~  basketball team, By grade 10 1 was still fàirly small at maybe 5 fmt 8 

and pretty scrawny. 1 did eventually becorne a decent high school volleyball player. Upon graduation I 

\vas considered one of the top 12 high school players in the province of Nova Scotia. Luckily 

volleybalI was a secondary sport and did not attract the best and biggest athletes to it. This reaIic 

made it possible for me to progress and develop. However? 1 did not physicaIly over-power my 

opponents. 1 alwîys depended on technicd precision and behg able to concentrate better than my 

opponents and teammates. Unfortunatel a month before a tryout with the Nova Scotia Canada Games 

Provincial team 1 broke a finger on my right-hand and was unable to attend the training camp. So 

much for my institutional volleybalVathletic career- 1 was good enough for a m u t ,  but not good 

enough to be reconsidered after the fust tryouts. Another lesson in the ~th.ies~ness of sport hit home. 

1 was always yoirnger than my classmates (because 1 skipped grade four) and 1 have always 

been told that 1 ';look younger" than rny age. Thus my participation in sport was in part an aspect of 



the formation of a more 'Crnad);" masculinity. This is clearly the experience of many males in North 

Arnerican culture (See Fine's, 1987, study of adolescent baseball players). 

Throughout my undergraduate degree I continueci to participate in many sports, but oniy in 

summer recreational leagues and intramUral. The sports 1 have played the most are basketbal, road 

hockey, volleyball, football, basebali, tennis and now Ultirnate. 1 had considerable arnount of formai 

coachhg in d l  of these sports, but nothing approaching what any varsi@ universisr athlete would have 

had in even one season. 

1 have been descnbed physically as "thin'', "skinny", "lean", "atbletic", 'W" and "bonf'. My 

&ly always encouraged and allowed me to participate in sports, despite my size:. 1 was about 5'6" 

or so until the tirne 1 kvas 15 and about 1 15 pounds, (what would be considered small in sports circles) 

 bu^ b'~ the tirne 1 finished high school 1 was almost 6 feet taIl and about 150 pounds. 1 have alwa!*s 

been keenly aware (and constantly remindeci) of my body and its meanings. My oun embodiment of 

culturaI forms began in many ways in sport. in Montreal, when 1 played hockey, 1 was Ken Dryden 

(with my Canadiens #29 jersey) and the French kids were Guy Lafieur or Jacques Lemaires. 

1 always feIt that there was an obvious Iack of material resources in my life and absence of 

alternative forms of collective support. It deeply affects my day-to-day consciousness even now. For 

e m p l e ,  1 was given rny first baseball glove by a doctor's son in Truro. It w.as a decent enough glove 

and that was a gracious gesture? but it was also an old and left-over thing. It speaks to my class 

location in the conte- of my hometom which is deeply divided by class and race. These things rnay 

have happened a long time ago and may seem relatively trivial, but they have given me a sensitivity to 

how people relate to the right to have and not have and vrrhat the); take for granted. Ultimate players 

take a lot of things for granted in terms of materid privilege, and males tend to take a lot for granted in 

the playing and teachhg of sports. For example, at the beginning of a season several years back the 

Ieague organizers doubled the yearly fees for individual players. The amount of money was fairly 



smali (changing form 20 to 40 doilan), but the assumption that this was such a trivial amount speaks 

to the general lack of concem for hou: rnoney is used in Ultimate. 

The major forms of social difference in Tmro are class and race based. Ethnicity is of 

importance, but the population is mostly of English, Irish and Scottish background. Religiously the 

only major divide is between the Catholic and the Protestant. The rnajority of the populace are Anglos 

and there are ody a few white families in the entire t o m  who would not fâll into some combination of 

the above categories. About 15 per cent of the population are black and 5 per cent or l a s  are Micmac. 

There are places in Truro where white people live and places where black people live and 

places where poor white people live and places where poor black people Live. îhere is also a First 

Nations reserve in a bordering town. (Tt cuuld not be part of Tmro even though it is more or less 

geographically contiguous). My first &ends in Truro were black kids fiom T h e  Marsh". My ~ v o  

sisters and 1 aiways been known for, '%anging around wiîh black kids", urhich is not a complement in 

that to\Tinn And despite the fact that blacks have been in Tmro since It is founding (See History of 

Tmro 's Sertiement), where they live defines the margins of blackness and whiteness, as well as class, 

to a lesser degree. The areas bordering the zones of blackness are actually buffered, in one case by the 

marsh lands, which have until very recently prevented any new housing or other developrnent. 'The 

Island'' is separateci b!. a golf course which stands behveen it and one of the oldest, whitest and 

wealthiest neighborhoods in Truro (Smith Street). The home of the Stan£ield7s (famous makers of 

undenwu) is located on this street and its backyard empties ont0 the golf course. 'The Hill" is 

partially bordered by a 1oca.i park and also the town garbage dump. "Pleasant Street" is also on the 

"hill", geographically, but it is home to mostly middleclass, white people, although with some 

working-class people who rnake decent livings as salespeople and with independent businesses. Most 

kids go off to University and rarely return to Truro to iive the rest of their lives. I checked the census 

&ta recently and the population has been steady since about 1975 and has in fhct decreased slightly. 



Tmro and Nova Scotia in general has one of the oldest populations in aIi of Canada aith 

approximately 20% per cent of the population over the age of 65. Thus, in coming to the City I have 

crossed over several socid boundaries . 

Since rnoving to a large metropolitan ci@ to do my graduate studies 1 have been involveci in 

less and less sports and in quite sporadic bursts. My advancement through graduate school was 

i111ythhg but smooth. It only recently came to be obvious to me that this was related to my class 

ident i~ .  1 have alwvays been encouraged to continue on in school by my fàmily. Education was seen as 

important and 3 of in!- 4 siblings have university degrees. It seems that we ai1 lïved the myth of getting 

a universis- education as a way of getîing ahead. However, we did not have access to the broader 

stmctures of cultural capitd whch wouId enable us to convert a universe degree into material wealth. 

This is not a unique feature of my f h i l y .  It seerns to me a social trend of the last 25 years (See 

Livingstone, 1998 for a more nuanced, but genedy supportive anaIysis of canaria and the United 

States). O d y  one of m>- siblings wvorks in anything related to their university education. She has 

recently retumed to teaching on a part tirne bais. 

What has been a striking feature of a self-revelation around class in the academy is the arnount 

of hostility and refusal that 1 have experienced when attempting to cl& a "workingclass" identi~? 

While most other aspects of social difference are acknowledged and accepted among "critical" 

acadernics, class is seen as a virtual impossibili& as a site of difEerence (Terepocki, 1998). 1 have 

actually had people Say, "No you're not" working-class. (See Terepocki, 1998; Weatherbee, 1995 for 

more detailed and elaborate discussion of these points on the politics of class and education-) They 

4 These uisights have largely ken arrived at after extensive and difflcult conversations betu'een myseLf and 
Megan Terepocki about o w  e-uperiences as workingclass students within the Canadian university system. 
These discussions. initiated by her, enabled me to e'rpress them in the fïrst place and then introduce them into 
rny thesis. Terepocki elaborated on these issues in a much more originai, thorough and cornplex way than 1 
have in this thesis. See Megan Terepocki (1998) "Research and the Politics of Social Class", Unpublished 
manuscnpt, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto. 



have challenged me to produce ''evidence" of my claim. Can you imagine someone saying, "No you're 

not a woman?" 1 don% want to draw quivalencies here between gender and class and 1 do not want to 

claim my victim status, and 1 am not entirely keen on many academic notions of how and what class 

looks like. But this kind of negation teils me more about the structure of universities and who inhabits 

them and how peopIe irnagine who is in the uni ver si^. 

This partial autobiographical sketch indicates some of the subject positions £tom which 1 r a d  

the world. Et does not nail d o ~ a  an essential d t e r i n g  view of the world, but hopefuily it does give 

the reader some sense of m y  way of understanding the n-orId, masculinity and sport. Playing games 

and sports for me has always been pleasurable, but also a site of struggte over definitions of how and 

who I am in the world. This account represents the social and cultural background that 1 brought to the 

Ultimate community . 

The City League 

The City Ultimate league has been around since 1980. In the organization of the competitive 

structure there was and continues to be ackno~vIedgment of a ciifference between new and more 

experienced players. There were "A" and "B" divisions of play and there are non- multiple "leveIs" of 

play. D u ~ g  the 1993 season each division was subdivided into Iwo levels after the first several 

games. The logic \vas that teams would find there "natural level of plaf and would avoid playing 

teams that were far stronger or fkr meaker. In the past this was not part of the leagues organization 

and eveq team played against every other team. For exarnple, the previous year we played against 

some teams that had no first years players and the majority of their players had been playing for 

several years. The logic used to be that even a realIy weak team ",dl leam something" fiom being 

soundiy beaîen by a vastly supenor opponent. This has changed as the league has grown to 

approximately 100 teams and it is noir- Iogistically impossible to provide this t p e  of play. The 

resulting structure is a hierarchical one in terms of ski11 levels. There is a disadvantage to learning the 



game though as the lower level teams rarely if ever get to see a "competently" played game and get 

relatively Iittle in the way of coaching. This organization of the league is detrimental to learning the 

game as 1 have noticed some teams have not improved one iota over 3 or 4 seasons. 

The Iocal Ultimate organizational structure was dominatecl by middle and upper middle class 

white, male bodies. Whiteness is the unname4 but universal referent within this context. There is 

rarely any discussion of this realiw if ever, in my experience. And pIayers of colour are rarely, though 

occasionally signifieci by their "colouredness''. 

For e'rample, during a tournament I played at in the U. S. there were several players waitulg in 

the parking lot talking about different players. A white man with long hair and goatee type b a r d  

(another common style for men in Ultimate) said something about a Black Canadian player during the 

conversation: "He-s a black mon nlth an attitude" in a supposedly Afiican-Caribbean pseudo- 

-an voice. The player he \vas talking about does have a reputation for '%aving an attitude". 

But the qualification of "black mono' is signifiant here. There are also plenty of white men who have 

attitudes, but 1 have never heard anyone Say, "he's a white man with an attitude" using a nasal Preston 

Manning tone. Whieness is so pervasive that it is "conunon sense" not to talk about it. Lenls (1994) 

has also noted the racial, and ethnic homogenei~ of the broader Uiîimate community. 

Most of the players in the City league are also white, h g l o ,  rniddle to upper-middle class and 

heterosexual. Despite the rhetoric of inclusion and fiur play that operates in Ultimate there are many 

forms of exclusion most gIaringiy around race and ethnicity. 1 would doubt if there are more ttian 20 

Blacks in the entire league of one thousand or so players. There are about the same number of South 

Asian and also East Asian players as blacks, but still would be less than 2 O 3 per cent of the entire 

community. From my observations they are, like most Uitimate players, very experiend athletes with 

extended sporting interests and careers. Many players are universi5 students or teachers and others 



work for large cornputer compaties or corporations or are teachers. For example, we had 5 people on 

our team that were at the time employed as teachers or had been recedy, but had tumed to something 

else. One reason for the large number of pxichers rnay be because most Ultimate is played during the 

summer when they have t h e  off and because they have univers*-based connections. 

There is considerable and problematic appropriation of marginaiized and popular cultural 

sqmbols into the sport. Many tearns play "black" music in their cars and on the sidelines and use 

images of non-white cultural icons. One team has a huge image of Jirni Hendrix on their team shirts. 

Others use First Nations spbo l s  and iconography on T-shirts and discs. Also, the extensive use of 

sun screen by Ultimate players evokes a protection and coverïng up of whiteness, that is not related to 

"maleness" per se. It is also a practice which symbolizes a particular type of middle-class concem 

with "heaith" Gd the body. 

At the intersecrions of class and race workingclass people and people of colour are excluded 

because of the tirne and money that is required to participate. Despite the rhetonc that Uitimate is an 

inexpensive game to play there are many costs associated with Uitimate. Sorne of these include: team 

and individuai registration fées ($35 per person), proper footu'ear ($50 -150), team uniforms ($10 - 25 

per person usuaIly a T-shirt nith a team logo), travel by car or public transit ($150 plus per season), 

food and drink at tournaments ($20/da!. plus), after game dimer and beer ($10 - 25/game) and new 

discs ($ 10 - 15 each). The one overnight tournament that 1 went to that season cost me approximately 

one hundred and fZly dollars and that u.as considered 'kheap''. The Iist goes on and if one bas chrldren 

the cos& and organizational effort required is multiplied. Thou@ considered by rnany players to be 

inexpensive, 1 would estunate that a season (Iasting approximately 5 months) costs a minimum of $300 

to $750. Players who play on 'Lraveling teams" spend considerably more. However, my team was 

composed of primarily first and second year players who were either not cornpetent enough or 

interested enough to commit to such an endeavor. Most league players do not travel to other places to 



play in tntirnate tournarnents. The year of my research there was only one touring team fiom the City 

and there were onlp about 20 people on the t- so there was not all that much opporîuni~-. 

"Traveling team" tournarnents can take anywhere fiorn one day to several days in a rowy but 

usually consist of two d e s  of play involving anywhere fiom two to five games each day. Our team 

traveled to another city for a one day beach tournament. We also played in the league mid summer 

tourney: but did not play in any other tournaments. This practice is fâkly standard for new teams and 

players. For new players like our team m a s  the garne is very much summer recreation and not a major 

part of their lives., practicalIy or emotionally. This attitude changes considerably as one gets better 

and or plays for more years. Many players eventuaily focus much of their summer leisure time on 

pIayïng, organizing and training for playïng Ultimate. Some players have even been known to quit 

jobs, end relationships and move to a different ci@ to play on a tearn. 

17re Season and My Tearn 

1 provide a rather detailed and lengthy description of my individual teammates in Appendix A 1. 

In order for readers to see the broad structurai features of the season (number of games, scores and so 

on) 1 mil1 give a general description below. 1 will attempt to remind the reader of individuals- 

backgrounds when 1 refer to them in the analysis. 

My team for this year was a composite of two teams from the previous year and a group of 

new players who were fiends of the captains, Jules and Murray. Murrayt and Jules knew each other 

fiom playing together on a previous tearn. The team was basicaliy made up of half of Murray's fiends 

and half of Jules' fnends. Murray and Jules had brokered the "merger" of their teams, but Murray and 

his wife were away for the first half of the season. Several peopIe had not played any Ulhmate, 

another 4 or 5 had only played one season and the remaining 4 or 5 had played from 2 - 4 previous 

seasons. (The rnembership varied over t h e  as people were hurt at thes ,  some did not join us until 



halfway through the season, a feu? stopped playing at difXerent stages and a few 1 was never quite clear 

on.) We were a relatively inexperienced team and we did not h o w  each other very weii at ail. 

Each week during each season 1 usualIy played one league game, one "pick-up" game and had 

one team practice: each event tmk anywhere fiom two to 8 hours including travel tirne. The h e  

cornrnitment is basically for the an entire evening for a league game. Starting around 6:45pm the 

playing of a game lasted for an hour and sometimes as much as two hours. We said at the beginnuig of 

the year that u;e wanted everyone to show up by 6:30 so that ive could do a warm-up and be ready to 

play by 6:45. We rareIy started on tirne, especiaily if we had to drive to fields that were not in the 

downtown core. Though for some people its seemed that it did not matter what tirne we starteci they 

were consistently late and arrived just as the game was starting. This late arrivai became a bit of a 

sore spot \\thin Our tearn. After games, there u.as usuaIly about fifteen minutes of just hanging around 

talkhg nth each other and on a few occasions chatbig with players fiom the other team. Once in a 

f i l e  a game would finish early and we would \vander over to an adjoining field and watch the end of 

another game. And on a few occasions we went out for beer and some Iate dinner, though not as much 

as 1 would have liked and it [vas a also a bit of a sticking point uithin the team. 

The season was fairl). long as it went from the first week of May until the end of August and 

the Playoffs were the first week-end in September. We played 18 regular season Ieague games. This 

amount of play is typical of most league players time comrnitments. Our team also practiced once a 

week. However by late June practice was attended by fewer and fewer people and we eventually 

stopped practicing altogether. 1 found this fnrstrating as did a number of pIayers on Our tearn. There 

was also a dscided split in terms of who showed and who did not for practices. The split was basically 

between the tvvo half-teams that had joined together. This split would, in the long run, split the team 

altogether as the following year we emerged as two separate teams. 



We started Our season by losing 3 of our first 4 games and at one point we had a record of 4 

~ins and 7 losses which was '%ery disappointing" as we had expected to do much better. What created 

even more hstrations is that we lost to some teams that Ive felt were not very good. The 1-e had 

developed a structure in which teams were placed in new divisions after a certain number of games 

depending on their record. Despite our stated desire to "play for fun", we collectively grew tired with 

Iosing and playing poorly (though it uas clear enough that individual players were irnproving their 

skills and understanding of the game). Individuais and kctions of the team responded Merently to our 

position The Iack of good spirit and positive feelings was not entirely due to an d l  out desire to win. 

We continueci to q- to have everyone play as much as possible and in as many different combinations 

as possible. We did not simply play the best players ail the time which was common on other t e m .  

Man)- of the concems espressed to me in i n t e ~ e w s  and in other conversations were around how 

people were treating each other. 

Our "dismal" performance relegated us to the towest division in the league for the last 7 games 

of the season. The result \vas that we won 6 of Our last seven games and by quite a wide margin in 

most cases. One of the major turning points \vas a loss by two points which placed us in the low-est 

division of play. Two weeks later we beat that same team by a score of 15-3. This gives the reader 

some idea as to how inconsistentIy we played. The lack of practice together and general rancor, also 

resuIted in us losing in the 'l3" division W s .  A game that again we "should" have easily won. In 

fâct we were leading at one point by a score of 9 - 2, but ended up losing 17 - 13. We had beaten the 

same team the day before in "round robin" play and we had reached the finaI game by defeating two 

teams £rom a higher division in the playoffs. It t d y  was a fithng sadly ironic W e  to o w  team's 

season long stniggle to find a cohesive identity: Just when we thought we had "gotten it together" it fell 

apart. 1 see it in retrospect as very much a reflection of how Ultimate produces such a fractious 

experience for a group of people just trying to "have fun". Peopte were really Sour that \ve had lost 



that gam- but we had done so large- by being "fâir" to everyone or playing in T h e  Spirit of the 

Game". The team we lost to did not play this way. They had one d e  player who could throw the 

disc a long way and another e?ctremely tall player who ran down to the endzone and caught at least 10 

of their points. This was strategicaily "smart", because we did not have anyone ta11 enough to match 

this player. 

One of the other reasons we Iost that garne was that a few individual men (who had felt that the 

team was not being properiy nin)? actively refùsed to take their normal tums sitting out- One man 

actualiy had a serious muscIe pull in one of his legs and stayed on the field for severd points in a row 

and then came off the field and did not go back in the game. He did not bother telling anyone that he 

\.as going to stop playing. he just stopped playing. Not exactly reçpecting or caring about o u r  

teammates. The other man stayed on for several points in a row, 100, even though he \vas frankly 

playing quite poorly and \vas tired The problern with their behaviour was that it threw off the normal 

balance that Our tearn tried to achieve in terms of not plaqing certain combinations which were either 

too strong or too weak. And there were also certain combinations of players that just did not work for 

some reason. Some players simply did not work well together, no matter what their relative ski11 levels. 

This sequence of events \vas emblematic of Our season. 

Thus our season ended on a Sour note, but not primarily because of winning and losing. We 

achially ended up in rank almost exactly where 1 might have predicted we would at the beginning of the 

season. Our path to that po* however, was not the one ure anticipated. The people who had 

regularly rnissed practice and showed up to the games late and sat around were the ones who seemed to 

me to be the most upset when things went wrong. If we had been more "cut-throat" about the whole 

thing we would have sat those people out and won the garne. Without a solid cornmitment to each 

other as people, it did not matter whether we won or lost. Losing is one thing, but, plaqing badly, not 

having fun and losing is another thing dtogether. There were a nurnber of games where we played well 



and lost badly, but still enjoyed ourselves. A number of players cornmented to me in their interviews 

that they did not Mnd those experiences. A nurnber of people came to see the problem as a dinerence 

in attitudes towards winning. From my vantage point and with the aid of the interviews 1 saw it more 

as a lack of ongoing communication and agreement as to how and why we were play& the game. 

My captain actively refused to be f o d y  intervieweci by me for this study. However, 1 drove 

to and fiom games w f i  him and regulariy discussed the games and my thesis with him as he was dso  a 

graduate student. Much of the time he disagreed with my analysis, but such arguments aided me a 

great deal in forcing me to ju* my accùunt and analysis of a game or event. 

Seven on the Line 

Four women and ten men was considered an ideai number for a team. That number of players 

makes two "comptete lines" and everyone then gets, at Ieast theoretically, "qua1 time". But some "A" 

players preferred, '-fewer players ail together in order to get into the game. 1 find 1 can't get into the 

flow of the game if 1 am going off every second point " 1 have heard this sentiment echoed hme and 

time again during the play of games. It \vas dso  very prevalent in the interviews with my teamrnates. 

The problem with our t e a q  according to Jules, was that, ' k e  had at one point five women and 

as many as eleven men". Eleven men is a problem because at least one male is going to have to sit out 

for a minimum of hvo shifts or tums at all times, and five women threatened the fiveavo ratio. Ody  

five players of q o n e  gender can be substituted. In that situation if you play three women at a time 

then there is a fiirther reduction in playïng time for males. There is an assumption in this Iule of 

argument that men and women actually get equal involvement in the game when they are on the field, 

despite what is a structural inequality and practical forms of exclusion which 1 will discuss in detail in 

the first analytic chapter. At least half of the women 1 have spoken to, especially B players, have said 



h t  they do not fèel that they get their fhir share of passes and,or playhg time compared to men But 

some have aIso said that it does not matter whether you are male or fernale. 

What rnatters is if you have played team sports before. (Felicia, teammate and novice 
player) . 

In discussions about the expansion of the league in subsequent years this issue was also raised. 

It felt that by changing to a 4:3 gender ratio that men would be excluded fiom jouiing and have 

their playhg time reduced, in part some argued because there were not enough fields and: 

From a sheer numbers standpoint, we'd have at least 60 more wornen in the 
league ... but we would d l  have the sarne number of men on evev team in the city 
Not only t h a ~  but instead of having ten men for 5 spots, hence 1 sub per player, o u  
now have ten men for 4 spots, Ieaving 1.5 subs m g  for playing time. (City 
Newslettei 1995) 

This argument \vas specious from the outset as the league as of 1998 has approxirnately 100 

tearns compared to 26 at the tirne. It also ignores the redis- that on most occasions ten men do not 

show up to pla!- Mostiy though it reflects a lack of interest in accepting women into the culture. The 

assumption was dso that women wouId still constitute the minority of the membership. 

Conclusion 

This chapter sought to define the range and limit of questions and conte- for my midy of 

rna~culinities~ sport and identie. 1 have begun to outline how and why üitimate is an interestin8 place 

to study masculinities and identity formation. These issues are part of the everyday experience and 

broder organiZationa.1 structure of the game. Gender, masculinity and identiw are daily and central 

concerns of the local, national and international UItimate community. My previous studjp of 

rnascuIinities and gender in other contexts lead me to focus on the politics of gender marghkation in 

this game. 1 detailed my own experience of being Merently enabIed and disabled by gendered and 

rnasculinized power in sport and life to show that it is a usefùl platfonn fiom which I might andyze 



this culture. Ultimate Frisbee is stilI not widely known. Therefore, 1 have provided a fkirly Iengthq- 

discussion of its play and d e s .  The adys i s  does not depend on howledge of the garne, but it will be 

easier to read for those who are W i a r  with team sports or who have seen a garne of UItimate live. 

1 have begun to articulate the theoretical k e  which organizes my analysis and research 

methodology. The major fhning for this study is that social actors are active in the formation of their 

realities and identities. They are not passive victims of a compt culture or their own testosterone 

laden drives. An important premiçe of this snidy is that we need to pay attention to the m e  and 

actions of social actors, in contelx in order to understand their social sigmficance. I have begun to 

show how critical ethnography is a usefil methodoIogical approach to enable access to the unniediate 

and everyday formation of cultural actors- meanings and identities. Gender, masculinities and identities 

are conceptuaiized in this study as socially constituted and not arishg from "natural" or biological 

features of human beings. Beginning from this stance it becomes possible to look at mascuiinities and 

identity as issues of power and oppression. Therefore, struggies over identiv are issues of social 

regulation and socid transgression. 1 have also begun to show the significance of seeing masculinities 

as constituted and consîituting multiple aspects of social difference. I wi11 disciiss this idea at length in 

the nexT chapter. 

The other major ideas that are brought forth in this introductory discussion are issues of the 

usefulness of postmodern theories and hou. they might be deployed in the shidy of maçculinities, 

i d e n e  and sport. 1 take fiom postmodern theory the insight that claims to the stability and 

universality of knowkdge and identity are fictitious. Such claims embody a desire for power and 

dominance. However, i wili go on to show that social actors are constrained by and hold onto the 

fictions of identiw with considerable vigor. These ideas lead me to interrogate those daims and 

representations in Ultimate which attempted to limit multiple claims to identity and knowIedge- 



The overd1 project was framed by questions of how and why these identifications and desires 

have arisen at this point? How is it that masculinities and identities are policed and fomed in this 

context? How do ihey shift and reform dqending on the context? Which features of identity are 

vaiued and whïch are sublimated and marginalized? Are these new for- of identities and 

masculinities challenging or re-establishing social dominance? 



Chapter 2 

Questionable Science: Theoriziw Masculinities 

In this chapter 1 will Iay out the relevant Literature on gender, masculinity and social difference 

that informs this thesis. 1 begin with a discussion of gender and r n a s c ~ t y  theory in social, 

biological, psychological and historical literature to show the necessity of moving away fiom posiilvist, 

categorïcal and essentialist conceptions of gender? identitty and Werence 1 wilI then move on to 

discuss theories of dominant and hegemonic masculinities to illustrate some of the movements in 

current social theon as theu relate to masculinity. This will include a discussion of feminist theories of 

gender: social ciifference. post-structuralism, and social constnictionism. In the I a s t  section I will 

discuss the extant titerature on sports and masculinities. 

Role Theory, Socialization and Ideology: Critiques of Positivisî Science 

It has been ampl). illustrated thaî a central presupposition of much "scientific" research and 

theory on mascziZiniy assumes a direct comection between men and rnasculinity: To be "male" \vas to 

be -Iriasculine". Carrigan. ConneIl and Lee (1987) provide an overview and critique of literature, 

research? theon and discourses on "Men and Masculinity" up to about 1985. Connell's book 

Masadinities (1992) is a more recent version of the limits and strengths of the "men and masculinities 

literature". ConneII identifies ''Rote" theory and the concept of "socialization" as the dominant 

theoretical h e s  which have produced mechanistic and overly structuralist uays of understanduig 

Socidization Theory, supposing a mechanism of transmission and a consensual mode1 
of what is produced, has been credible to the extent that social scientists have been 
uilling to ignore both choice and social force in social Iife. 1 would argue, with Sartre 
and Laing, for seeing them as constitutive. 'Agencies of socialization' cannot produce 
mechanical effects in a growing person. What they do is invite the child to participate 
in social practice in given terms. The invitation may be, and often is coercive - 
accompanied by heavy pressure to accept and no mention of an alternative. (1987, p. 
195) 



The emploqment of '~socializition" theory produces mechanistic accounts of ( d e s ' )  social 

activiq. In his research on male athietes Messner (1987) points out that d e s  are viewed as largely 

blank slates onto wbich sports, W y  and schuoiing (as welI as otber social institutions) experience 

U n p ~ t s  'talues", appropriate %ex-role scripts" and "orientations" toward '-seif" and "'the world". 

Thorne (1986) a h  critiques this conception of gender relations. She argues that sexualiv and gender 

are more situateci and fluid than individudistic and intrinsic models h p l y  (e-g., sex role s o c M o n  

and sex "differences"). Ses and gender are Weren* organized and dehed  across situations, even 

~~ i th in  the same institution and for the same persons. This situational variation (e.g., in the extent to 

which an encounter heightens or lessens gender boundaries, or is infused with semal meanings) shapes 

and constrains individual behaviour. 

One di f f izul  uith role theon is that masculinity and femininity are played agauist each other 

as opposites that are mutually exclusive, unchanging and unafEected by history or social actiGqv 

(Conne11 1987). In the ensuing discussion, 1 show hou. masculinity and fernininitg are de6.ne-d and 

redefined on an ongoing basis as one part of the s ~ b o l i c  registers and political controls of various 

dominant or ruling classes, maintaining a social order which is patriarchal. racist, capiralist and 

imperialist. In my research gender is seen to be at work in the world as a complex and d y e c  

process and not simply as a dichotomy of masculine and feminine. Lenslqj (1986) has argued that 

"fenilninie" is more than simply an aesthetic; it is one symbolic manifestation of women's subordinate 

role. '"Masculini~" as  a feature of gender is one way of identiQing the ideological manifestations of 

men's dominant stanis, while "'feminini~r" has m e  to represent those behaviours and amtudes that are 

generally disparaged and discouraged in our culture, whether or not those behaviours are performed by 

males or fernales. 



The critique of role theory for studying gender aud sport has been well developed. M. A. Hall 

(1996) shows that a major probIem ~51th role theory in relation to women in sport is that it sustains a 

dichotornous view of gender as a rnatter of opposite "roles". ï h is  is not fully applicable to gender 

because here "roIes" become uifused by or interact with other roles. There is then no logical prionty to 

distinguish the effect of one roIe over another. Role theory suggests that women who play sport are 

supposed to experience "role conflict" because sport is a masculiniring phenornena that is supposed to 

be in codict wïth women's %ornial role" of being ferninine. M. A Hall (1 996) shows that there is no 

empincal evidence fiom hundreds of research studies to support the '%oie conflict" dieory. Hall also 

reiterates ConneIl's critiques and points out the Mure  of roIe theos and its, "attendant larger m g  

of structural functionalism to explain relations of unequd power?' ( 1996: 19). Hall also makes the 

trenchant point that it seems to be only the feminine which is in crisis in the context of social and 

psychological b r i e s  of gender and sport. The idea of the feminine as unstable and even impossible in 

a phallogocentric s>mbolic universe is discussed below in relation to poststructural feminisrns. 

Conceptions of gender and masculini~ are always already ideologically loaded, whether in 

da'-today usage or '*scientif?' research and theon. The implicit sexisrn in al1 western knowledge has 

been well documented in feminist theories of science and paPiarchy (See Fausto-Sterw 1985; 

Harding. 1986: Haraway' 1989). What Hall, Conne11 and other feminist inspired analyses of gender 

have shown is that the terrn rnasnrlinip is often used in monolithic ways as a referent for multiple sets 

of practices and identities associated with boys and men, and is deployed in ways that do not account 

for differences and real relations of power among those who corne to be deked by the categories and 

those outside of its boundaries. 

The anaiysis of masculinin, and gender continues to be ovemdden with pre-existing, vague 

and reified theories of gender and mascdinity. "Masculuiiîy" has been treated as an object, something 

which can be measured (See Bem 1974, for example) or as a biological drive (See Tiger 1984) or as an 



inner psychic universal essence of aii men across aii times and geographicd spaces (See discussion of 

Robert B I  below on this account). The problem has been that "mascutinity" as a theoretical construct 

has m e  to stand in for an analysis of social and historical practice. Men's behaviour does not arise 

excIusively fiom the fact that there is a term or concept of masculinity floating about. Raîher, we may 

describe and analpe what "men" (or wornen) do as instances of "masculine" behaviour. I want to 

argue that a more adequate way of conceptualin'ng social relations of gender and Merence is to begin 

from the everydayhight experience of buman interaction (Smith, 1987). This stance moves us away 

fiom a focus on ideal forms and back to social interaction. This theoreticai stance does not presuppose 

that one can produce a "more realoT or more "authentic" account of the social by emphasizing 

"experience" ( S m  1992). As Scott argues, experience is always both an interpretation and in need of 

interpretation. This is a more usefil way of understanding masculinie and ferninini5 because it pays 

attention to what people can be observed to be doing, and to the words they use to explain their 

experience and behaviour. Vietved in this mamerl experience is also a way to test theon. against 

practice. 

Feminists analyses of patriarchy and capital illustrate the gendered nature of capitalist 

relations as an active part of women's subordination (Kuhn and Wolpe, 1978; Rowbotha~ 1974: 

Barren, 1980; Luxton, 1980). These analyses have shovn that there is notbùig inevitabIe or natural 

about male dominance and capitalist relations.. Angela Davis (1983) long ago showed the intersections 

of race, class and gender and the active material and ideological maintenance of unequal relations of 

power. Her analysis cuts through îhe obfuscating language and logic of racist and patriarchal practïce. 

Feminist and Mar'cist, poststructuralist, psychoanalytic and cultural studies have displayed the l imits of 

the intelligibili? of masculinist, eurocentric, capitalist and colonialist grammars of power and 

ciifference andyses mutler, 1990; Haraway, 1991; Giroux and Simon, 1989; Comgan, 1988; Clifford 

and Geertz, 199 1, Grossberg, Nelson and Treichler, 1992). These social movements and anaiyses have 



dismpted positivist science's search for universal truths and absolute bases for understanding the 

world. 

"Masculinih:'' as a central feature of identifications and practices of power tends to resist 

"ontologization" (to use an awkward term). Positivist science's search for one ba i s  of power '.as 

such" d d  never unveil masculinity and gender's locus. One of the keys to the maintenance of 

unequa1 relations is power's abiIity to negate and obscure It is source (Foucault, 1995). It im't that 

there isn't a degree of f k t y  to "mascuhe" social f o m  and practice, but it is precisely the 

contradictions. silences. ambiguities und movements that form rheir inrelligiailip and limits. By 

naming? Iabeling or categorizing sornetbllig as "mascuiine" or gendered we begin to unveil power and 

inequality . 

Michael Foucault's ( L 980) notions of powerBaiowledge and genealog?. open up interesting 

possibilities for the study of masculinity as a social object. Based on the understanding that gender, 

sexuality and identiv are "regulato- ideals" that have no original source, wve can trace the 

development of how masculinities serve as a way of regulating behaviour in the interests of power and 

potverfil groups. It dso dlows us to see how individuals take up and becorne enmeshed in their o m  

subjugation. Regimes ofpower and knowledge produce knowledge about masculinity. The categories 

thus produced enable ruling, and power to be usurped and turned against subjects of these discursive 

formations (Butler 1991). Foucault's method also aUoi-vs us to see that there is a struggle for the 

ascendancy of particu1a.r masculine ideals at any one time and that the assertion that any one is morally 

or psychicaily superior is an attempt to rule and contain those who are identified as aberrant. The logic 

is profound and disturbing. It is in the social practices of language, representation and physical 

movement that rnasculinity and femuiuiity are forced to 'fe-signw ideals which do not exist and have 

never existeci (Butler 1991). There are not any reai phenornena-in-the-worId which are represented by 

the ideals. These foms of power/loiowledge form the veq  bais  of Our Iaowing about gender- The 



way in which these forms of power/knowledge are dispersai is through what Foucault called discourse. 

Discourse is not ody a delivery system, so to speak, there are rnany discourses u.hich compete for 

ascendancy to trutti, validil and power. Most importantly, Foucault argued that discourses were 

overlapping and interhvined, and both supportive and contradictoq of each d e r .  

In terms of investigating masculinities we cm see that this is a usefd approach. There are any 

number of modernist discourses and discursive formations which compete and interact to tell us the 

''tnith" about rnasculinity: Biology, Economic theos; Sociobi01ogy~ History, Psycholog-, Medicine, 

Religion, Sociology, Cnmulology, Nature, Sport. 

In the space of seeking and replaying of "masculine" epistemes and ideals there is also an 

enabhg space of critique and possible transformation. Foucault argued that power was not held by 

domùiant groups, but that it operates likea capillasr, infusecl in every social relation. He refbted the 

view that power is the possession or property of a dominant group, preferring to view power as a social 

strate= or tactic: 

. ..no one stnctly speakuig, has an official rîght to power; and yet it is always exerîed 
in a particular direction., with some people on one side and some on the other. 
(Foucault, 1995, p. 213) 

There are problems uith Foucault's conceptions of power, not the least of which is the place or 

possîbili~ of resistance and an insensitivi~ to gende2 (See Sawicki, 199 1 and McLaughh, 1997 for 

a discussion of how to deal with this problem in relation to feminist politics). I wi11 return to 

Foucault's theories of power in a discussion of pomodemlpost-structural theory. 

It is not a pristine practice and conception of "mascuiinity" that we must seek, rather we must pay 

attention to the historicd movement and production of ''masculine" subject positions, as they are 

5 Reactions to this problem in Foucault's work bas created a virtual i n d m  in publications (books, 
anthologies anci journals) and conferences courses and graduate student papers taking up different "sides" in 
debates cocneniing the uses, problem and dangers of Foucault for feminism Thanks to Kari Dehli for this 
insight. 



comstituted in discourses of power and enacteci in tbe politics of the everyday. .s stance blends with 

m y  research approach which is grounded ùi local micro-level anaiyses of social relations. 

Essentialisrn, Robert Bly and The Resurgence of Regrasive Masculinities 

In the late 1980's the 'hew age men's movernent" emerged in North Amenca. I t  was a mix of 

popular psychology and popular m~tholoe.  One of its most popular proponents was Robert Bly. Bly 

was a poet and dso had studied Jiingian psychology (Clatterbaugh, 1990). Bly became a common 

figure on television taik shows and in a number of print media. 

BI- posited the esistence of an essential masculine and fe&e psycheheing within each man 

and wornen (1990). For BI'; masculinity is the product of deep psychological scripts, which are 

selectively played out according to social structures that appear at Merent historicai moments 

(Clatterbaugh. 1990, p -90). His account of the development of masculinity is in his telling of the s t o ~  

%on John: A Book About Men". 

B1y positions "masculinih" in and of itself as the epistemological and ontological basis for 

male masculine identification. He assumes an inherent male being which is an immemonal timeless 

"masculine essence" that precedes social existence and includes, among other things, '.Warrior eners" 

and traces of the "fathers essence". Bly's writing is a gathering of poems and archemal 

psychological. It is seductivel>- attractive because of its broadness. His approach allows "every man 

(white? gay? sh-aïght? Afncan-Canadian?) to fit himself into his theones in ways that parallel h m -  co- 

dependency theon or twelve step therapies are able to account for al1 men and women. Bly's approach 

exactly rnirrors the 'kecovery" movement therapies (such as Alcoholics Anonymous) and this probably 

accounts for much of its recent popularity in North America.BIyYs arguments f& on the fàmiliar 

contrast of nature versus social evils/constraint (Co~e l l ,  1992). Through this approach Bly was 

tqing to move back to the 'hature" or "essence" of rnasculinîty through the appropriation of various 

Non-Westem cultural practices and histories. Bly uses, for instance, a version of various North 

American Aboriginal peoples sweat-lodges as a part of his Wild-Man Weekends (ESQmE, October 



1991). The goal of these week-ends is to make men aware of their 'tvounded inner selves" and heal 

them through initiating them into their "adult masculine psyche". The problem of this appropriation 

derives fkom the fhct that the vast major@ of Bly's participants are of white Anglo-saxon herïtage, not 

to mention middleclass. M y  such a group would be able to pIay around at sea rchg  for their true 

inner selves by using the symbols and practices of rnarginaIized groups in order to mainain their cm.n 

dominance. 

Bly argues that the social material world has simply confounded the "collective unconscious" 

and suppressed or repressed Our inner perfect being, which we al1 corne into the world bearing @ly, 

1987). Not surprisingly, BI? bIarnes women for bringing up ''sofi men". This %ofb~ess?~ is produced 

because of an over exposure to women and a lack of exposure to "masculine essence7' because dad is 

always away working. The methods of the transfer of these "essences" is never expIaind in Bly's 

work. What BI--s "Wild-Man" workshops do is theoretically put a man back in touch m i t .  his 

'-Wamor Energf which has been dampened by over exposure to the mother (Le. the ferninue). What 

BIy offers is not actual change in behaviour? but instead another form of "rnascuiinih therap"' 

(ConneII, 1992, p.3 1). 

'-Wild-Man Week-ends" appeared to do just that and Little else. They may have, in effect, 

reinforcd much stereo~pical sexist and paaiarchal behaviour of hegemonic f o m  of masculinities. 

Bk encourages men to talk 1oudl~- and aggressively with women in their lives and to take charge of 

their households. Bly uses rnany of the concepts and practices of ferninism in his approach: 

consciousness-raising encounters, group discussion, non-threatening spaces; "awareness"; 

"responsibilip", 'iempathj?'l and so on. AIthough he s t edfàdy  denies that he is concerned with 

feminism, he regdarly parades his "ferninist credentials" in his public speeches and media 

representations. The most prominent "credential" he displays is that he has wrirten some "pro- 

femuÿst" poetry and worked with poet Marion Goodman in some self-help workshops. 



An October: 1991, ESQUIRE magazine article critiquing Bly contained some interesting 

demographic analysis to support the idea that this mlas a movement for white, middleclass men. The 

report estimated that fiom 250,000 to 500,000 men had already participated in Wild Man Week-ends 

(which cost baveen $500 and 1,000 dollars for a IWO day event) in North America by the end of that 

year. Bly refûsed to be inteniewed by E S Q W E  correspondents, which may explain the biting 

critique of the article. Another way of seeing this would be as a fi&t between Bly and ESQURE over 

hou. to define the "New Man?'. Bob ConneIl says Bly \vas "drurnming up the wrong tree ": 

There is now a body of research aga& which we cao check Bly's ideas. The result of 
the check is unequivocal: Bly is massively wrong. Four points about the book stand 
out. It is poorIy argued and shows Little respect for tnith; it confuses very different 
cultures and histoncd epochs: it is based on an obsolete concept of masculinity; and it 
is fundamentally ethnocentric. ( 1992, p. 33) 

Bly's inaccuracies and bad logic are not as significant as the effects of his unthg. One of the 

rnost troubling aspects of BIy's discoune on rnasculini~ is his general refusal to ackno~vledge that 

what he is doing is a collective political action. He insists that he is sirnpb helping individual men sort 

out their o \ n  'personal?' identities. The politi~.ail>~ disturbing feahire of BI!-'s work uras its widespread 

The ESQUIRE article and the fàct that 1 .  John was on the New York Times bestsellers iist 

for most of 199 1 attens to the populariv of Bly's workshops and witing in the early 1990's; although 

he now seems to be in deciine and disrepute. He hit a nerve, in some North American men at leas by 

stating that masculine and ferninine personalities do exist. Bly tapped into the dissonance of some 

men's own valuation of theû '-masculinity" as possessing both positive and negative aspects with a 

view to giving men a - of not annihilating their sense of selves. Such "dissonance" had been in part 

produced by the fights and gains of feminist politics (Hagan, 1992). 

There are many other movements of men that are quite woubling and more ove* political, for 

example the "Promise Keepers'' who are reviving a 'muscular Christiani5". Their ideologv inchdes 



the reinstatement of the nuclear, patnarchai, heterosexist îàmiiy (Beal, 1995a). The Promise Keepers 

are particularly interesting because they seem to be abIe to draw in people across racial and class lines. 

There is also the Refom Party in Canada &ich has shown itself to be rabidly homophobic, racist and 

decidedly neo-conservative and patriarcld. The Reform Party is less racidy diverse than the Promise 

Keepers, but does have a few token people of colour. In the United States, Canada and Germany 

White Supremacist and Neo-Nazi groups have shoun themselves to be the worst imaginable brand of 

violent white d e  masculine racism, ethnocentrism and sexism (See Ferber 1995). These movements 

al1 signal a stmggle over key aspects of masculinities. Arguably these movements have broadened the 

scope of what is acceptable or definable as "masculine" behaviour: but not necessarily in directions 

that are politicall y progressive or trans formative. 

What is significant is that these movements and their discourses depend on essentidizing 

masculinih to suit their purgoses. However, there is a serious problem in the relation behveen 

masculinity and essentialist claims to what is "mascuhne". First of dl, the choice of essence is 

arbitraq- and does not require agreement with other essentialist clahns to masculinities and identic 

(Connellt 1995). Second, wîth a proliferation of masculinities one can use essentialism against itself 

and fit oneself into whatever category one chooses: I'm not that ' m e "  of "man?'. This is a politically 

dangerous trap in discussions of essentialism and identity and politics. It results in an endless chain of 

eveq male pointing the k g e r  at every other male as the problem. For my thesis this leads me to 

interrogate hou. essentialist claims operate in a given conte- and to avoid simply c l ahkg  to be "anti- 

essentialist" (which is itself an essentialist position). The identification of multiple masculinities is one 

straregy to avoid essdalism. But does this solve the problem? David Morgan suggest the following: 

..to recognize that 'masculinity-' is a term that is used in our society, and that, as 
sociologists, we need to explore the range of usage's. People do, &er all talk of 
someone or something as being more or less masculine. ï h e  other [strategy] is to 
recognize that our use of the term 'rnasculinities' is a theoretical and political strategy 
designed to deconstnxt conventional stereotypes which may get in the uray of 
understanding the workings of patriarchy. (1 992, p. 45-46) 



1 will that argue deconstnicting essentialist notions of mascuiinties is not ody an aid to our 

understandhg of patriarchy, but also racism, classism, colonialism, heterosexisrn and all relations of 

power. It seems to me thai Morgan would af5-m this usage of masculinities. 

The essentialist uses 1 identi£ied above avoid political and social responsibility to blame and 

constnict "others" (Said 1978). Here we can begin to see how interconnections w-ith race, gender, 

class and ethnicity operate. It is black and white working-class fàthers who abandon their Families in 

media representations and in the social -, not white middleclass fathers. It is men of colour 

and working-class and poor men who are predorninately in our jails (Segai 1990; Messerschrnidt 

1993). 

Connell is helpful here, too. He States that the demarcating of masculinities are in fact 

relations of power in uthich being "successfÙ1" requires that you conform to "masculine" ways of being 

(Connell, 1989: 295). Hoivevert in an advanced capitalist social organization, where mental and 

manual labor are separateci materïally and ideologically, the forms of 'iaasculini~-" available for an- 

one male to adopt are lirnited bp their race, age, ethnie*, semal orientation and class. 

In continuing to interrogate essentialking discourses like those prornulgated by Robert BI?, 

Preston Manning or Louis Farrakhan, we need to document different rnasculinities: 

... if we locate and describe the rnultiplicity of cornpeting masculine identities in a q -  
given setting we automatically begin to dislocate the hegemonic versions of 
masculinity which privilege sorne people over others. .. .once comparative studies 
expose a diversiv of rneanings [of rnasculinity] the idea of "being a man" can no 
longer be treated as universal. (Cornwall and Lindisfiune, 1994, p. 3-4) 

In the last 15 yxirs we have seen the emergence of a broad literature on "rnasculinity". Man. 

of these "books-about-men" maintain that we are currently going through a major transformation in the 



"male sex rolet. There is surprisingly IÏttie research that directIy investigaies xhether that is tme 

(Carriganet al, 1987, p. 159). 

L i a n g  Masculinities neory: Postmodmniîy und the Subjed of Masculin@ 

In this section, 1 look at the limits and strengths of feminist and postmodern gender theory for 

an interrogation of masculinities and suggest some potentiaily more productive iines of thought and 

investigation. 1 move towards a conceptual and itnalytical W e w o r k  of masculinities as a set of 

social practices, ideologies and social theories which are concerneci with more than gender order or 

gender relations: "Masculinip(ies)" is a struggie over the meaaiflg/living of more thon rnaleness or 

fernaleness. We must move beyond seeing on& this binary apposition. I argue that "masculinity" is 

not intelligible outside of multiple relations of difference. 

1 focus my discussion through the work of Bob ComeU Judith Butler and other wnters fiom 

the area of '-Men and Masculïnities". One of the major problerns in criticaVprogressive social theory 

about "masculinities'' (and socia.1 theory in generai) seerns to me to be a series of tensions and 

disagreements benveen various foms of discourse theory and more empirically based approaches to 

social and cultural research and theon. Bob Conneil's work and that of Judith Butler are 

represenmtive of different positions in this field of argument. These 'Tensions" are useful and can be 

exploited in understanding masculinities, and they can be rnobiIized to frame critical ethnographie 

researc h. 

1 w r k  through some of the possibilities of using the deconstructive sîrategies of 

postmodem/poststructural theor). and theones of social Merence in order to critique and possibly 

transforrn "masculinities". At îhe sarne time 1 retain some of the more rnatenalist features of socid 

theos.. One strand of postmodern theory has been Iargely derived fi-om 1item-y theory and influenced 

by continental post-stnichiralism (e.g., Demdean grammatology). This work has systematically 



problematized, if not dismantled, the epistemological certainty and transcendent clainu to tmth that 

characterize dominant strands of modemkt discourse (McLaren 199 1). 

Whereas stmcturalism was a 'constructive' project intent on ident@ng linguistic and 
social order, poststructuralisrn had a 'deconstructive' aim: to demonstrate that al1 
clairns to i d e n e  an order to society, knowledge or reaZity were mwarratlted and 
concealeci a d l  to power.-..Demda proposed that the meaning of the sign is unstable, 
multivocal and changing .... the rneaning of signs are never fked or static; they are more 
over, subject to contestation because assigning rneanings has broad social and political 
significance. (Seidman, 1994, p. 202) 

Jacques Derrida was a key figure in poststnicturaIism7s break w-ith structuralism and the 

relevance of his understanding of language and dichotomous thinking for an d y s i s  of rnasculinity is 

obvious: naming this or that behaviour or person masculine is an act of power, not simply a neutral 

"description". The degree of powr that acts of naming embdy Vary: 

Denida] held that whenever a linguistic and social order is said to be fixed or 
meanings are assumeci to be unambiguous and stable* this should be understood less as 
a disclosure of truth than as an act of power, the capacity of a social group to impose 
its mil1 on others by fieezing Ihguistic and cultural meanings. (Seidman, 1994, p. 203) 

Thus the notion that? "Boys wi11 be boys" needs to be interrogated for the nature of what 

interens and identities it serves. The corollq in sports is say that "Girls are not interested in sports? 

Derrida detected a series of binary oppositions in Western thought that have been pivotal in efforts to 

establish an order of tmth: Dualism's such as speechl~riting~ presencdabsence, soulhody, 

masculine/feminine, madwoman, litedmetaphoricd More importantly, the second of these ternis 

always erUsts in an unequal and inferior status. For my purposes here one can see such a correlation 

betsveen manhoman and positivehegative. These hierarchical oppositions have been used by western 

thinkers to identi- an order of truth and r d t y  that could serve as an authoritative basis for judgmg 

truthlfdsi~? reality/illusion and right/wrong (Seidman, 1994). Seidman writes that the critique of 

hierarchical dualisms lead to what has become known as deconstnictionism: 

The subversion of hierarchical discursive oppositions for the purpose of questionùig 
their authurity is the core of the deconstructive strategy. Its aim is less to oppose the 



iierarchy or reverse its values than to determine the discursive force and contribute to 
its disphcement or margmdhtion. A key strategy is to show the first and superior 
sign can be explaine. as a specid case of the second and subordinate sign. (Seidman, 
1994: p. 203) 

In my thesis 1 deconstnict the tmth daims that Utimate players produce regarding the play of 

their game and the place of gender as the site of athletic difference. For example, there is a cornmon 

assumption among all Ultimate players that women are categorically iderior to men when it cornes to 

athletic capabilities . 

There are ongoing debates about the nature of postmodernism and poststnicturalism (Harvey 

1989; McLaughlùi, 1997). Judith Butler (1993) points out that postmodernism is constantly open to 

contestation and that no one has the final word on what is and is not 'postmodern". For Butler and I 

would agree, ponmodernism senres to constantly dismpt the foreclosure of the politidtheoretical by 

pointing us to the crucial question of the "subject" (Andrews, 1993). The question of subjecthood 

leads me to explore the conditions and practices whïch tie subjects to specific f o m  of identiw, such as 

masculine and ferninine. ButIer argues that to identifi the political stmggle over the definition of the 

appropriate and inappropriate subject must be central to our theories of identi@/sociality. This is 

important because historically in Euro-western thoughr ?he  subject" who has been constïtuted in 

knowledge production has consistentl- b e n  Western (white) man. Arguably the ideal sportsrnan was 

constnied in the same manner (Abdel-Shehid, 1997). By questioning the srahts of the subject of 

knowledge production we are destabilizing the centrai conceptual m g  device of dominance in Euro- 

western culture (see Laura Stoler's, 1995 Race and the Education of Desire for elaboration of this 

idea). We lay bare the inadequacy of man-the-subject as a representative for all social existence. 

Postmodem ùieorists such as Foucault, BaudriUard and Lyotard argue that the collapse of the 

meta-narratives of objectivity, certainty and universal tnith has occasioned a '%risis in representation". 

ûthers argue ?hat mascu!inity as a universal tramamdental signifier is in cnsis too, given that so much 



of what constructs and complicates masculinities is based on m e r s  of representation and knowledge 

production (Walcott, 1997; Berger, Wallis and Watson, 1995). In fàct, this theme has long been a 

central tenet of gender and rnascuhity theory. Comell is quite clear on this point and argues that 

mas cul^ is in some sense always in crisis (1 995, p.84) 

Bhabha (1995) argues that rnasculinity as a construct and process of identification is unstable 

because it is a stnictured through ambivalence. He argues that masculine subjectivity is stuck in the 

quandary of constanl?; being asked to choose between what it is and is not. Bhabha uses the example 

of his M e r ' s  constant criticism "Are you a man or a mouse?" (1995, p.58). He replies to his f'âther's 

question, "Do 1 have to choose?" (1995, p. 58). It is not the choice that matters for Bhabha. If al1 

categories of identih are "fundamentally uninhabitable" (Butler? 1990, p. 146) then either choice will 

always be unsatisfactory in a world that insists that y u  must choose to occupy, enact and "be" one 

thing or another. (Male) UItimate players, as I %dl shon; are stuck in the quandary of wanting to be 

inclusive (of women) and less cornpetitive, while not being able to deal with the effects on their 

masculine character and the fear of the feminization of their sport. 

Bhabha and Butler point away fiom either / or categorïzations to a more radically mutable and 

fluid understanding of social identification. A logical step given this stance is to recognize that it is 

both the e'usting categories of identification that matter and the processes by which people go about 

rnaking sense out of impossible choices and the social and psychic effects that such choices engender. 

How do these arguments inform my analysis? 1 want to begin to ttiink through how they might 

work together to forge new possibilities of changing, writing and Living masculinities. Postmodern 

theories have been critiqued as lacking a coherent political project, being irnbued wiîh a moral 

relativism and nihilism, and with having an over emphasis on the discursive production of culture and 

m&g (See Seidman, 1994, for a usefid and wide reaching review and McLaughlin, 1997, for a 

useful review of feminisrn and postmodernism). Kobena Mercer (1994) is also suspicious of 



posimodem t h e o ~ ,  albeit for a d . e r e n t  set of reasons. He points out that everyone h o w s  in everyday 

cornmon sense, that no one big theo- is gohg to explain it dl. He argues that this does not mean that 

we cannot use some of the tools of pomodem theory to aid other political and academic projects. 

Postmodem theorists, like Lyotard (1986), would argue agaïnst the p o s s i b w  of any grand dieory or 

meta-nanative. Foucault (1980), for example, said that his work does not comprise a thmry, but 

should be seen as a series of methodological interventions. At the very postmodem theoq 

po* us to the project of interrogatiag the syrnbolic and discursive production of howiedge, power 

and social relations and gives us some of the tools to engage in sustained analpis and politics 

(Andrews: 1993). In particuIar, it draws our attention to the significance of language and 

representation. 

Languuge, Discourse and Identity. 

Woman does not have a sex. (Luce Irigaray, 1985) 

[identip] insists on difference-on the fan that every identity is placed, positioned in a 
culture, a language, a history. Every statement cornes fiom somewhere, from 
somebody in particular. It insists on specifci-, on conjuncture. But [identih] is not 
necessarily armor-plated against other identities. It is not tied to fixed, permanent, 
unalterable positions. It is not wholly defineci by exclusion (my emphasis) (Sniart 
Hall, 1993, p. 138) 

If one 5s' a woman [or a man] that is surely not al1 that one is; the term fails to be 
exhaustive. not because a pregendered "person" transcends the specific paraphemalia 
ofits gender, but because gender is not dways constituted coherently or consistentiy in 
Werent historical contexts, and because gender intersects wïth racial, class and 
semal, and regional rnodalities of discursively constituted identities. (my addition) 
(Judith Butler, 1990, p.3) 

Luce hgaray (1985) claimed tbat western cultural discourses are univocally masculinist: 

'-women" represent the unrepresentable (specifically in the ContexT of phallogocentric Iinguistic 

representation.) Stuart Hall's point is a challenge to ans such universalizing c1ai.m~ as he places the 

notion of identity into an ambiguous, but locatable and ultirnately political space. m a t  zs excluded is 



alreudy always there by virtue of the necesszty of its exclusion. Even the most strident disavowal of 

the right and moral contains a link uith the wrong and immoral. In this conception masculinity and 

femininity are tied to each other, not divideci. The "masculine" dues enjoy ascendancy in language and 

culture in Euro-Western discourse, though this is by no mean an inevitable state of a&irsy nor is 

masculiniîy evedy and easily available as an idenîity to take up. 

1 point out this feature of identity to illustrate the relational nature of identity: It is always 

constiiuted through relationali~ We constmct gender identities but it is the relation 

betweent'connecting masculine fe  minine which constiîutes the materid of that construction. Hail 

(and Butler) make identiq not the end of politics, but rather the point at which the ternis of the political 

rnight begin. Identiv is not an either or proposition. It must always be bothland: Identity is made 

possible through both connection and exclusion. 

Butler's (1 990 and 1 993) reassessment of ferninist, poststructuraIist and psychoanalytic 

perspectives on (gendered) identities kas created '~ouble" for the category of "women" and 

signzficanfiy for the universalizing reach of "men". She argues that the labels male and fernale are 

discursive signif$ing practices, not the containment of mascu1init)i and fernininie as concrete 

objects. Butler would argue, following Foucault, that no one is in fact "represented in langage". 

M e .  language and other modes of representation construct the very subjects they purport to describe 

(Butler 1990). Therefore, WC must interrogate the discursive formation of the subject of any discourse. 

In this theory mascuiiniw only, "parades as the signifier of the universal" (Butler, 1990). Indeed, the 

very notion of identity is a fictive of the discourse which produces it (Butler, 1990). Butler gets us 

beyond the block of binansm by showing the ways in which dominant discourses of gender and identity 

constmct the desire for coherent, unitary, searnless identities. The punitive self-blaming structures of 

our culture are built into these practices. We end up looking at "ourselves" as a problem instead of the 

structures of knowïng as the source of ''fkilure". 



The value of Foucault's theories lie in his notions of how discourse aides social regdation and 

the circulation of power (Rabinow 1984). Discourse is a way of understauding the congIomeration of 

multiple f o m  of language, representaûon, and howledge with which social beings d e  sense of the 

world. It is important to see that for Foucault discourses (at Ieast the ones he was concerned with) 

were embedded in institutional practices, such as systems of notation, rulemaking and the organkhon 

of time- In m y  study the Spirit of the Game, for exampie, was a discursive formation which uas 

institutionalized and codifieci in the rules. However, it represented no one, yet was regularly invoked. 

as I will show: as a form of social regdation. Discourse was for Foucault plurivocal, ambiguous a d  

always cross-cut by other discourses. We may be enmeshed in discourse but we are not deterrnined bu 

it: 

... women can adopt and adapt language to their own ends. They may not have total 
control over [language or discourse] but then neither do men (Sawicki 1991, p. 1). 
[my emp hasis] 

The cnticism that postmodern theos is concerned only uith discourse and thereby ignores 

matenal relations misses the point. Discourse is matenal and materially based: that's why It is 

important What has this got to do with masculinity? Following dong from tIallYs notion of identity 

1 want to argue for a spthesis of constmctionist (like Connell), postmodern and difference theon; (like 

Butler, Hall and others). Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis I would like to suggest that 

something 1 would cal1 postmodern materialisrn be pursued as a way of bridging these two strains of 

social theory ( s e  Michele Barrett, 1991 for example). This stance might acknowledge the postmdem 

insights of the instabili~ of signs and meanings while retaining the importance of the production and 

reproduction of the rnatenal relations. The material base of reality could then be investigated for hou: 

it continues to produce the (un)readability of culture that is implied in postmodem theory and vice 

versa. 



My agument is tbat masculinity n& to be understood for how it is discursiveiy and 

materially organized. I therefore inveshgate various discourses which are brought to bear in making 

rnascuiinities as social practice, fom and identity inteiligible. No matter how fictive, hchired and 

unstable "it" and its discourses might be, we need to locate any action or representation of 

"x%sculinitf' in a historj-, a ianguage or a culture as a starting point of political transformation. 1 will 

attempt to do this by locating people's taik and behaviour in a specific location (UItirnate garnes), but 

also see their accounts of such events as open to deconstruction in tenns of truth claims such as my 

ovin analysis. Mascuiïnity may be based on myths or be phantasmatic (Pronger? 1990), but we need to 

uivestigate how people act on and use these myths. One does not have to be entirely in control of 

sornething to make it work? nor is one ever entirely out of control of ones language, identity? body and 

subjectivip. 

Biological Determinism, The Body and Performativity. 

Gender, heterosesuali~ and mascuiinity are nothing other than a parody of the idea 
of the natural and originaI. [emphasis addedl (Butler, 1990, p. 3 1) 

'The body" has been identified by rnany w o r b g  in the area of masculinities and social 

ciifference as a key site of investigation and contestation. Dominant Cartesian or duaiistic Western 

conceptions have seen the body when linked to pleasure as feminized; or the body when linked to 

fiinction as masculinized. Ln spo. for example, the masculine body is instrumental. It is traùied and 

trainable and cornes under the control of a ra t iod subject. The ferninine body is seen as more fluid, 

"hysterical" and soft (Jeffords 1993; Turner, 1984). "Safi bodies" has also corne to be a d e  word in 

neo-cunservative discourse for those b d e s  and identities which do not confonn to white, Arnerican 

(and Canadian) nationalistic bodies and as such are detrimental even a threat to the nation's future and 

well-being. For e m p l e ,  "welfare moms" is a discursive production which casts single women and 

women of col~ur  as drains on the resources of the state. 



Another set of discourses sees identities as biologically detemiined by the absence or presence 

of certain chromosomes, hormones or anatomical parts (See Fausto-Sterling 1985; M. A. Hall 1996; 

for critiques). Much work identifies biological dzflerences (cast as "natural") as the site of rnaieness 

or femaleness: Biologv is destiny. TreadweU (1987) has called much of this work "'pseudo-science" 

and displayed its inadequacies and ideologid bias. cœBioIogica177 merences are used as exphnations 

of why males behave in masculine ways and wanen behave in ferninine ways. The ciifferences are 

derived through quantitative meaçures rvhich are statistically significant, but have low "levels of 

association". The ideologicd practice here is the ecpation of "scientific" with "everyday" meaning and 

usage. Thus it is "cornmon sense '' for people to believe that men and women are categorically 

different in terms of physiological functionùig and possibiiities. The similarities in male and f d e  

bio10gy and physiology are vastiy greater and socially important, yet are rareIy researched or 

commented upon (See Fausto-Sterling 1986 for a discussion of the place of biology and sociobiolog 

in the construction of knodedge about the body). What is not reaily clear in an). research is the 

direction of influence of various activities and social settings on biological behaviour. Does 

testosterone influence athietic behaviour or does athletic behaviour induce the development of 

testosterone? Research suggests that there is no clear causal link between behaviour and testusterone 

levels despite common sense notions that men are more aggressive because they have higher levels of 

testosterone on merage than women (Treadwell, 1987; Schifellite, 1987). However, it is clear that 

socid activity does infiuence biology. For instance, lifting weights and takuig steroidç changes the 

shape and biological fünctioning of males and femaies bodies. The rneaning of the body as 

'-masculine" or "ferninine'' is cast into considerable ambiguiîy at that point (See Klein's 1993 and 

HoImlmd's, 1994 discussions of the sigdïcance of muscuIarity among male and female body 

builden). 



This rootedness in biology defines males as n a m d y  aggressive because of their higher levels 

of testosterone, better at mathematics because of their rational mincis, and better at sports because of 

their superior spatiai abilities (Fausto-Sterling 1985). Al1 of these notions have been shown to be 

invalid, even on their own c'scienîifïc" bases. For example, the International Amateur Athietic 

Federation has dropped the "sex chromatin test" which was used to i d e n e  chromosomal sex because 

even biologists working in the specialized area of genetics do not use it anymore because it is 

considered to be unreliabIe. This competing truth claim has no& however, convincd the International 

Olqmpic Cornmittee to drop it (Hood-Williams, 1995). 

In the iogic of sociobiolog-. 'me" masculinity does not change and by implication gender and 

sexudity do not over time (Connell, 1992). These approaches are suspect because they do not describe 

how bodies get gendered, raced and cIassed in the first pIace. This way of conceptualking gender and 

biology lads  to the development of categories of "normalcf"' Anyone who Mis outside of the 

predetemzined %omiso' of measurement is defineci as deviant, inadequate, incomplete or "an extreme 

case". My body, then, is socially constituted in the discourse of biology and fias meaning in ho\- 1 

embody masculini~ in social practice. 

The critical point of departure is the historical present as Marx put it. And the task is 
to forrnulate within this constituted frame a cntique of the categories of zdentity ihat 
contemporary juridical structures engende. natudize and immobilize. (Butler 1 990, 
p. 5) [emphasis added] 

Butler points to the need for empirical investigation into the day-to-day stnictu~g of social 

relations by suggesting that we interrogate, 'kontemporary juridical structures" and the act of 

"parody". Thus, 1 would argue that Butier's theoreticai stance is not Unmaterial or on& 'discursive" 

(Le. abstract and ideational). Butler shows the Wacy of the comrnon (mis)reading of poststnrctural 

theory as ody concerned with or effective in relstion to c6discourse" and or "discursive events". 

Butler's method is directed at discursive events, structures and phenornena: it is a way of interrogating 



the rnateriaiity of social relations. Discourse is material and rnaterialiy operationalized: We may be 

constituted through discourse, but we are not detennined by discourse. This position is further clarified 

by her assertion that, 'Gender is a styiized repetition of acîs " (Butler 1990, p. 140) but, always within 

and against relations of unequal power and in specific historie. contexts. Gender and identiw are 

thurgs that people do, not things that they have. Hall's (1993) notions of identity as "always located 

somewherey are echoed when Butler suggests that "gender is constituted as a social temporality" (Ibid.) 

Butler and postmodem theory in general insist on a free play of identities and practices, but on& as u 

potenrial. not as a necessan'ly realizeà or realizable politicaliy. Mascuiinity in this context cm be 

constnied as practice, identity and discourse to be both flexible and constrained by social and psychic 

structures: "the historical present". Masculinities are perfomed and constituted in practice and t he ,  

but as repetitions of ideals which have no original source. What needs to be interrogated is how certain 

forms of mascuiinities get shut d o m  in a particular conte- and others are given room to f ourish. 

These ideas directed me to look at the ways in which aspects of identiw are embodied and which are 

rejected nithin Ultimate and some of the comrnon sense ideas that players use to exphin gender 

difference. 

Donna Haraway (1991) and Michel Foucault (Rabinow, 1984) conceptualize the '%odq-" as an 

"effect of discourse". The body only becomes inteI1igible as 'rhe body" when it is organized with 

textual, linguistic and conceptual discourses. Foucault dso talks in other places about '-bio-power" 

(Andrews, 1993) as a way of linking the materiality of the body with its ccdiscursive regimentationt 

(Foucault in Rabinow, 1984). Bio-power is a conception which bighlights the pohts of connection 

betu'een %e population", modernity, the individual and the state. It draws attention to the body as 

inescapably the site of interconnecting f o m  of social regulation. However, the body as immutable 

and transcendent is quite open to contestation these days, given various social practices such as body 

building, steroids, transvestitism and transgenderism. Conne11 (1995) argues that ''the body as 



bioIogfY still has ascendancy in Euro-western cultures as the defining discourse of the meaning and 

s i e c a n c e  of the body There is then a considerable tension in existing theory as to the relation 

bebveen hou- the body is discursively and or materially constituted. ArguabIy the body can ody be 

materially constituted through discourse (FoucauIt in Rabinow, 1984; Haraway, 199 1). The body is 

not ephemeral, nor is it simply hormones and fleshy bits. 

Wittig understands gender as the workings of "sex", where "sex" is an obligatory 
injunction for the body to become a cultural sign. ..net once or twice, but as a sustained 
and repeated corporeai project (Butler 1990, p. 139) 

This conception is very close to Connell's (2995) notion of gender as a project occuning over 

tirne requiring effort and work to sustain the self-representabon, self-identification and culture work of 

being 'masculine" or "femuiine". There is in Butler's argument a similar construction: 

... the term strategy better suggests the duress under which gender performance alrvays 
and variously occurs ...g ender is a performance with clearly punitive consequences. 
(ibid.) 

It seems to me then that there are productive and useful similarities in Butler and Connell's 

approaches to understanding masculinities . The notions of repetition, zteration, project and 

performance al1 suggest a decidedly social and historical grounding. The questions becorne who 

receives and gives the repeated performances? How are they received? Wfiat are the comple?uties of 

their transmission? Which todies and bodily Oiscourses are dominant and how do they l i a i n  their 

dominance? Which bodies become threats to the naturd and national order? Which bodies matter in 

Ultimate Frisbee? Rather, how do bodies matter? 

Beyond Uegemony ? Masculinities and Dvference 

Dominant conceptions of masculinity serve to maintain relations of power at the same time 

they serve to convince subordhate and dominant groups that this is "ri@" and in their own best 

interest. The ability of dominant groups to produce and reproduce in concert with the subordinates the 



relations of rnasculinity as individualized and atomized mattes of personality consthtes hegernonic 

relations of power: Those who do not, are undling or unable to d o m  are labeled as "deviant" or 

"queeJY or non-masculine by the very discourses which produce them as deviant subjects. What 1 draw 

attention to in my thesis is not the or one "hegemonic rnasculinity", but rather the various processes 

through which particular versions of masculine sporting identities become dominant in the Ultimate 

community. 

Sport is one area thai we can see an example of how hegemonic relations work. Sport tends to 

bring men of ail social differences together because it celebrates those attributes and behaviours that 

are normally positively d u e d  in Our culture: such as fàir play, cornpetition, individual merit, team 

work hard work and self-autonomy. Yet, certain attributes of the masculine athlete are derided in 

other COnteLTs, such as the use of one-to-one physical violence. This difference is largely based on 

dominant groups' uses and access to forms of power and their abilities to police marginalized groups' 

actions. White, heterose'nial, middle and upper class men rarely have to depend on direct physical 

dominance in their lives because the state in effect protects them and fûnctions as their physical force. 

Thus, when men who do not have access to state powers of coercion and force attempt to strike back, 

as it were, they are castigated for the veq- ernbodiments that they have been asked to take up. This is 

also racially coded as we see the various responses of mauistream media to black athletes who have 

'-gotten in trouble with the law" (See Cole 1996). There is plenw of evidence to show that c?nascuhne" 

vaiues are also culturally and historically specifk and variable (See Luidisfiune and Cornwall, 1994 ). 

In my thesis 1 draw attention to how and why Ultimate players use dominant conceptions of gender, the 

body, sexuali~, meritocracy and cornpetition in a hegemonic stniggle for self iden~cation. For 

example, 1 will illustrate how some women and men accuunt for their own marginaiization while 

continuing to play and rnaintaining a cornmitment to their teams and the game. 



ConneIl (1990, 1992, 1995) has variously detailed and theurized the ways in which only 

certain m e s  of masculine behaviours, identities and bodies become hegemonic and exclude and 

subordinate other forms of masculinities. Hegemony, as Gramsci (1971) developed the idea, includes 

the notion that dominated classes participate in hegemonic institutions and that they participate in their 

o m  subordinattion. Therefore, subordinatte groups such as working-class men may participate in 

hegemonic masculinity while themselves being dominated. Paul Willis' study (1977) of working-class 

male o u t h  illustrates some urays in which this practice is accomplished. Connell (1989) points out 

that many working-class rnasculinized f o m  of resistance (fighting: skipping school, abusing women) 

to pouyers of the -te (i-e. police, schools, courts) are doomed to fkilure. Other dominant forms of 

masculinities which are based on gaining access to the powers of the state through education weers  

and credentialling accomplish the subordination of working-class men socially, politicdly and 

economically and abort the potential of progressive critique and transformation. Kinsrnan (quoted in 

Frank, 1987, p. 162) suggests ?bat a series of masculinities becomes sublimateci under one fonn of 

masculini~ that becomes ' rnasculini~' ?'. 

I would agree that individually men dl, in a given settuig, have access to more forms of 

power than women, but the basis of that power is not in the concept of rnasculinity-. The basis of men's 

social power is in an amalgrnation of social, symbolic, econornic and psychic dominance. Hegemony 

as applied to masculini~ al lo~-s us to conceptualire how socid actcrs who are less powerful than 

others still commit to gender ideals which rnaintain their subordinate status. 

to say a particular form of masculinity is hegemonic means that it is culturally exalted 
and that its exaltation stabilizes structures of dominance aud oppression. (Connell, 
1990, p. 13) 

Michael Eric Dyson (1993) extends notions of masculinity in the direction of race and culture 

in his d y s i s  of Michael Jordan as a cultural representation of black masculinity. Dyson suggests a 



picture of Jordan as more than an oppressed black athlete or a rich male athlete. Dyson points out that 

Jordan also embodies a "pedagogy of desire" that is more cornplex: 

This pedagogy of desire that Jordan ernbodies, although at points imrnobilized by its 
depoliticized cultural contexts, is nevertheless a remarkable achievement: A six-fmt- 
six American man of obvious Afncan descent is the dominant presence and central 
cause of aMetic fântasy in a sport that twenty years ago was denigrated as a black 
man's game and hence deemed uoworthy of wider attention or support. ... His body is 
dl the symbolic carrier of racial and cultural desires to fly beyond limits and 
obstacles, a fluid metaphor of mobility and ascent to heights of excellence secured by 
genius and indu-. (1 993, p. 74) 

Although -son was not discussing mas&@ per se2 he reveals some of the intersecting 

categories and representations of the b&, masculinih.' and race which makes any universalizing 

interpretation of masculinities (or Jordan) untenable. Jordan as a cultural symbol can only be 

understood in the contea of North American racism race, coIonialism capitalism, gender and identih- 

in the historical epoch of the late mentieth century. in a related vein Segal (1 990) emphasizes how 

representations of the male black body bu white, generdly male: Euro-centric witers have shom a 

desire and fear of those bodies based on their imagineci and real physicaliw and sexualiv. If we invert 

her notion to an examination of white bodies we can suggest that whiteness is about constraint_ 

stoicism, diligence, efficient but duII, stiff. and so on. Bodily cornportment is a key aspect of raced and 

gendered bodily ide~tih- (Staples, 1982). But it is not enough to map this racist dichotomy. It seems 

that despite the '-whiteness" or "blachess" of bodies sport takes bodies into relations which transgress 

those boundaries of identih. Sports involves vigorous and gracelul and r h w c  movement and 

exertion which is the ad-thesis of white middle-class suit and tie, "white-coikir" bodily performance. 

Gender is not the ody category that animates social performance/social beings. It is an act of 

ideological d l  to ignore the existence and constitutive importance of realities and categones of race: 

ethniciw and class in the constitution of masculinities. Ths, 1 want to avoid what Gama1 Abdel- 

Shehid (1997) has called "good-boy feminism". Abdel-Shehid develops his position fiom the insights 

of post-colonial theop and cntical race theory, specifically those of Frantz Fanon, Edward Said and 



Angela Davis. Abdel-Shehid argues with reference to "good boy feminism that "the other" has dways 

been known in Euro-western history as radicaily different fiom the subjea of culonialism: white? 

Western rational, civilued man (Fanon, 1966; Said, 1978). Drawing on the work of Angela Davis 

(1983) Abdel-Shehid goes on to point out that the myth of the black (male) rapist arises as a 

simdtaneous development of white colonial rnasculinity. He argues that whiteness can only be 

constnrcted in relation to its alterity, in this case blachess. Abdel-Shehid cites the work of Frantz 

Fanon and Kobena Mercer, which illustrates tbat the dominant signifier of blachess Ui Europe-western 

discourse has been physicaliv. The black body in action, usually in criminal or sexual activities, 

arises as the dominant metaphor for interrogating blackness. What Abdel-Shehid goes on to argue is 

that the '-ideal (white) man" \vas ideologically infused in the logic's of emerging sport fonns. The 

dominant ideais of these constructions was an active acknowledgrnent of that the "sportsrnan" could 

only be a white masculine body. There las also a clear link between "gentlemanly" ide& and the 

sportsrnan. Or& wealthy white "gentleman" could embody the ideals of athIetics because others were 

legally and morally prevented from doing so (Grneau and Whitson 1993). Tfius the sportsrnan kvas a 

fully raced, classed and gendered representation. The resulting racist implications were that black men 

were kept out of organized sport because they were "out of control" of their bodies as they were not 

"rational" and had "overactive sex drives". And even when they entered sport these stereotypes were 

applied tvith a vengeance. 

This stance is significant for an anaiysis of sport and masculinities because it seems that "good 

boy feminism" eschews the body in its analysis (See Messner, 1991: Sabo and Messner 1994; Brod 

199 1). This rejection is confirmed by much of this work which sees the body ody as the site of either 

experiencing or perpetrating violence, pain and exploitation. The dominant equation in rnuch of this 

work is that sports equals W. Abdel-Shehid argues, based on the preceding Wework ,  that this 

approach effectiveIy ignores the historical context of black males in sport and it negates the 



possibiiïties of the production of positive black and workingclass masculinities in sport. 1 put this 

conception to work by inverting it to look at the meaning of the types of embodhent involved in 

Utimate. 1 look at the ways in which the d e s  and the Spirit of the Game actively reject "blackened" 

and working classed types of masculine sporting embodunent. For example, the notion that Uitimate is 

a war by and for men to assert patriarchal domination is hard to sustain in the face of the d e s  against 

physical violence and the rea3in; that wornen are necessary to accomplish a game. 1 also show that 

pleasure is a centrai feature of sport experience even when tied to dominattion and marginalization. 

The differentiation of masculinities and socid Merence is not simp1y a question of 
individual merences or individual paths being chosen. It is a collective process and 
the relationship of any one male to the differentiation of niasculinity rnay change over 
tirne (ConneIl, 1989, p. 295). 

Michael Eric Dyson's analysis of Jordan is t e h g  in this way in clearly demonstrating that 

masculinity and males playing sports do not constitute some singular individuated quest for 

"maleness". For males then there is a difference wïthin the sameness of being male. Therefore, we 

need to investigate hon: rnascuiinih divides and connects men Eiom each other on the basis of muitiple 

lines of social power and ciifference. 

Arguably dien there is no one "hegemonic masculini~". There may be a series of hegemonic 

masculinities operating in the same conte* each not smiggling against masculine privilege per se but 

rather jockeyhg for ascenclancy (Kinsman I W L ;  Frank 1987 Cornwall and Lindisfame 1994). 

However, white? bourgeoisS heterosemal perspectives and identifications remain dominant in the 

context of North Amencan culture. 



Who's on Erst?: Contetnpormy Raearch on Sport and Masculinities 

In Canada a d  the United States "sport" is a huge economic, political, and cult~& project. 

Rarely have men subjected Our engagement in sports to the systematic questionhg we focus on work, 

life and love. Because they are so engrossing and h d i a r ,  we assume that they have always been 

played and that they have been unaffectexi by history or politics (Kidd, 1987, p. 250). 

Sport as "sport" (in the instiîutional sense) has been identified in North Amenca as an 

important site in which masculinities (and by impIication femininities) are sustained, produced 

c o n t e w  negotiated and accomplished. Surprisingly, there are very fmr empirical studies of sports 

participants' own understandings of their day-to-day experiences as athletes and members of Mereut 

athletic communities, although more studies of this nature have emerged in recent years. (Pronger 

1990: Lenslwj, 1994; Messner. 199 1 ; Fine, 1987; Varpalotai, 1986; Wachs 1996). Some argue that 

sport as a collective practice produces and reproduces dominant relations of capital, patriarchy, gender 

and class (Messner and Sabo 1990.) Another line of research shows how sport in Euro-western histon 

has consistently served as a normalking and "civilizing" process (Elias and Dunning, 1986). This is 

con- to popular ideologies of sport as a site of democracy and fieedom (See Gu- 1978, for a 

critique). Yet sport has aiso served as a site for resiçtance against colonialimi and imperialism (See 

James, 1983). It is somewhat simplistic to state that sport either produces/reproduces or resists 

dominant relations. Arguably sport is the site of the reproduction and transformattion and transgression 

of oppressive and exclusionary social relations, practices and ideologies. Feminist informed analyses 

of masculinities and femininities in sport have been the most influentid in this regard (T-enskyj, 1994; 

M. A. Hall, 1996; Birrell and Cole, 1994; Hargeaves, 1995). 

There is an important relation between competition, sexuality, sport and rnasculinity. Sport 

emphasizes sexual merence symbolically and practically. The formation of heterosemal 



identification and concomitant sublimation of homosexual desire has been discussed at length in 

fiterature on sport, gender and semal orientation (Birreii and Cole, 1994; Pronger, 1990; Cross- 

1990; M. A. Hall, 1996; Klein, 1993; ConneIl, 1990; LensSj, 1994; Holmiund, 1994; Messner, 

1991). According to this literature, modem sport was idedogicalIy and practically appropriateci by 

dominant groups to "combat the effeminacy" which was supposedy resulîhg fiom the mecbnbtion 

of culture and work at the turn of the twentieth century (Crossett, 1990; Kidd, 1987). The very 

categories of sexuaiic were being rnanufàctured and solidifiai in Western cultures durkg the 

"Victorian" era. This p e n d  saw the invention of knou~ledge which identifiai the "homose?nial" and 

the "heterosed" as distinct and entirelu separate categones of semal and social beings. This 

knowledge aIso constructed males and females as distinctly different in their moral and semal identities 

(Foucault. 1978; Kinsman 1987; Sedgwick 1995 and 1990). The key dividing line was that the 

'homosexual" male \vas constructed as "effeminate", inherently physically weak, in part due to 

excessive %ompulsive" sesual activity. Attraction to the same sex u.as thus constmcted as a sign of 

irnmorality and physical t v h e s s .  

Control over one's sesual urges was seen as a form of mord righteousness and sport and 

competition was seen as a way of both developing and expressing that morali ty This formation fit 

neatly uith e'cisting notions of meritocracy and competition in developing Western patnarchal 

capitalism. The morally (sexually) sound would succeed in the world and in sport, those who failed did 

so because they were unfit and gave in to their "base" urges (Crossett, 1990). Women's place in this 

sexual economy was to regulate male semality as women were thought to be rnorally purer than men. 

Sport was also a place where middeclass males learned to be tough and cornpetitive while 

mginalized males were trained into obedience to author* (Kidd, 1987). Certainly much has changed 

since the formation of modern sport, but these antecedents continue to run through sport practicdly 

and discursively. Fine (quoting Sherif, 1976) has argued that competition is largely ideological: 



The participants [in the debate over competition] aImost always start with 
preconceived judgments about the efffècts of cornpetition that no amount of talk can 
alter. To some, competition is regarded as natural, heaithy, and essential for character 
building. To others competition is regarded as hamiful psychologicaliy injurious, and 
detrimental to cooperative acti&yY which is endowed wiîh al1 manner of beneficid 
eEects and seen as the highest state of hurnan relations. (1 987, p. 207-208) 

In order to understand competition we need to investigate it in context. 1 will show that notions 

of competition are highly contesteci in Ultimate and form a locus for the formation of WItimte 

Varpalotai (1986' p. 15) states that "the (not so) hidden agenda of sports is to ensure women 

areferninine and men are masculinet. Feminist scholarship compels us to revise the popular image of 

sports and explore the ways in which men have created sports to ceIebrate and buttress p a ~ a r c h a l  (and 

class) power. A number of researchers have also shown how womea who participate in sport 

contradict established notions of femininity, uniess women are participating in stereotypicdly ferninine 

sports like figure skating and g)R1IliiStics. Accusations of lesbianism are regularly directed at dl 

female athletes. no matter n-hat their semai orientation (Lenskqj, 1994; M.A. Hall, 1996; Griffin 1993: 

Holmlund, 1994). This arises due to the rnistaken association of '-mannîshness" uith lesbians (Cahn, 

1994). What seerns to be under-theorized is the pleasure of sport as an erotic act that is not practically 

a sexual act (Pronger, 1990). These aspects of sport and semal&- raise interesthg questions in the 

formation of Ultimate Masculinties. How then does s e ~ ~ d i h  work in the context of a sport tbat 

Iargely has no historical antecedents? but does pnvilege certain f o m  of dominant athleticism? What 

sort of dance do players perfom around sexuality? 

Sport is centraily concemed with the bodyy therefore we must look to hou. it is "schooled" 

(Comgan, 1987) in sports. Sport does not oniy school bodies in vioience and domination. 1 would 

argue that we may also be able to conceive of sporting expenences as: 



... a discourse of the body that recognizes a sensibihy and a set of social practïces that 
both defke and exhibit a possibilxty for new forms of corporedi@. (Giroux and 
Simon, 1989, p. 304) 

1 argue that sports can and do engender f o m  of ernbodiment that are not al1 aflectiveb 

negative. They are aiso about empoiverment. The physical and emotional powers learned in sport are 

not a11 inherently or essentially bad or negative. 

The centraliiy and constiîutive signifrance of bodily activity and actions should be 

emphasized in any dennition of sport. This is not always the case and there are many problems in 

identifjing what exactly the object of study is once you ïntroduce, in particular, the body into the shidy 

of sport (Birrell and Cole, 1994). Other have more instrumental definitions which assume that sport is 

in fact comodified and quantified sport: 

... a sport is an organized group activity centered on a contest between at least hvo 
parties. It requires physical esertion of some kind and is fought accordhg to known 
rules' including where appropriate, rules which defhe the permitted limits of physical 
force. The grouping of contestants is arrangeci in such a rnanner that a specific pattern 
of group dynarnics recurs at each meeting-a pattern which is elastic-sornetimes more 
sornetimes less, and hence variable and, preferably, not wholly calculable in its course 
and outcome. The figuration of people is so arranged that it engenders as well as 
contains certain tensions. In a mature form it embodies a cornplex of interdependent 
polarities in a state of unstable tension-equilibrium and allows-in the best of w e s -  
moderate fluctuations that offer d l  contenders chances to gain the upper hand until one 
of them succeeds in breakkg the tension by uinning the game. It is one of the 
characteristics of a sport-garne in its mature state that the period of tension not be t o ~  
long or too short [Elias, 1986, p. 1571. 

For example, chess broadZy speaking is a '%portm in ternis of a structure of rules and it is a 

"contest" baveen two "opposing" groups and there are multiple ways in which the play can and does 

uafold which create "a tension-equilibriurn". S k e l  (197 1) points out that cornpetition in this contexb 

is not fundarnentally about dominance as being entirely dominate reduces the tensionequïlibrium of 

sport to alrnost nil. Kidd (1987) supports this idea by pointing out that cornpetiton cannot accomplish 

their goals unless they cooperate with their opponents. Here 1 use these insights to show how bodies 



are organized in and through the structures of the rules to produce the maximum tension equiiibrium. 1 

will dso show how this process is deeply gendered. 

The other major features of a sport are a tradition or set of erg-g myths, standardized 

d e s  and an institutional or regdatory structure (Le Clair, 1992). Utimate is on al1 counts a sport. 

For example, there is a "Rules Cornmittee" which oversees amenciments and c1-g statements. The 

"Standard Rules" of Utimate are now in their 9th Edition (Appendkx D). There are also other local, 

national and intemational organizations which oversee the play and d e s  of Ultimate and other 

"Frisbee sports. The organizing myths coalesce around the so called "Spirit of the Game". 

One of the best analysis of sport as a social form is Gruneau's (1983) analysis of the 

development of sport and class- Gruneau clearly articulates the ways in uhich sport mobilized 

bourgeois middle-class interests and shows that one tool used in constmcàng cornpliance with capitalist 

and patriarchai relations was the institutionalization of sport forms. The institutionalization of sport in 

North America made it appear as though one uray of pla5ing a game \vas the only u-ay of playhg a 

garne. In order to participate one either had to conform to middle-class values of civiiih and propriee 

or be considered 'ünfit". More significantly, historical niles concemïng "amateurism" made it 

impossible, by definition, for wornen, working-class men first nations people and blacks to participate. 

Gruneau's broader point is that sport is not outside of culture but in fact a cultural form which plays 

out the mord and political values of the day. The cornmodification of sport has made sport much more 

available to marginaiized groups and thus served as a vehicle for the spread of capitalkt ideoIogy. As 

Gruneau suggests sports are: 

... constitutive social practices whose meanings are indissolubly connectai to the 
making of owselves as agents (individual and collective) in society (1 983, p. 5 0). 

Therefore, "sport" is one among rnany social institutions within which relations of power are 

played out and resisted. 1 would extend this to argue that sport is not only the site of class stmggle and 



identification but it is indeed a site of the production of identities and meanings concerning race, 

gender, nation eùinicity, ableness, sexuality and culture. What 1 want to do in this thesis is show how 

Ultimate players are not simply out to "have fiin and play a game of disc". The types of embodiment 

which are privileged in this sport show a distinctly anti-working-class bias. Utunate players clairns to 

be gender neutrai or inclusive rest on notions which link sexism to working-classness. 

I seek to illustrate the value of sport participants' knowledge as a basis for understanding the 

social constitution of the relations of sport and gender and social relations of power. There are a few 

studies that pursue sirnilar questions. One is Jirnerson's (1993) study of male pick-up basketball 

players in which he emphasizes the negotiated character of how, in particular, male pick-up basketball 

masimize the quality and amount of playing time through local social n o m  and gate keeping 

practices. His study is helpfid to me in that he points to illustrates some of the ways that peopIe play 

uith the rules in order to avoid any outright arguments and confrontations. VarpaIotai's (1986) study 

of fernale ringette players displays the ways in which fernales gender each other in an all fernale sport 

culture through resisting and transfonning notions and practices of "femininities" and 'ïnasculinities". 

1 attempt to use her insights to understand some of the distinctions between men and wornen's 

experience in sport. Both aIso use participant observation as data collection methods and critical 

ethnography (Thomas 1993) as their analytic approach. 

J.C. Waker's Louts und Legends, especiaily the chapter on sports and identity formation in 

youth cultures, provides for an insight into ethnographie research and analysis as well. Of particular 

interest, for me, is the way in which Walker rnakes visible the organization and contestation of 

d1fferir2g masculinities in relation to sports, race, class and ethnicity. 

Michael Messner's (1991) study of 35 "former" athletes has g r d y  aided my own work, 

akhough his methodology of "life history" (Conne11 1992) which focuses on his informants accounts of 



lives, experiences and realities is Merent fiom mine. Whiie a powerfil methodologicaI approach, it 

depends aimost entirely on individual interviews, not on social actors everyday activities. One result is 

an analytïcal slide into overly individualized psychotogical conceptuaiization of socid and historical 

action. 1 also think that Messner sees sporting masculinities and identities as being more irnpoverished 

than 1 do. 

Brian Pronger's (1990) study illustrates multiple experiences, contradictions and conceptions 

of gay "sensibilities" and "masculinities" in the conte- of sport. It has also been helpful in t e m  of 

understanding how homophobia and heteroçexism work in sport. Howeveq it is at odds with my 

episternological position, given his mrnmiûnent to phenomenological accounts and analysis. 

Sccltt Lewis' (1994) ongoing study of Ultimate Frisbee is based on historicai evidence (such as 

newsletters) and his own observations, but is concemed with the development of the entire UItimate 

communih as a "social movement". He does, however: provide for some escellent background 

information and discusses the political economy of sport. 1 discuss his work more thorougbly in the 

section on the development of Ultirnate culture. Granskog's (1994: Tri-ing Together) is very similar to 

mine in approach and in theoretical senskivis,. Her work uivestigates the experiences of women and 

men who train together for the triathlon. She found that men ody accepted women into their 

confidence and as serious athletes if they proved that they were excellent athletes or that they were at 

1-t as g d  as the males they were training with. 1 discuss this process in the first anal-ical chapter 

below. She shows that women also get considerable enjoyment from performing better than men. 

Another very relevant point is that overly aggressive and cut-throat compdtiveness seerns to be 

disdained by this particular group of athletes 

Klein's (1993) study of bodybuilder's provides some insight for me as well. Although his 

participants do not necessarily compete together and against each other directly, they did train together 



which provides some cornmon ground for my analysis of m y  bCcoed" sport. And most importantly for 

me Klein was focusing on the interactional production of gendered identities. 

Conclusion 

Only a certain group of white, middle-ciass, Euro-Anglo men (mostiy to this point) would 

appear to have the advantage and privilege of producing research on rnasculinity. The vast majority of 

males have not participated in anaIyzing and accounting for their part in the relations of b4masculini~". 

This fàct alone discounts any unitarJ. notion of maleness or experience of the world h c h  we might 

characterire as masculinity. The production of this silence may be one of the reasons that a critique of 

rnasciiliaity M s  on deafears despite Our best intentions: Our accounts and experiences are produced in 

accounts whïch appear in dominant f o m  of speaking and being which are inaccessible to man. or 

most other men and wornen. Arguably then we need more and more and varied forms of research and 

voices in deconstructing '-masculini~". We also need to listen to and make space (and absent ourselves 

fiom certain spaces) and integrate voices and representations form beyond the academy. And we need 

to be sensitive to our own (privileged) locations, or as Spivak (quoted in Scott) sugge* we need to 

%storicize" Our expenence: 

... make visible the assignrnent of subject positions, not in the sense of capturing the 
reality of the objects seen, but of txying to understand the operations of cornplex and 
changing discursive processes by which identities are ascribed, resisted or embraced 
and which processes themselves are unremarked, indeed achzeve their effect because 
rhe-v aren 't noticed. ( 1  992, p. 33) 

The dichotomy of gender is a potent metaphor for difference which Iargely goes ~~lllliltked in 

sport. Spivak's point is, in effect, a methodologid one. The shifting and contingent relation between 

men and rnasculinity becomes clearer when we examine the enadment (or activation in a given 

discourses) of dominant and subordinate masculinities (Cornwall and Lindisfime 1994, p. 10). The 

identification of emerging masculinities mil1 also help us to dismpt discounes which univenalize 



i den t i~  and social inequaiity. Ultimate Masculinities are a set of emerging identities u.hich need to be 

investigated for the f o m  of power and dominance thaî they hÎde and ernphasize. 

The political significance of studying mitsculiaities is that it argues against the inevitability of 

the status quo. The study of masculiaities is one way of studying how Merent forms of power work. 

There is no essential masctiiïnitv, therefore one is compeiled to locate their analysis in a context, a set 

of social practices to interrogate masculinities. Much of the research in the cnticai or new research on 

mascukty has focused on aspects of male masculinities (Lindishe and Cornwall, 1994). We also 

need research u-hich interrogates f e d e  masculinities. male fernininities and fernale fernininities. 

in the same n-ay that Stuart HaIl (1993) went about the task of "discoverhg he was bluck" 

men must go about discovering that they are "masculine" and wvomen must go about discove~g how 

the>- are regulated through masculini~ (See for example, Sedguick 1995). In oîher words we must 

politicize and historicize bon- it is that we corne to be and identie as a %un'' or a '-woman". There 

can surel? be no one path or method to such a discoveq for men are located ~ï thïn and across multiple 

aspects of power and difference. Masculiniv ne& to become one facet of the "politics of difference'' 

The discussion of lived Merence, if pedagogicd d l  take on a particular tension. It 
implies a struggle over assigned rneaning, a stnrggle over the direction of desire, a 
struggle over particular modes of expression and ultimately a struggle over multiple 
and even contradicton versions of self. (Giroux and Simon, 1989, p. 3 15) 

Men's interest in 'patriarchy" does not act as a unified force in a homogeneous structure 

(Conne11 1995, p. 242). Masculinities brhg together and separate men fiom men and women fiom men 

and women fiom women dong multiple lines of sociai difference. The structures and relations of 

muhral dependence that are part of masculinities need to be emphaçized as weli, for they are direct 

challenges to hegemonic ideals. (Cornwall and Lindisfanie 1994, p. 43) The question is not to look at 

"rnasculiniq" but rather to look at how people signie! mark, behave and h o w  each other and 

themseIves as masculine, feminine or other. 



At the borderlines of the practices which identift women and men there is a connection, even 

though tbat connection may appear to be a separation. It is ut the limzrs of what is identifid as male 

and female that ws must look for answers to the problem of mascuhïty. The k t s  are not only the 

bhary opposition of mascdine/feminine, but rather how that dichotomy fâils to include the many 

discourses which make us intelligible as social beings. However, this does not mean abandoning 

research on "gender?', rather it calls for the need to locate rnasculinity as one amongst many features of 

social merence and power. 

1 am not advocating a totally open and pluralist Mew of social relations and identities. 1 think 

it is a useful project to open identiw categories and masculinities to deconstruction, but I am not 

arguing that power and dominance have become irrelevant. It does not seem plausible to argue that we 

non- have a free-for-al1 where anyone (regardless of subject position) can occupy or perform an!- 

gender identity at wiI1. 

In this chapter 1 have outlined the major theoretical issues for m -  midy. 1 have argued that 

masculinities are not s impl~ the opposite of fernuiinities and that there is no such thing as a definitive, 

essential' stable or "Ultimate" masculinity. 1 have begun to illustrate the usefulness of theorking 

masculinities as constituted b5- and intelligible \+ithin multiple forms of social ciifference. 1 have 

illustrateci here thaî individual social actors may embody or eqerience themselves as differently 

masculinized or gendered dependùig on the context. 1 have also begun to elucidate the broder 

historical features of gender, sport and masculinities as a way of suggesting the historical and social 

specifici- of this study. 1 began to show how the current context of challenges to domhant notions of 

masculinities sets the stage for the development and formation of particular (masculine) sporting 

identities in Ultimate. 



Judith Butler's (1990) perfonnance theory leads me to explore the ways in which gendered, 

bodi1y and speech acts becorne intelligible to Utimate piayers and the practices which they used to 

make themselves intelligible to each other. 1 will argue in the methodologicai section that a 

combination of performance theory and critical ethnography is a valuable way of gaining insight into 

these processes of identie formation. This combination is usefbl because both sets of ideas allow us to 

see social interaction as contesteci terrain where power and oppression are always present. Both sets of 

ideas dso allow us to see sociai interaction as flexible and constraining in the same moment. Thus we 

may begin to see how and why peopIe commit to gender and iden* ideals and practices which are 

oppressive and self-iimiting. Critical ethnographie rnethodologies allow us to read the performance of 

gender and identiv fkom wiùiin the cultural context and fiom the subjectivity of cultural actors. This 

method does not establish so much a h a 1  tnith about a culture rather it is produces an interpretive 

possibilih. I wi11 argue that the ethnographer is in a useful position as participant and observer to 

produce important insights inîo the perfomtivi@ of gender because it allows for multiple levels and 

contex- of analyses not available in other methodologies . 

This interpretive stance is read through Foucault-s notions of discourse and power, d i c h  1 

ni11 argue enable us to see players words, actions and embodirnent as moments of social stniggle. I 

d l  show that Ultimate pla-rs actions and representations can be read as comples conglomerations 

~vhich play uith and replay multiple and intersecting discourses of gender, sport, physicality, sexuality 

and identity. 



Chapter 3 

MethodoIogical Considerations 

1 chose to employ an ethnographie approach to my study for a number of reasons. One of the 

most significant reasons 1 chose to use participant observation as a method was that it allows for the 

detailing of the local, interactional and processual features of social relations. Such an approach 

combines a number of key aspects of my theoretical h e w o r k  for understanding social mors  and 

actions. The stance of synbolic interactionisrn which, in part, idorms my sîudy, suggests that social 

reality as it is s e n s e  knomn and understood is a social production. Interacting individuals produce 

and define, their own definitions of situations. Humans are assumed to be capable of engaghg in self- 

reflexive behaviour. They are capable of guiding their oun behaviour and that of others. In the course 

of taking their onn standpoint and fitting that standpoint to the behaviùur of others, humans interact 

with one another. Interaction is seen as an emergenk negotiated, often unpredictable concern (Becker, 

1970, Denzin, 198 9: Jacobsen, 199 1). The ethnographer attempts to Iearn shared cultural meanings 

fkom within the interactions of a group and comrnunicate thern in their texts. 

I took on a number of roles in my research and nriting. 1 was a participant observer, mernber 

of the ültimate corn muni^ and a cntical theorist. in the uriting of this te- this triple vision is a 

methodological problem. The multiple ways d i c h  1 expexience myself in the Utha te  community 

provided for a double or even tripling of my perspective. 1 do not think that there is a clear resolution 

to the problems of being observer, participant and critical theorist. I try to keep these three 

perspectives as separate as possible. While some insights arise out of this triple vision, it is ofien 

difficult to show which uras '%he source" of my claims and accounts. My perspectives arise out of two 

major sensitivities: One is my athletic experience and the subjectivity which is forrned in my role as a 

male athiete. This role cornes into stark contrast with my second stance as a critical theonst interesteci 

in exploring and exposing social inequaliîy wherever 1 engage it. As the interviewer of rny teammates 1 



\ilas in a unique position to apply the insights of the other two roles to my questioning. 1 actually took 

a fairly formai approach to rny interviews so that my teammates would take it seriously and not as just 

another conversation about Urimate. My familiarity with them also made it possible for me to ask 

questions that would not be avdable to an outsider, The fkmkness of some of the comrnents attests to 

some of my teammates cornfort levels in taUcing wtth me. My position in this sûxdy also enabid me to 

see things that 1 had only felt. For example, one woman, when asked if there were any male players 

who threw the disc more regularly to m e n ,  did not mention my narne. 1 kneu; she feit this way about 

other males, but to be cast into that group ws informative and unsettling. Others in the group did not 

feel this way. Athletes are criticûed by rnany as unintellectual and academics are considerd by 

athletes to be ail head, no heart and interviewers are derided for being stifî and predictable. & 

crossing over and through each role, 1 think 1 have seen this culture fiom a variety of perspectives. 

This gives me a degree of confidence about my claims that would not be available in other 

methodo 1 ogies . 

1 am and have been a member of various sporting activities and culhires. That histov has 

Bected how 1 know about sport and how 1 see and participate in my research and the world of my 

informants, fiends, opponents and teammates. 1 am not indifferent to the outcome of my research or 

the impact that my presence has on my informants and serthgs. This is a key strength, though, and not 

a weahess of critical ethnography. My theoretical cornmitment was to uivestigating a site wrhich has 

been largely vilified or edted,  but rarely lived in and known by either cnbc or supporter. 

One of the major forms of doing ethnography iuvolves researching a particdar group, usually 

through "submersion in the field" for an extended p e n d  of tirne (Denzin, 1989). Ethnographers' 

primary methodology is based on a series of well articulateci theoretical arguments and rnethodological 

practices momas  1993, Clinord and Marcus, 1986; Denzin, 1989, Van Maanen, 1988, Becker, 1991 

and 1970: Rock, 1979; Blmer: 1969; Glaser and Strauss, 1967: Spradley, 1979; McCurdy and 



Spradley, 1972). There have been a number of challenges to rnany of the core assumptions of 

ethnography, most strongly fiom feminist and postmodernist informed theory and researchers 

(Cornwall and Lindisfime, 1994; McRobbie, 1980; Lather, 1992). One source of criticism has been 

the lack of attention to gender as a key feature of the ethnographic enterprise. The other one, raiseci by 

postmodem theorists, is that ethnography constntcts meta-narratives of social reality wbich are acts of 

domination and colonization. Therefore, some authors argue, etbnography has limited, if any, 

ernancipatoq potentid (Laîher 1992; Quantz, 1992). Moreover, no one narrative could possibly 

account for the compIexity of sociai realie. Critical ethnography does address the issue of the 

partidi? of the ethnographic account and the impossibility of constnicting meta-narrative, 

emancipatory fictions (See especially Rock 1979). 

There are a number of phases in c n t i d  ethnography: formulation of a critical topic or issue; 

locating a site and group; entre; data colIection: initial theorizationj coduig of data; anaIysis and 

writing up the resufts. One of the powerfid aspects of ethnography is the ongoing theorization and 

constant theory testuig that it involves. Ethnographers do not just go to "the field" and collect notes 

and then turn around and lave to %rite up a research report. Ethnographers begin with a theoretical 

or conceptual sensitiviîy to a topic which leads them to pose particular questions to their i n f o m t s  

and to their olm data (Denzin 1989). The formation of my ovin theoretical sensitivity u.as elaborated 

most fully in the previous chapter and the discussion of my personal histoq-. However, the selection of 

Utimate Frisbee as the sire for this study was based on a number of fàctors. 

Firstly, 1 had easy and direct access to a site because 1 was already involved with the local 

UItimate community. This fact made it a practical choice for me as a place to conduct research. 1 had 

already played one season of UItimate and 1 s'ils wnunitted to playing for the next sumrner. My entv  

into the field of study was easy because 1 was already "there" in many ways. I decided early on that 

my -'key informants" would be my teammates, but 1 also used a number of other informants and 



resources to constntct my descriptions and analyses. 1 used informal conversations with two previous 

league presidents and one player who was responsible for organizing fields and scheduling. 1 aiso have 

coiiected a variety of newsletters from other cities and Ultirnate organimtions. 1 have aIso had 

extensive conversations with several piayers who were part of the £irst organized Ultimate games in the 

Ciw. 

lnfonnants serve multiple purposes for the invedgator, acting simultaneously as 
expert uitnesses and as transmitters of information and W l y  as inforrd socioiogists 
in the fieid (De- 1989, p. 173). 

My teammates served as both resource and abjects of study. Their actions and accounts of 

events that we had both observed or been a part of served as intersubjective checks on the intemal and 

extemal v a i i d i ~ ~  strength and depth of rny interpretations and obse~ations (Burgess. 1984). 1 took the 

role of 'participant as observerz' in Goldzs ~pology: 

Unlike the comptete obsemer, the participant as observer makes her presence as an 
investigator known and attempts to form a series of relationships with the subjects 
such that they serve as both respondents and inforrnants (Denzin, 1989, p. 163) 

During the first team meeting 1 announced that 1 tvodd be u s i q  the upcoming season as a 

platform for conducting research. 1 said that 1 was looking at how people learn things in sport and bon- 

men and women relate to each other on the sports field. 1 told everyone that 1 would be taking notes 

and would eventually like to interview each of them. No one took this as an infringernent and few had 

any questions at ail. 1 did not constantly rernind everyone that I \vas "conducting research" and O* 

on a few occasions did anyone ask, 'IHOW'S your paper coming dong?" My identiw as researcher 

seemed to recede behind my role as player. People were generally more concemed with how 1 was 

playing than the status of my research. 

1 was aware of not being too aggressive about constanttIy asking people questions and making 

obvious notes in front of others. It was dso quite impossible on many occasions to stop and take notes 

or double check wïth someone on a comment or action that had just occurred. It was hard to take 



notes or dari@ something that just happened in the middle of a game. My sense utas that my 

teammates were not perfomiùig for me or Ming things that th- would not have otherwïse hidden. 

Specifidy, it seemed to me that no one was playîng out gender politics any differently because 1 was 

there investigating gender politics in sport. 

The people the field worker observes are ordinarïly constrauied to act s they would 
have in his (or her) absence, by the very social constraints whose effects interest hirnj 
(therefore, the field worker has little chance, compared to practitioners of other 
methockt to iduence what they do, for there are more potent forces operating.) 

Ail the constraints that a e c t  them in their (informants) ordinary lives continue to 
operate while the observers observes- (Becker 1970, p. 43-46) 

Howevcry 1 \vas part of the gender politics of the studyy therefore a number of qualitatively 

different experiences were not accessible to me due to my particular masculine gender location. For 

example' it only becarne evident to me that there \vas a cornpetitive rivalry benileen all of the women on 

m y  tearn d e r  1 had conducted interviews vth some of the women. To put a more self reflexive spin 

on Becker's point above: I was also constrained by existing gender and power relations in terms of 

accessing and interpreting events. The interviews were particularly helpful in getting access to 

women's experience of the game. ï h e  reader may fuid that this is a distinctively "masculine" te- in 

terrns of perspective? voice and tone. 

How does the notion of identiq as a performative act help us to understand social power and 

interaction? My notion of performarivity is drawn form the work of Judith Butler and also elucidated 

in Rinaldo Walcott's Black Like Who? (1 997) The perftxmative enactment, signification, production 

of identity is not like being or taking up the part of a character in a play, though there are useful 

parallels in this metaphor. Nor is the performance of identity based on an indexical or lexiconic choice, 

like a cook book where 1 look up varieties of spices and ingredients to create an identity. Not everyone 

has access to dl cook books, so practices of identiv reved the limits and transgression of power and 



pnvilege. However, identities are not hennetically s d e d  form each other either. That is to say h t  

identities do get "doneo', through the miuing and matchmg of a varïety of perfonnative acts: dress, 

language, physid cornportment, music, speech, 

Perfomaîive acts have rneaning in and of themselves. They enunciate and announce fomis of 

identiw and power. Perfomtivity itself announces the strugg1e over identiv and identification- 

Performativiq outhes the possibiIities and iimits of social boundaries. For if the performance of an 

identity is read as unintelligible, we are drawn to the question of who is determinhg what identities are 

(possibly) inteIligibIe. Thus the performative production of identities and their regdation reveal the 

movements of power and oppression. The intelligibility of perfonnative acts is based on local 

knowledge and cornpetencies and draws on "what everyone hows" beyond a specific conte-. 

Perf~~nnativity signâls the instabiIiq of al1 identities as it illustrates the non-essential, unstable 

character of identih in the process of enunciation (Bhabha 1995). If identit)' is stable and coherent, 

then there is no need to continually enunciate and announce it, no rnatter what it rnight be. Dominant 

identities take up performativiQ- in a different way thao marguialized ones. Dominant identities 

enunciate their positions as a way of negating others and maiutahhg their onn centralih. 

Marghdized identities enunciate their esistence as an act of sunival and resistmce to encapsdation. 

Given that most discourses of identiv suggest that it is coherent and unchmgkg fiom place to place 

and time to tirne the notion of perforrnativity is powerful andytical tool. Identities are based on playing 

with existing f o m  of signification, othemise they wodd be totally mecognimble. Therefore, to 

point to the very perfonnative nature of identities in the performance of an identity is to open up the 

very question of who counts in the world and who does not. 

Ln rnq' study I paid attention to the context within which peopIe acted in Merent contexts to 

examine their actions as performances. For example, there u.as a rnarked difference in how most 

players acted in casud ''pick-up" games and league games. By watching people closely over an 



exiended period of time I uas able to piece together their identities through watching shifts and 

consistencies in their behaviour. 

What mas being announceci in the performance of identities in Utimate Frisbee? How does 

power circulate w i h  this comrnunity? What constancy and ambiguities were evident? What were the 

limits of acceptable and unacceptable s p o b g  (gender) identities within Ultimate? These are some of 

the key questions that 1 applied to my data and observations 

U'ftimate vças an obvious choice for investigahg the perfomiative production of masculinities 

and gender politics because of two m j o r  factors. Firstly. within this sport there uias and is an open 

political stniggle over gender politics lod ly ,  ~ î i o n a l l y  and ùiternationally. in almost every newsletter 

h m  the Ultimre Players Association V A )  there are one or m o  letters to the editor discussing 

problems reIated to the 3 - 2 / 4 - 3" debate. (See the discussion of Gendered exclusion belou- for a 

detailed analysis.) The UPA also has a '-Women's Division coordinator" which signifies a cclncem 

wïth women's treatment in the cornmuni@. The league 1 played in and my team were %ed". There 

were fewer women thm men in the league during the period of my study. 

On my team we "officially registered" 6 women and 1 1 men on Our team "roster". (This ratio 

has since c h g d  but there is still a lower percentage of women than men. I would estimate that the 

current ratio for the league is about 45% uromen and 55% men). Mmy tearns had only 3 or 4 women 

on their t- and as many as 12 men. The league officially sanctioned a ratio of 5 players of one 

gender and 2 of the other for game play. In the vast majority of games 1 observeù that usually meant 5 

men and 2 women. This way of playing had become the nom. Thus fiom the outset women were as a 

group stmcturally and nurnencally disadvantaged fiom equal participation. This inequalie stnick me 

as somewhat odd because there was no apparent reason why women would not or could not become 

involved in equal nurnbers. This reaiity raised a number of questions: How mas such a ratio justified? 



What sort of masculinities and fernulinities would be produced in such a context? What sorts of people 

would be attracted to such a sport? 

An interconnecteci issue was the way women were treated in the games and as players in the 

context of their required presence. Again there was and are a series of discussions in the I d  league, 

nationdy and intemationally concerning how women are rnargïdkd and o h  ignored during the 

play of garnes. The treatment of wornen as second class citizen5 in sport is not a piuticularly new or 

unique area of study. However, the focus on the local and imediate poliacs of gender in cCcoed" sport 

marks this study as outside of most studies of sport. Most studies of sport and gender tend to focus 

aimost exclusively on single sex groups. (I review the feu; studies which do ded with coed sporting 

e'rperiences in rny literature review.) This study incorporates the experiences and voices of women 

which are usually left out of studies of masculinities, too. Ultimate Frisbee is a unique place to look at 

ho\\. gender as a form of power and difference operates. 

The Ethnographie Cycle 

In the crudest of terms ethnographers "hang out" uith people, subjects, Liforrnantsl others and 

systematically begin to conmua a version of the world and relations that are present in a Qiven settîng. 

The bread and butter of ethnography is the development of a thick description of the setting based on 

the taking of field notes, talking with other members of the culture and leaming the culture and its 

intrïcacies and idiosyncrasies. The thick description f o m  the basis of the ethnographers eventual (and 

continuous) interpretations and analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). These descriptions f o m  the 

narrative part of my thesis. A major problem in the Wfiting of this (and perhaps all ethnography) is to 

show the changes in the ethnographer's interpretation and perception of cultural n o m  and bebaviours. 

The written text makes the ethnographer more sentient and organited than they could ever possibly be 

(Van Mame& 1988). More importantly the ethnographers WCitten text is vev  much a built up 

nanative. 



There are a range of styles in ethnographic representaîions which can been broken down into a 

nurnber of categories. Van Maanen (1988) suggests that ethnographic writing generaily fàlls into three 

broad categories: reaiie confessional and impressionist taies. Realist tales tend to be constructeci 

through attention to details such as place, the,  sequence of events and "wbo said what". Confessional 

tales are narratives which implicate the ethnographer directiy and o h  show moments of moral or 

ernotional confirsion confiict and compromise. Impressionistic tales are constructeci to portray the 

complexiw and intensity of a particular experience of the researcher and contain both realist and 

confessionai tones and features. 

1 use al1 three types of "tales" in my thesis. The vignettes I use are impressionisîic. In them 1 

use a degree of realism by focusing very specificalIy on what people say and other more metaphorical 

descriptions to conveq- a sense of the experience of playing and negotiating the amazing complexÏty, 

rapidity and confusion of such an activity. 

Instead of waiting untiI the end of the data collection prmss most ethnographers are 

constantly producing and testing hypothesis and reorientllig their theories fo account for new 

information. Thomas argues that ethnography is largely about translation. He suggests that 

ethnography is a "culture studying culture" (1993). The ethnographer attempts to bridge the world of 

academic concern with the concems of the culture under study. 

The "classics" of ethnography (W.F. Whyte's Street Corner Society; 1943; Ned Polslq's 

Hustlers. Beats and Others, 1967; Howard Becker et ai's Boys in White, 1961; Paul Willis' Learnzng 

to Labour, 1977) have shown a distinct lack of interest in and information on the place of women in 

their research. McRobbie's (1980) critique is still the most plain and trenchant one to date on this @p. 

McRobbie's point is not so rnuch that ethnography lacks the dyt i ca l  capabilities or epistemological 

vaiidiq to address women's experience gendered relations. Rather she argues that most ethnography 



M e d  to deal uith women's place in the worlds under study. The male practitioners have been 

insensitive to the role that their own (primarily maie) gender locations might play in iduencing and 

Iimiting research. McRobbie's critique is important as it raises issue of reflexivity in ethnographic 

research and unting. Self-reflexivity is a notion which speaks to the process of openly reflecting on 

the hfiuence of the researchers own social location/identity on the research subjects and the 

descriptions and uiterpretations produced. The influence of the researcher is not something that can be 

removed. Rather, the self-reflexive stance is Iargely an interpretive device to signal the lunits and 

partiai@ of any voice in an ethnographic text. It dso openly signals the existence of an interested. 

located researcher. Self-reflexïve texts work against the closure of interpretation and invite critique 

and dialogue (De- 1989; Lather, 1992). In wrïting up my analysis and interpretations 1 attempt to 

center precisely this feahire of ethnographic writing. 

Ethnographie rnethodologies rest on the epistemological assumption that social 

relations/realities are constmcted and meaniRgfu1 only in so fàr as social actors create that 

meaningfulness. The main argument is that redis. is a social construction (Berger and Luckmann, 

1966). There is non- a massive Iiterature on the social construction of r e d i s  and social relations. 

Although there are a number of serious disagreements among constmctionists, there are a nurnber of 

common ideas (see Vance, 1995 for a review of social constructionism and gender.) 

Notions of social construction operate with but often go beyond the "Chicago School's" 

pragmatist based notions of the self developed fkom the work of Georg Simmel (1971) and George 

Herbert Mead (1934). ï he  Meadian conceptions of the self argues that the "seif' can only be known in 

and through social interaction. The self only becomes possible when it interacts with socid stmctures 

which inchdes other social actors, language, images and objects. The key to the Meadian or 

interactionist notion of the seIf is that the (individual) "seif" ody becomes aware of itself as distinct, as 

a singularity through some form of representation which it can recognize as symbolizing this "self'. 



The major form of this representation is intthrough language. Identifi. formation then is a social 

process inseparable from material, linguistic and symbolic acts or practices- 

In the interactionist epistemology there is a degree of relativism in terms of understanding 

power in the formation of the self (Rock, 1979). As a way of integrating notions of power into the 

formation of self: postmodem theonsts have argued that language and other symbol systems are 

imbued uith unequai f o m  of power (Butler, 1992; Weedon 1987). The implications for the 

formation of gender identity are partïcularly important. In terms of the ethnographie project 1 would 

argue that it is a usefÙ1 uay of tracing the ongoing (mis)identification of (gendered) selves and 

identities by paying attention to the signification and syrnbolizaîion of social actors as they p e r f o ~  

si@& and make identities. This formulation provides a h e  for understanding social actors as 

active agents operating within pre-existhg webs or forms of power which are materially and 

discursively constrained and flexible at the same moment. 

The recuperation and significantl the obfuscation of spoken language often conceals power by 

deflecting a focus on people's behaviour. Arguably the act of speech is no more under our control than 

physical play in sports, especialiy if we are at al1 sensitive to the nature of discourse and pow-er 

(Foucault, 1980). 1 am not arguïng that one is more tme or representative of one's identity than the 

other, rather 1 want to hold bath in place as much as possible to show the struggles over the subject of 

Ultimate and Sport in generaI. it is the relation betu:een the utterance and the act that is of interest in 

this thesis Speech and behaviour, are as 1 discussed in my literature revieu; aIways situational and 

contextual. Language and behaviour are both performances which depend on the context of their 

usage for intelligibili~. 1 analyze this disjuntcure in my thesis by comparing what people say and how 

ihey act in Merent contexts and the ciifferences between what people say in a conversation and what 

they do on the field. 



What was done 

My analysis is based on people's accounts of their experience within the games fkom 

interviews and discussion on the sidelines, rny observations, field notes, participation in games and the 

events and discussions surrounding their occurrence. This includes informai discussions before and 

after the games, teiephone calls to people, traveling to and f?om games, "goùig for a beery', team p a r k  

and captain's meetings as observed by me and reportai to me by teammates. 1 developed some 

contacts with other players fkom the league and some of the "more experienced A players" through 

going to meetings and toumaments. Or as Howard Becker (1990) rnight have said, 1 have "ben 

around" Ulwe culture(s). 

Tfie majority of the field work was conducted during my second season of Ultimate in 1993. 

Tne season ran fiom mid-Apnl to late September. During that period our team played 18 "leapue 

games" and we also played in the league play-offs at the end of the season. However, a number events 

and observations are fiom the season prior to and following the p r k m q  p e n d  of study. 1 also draw 

on a number of externa1 sources to heIp me make sense of Ultimate culture: Newsletters fkom other 

cities, Newsletters fiom Tournaments, Websites. 1 have also continueci to play Ultimate in the Cih 

league which has helped to deepen my general understanding of the motivations and histories of 

individuals and teams. 1 nom- play on one of the higher rankuig teams in the Laigue.*** 

Over that three year period 1 took extensive field notes, pIayed games of Ultimate (some 75 

"league" games, 50 practices and 75 "pick-up" games, observed 50 other games and played in three 

tournarnents outside of league pIay in the northeastern United States). 1 was at the time of the study 

considered (and considered myself) to be one of the "best" players in the league's "B" division. 

According to most players 1 had played with and who had seen me play 1 could have played in the " A  

division. Therefore, 1 read the culture fiom a position of relative pridege as 1 rarely felt incompetent 



during League play and 1 steadily improved each game and season. Playing was largely enjoyable for 

me. 1 discuss my tearn and the season in more deîail in the next chapter. 

Each week during each season 1 usually played one league W e i  one "pick-up" game and had 

one team practice: each event took anywhere fiom two to six hours including travel time. "TraveIing 

team" tournaments can take anywhere fiom one day to several &YS in a row, but usually consist of two 

days of play involving anywhere fi-orn two to five games each day. 

1 conducted interviews with I I of my teammatees from the period of my most intensive field 

work (See Appendis A3 for Interview Questions), 1 was unable to interview everyone fiom the tearn 

due to schedding problerns and lack of interest on their part. The majority of people 1 ciid interview 

though were the ones who were present for the majore of my tearns garnes and practices. 1 have 

already implied this thesis is concemed with the documentation of the "everyday?' atbiete and player, 

not the elite or profoundly comfnitted. 1 use the interviews as explorations of my teammates 

experiences within and beyond Uitirnate. In part this was to see the degree of consistencq- of their 

identity in relation to how I had experienced them on the field. The other major fwiction of the 

interviews was to compare my observations of events k l t h  their own. 

Doing Cultural Studies 

This study is both an e m p l e  of cultural studies and uses cultural studies to d e  its sense. A 

central aspect of culturd studics is the way in which it ailows us to interrogate and challenge the 

"politics of representation": 

By representation 1 do not mean merely imagistic representation, but dl of the ways in 
which we attempt to (re)present thoughts and ideas as they elaborate on the ways in 
which we engage in a rnyiad of practices. At the heart is how we and others live OUT 

Iives and re-presentations of discourses enacted through our practices. Such a position 
calls into play the perfomative qudities of identiw as socialiy constructeci and fluid. 
As an intellectual strategy, cultural siudies then allows us to use a number of positions 
to access what one needs to bring to light, as accurately as possible, the thoughts and 
ideas that lie beneath thern. It (cultural studies) is not concemed with linearity, it is 
concerned with unlocking the multiplicities of positions that exist (Walcott, 1995, p. 
29-30) 



Cultural midies is a much contested tem and field. For my purposes I take my project as 

foiIowing large- Erom the work of the Birmingham Center for Contemporary Culturai Studies and 

many American and Canadian based writers who have extended and created new forms of cultural 

studies. one among many representations of arguments between who is and is not doing culturai 

shidie~.~ As Walcott impiies above, cdtural studies works across existing bowdaries and is both 

anti-discipiin;in: and interdisciplinary. Wright (1 996) has pointed out that cultural shidies takes place 

in a number of places pnor to the formation of the "Birmingham SchooI" and is not contingent on being 

named "cultural studres" for its existence. Another aspect of cultural studies is the concem for and 

legitimization of the importance of "the poiitics of the everyday and the trivial" (Mc Robbie, 1994: 5 )  

My study follows through on this suggestion by clairning the eve'yday Utirnate player as w o m -  of 

study. 

A key feature of my analysis is a posîmodern sensibili~ that acknowledges and maps the 

instabiliw of categories, signs and their meanings and a distnrst of master narratives of moderniv, Lke 

rationaiism, universal tmth and objectiviv (Lather? f 992; McRobbie, 1994; Seidman, 1994)- 

Wdcott gestures to the struggle over identity, but also the processes of making and resisting 

identities. Therefore the images, language, clothing, music, rules and playing of Utimate signai the 

struggle over identiq. What this conception of identiw allows for is the power of social beings to have 

a degree of agency, power and control over the production of their identities and the recognition of 

constraint . 

The ethnographie project is itself ensconceci in the politics of representation and identiw . The 

author speaks fiom hisher position within the process of identiiy formation within a given comrnuniîy 

See the anîhology Cultural Studies (1992) edited by Lawrence Grossberg. Paula Treichier and C. Nelson. 
See aiso J .  Rutherford m.) Idenfi-, Comrnuniiy, Culture, DiBrence (1990) and R Fergusson M. Gever, T. 
Minh-ha, and C .  West (Eds.) Out There: Marginalkation and Contempormy Cultures ( I  990). 



of study as both observer and participant (Quantz, 1992). Therefore, the ethnographic text is produceci 

fiom the perspective of a social subject. The ethnographic text teUs its stories as a performance as 

well, as an enunciation which is tremendously ovenidden by the subjectîvity of the author. The voices 

of others in the text are selected by the author, but that does not undermine the validity of the 

ethnographic project (Anderson, 1989). 1 approached my inforniantts as neither culturai dupes nor as 

self-autonomous figures telling me the "tnith'? about their lives. The very ground of my interactions 

witb them as r a r c h e r  and participant form the struggie to produce knowiedge about this cornmunity. 



NARRATIVES AND ANALYSIS 



Chapter 4 

"The women are simplv overlooked".: The Politics of Gender and Exclusio~nclusion. 

In this section 1 will describe and analyze how players experience and account for different 

aspects of gendered exclusion/inclusion in the play of the game. A comrnon problem that emerged was 

the lirnits of women's participation in the game: 

1 don? like when people are getting left out whether or not It is just me. If It is a really 
crucial play It is down to the wire, then I'm not really against one play doing a 
strategic play But &en it happens all the tirne,,.When people Say- they don't want to 
corne out cause they don? get to play anyway: 1 don't think that's part of the game. 
(Keelly /Interview) 

ADT: When does that happen? 

..when It is close or near the end. The opposite is when you are ahead 9-0. People 
will be less worrisome about who S playing and be more experimental. Like "you 
handling" if you don3 normally handle. (Keelly /InteMew) 

There is an ongoing local, national and international stmggle over how- to play coed Ultïmate. 

It is crucial to recognize that women were nurnericaIly disadvantaged fiom "equal" participation as 

there were usually ody two women on the field for each team. The C i p  League played what is cakd  

"5-2" which was the ratio of players of the "two" genders. 

is a mistake to focus only on women and that the very formation of such an ideological frame obscures 

the relations of power operating in a particular setîing. In the context of sport where mentocracy, 

choice and individual effort are the centrai notions constnictïng the agency of pIayers 1 want to 

ernphasize the collective practices of inclusion~exclusion. The responses and actions on the part of 

players, reveal the politics of identity and the contradictions and ambiguities of players subjectivities as 

they attempt to address or subvert questions of gender equity. 



1 think a fûndamental advantage to Ultimate is that it is coed and t h t  there zs no 
exclusion like in other sports Iike football and basketbaZL 1 don't know maybe in an 
al1 male sport there is more of a sense of competition, you have to show off in fiont of 
the other people, when you're mixed, in the sports 1 have been around if the guys are 
more expenenced they rnight tend to feel a Littie more compassion to throw the Frisbee 
(to) or let the f e d e  play too. ( W i t e ~ e w )  

... on our team and others there was a real effort to include everyone on the field and in 
the game. (MurrayAnterview) 

There are essentially three "positions" in playing Ultimate, though they tend to be Iess dehed 

than in other sports like basebaii, football and even soccer has more rigidity. Everyone on the team 

throws and catches and everyoae plays defense- However, there is a degree of specialhtion (See 

Appendiv G, "Flying Circus Utimate">. In most situations teams wiil play with turo or three handlers, 

two --mids" and hvo longs. In the games that 1 played and obseweci the vast majority of handlers were 

males. The handlers determine the outcome and pleasure of a game to a Iarger degree than mids and 

Ultimate players as a group v q  in their interests and practices in terrns of creathg conditions 

which wi11 enable the fullest possible participation of al1 payers in the pleasures of the game. In part 

what goes on in players' lives prior to engaging it is crucial: There are large and significant merences 

in players experience of and access to sport. 

You can't just go out there mithout any sport backing it up. You have to be eager, but 
anyone can play Ul t imte  and anyone can get good at  it. That's the beauty of the 
sport. You Eaiotv It is nonanta- so you don't have to d e .  with that sort of football 
condiaoning. But even coming out of high school 1 can imagine even the most 
unattiletic person learning to throw a Frisbee. That's what first attracted me to it: 
non-judgmental. sort of anyone can play. "We 'II teach you how ". 
(Rhonda/Inte~ew) 

"Anyune can play this gante". Negotiating Cornpetition. 

In my stuciy a common set of discursive formations emerges to explain and juste the Mure 

and success of inclusive practices, and the production of experiences of exclusion. For the majority of 



league level players this activity is largely "leisure" or "a time out", and not a quest to win local or 

national prestige or prizes. Therefore, I would argue that "fiin" (pleasure) and inclusion are what draw 

people to dtimate as they are the most important resources which are up for grabs. In other words 

people were less concerned with winning and Iosing as long as they felt they were being included. The 

point being that the major reason that everyone came to play was to actually play the gamel to nui 

around, to get involved, to 'see the disc" and to h g  out with their fnends. 

One rnight argue that most recreatiod sports are played for virtually the same reasons, but 

îhere are also sorne more overtly poIitical reasons for participating in a given recreationd sport. For 

example, softball has been the site of the construction of male working-class solidarity and also the 

formation of feminist and lesbian positive experiences for women (See D e  1988; Lenskyj 1994). Or 

put another participating in a given activiq allows for the expression of a varie& of 

politicaVsocia1 identities. 

However, as in other sporting circles and as one of my teammates said in her interview, '-We 

always seemed to be in a better mood when we won". It is this ambivalent relation to cornpetition and 

inclusivity that anirnates Ulrimate Masculinities: 

The whole sort of fnendliness about it. If you want IO pluy pick-up anybody can corne 
out even zyyou 've never played before. Iust try it out. Tqhg to promote the sport 
and be realiy friendly - Iike what these guys did in Montreal - 'Y&, sure corne on out 
and we'll get you involved And even zfyou 're playing bady we 're stiZZ going to 
encourage you to play because everybody has a chance ro play. ( W i l f i t e ~ e w )  

"Did you touch the disc?'and "Did you see the disc?" are codes for discussing how much and 

in what ways players were Involveci in a given game. Why, how and who does or does not "see the 

disc" frame most of my discussion here. The constitutive importance of pleasure also arises as a 

significant fictor and begins to outline the subjectivities and subject positions within the Ultunate 



In the unimportant arena of a casud 'Pick-up" game Ultimate players are welcoming to new 

playen. WWs quote above suggests that Ultimate playen also take up the position that Ï t  doesn't 

r e - y  matter who you are, "anyone can play". This discursive formation limits criticisrn by people 

who do corne to play and then have the audacity to criticize exclusionaiy practices which arise out of 

cornpetition. For if "anyone" can play, then everyone can play: meritocracy and cumpemive 

individualism reigns. The result is that ciifference of ability, experience and desire are by implication 

an individual's responsibility to address and change. However, Ultimate cornes up against its own 

ideolopid biases when it insists on iâs uniqueness as an altemative to mainstream cornpetitive sport. 

(1 wiil discuss this issue more M y  in the amlysis of The Spirit of the Game.) Yet, as my teammate 

Eric points out there are complexities here. He talks about how he fek that at least one of the women 

whom he considers to be likable and with whom he developed a good relationship with WBS unjustifiai 

in her cnticism of others for perceived slights. He pointed out that everyone on Our team b d  make a 

concerteci effort to include everyone, but that sometimes it was basically Sharon's own lack of 

understanding of the game that was the problem and not any outrîght attempt to exclude her. 

" m e n  it reair,) counts ": Gen dered Experience, Gendered Perception. 

ïhe tendency in Ultïmate and in the groups 1 have studied is that 'khen it reulf'y counts you 

play to your best players7'(i.e. when the score is close or in a "grudge" match or in a Final play+ff 

game). Keelly's comment above shows the general acceptance of this way of playing. For a number 

of complex and simple reasons women are seen and related to as the "weaker players", but not 

exclusiveiy. Several of my teammates have mentioned this tension and it was a cornmon post-game 

question, "Did the women feel that they saw the disc enough tonight?" The fàct that the question was 

phrased in this m e r  signais a recognition that wornen o h  did not get very LOVOlved in many gmes. 

There were reguiar discussions as to how to ensure the inclusion of e v e y n e  in the game. On more 

than one occasion sorne of the women reporte. that they had, "touche-d the disc" only once or twice. 



There were also several occasions when one or two of the women on our team said that she did not 

touch the disc during the entire game! 

Personally, 1 got to "see the disc" quite a bit as 1 was a "handler". The question of distribution 

\vas also an inference thaf perhaps, 1 and the other hancilers, had ignored women and others. There 

were also a number of times that I spoke with Eric after the game and he reported the same thhg as 

some of the women. Both he and other women were aware of their own &ts: 

One problem in rny first year was that 1 didn't have good disc skills and I didn't want 
to weaken the team by getting (too) involved in games. And even in pick-up on 
Sundays 1 wouId shy atvay fiom working with the disc because I knew my skills were 
so poor that it would have a really bad impact on the game. (Erichterview) 

For me I was more cornfortable catching the disc from certain people. When people 
catch the disc a Iut of the time they Iook for a man first. It has nothing to do with 
anything except, yes, there is more confidence in male players jnishing the play. 
( S  haron/Interview) 

... there is a diminished inclusion of people who are not the best [in 1-e 
games] ... some people taik a good t .  but in actually playuig even if you want to in 
your min& when it cornes right down to it the disk ends up in the better pIayers han& 
when games are close and play-off games .... even when you Say, "I'm open" [during a 
game] people Say, "Okay", and then zip it back to the same people. 
(Murrayhtervieu-) 

There was Çom the outset a structural limitation to women's equal participation. There were 

z m @ v  only 2 women put on the field and 5 men (or a total of 4 out of 14 players in a game) or sirnply 

what is called "5-2". 

ADT: What do you thinkof the "5-2" Rule? 

1 think It is good, but people make the rnistake of swing it as the requirement instead 
of the minimum. Teams should and c m  take advantage more of the women on their 
team. Ours included. (Frank /Interview) 

ADT: What do you think of the minimum requirement for women on the field? 

It doesn't bother me, especially haif the time 1 didn't want to be on because 1 was too 
tired and too injured.. More men want to play sports than women do. 
(sharon/Inte~ew) 



Generally speaking it is because we are [seen as] Women, we just don? see the disc. 
we 're seen us nor as strong as guys. Like when you play you would never even think 
of putting 3 girls an [the field at one time] It is always more males and you put the 
minimum of fendes. Why is that? (Feliciahterview) 

Thus fiom the outset women's potential contribution was limited by theü lower numbers and 

by the thinly veiled sexism that "you would never think of putting four girls on". Felicia's question 

was rhetorid, though it is quite incisive in its criticism. Not everyone agreed on the nature of this 

"WOIM~ problem", dthough almost everyone mentioned it in their interviews. It was just as important 

to people to avoid the tvorst aspects of cornpetitive play: 

1 was embarrassed by my tearn fiom two years ago. One game they actualiy came to 
blows. I'm sure we were getting a bad rep. This year we tried to identift. our goals 
and purposes of playing. Why do we want to play? (Murrayhterview) 

Some players dso  acknowledged that sometirnes it was not that they were being excluded fiom 

the play They acknow-ledged that they were basically in the w o n g  place a t  the wong time and some 

did not have a clue what was going on: 

Like Doug might get fnistrated cause he felt he was open [but he wasn't], even if it 
ms fi* yards [away] into the wind. He assumed you d d  throw it through the eye 
of a needle, with him on a dead run and o d y  a yard way from someone [defending 
him]. Others, like Eric wi11 run thernselves ragged and never say anything. 
(Frank/Intexview) 

We did have a team meeting early in the year where we stated explicitiy that we wanted to 

play, have fun, and not worry tm much about winnuig (Field notes, April 1993). We discussed what 

each personys "cornmitment" to the team would be and that we wanted to practice and get better. AI1 

of these goals were laudable, except that the unstated agenda was that everyone knew that we were 

really talking about not excluding 'cthe women" and weaker male players: 

At some point (in a game) you would corne off the field and Say, 'Xey listen thzy 
never, ever throw to this woman. You don3 have to cover her that closely", which is 
kind of Sad. If you did get dong with the wornan you were guarding which usually 



you di4 sometimes o u  get hstrated you know you'd say, "Oh, they don 't throw to 
you either ". (S haronlinterview) 

1 know a team in Winnipeg who now play in the Ciiy and no one wanted to play on 
their team because there was this line of four guys and it didn't matter who else was on 
the field they would only p a s  it to the four of themselves. (Keeilyhte~ew) 

Jules made a cut to the disc and was wide open. Rhonda had the disc and she looked 
him off (Le. didn't throw it to him.) Jules was furious. He tdd me in the car on the 
way home that he had asked why she didn't throw the disc to him, '1 was wide open". 
She responded by saying, "Happens to me all the t he"  and tmed away fiom him. 
(Field notes, July 1993) 

Rhonda was at least able to exact a little revenge and resistance to her own exclusion. She also 

told me in her i n t e ~ e w  that she uras not happy most of the sumrner and also very much out of shape. 

She had not enjoyed playing most of the summer and eventually stopped playhg before the end of the 

regular season. She told me, "My body just wasn't holding up". 

Behg "looked offo in U t h a t e  is considered a relatively serious insult to a teammate, as it is 

an active refusal to connect with another teammate, T o u  throw to an open player". It is also 

strategically dangerous because there may not be the possibility of another decent throw if p u  ignore 

your "first cut". 1 have heard these sentiments echoed by other fernale players, too. It shows that 

women's presence is not enough to ensure their full participation. What then makes them continue to 

play? 

League Gama versus Pick-up. 

The complem of gendering practices is interesting because the mles of league play force men 

and women to compete on a the same "ievel pIaying field". There appears to be a common experïence 

arnong women which Felicia's and Sharon's statements brings into view. However, there was sorne 

recognition of ciifference and a suuggle over the appropriate way to conduct oneself in order to ensure 

everyone's maximum enjoyrnent and inclusion: 



... the selection of mernben is important in determining the type of team and game 
you're going to have. ( h f ~ r r a y h t e ~ e w )  

1 think our team was quite good at encoumghg people to play. 1 aIso think we had 
some pretty good fernales, although sometimes it was Iike touch football and I got 
excluded. Sornetimes I get tired of being told what to do. (KeeHy/Interview) 

I mean you get tweniy people together and you get twenty Merent persd t ies .  
Everyone can't get along with everyone. That bothers me. But that's a given, not 
everyone's going to get along. (CarVInterview) 

These sentiments aclaiowIedge the importance of the desire for and difficulties of fiil1 inciusion 

in the context of a cornpetitive structure. However, rnany players also felt, "Sornetimes I'd just iike to 

win the game". (Erichtenievv) The other major W o r  wbich affected people's enjoyment and 

inclusion \vas the difference between league games and "pick-up" 

Much more relaued. And guys will throw to girls and don't care if you drop it. 
Playing pick-up improves your game. When you are playhg in a [league] game you 
are out to win no matter what anyone says. (Felicia/Ulterview) 

[League games] are cornpetitive: People are more concemed about who's playhg 
where, whose doing what.. sometimes people get upset about how a play is canied out 
or what someone didn't do. (Keelly5terview) 

1 find that my throws in play aren't that great, whereas when I'm praaicing 1 c m  have 
a lot more control over my throws. (Keellyhterview) 

1 notice that Felicia fkezes in a game situation. (Lucy/Intervie\v) 

... more fnendly (in pick-up), but it depends who you play with ... there's some insider 
outsider M, seerns to be ahos t  no argument over îhe d e s .  The league garne 
structures create more intense play. (Munayhterview) 

"Cornpetition" is used in these quotes as a relative term and as an adjective in discussing the 

different contexts (league, pick-up, diffierent stages ia a game) and peoples behaviour. Competiîion 

though is essentially a discrete relation: You are eiîher competing or you are not. Here we see what 

Fine (1987) was refeming to when he suggested that notions of cornpetition are "essentially 



ideological". Interestingly, competition "decreases'' in the less serious contexts and when a game is 

basicalky decided in terms of the score (Le. there is virtually no chance thaî the team ahead will lose or 

the teani that is behind will Iikely recover to win or ' ' d e  the game close"). What decreases is 

aggression, exclusion and tension, 

League garnes are definitely more serious. Pick-up games, depends, sometimes they 
get serious .... But if you are just playing there's more encouragement to try new 
things, playing new7 positions. 1 like pick-up because it is Iess competitive. 
(Keellyhte~ew) 

We s t iU  kept score in pick-up and played by the same rules (though less rigorously). This is 

not to argue that exclusion is a necessary fesiture of competitive play. StrategicalZy it makes sense to 

have every player as involved as possible in the flow of the game. The best te-, tend to be the ones 

that "spread the disc around" and play good ' h m  defense". To argue that it is "competition" which 

creates exclusion misses the point 

In the quotes used here al1 of my teammates use the word "people" but, they obscured the fact 

that the "people" who were marginalireci in "competitiveY' situations were wornen and the l e s  

accomplished males. Thus discussions of competition are discussions of gendered exclusion which 

combine aspects of patriarchal and meritocratic bias. 

So a guy wdl always thuik twice about throwing to a girl, unless the shot is 100 
performative cent sure. Chances are they won't throw Ï t  udess It is a iittie more 
experienced player like Margo. (Felicia/lnte~ew) 

There was awareness on the part of ail the players that "games" make it more difficult to get 

things done because everyone gets nervous, and people get more upset at mistakes or misplays. There 

was aIso appreciation for male players who did pass to everyone and did not hog the play and d e  it 

possible for players to get involved. 

Frank was really good at that. He really was aware of everyone on the field. It is not 
that he focused on the women. It is just that he seemed to s e -  ever)tbodjr. 
(S haronhterview) 



Novice players, especially ~vomen, who were already under extra scnrtiny, though tended to 

shy away fiorn handling. Many women were quite wiliïng to admit that it is understandable that 

sometirnes they are not in the rïght spot, but that this was not the case al1 of the rime, as KeeUy pointed 

out in her opening statement. 

It was clear fiom women's accounts k t  it is a cornmon feanire of their experience to be 

ignored in the play of the gamey especially the &hovice players". The reasons given for this treatment 

vary considerably, and 1 think reflect many of the sîruggles in uitimate to constnict itself as a new 

form of sporthg (gender) identity. Some of my teammates felt women were perceived to be simply 

weaker players and athietes than men. 

Women are simptv overlooked Also the structure is 5 males and 2 females. NO team 
is going to field 3 or 4 wornen given the cornpetitive structure of winning. 
(MurrayhteMew) 

I think it is very fiustrating for girls to play. There 's not men too rnany guys who will 
throw ro a girl ro start with. So you get out on the field I'm not men smng [this 
happens] just to women. (Fel ic iahte~ew) [emphasis added] 

ADT: How did you find this out? By talking to other women about it? 

No. Just comments fkom Sharon and Susie M, 'They'll never throw the disc to me". 
I'm not sayuig that d l  of the hme rhat their complaints are valid either. It dependr on 
how you wanr to play the game. If you're out to win or if you are out to have a good 
time. In some cases they or 1 were not positioned in the right place to catch the disc 
and we did not realize it. But a lot of times Ir is blamed on the fact that I'm a wuman 
I think r h t  it is frustratirzg, like "Z'm not going to play anymore, no one throws tu 
me. (Felicia/Interview) [emphasis added] 

These are gendered features of inclusion. It was 'ccornmon sense" in league play to not put 

more than the "minimum" number of women on the field. As Murray said, 'You would never even 

think of it", let alone do it. The "rule" was that a team could place five of "one" gender and two of the 

"othei'. The other gender himed out to be female. The tradition of playing two females and five males 

bas been vgued to me as reflecting the existing ratio of players in the league (Captain's Meeting, May, 



1993). Everyone who wmts  to play eventually k d s  a place to play. There was no explanation 

forthcornhg of why a team with a different ratio would not play more women, unless it was assumeci 

that playing more women was a cornpetitive disadvantage. This an excellent example of the capillary 

like nature of how discourse shapes and consmïm behaviour (Foucault, 1995). The se?üst 

implications are particularly blatant givm the relative lack of skill of aii players in the lower divisions 

of play. At a meeting the following spring a male player said, "4-3 wiil slow the game domn". Speed 

as one of the signs of atldeticism is, thus, separated fiom women, effectiveiy masculiniàng the requisite 

skiIIs for Uitimate. Common sense notions of women's physicd "inferion-)' are Manifested in such 

statements. Many male players simply do not take female players seriously as athietes. 

" m e n  It is Close!" The Narrowing of Possibiïities 

ADTr Do men throw dz fferendy to women? 

Yes. Deflnirely. In a game situation men are less ZikeZy or reluctanr to rhrow to a 
woman in general.. More specifically d e n  It is late in a game or close and when it is 
deep in their omn end. This is not a reflection of women S abilities. Like 1 said 
before, It is not gender specific. You can either catch a disc or you can't. It is an 
assumption, 1 d o i t  know what It is based on that It is safer to throw to a guy. Part of 
it is women tend not to be as skilled at throwing the disc. So people won't thou- to 
them because they have to rnake the next throw. (FraakjIRteMew) 

Early gender socidization is difficult to overcome it seems, and dominant societal n o m  of 

female physical inabilities surface tirne and time again, even in the play of a supposedly recreational 

game (Thome, 1986 ; Messner, 199 1; Fine, 1987). 

ADT Are them people who don 't throw the dise to you no matter what? 

No. I think that does happen though. First of all I'm sornewhat of an oblivious 
person. Sorneone would have to bring that to my attention: like, 30 and so never 
throws to you", and I'd go, 'Y& you're right". (KeeIlyhteMew) 

The game situation makes it diEcult to perfoxm: 1 cm do it in practice but uith 
someone in the way It is difficult. Guys and girls get the disc in a game and throw it 
away Most people can't get the disc to go where they want it to go. (Lucyhtervieur) 



'%en It is close", is an ideological prescription which elides the fkct that women are to be 

excluded because of the interest in winning. They should expect and accept that they wdi be excluded 

for this reason which appears to be for the "goad of the team. This "'good" ca. include winnhg a 

game, moving up a division in the league or wimhg a tournament. The "good of  the team" was not 

b a s i d y  in the inîerests of women: 

ADT: How do wornen respond in these circumtances? [when they are excluded 
because It is a tight or important point of the gameJ 

They get very fnistrated. I guess to some degree It is weU founded, but personally, 1 
think there are times when the good of the team is as important as the individual. Not 
to exclude anyone' but there are times when you play your best players. 
(FranWInterview ) 

The assumption that women as a group bring doun the "'qualip of "play" was not exclusive to 

male players Here the 'gindividua.l" woman is removed f?om her membership in the collective of 

fernales. "She" was then placed in the position of accepting the importance of the "colledve" (i-e. 

team) over her own pleasure? and accepting her consignment to a mar&inalized position. While Frank 

was uilling to admit that gender is not relevant to one's abilities, he positions women as not the "best 

playen" in his statement. 1 played with Frank for four years and 1 came to knout him weli enough to 

also take his statement in another way. Given a choice between throwing the disc to a woman who \vas 

a "good player" and a man who iras not, he would throw it to the woman. However, this may not 

reflect a "pro-feminist" subjectivity, so much as an interest in wùining. 

Lucy's statement shows that it uras not only the women who were the problem in terms of 

making good plays. She was cIear in suggesting that everyone on the field screws up because 'the 

game situation'' d e s  it more ~ c u l t  to accomplish even the simplest plays. Women were by and 

large considered weaker players and they were rarely afforded the opportunity to make the "big play". 



They were perceived in general to be Iess able because of their positionhg as fernale subjects. This 

practice while seemingly "rational'f in strategic terms, nuis counter to many players expenence. 

Men play with women and generally do kuow a players lunits, but, in the 'kninch", they 

cannot transgress their own embded experience of a f d e  athiete as competent and will not even see 

women on the field, as Murray said, 'Women are simply overlooked". What can be med into that 

sentence is that women are simply overlooked by men. And the key is that this act of marmn;ili7ation 

while it is not total it is pervasive and si@ the disappemce of the ferninine f d e  subject as the 

cornpetition becomes more intense. Frank goes on to say that some women accept this m q h a i h t i o n  

bmer than others and that it is not "intentional" so much as it is an efecr ofplaying the game: 

Some (like Felicia) expect that. She d l  run hard and make her cuts, but if she 
doesn't see the disc she knows why. Whereas other people, like Susie will take 
exception to that and be very fi-ustrated and pout the rest of the game. Others are in- 
between. I think it bothers her (Susie), but she tends not to Say so. (FranWinteMew) 

The fact of the matter was that most of the women on our team had not previously played any 

tearn sports: 

ADT: How does UItimate compare ro other team sports for you? 

1 have never played a team sport., even though 1 played soccer 1 didn7t understand the 
team dpamic. As an adult It is the first t h e  1 have experienced the team dynarnic 
kvhich has made it interesthg ... and hard. Leaming things about myselc my 
cornpetitive edge and how some people don't deal with it and how some people don't 
Wre it or are appalIed by it. (Sharonhterview) 

..team sports are not generally available for women ... a lot of community based sports 
are organized for males ... It seems that there's no argument arnong men why we are 
here: uinning. (Car1 / hteniew) 

What becarne clearer and clearer to me was that males do dominate the garnes physically and 

orgkt ional ly .  However, as Car1 said, "It depends on the situationy'. which irnplies that at least he 

could conceive of a context where he wouid have fun in a cornpetitive setting. However, it is hard to 

conceive of a situation, given the 5-2 ratio of players and types of athleticism engendered by the play of 



the game, where women would become equal partners. 1 have never actually heard of anyone suggest 

that coed garnes be played with an even number of players which would cut through d of the 

ideological posing of "Spirit of The Game". It is not clear what is so sacred about the nurnber seven 

h t  it muld not be changed. An even split might not change much in any event, but it would be a start- 

ClearIy, as my informants suggest here, it is not only peopIes comfnitment, but aiso their approach to 

the garne, their sport backgrounds and the general difficub of "getting dong" with people in a group. 

Team sports brings out a competitivmess in me. There's enjoyment, but it depends on 
the situation. (CarVInte~ew) 

It seems men always try harder and run bard- Some women like Debbie and Nice 
were there to play the game, but most women at pick-up were just there to relax. The 
girls on our team don't really try and even in some of the games. 1 don't know if there 
hearts are really in it or if It is just the way they play and It is the w e e k a d  and they 
just \vant to relax. (FeliciahteMew) 

In my first year, one of the tearns that made it to the p l ay f f  Finals did so because they had 

some of ;The best women players in the cit).". Although this team's success does not refùte e1itist 

competitive practice, it at least shows that women do and can control a game, It also shows that 

women are actively participating in some games. However, it was not only the "good players" who 

were dominating garnes. In the lower division a lot of the male handlers were just not any good at d l .  

They threw a lot of uncatchable passes, passes that were il1 advised and a lot of long "hail MW-" 

passes. And many îhrew a lot of so called 'Wospita17' passes. A hospital pass is one which is likely to 

resuIt in your teammate and an opponent colliding and then being sent to the hospital! in my 

observations it vas rarely the case ùiat wornen would be given the opportunity to hande. Certainly. 

from a strategic (and health) point of view it couldn't have been any worse than many of the games 1 

observed. 



At al1 levels of league play in the Ci@ there were only a handflll of wornen who handled on a 

regular basis. Most women played mid and long. Ideally you wouid want aU members of a team to be 

able to play al1 positions, but people rarely work towards that goal. Many players accept their "roles" 

because it generaliy serves the interests of winning, and seems to make for the most pleasurable and 

cornpetitive garnes. The better players get to play the disc a lot more as a result. 1 never fe1t Wce 1 was 

not getting to play the disc as 1 handled in aimost evety game. On the few occasions when 1 stepped 

out ofthat role some of rny teammates were disgnintled with my efforts, V h y  didn't you d e  a cut?" 

Of course, it is pleasurable to have the garnes and practices seem successful by iettuig the better 

players make a11 the throws, but it cuts d o m  on other peoples practice time. More importantly the 

"better players" tumed out to be men and the capitulation of everyone to their abilities over emphasized 

the mos? advanced and skilled siyles of play of a small group. And significantiy the division of labor 

in the garnes perpetuates the marginalkation of women. Women tend to avoid, and do not get enough 

pranice handling which is the most cmtrolling position. In cmde gender terms, males seem to be 

refusing to let women control their oun actions. The fact that there were a feu. female handlen does 

signal at least a small fracture in d e s  dominance. 

The resuk was that the standards by which play cornes to be judged are against the most 

expenenced, most aggressively cornpetitive and physically dominating players, in s h o ~  It is the same 

oId story' but with a few important twists and disruptions. 

If fiEty yard hucks out of bounds and hammers into the wind are your idea of good 
play then men's play is bettera7 (Price, 1994) 

There is a discussion among elite players that women only games are better in terms of flow, efficiency and 
aesthetics because the women's garne is l e s  dependent on long throws and isolation pIays which concentrate 
the game in the hands of two or three players. However, this could aiso be seen as a feminized 
characterization. 



There was and continues to be an open sûtxggle over the obviousness of men's control 

of games and ways of playing. Some women though were not in the least concemeci about 

narrotving the field of expression. 

You have to have people on the team that want the same things .... If everybody faces 
the reaiity of what we really m t  we might find Merences and maybe split up to 
d e  our own teams. We wodd be a better team .... Me being competitive and Lucy 
too, it is just not in her nature to say, "Let's go out there and have fiui". It is just not 
going to happen. You can't have it in between it causes too many problems. 
(Felicia/interview) 

G d  play, winning and having h seern to not be commensurable in Felicia's construction of 

possible approaches to the game. Felicia's identification of "what we redy  want" is not ambiguous: 

She means that she wants to play to win to fulfill her own cornpetitive desires, even if this means her 

own margmahzation. Felicia is as "competitive" as anyone. Her notion of cornpetition though was a 

fkirly exclusive and narrow one: Win as much and as cften as you can and show the other person 

d o ' s  boss. This masculine subjectivity is affirmeci in other parts of her interview. She talked about 

being competitive and wanting to improve in everythuig she does. When 1 asked her about what she 

liked about Ultimate she focused hast exclusiveIy on issues of winning, improvkg, getting to be as 

good as or better than the ne* person and so on. 

ADT: What do you Zike about Ultimate? 

I'm kind of competitive and you can set your own maures  of what you can do. 
Whether to catch a disc five times in a game or nrn fister than the next girl. 1 like 
m g  to be better at the sport, especially in my first year, you thrive on that. 
(Feliciahterview) 

She was also always one of the people who was most bitter after we had lost a game. She was 

often almost unable to speak when we lost a game she was so angry. Felicia clearly has iuternaiized 

mainStream notions of masculinized cornpetition and had no fear of expressing them: 

Behveen men and womeq 1 feel like the man can always outrun me and that's fine. At 
least in most cases. But with a woman there is the potential to be able tu do it. 1 don't 



know if that is good or bad. Right now, because I'm not vesf good, I'm not playing 
my own game, I'm trying to be better than someone else. (Feiicidhterview) 

We did lose a lot of games that year, many were games ''we shouldn't have lost7' (i-e. we 

appeared to be better skilled, more organized than the other team, but stiU lost). We ended up being 

relegated to the lowest level of play for the final third of the regular season. W i g  and losing became 

a big deal because we were losing a lot of games and the desire for "fun" began to change into 'Wow 

can we u-in a few games?" One of the things that 1 kept closest track of was our scores and rnargins of 

uinning and losing. Of course: the score was one of the easier thLngs to keep track of and keeping 

track of how much and what kind of "fun" people were havi~g was decidedly more difficult. Though 

Murray and Sharon both pointed out that we were a lot happier when we won. Sharon and a few 

others also pointed out that it was not so much the winning and losing, but the tone and tenor of the 

game that made the Merence. Eric cited the example of a game where we lost by a Iopsided score, but 

he felt that it was okay because, 'Yhe tearn was obviously bette- but they didn't mb it in our faces like 

some other teams". 

The fàct ihat we were losing a lot of games did affect how we approached the game The 

cornpetitive structure of the Ieague had produced a fearful and anxious subjectivity of "avoidmg the 

worst", instead of focusing on pIaying the game and pleasure. Murray's position on these matters was 

decidedly different from Felicia's. Murray said, "For me it was a matter of how do you foster a group 

of people. One of the skills that is needed is getîing dong with other people and working thugs out". 

When asked what he liked about the game he mentioned some things about leamlig a new 

game, meeting people, the sheer fun of the physical nature of the activity and '%orking things out". 

This last comment is decidedy Merent Çom Felicia's (and her husband's) accounts, and speaks to the 

limited comrnuniq building possibilities within Ultimate. These positions represent Ultimate players 

stmggle to maintain the historical legacy of the game, even though most have no long tem connection 



to the comrnunity. Mumy even lamented the kct that the team as a whole didn't seem to corne 

together as a group in a more congenial and fnendly manner In part this came fiom conflicting 

assumptions that "the way you play" is to 'play to win" or you play for 'cfûn" and include women and 

the less athletic (Le. less strategically usefid). 

Putting Gender Back in Place 

As 1 have aiready poïnted out, most women and some men on our tearn were v e q  new to the 

game. Newer players genedly do not understand the general movement of the g m e  and they were 

very poor throtvers. ïhey  simply had not yet developed the confidence and skill of throwing the disc. 

ïhus, we collectively came to the conclusion (with everyone's input) that maybe we should play the 

women in the "mid" position and the tveaker d e s  were sent "long" which is the quivalent of right 

field in baseball. 

That's another thing 1 have a problem with. This rote 1 was supposed to play lasi year 
\vas mid. 1 had a really hard t h e  figuring out where 1 was supposed to be al1 the t h e .  
And how the flow kvas supposed to work because the handlers were supposed to have 
their role but it wasn't always clear when 1 was supposed to come in. Part of it was 1 
never really had plays before. 1 have never played a game where there were plays, so 
it takes me a redly long t h e  to adapt. (KeelIy/interview) 

Handlers are responsible for initiating the offensive play and "making the first throw" and also 

"keeping the disc rnov-kg''. Keelly is quite justifmi in her disgruntlement. Playhg mid is probably the 

I a s t  place to put a novice player. Many advanced players 1 have taiked to usually say that you should 

put new players as longs. The argument is that this allows them to watch the movement of the entire 

game and to l e m  the timing of the "cuts" of everyone in fiont of you. It dso  allows the player to 

develop confidence slowly as the long or deep position 1s not as immediately stressfid as the mid and 

handler positions. 

Positioning of women (on our team) as "mids"effëctively marginaiized them. The decision 

was based on their r d  and perceived wealaiesses in combination with our collective: but, qui- 



voiced, interest ui winning. Arguably, mid is the hardest c'position" to play in Ultimate because of the 

timing and ''ciogging" in the center of the field. The women were 'put" as ''mids" because none of 

them had the necessary %SC skills" to be handlers, nor did they have the speed, cutting ability and 

"disc reading" abiiities to play "long". Sometimes Margo did play "handler", but 1 would Say in less 

tban fif!ty percent of our games. Play became even more concentratecl in the han& of the male handlers, 

myself included because the (female) mids were having a lot of trouble getting open. On many 

occasions I made &'the first cut" caught the disc and turned around to throw to a mid and there was 

nobod'; in position or wen about to get into a usehl position. 1 often had to wait for a mid to make a 

move and thm try a relatively difficult throw and at a high ' ' d l  count". 1 threw a lot of passes tint 

yea. that were simply dropped (by men and women) and a lot that were f i c u l t  or impossible to catch. 

The other option was to make a quick retum pass to a (male) handler which meant that the mi& had to 

adjust again and the pattern repeated itself. Both Frank and 1 made concerted efforts to include 

everyone in the games, whether or not people ever h11y appreciated that or not, 1 do not know. This 

ma? be more my gendered reading than a consistent feeling on the part of the group. And although 

both Frank and 1 were clearly the best throwers on the team, we were also tairly new to the game 

ourselves. That had been rny second season and it was Frank's first. 

Unf~rtunately~ 1 also was hard on my- own mistakes and urould be over expressive when 1 made 

a mistake, and often 1 know it Ioaked like 1 was berating my teammates. 1 have lem& how to embody 

aspects of competitive desire in 30 years of piaying games. Obviously these moments show the 

intemakition of self-disciplinhg (Foucault, 1995) and self-abuse that competitive sport and the 

acaderny encourages. The internaikation process is the result of living in a meritocratic culture where 

fàilure is turneci on the individual and not seen as an effect of living in this kind of culture. This is not 

a guilty re-telling, it is an account of the difliculties of playing a game and m g  to include everyone 

and the rnisinterpretations and ambiguities of people's behaviours. None of this denies the reality that 



women were regularly excluded fiom the play of the game and were regularly seen as a problem to be 

resolved. 

These exclusion of women was not restricted to our team as I pointed out in the discussion of 

the league finals. What became obvious wa.s that the "best" teams (i.c. teams thsrt won a lot of games) 

rardy used their female players, except as a last ditch effort. And some of the women on these teams 

were very accomplished having played for the local Women's representaîive team in Nationals. The 

argument that it is ody "novice" players who are excluded does not hold true for women in this 

instance. Many players can assert their presence and style on the game. Some players are simply 

physically and technicaIly superior, but the desire to dominate is the key. 1 have also seen some very 

talented mde players rnake space for Iesser players, but in the cornpetitive context of a Ieague final 

there is no question that such an approach will be given fiee reign. 

We had as a tearn tried putting women as longs, but it tumed out that when we threw long to 

the women the men on the other team would regularly nui down the throws and intercept or h o c k  

d o m  the passes. So despite Our collective efforts to broaden wornen's field of play it uTas restricted by 

the other teams quite cornpetitively logical solution to our strategy. Ofkn this sequence resdted in men 

from both teams interfering in the women's play. These actions negated (practially and symbolically) 

women's efforts to play the game. 

It was very cornmon at all levels of play to watch men of all shapes and sizes try to run down 

discs that they had "no play on" (i.e. there is no way they could physically or legitirnately catch or 

intercept a disc.) Thus, time and time again a male player went bounding into a crowd of three or four 

players and came crashing down into one or more of them. There are specific rules which are cIear on 

the legitimacy of playing the disc (See rules conceming "Right to space" and "VioIations and 

Infractions"). The mles clearly state that "dangerous play and overt physicd contact are to be avoided 

at al1 costs?' However, there are no rules suggabiig that men not "interfere" in women's play. A 



seemingIy "neutral?' rule in &ect limits participation and emphasizes physical dominance. UItimate 

Masculinities thus are engaged in f o m  of physical domination, they are just differently codai than in 

other sports. 

Some playerç 1 talked to suggested that it was strategically stupid to "let someone catch a disc 

that 1 can rnake a play on". This is true in the logic of winning, but ignores what 1 have pointed out 

here. A lot of h e s  men di run 25 yards across the field with a fidI head of steam and lay out or 

jump up for a diçc that they couid never get control of. Not to mention that these types of plays usualIy 

resulted in a foul. This sequence commonly occurred when a woman was catching and a wornan sas 

guarding. It was aiso the case that men tended to be the ones who created the most physical contact 

uith their opponents. 1 have rarely myseif been nin into by a fernale pIayer, partidy because 1 did not 

guard women, but mainly because the women were better at avoiding crashing into people, at Ieast in 

the lower division. 1 personally go out of my way to avoid collisions because 1 am relaîively iighter 

than m y  of the people 1 play against. 1 aiso thuik that it is sensible to play this way and not 

"sacrifice the b*". The d e s  at l e a .  ask al1 players to ernbody this subject position, too. 1 d l  

discuss the specifics of bodies and power in Ultimate in a later section of the thesis. 

Another strategy to address differing ski11 IeveIs was to move players fiom position to position 

and keep the disc in the ureaker players han& as little as possibIe. In discussions with our captain this 

was indeed the justification for putting women as mids. The fàct of the matter was that al1 of the 

women were, except for Margo, not able to throw the disc well enough to tiandle. There were also two 

men in particular (Eric and Doug) who did not handle at all for the same reasons. And there was a 

recognition that this utas not necessady a bad thing. Most of the women actively refuseci to hancile 

because they knew they codd not do it weU, even in pracîice and pick-up garnes. They actively 

acceded to less powefil positions. They knew it would Iessen chances of winoing and evoke some 

criticism fiom teammates. Eric and Doug dso volunteerd to play long on most occasions which is 



also not a position fiom which the game is controiled. Of course, no one can leam to do anything 

without pradce, but doing something wrong in fiont o fa  group of peers is very diffidt  

But none of this matîers unless you are playing to win!!! However, there was a tension: 

everyone wanted to play. everyone was a relative novice, everyone wanted to enjoy it and everyone 

wanted to l em.  It is no fun to play the game if you cannot acmmplish even the simplest of its 

objectives, but, one can't leam to accomplish the slaUs without practice and training/coaching. The 

overall structure of game and league play did not allow for maximal "leaming/de~eloprnent'~ of 

Most specifically, a lot of women are bitching about the fàct that they don? get to 
touch the disc enough. They're not taken seriously. People don't look to them to pass 
to. They run their asses off and there are times you don't get to see the disc. Now if 
that's because guys think we are doing something wrong, then we should be Ieaming to 
do it nght. 1 think there is a tendency for male domination in the spot in t e m  of 
dorninatuig the plays- (Sharodhterview) 

The context mitigated against a broad development of individual abilities as it advantaged the 

"betterl more competitive" teams and players and assumed that everyone is in the game for the same 

reason (Le. to become the bedmost dominant team and players in the game). The C iv  is uidely 

known for being an intensely competitive place and the UItirnate league reflects this character to a large 

degree. 

Why are there so few w m e n  ir: Ultimafe? Looking in the wrong phce 

The sport is not well known. Also Frisbee sports are predominately male. The 
similarities with other male dominated sports lends itself to males leaming the sport 
more quickly, (Frankbterview) 

There are definitely fewer. 1 wonder if it was a minimum if there would be more 
women playing, but I also think its socialkation. Its harder to get a girl motivated to 
that kind of cornmitment to sport For some reason, 1 know a lot of women play 
basebal1 on work teams and 1 think in that situation they are already together in a 
situation. ïhey lmow It is going to be a social thing and not too competitive and fun. 
In Wtimate people are coming fiom al1 over and have to know someone and be 
encou raged and have dt ferent incen tives. (KeellyAnterview) 



Women tend not to play sports for as long nor as intensively as most men (Coakley, 1994; 

Lenskyj, 1988). This process produces whaî appears to be a CCnatural" Merence between men and 

women as to their athIetic capabihties (Hargreaves, 1994; Scraton, 1986). My teammates and most 

Utirnate payers seemed to be aware that women as a group were less involved in sport. Also the 

standards by which women are judged in sport tend to be based on male dehed  standards which 

largely ignore social and historical barriers to women's participation (hrgreaves, 1994; Bine11 and 

Cofe, 1994). The resulting meritocfatic assumptions of who the '%est" players are and survival of the 

fittest are part of the ongoing gender strugsies within the organization and play of Ultimate. 

ADT: m u t  do yozt think of the minimum number nde 

The male is seen as stronger and better able. You know we sa- at the begüming of the 
year that we're out there to have a good time and not win and that's not tme. We're 
out to win and that was obvious this year. We alwrrys had 5 men mid 2 women. Ifwe 
didn 't care we wouldput more and more women on and it wouldn't be n big deal It 
zs just dominated by men. (Feliciahte~ew) 

It is good you can't improve mithout practice and you can only iearn in game 
situations. It made me feeI like I was part of the team. (Lucy/Interview) 

Ir is huo, *ht? I guess I'm supportive of it because 1 can see ho W... IM just wng to 
think ifthe women weren 't here would they be included 1 think there are sorne wromen 
now who are at a level of play that they would want to uiclude them. 1 think it evens 
things out- 1 play against guys and 1 like the faa that Our tearn doesa't miod p u b g  
women on a male, but 1 defhitely don't have a problem with it ... it probably has a 
positive impact. Probably encourages people to play because they know there is going 
to be some inclusion. (Keeliyhterview) 

These examples show how sport can work againse female solidarity and reproduce assumptions 

about women's physical capabilities. Sharon's earlier quote though shows tbat women are in 

agreement about there general exclusion. 

On your oun team depending on the ski11 level of the player, they are treated 
differently. A new player is going to be encouraged and told It is okay if they make a 



bad play whereas if you've been playhg a while they may not say anything. If you are 
a better player expectations are higher. People are more apt to get rnad at you if you 
miss a play. (Keelly/Interview) 

It seemed that "less skilled" male players were also relegated to secondary roles, but there 

seems to be a Werent set of reasons and responses to this p&ce: 

ADT: What are the responses of men to not seeing the disc? 

Because of the style of play with 3 d e  handiers, 2 women xnid and 2 men long the 
handlers are seen as more skilled at catchhg and ùirowing they don't experience the 
situation where they don? see the disc. ï h e  longs don't' see it as much. 

Men tend to exhibit more cornpetitive behaviour; More intensity, screaming, yelling, 
throning things, kicking t b g s ,  in general. Doesn't mean women don't show these 
traits. in general, less so. (FrankCIntervie~v) 

In his first statement Frank elides the category of males with ail males and "handen". Men do 

hancile in about 90 percent of the coed games 1 have watched and played in, but not all males handle. 

There are several female players who handled in the "A" division and virtually none in the "BI' 

division. One of the most important skills in Ultimate is bebg able to throw the disc consistently and 

to the spot you want it to go. AU novice players have difficulty uith throwing, especially in game 

situations. Despite this unalterable redity men handled in the "B" division and not women. Most of 

my interviewees stated that women seemed to have more M c u k y  with throwing and "disc skills" than 

men. Many attributed this ciifference to men's generally greater access and experience of playhg 

sports where they had more opportunity tu leam to catch and throw. But some players did go out of 

their way to throw it to women. However, the fàct that they had to "go out of their way" signais once 

again women's general stams as problem and deficient. Arguably what the play of the game does show 

are men ii weaknesses ami limits as they are unable to adjust their skills to accommodate a broad range 

of play. 1 do not want to be simplistic here. Players do at least intead to be inclusive and there was 

variation in people's interest and abilities. 



Many elite playen though have no such ambivalence. The only thing they want to do is play 

the garne at an exdusive level and have no larger interest in developïng anything but clones of 

themselves. They wiU accept ne~vcorners in their mi& but, only if it appears as though you are good 

euough or potentially able to become a high Ievel piayer. For example, a television news special (CBC 

December 27, 1993) on Ultimate showed a clip of the 'WYNY" team (then World and Amencan 

Champions) placing second in a tournament. Upon receiving the trophy the captain of the team took 

the trophy and smashed it on the ground while y e h g  out, "Second place sucks". God Bless Amerka! 

This team was widely despised for their generaliy over aggressive and win-at-dcosts playing *le. 

This behaviour was an example of the worst type aggressive masculine competÏtiveness which rnakes it 

an outstanding occurrence in Utirnate culture. Mary players orient to this team as the antithesis of 

Utirnate "Spirit". 

What 1 am trying to illustrate is that the UItimate c o m r n u n i ~ ' ~  stated interest in inclusiveness 

constantly runs up against the competitive ethos and the result is that winning or losing wins out over 

inclusion. Many argue that, of course, nobody believes that Ultimate is "not competitive" or is less 

cornpetitive than other sports. Ultimate players just have a different take on cornpetition, a gentler 

kinder version of aggression. The rules, and almost everything that is wriîten in Ultimate newsletters 

and web pages, shrouds cornpetition in a cloak of "civility". (See the UPA's homepage) This h e  of 

thought betrays one of the deep sender biases in UItirnate which ties it to other sport forrns and sexisrn 

in general 

Concluswn: I'd Rather Lose ut Ultimate Than Win ut Soflbaii! 

[that team] in the championship W, for whatever reason, really weren't going to 
their fernale players. To the point where it wodd have raised complaints, not only 
fiom the women on our team, but the guys on our team would have corne up and said, 
"=y, you're cutthg the women out. Let's get everyone ùivolved. In k& 1 thuik that 
may have been voiced in Our consolation 6nal game. But by that point 1 was thinking, 
"Let's uin the game". Okay, getting everyone involved is great, but 1 wouldn't mind 
just winning the game. Whose reasoning is right 1 don't how.  1 was feeling at that 



point, let's just win the game, and work on including people in the regular season. 
( E r i C h t e ~ a ~ )  

The structural features of exclusion are obvious fiom my observations, interviewees accounts, 

the rules of the game and the 5-2 gender ratio. The "lesser" athletes are generally thought to be the 

women who play and women are numerically disadvantaged. However, as Eric's final comment here 

suggests there mas a tension surrounding the desire for inclusiveness. Eric's comrnents came in the 

context of Our generally disappointing season, and the Ioss of several close games to really poorly 

skilled teams. Eric's comments rank the priorihes: uinning cornes fint even if it meam excluding 

himseif fiom the play. He indicated as much in his interview and in conversations that 1 had with him. 

1 think k i t  at the Ievel of the synbolism of masculine ideals aggression, autonomy and 

dominance have akays been constituted as caught in a stniggle with aspects of ferninine gender ideals 

such as inclusion, dependence and caring for others. The persod intemal and collective extemal 

struggles expressed by my teammates manifest a decidedly ambiguous commitment to equity and 

gender equdie. Horni Bhabha (1995) argues, "rnasculinity is itseif strucnired by ambivalence", which 

1 suggest is the basis of the stmggles that 1 have been discussing in this chapter. Are Ultirnate players 

communal and caring or are they individudistic and competitive? Or are they m g  to embody an 

impossible contradiction? 

Eric: Sometimes, I'd just like to win. 

Keeliy: 1 don't mind if once in a while a play is made to a specific player. 

This undecidabilty and ambiguity stands in the way of a serious commitment to creating 

greater access and a radical politics of sport. The City league has IlLanifested a higbiy competitive 

subjectivity through It is practice of recruiting the better lower level players (male and fernale) to play 

in the upper division. Most of the upper division teams have had vimtally the same rosters for years 



and they do not tend to bring almg novice players very weil. The result has been that in the years 

swromding my study the top 5 or 6 teams were fhr stronger than al1 of the other twenty or so t e .  in 

the Ieague. Therefore, the m a j o r e  of their games were lopsided victories. 

These events served to W e r  the disparities in quaiity of play and the perception that lower 

level players were b a s i d y  no good and not improving. Despite the fâct that there are no 'feeder" 

systems, like hockey or basebail or basketball, Utimate in the City had reproduced this very elitist 

m c m e  simply by ''making the best teams possible". There were a few "purists" in my league who 

stuck with less powerfiil teams and helpeà to develop new players and introduce them to the game. 

Thae people were generally well thought of in terms of being fiiendly md helpful to the development 

of the game. However, they were also considered foolish and waçtefid because as the captain of one 

team recently told me, '-Y&, Harvey J is a nice guy and he does a lot of organizing, but his teams 

don't wk". And certainly I do ùiink it is legitimate to want to strive to play at a more sophisticated 

and technically better level, but not to the exclusion of al1 other considerations. 

ADT: Would you play in an all Women 's league? 

1 d o i t  know. 1 have thought about that. 1 like playing with men, you can learn a lot 
fiorn their strengths. Sometimes Ifind the women are ju t  too cornpetitive amongst 
themselves. 1 even find that in Our own team and we're only a very few women, but 1 
don? like the competitiveness between women. (Felicia/InteMew) [emphasis added] 

If someone asked me what the thing is that needs to be worked on most @t] is playing 
equally with dl players and I'm sure you would get that fiom aii of the women. But 
when it happens It is so great: 1 think al1 it takes is for people to realize you are a 
team. You're not playing based on your se- you're a team. Ifyou 're going to make if 
a coed sport it should be a coed sport. It is weird &Jitimate] cause a lot of people 
don? take that approach to sports. They just play sports. Sure we analyze games 
afkwards and so on. People who play [other] sports don't talk about how or why. 
( s h a r o n h t e ~ e w )  

Sharon's comment here expresses a common way tbat women players tend to negotiate the 

contradiction between the coed inclusion rules of v i tha te  and the hegemonic persistence of aggressive 



cornpetitive masculinist tendencies. This position is expressed in her statements that you have to 

"realize you are a team" and '?t is so great when it works". Most of the males tend to the same 

seemingly pragmatic posture. However, they tend to place greater emphasis on the positive pleasures 

of competitive succe.9~ and athletic cornpetence for themselves. For example, Frank's comments that 

he enjoys play=@ this s p o ~  bu5 not others with his d e  is emblematic of this position. The presence 

and incIusion of women acts as a nice secondary feature of the game for males, This is consistent with 

other studîes of coed sports which fkd that coed sports are considered "second rate" as sport. (Wachs, 

1996; Lenskvj? 1994) 

A more radicaiized gender politics in Ultimate would transform the bases of dominant sporting 

ideologies and practices, most significantly a movement away fiom an emphasis on competition (that is 

winning) to an emphasis on incIusion, Merence, pleasure and curnmunity. At the league Ievel this 

approach mas in evidence, but as one ascends the competitive ladder it tends to disappear. The 

pleasures embodied by winning and dominance take precedence over inclusion. 1 wïil discuss some of 

these movements mithin Ultirnate in the concluding section of the thesis. 



Chapter 5 

The Spirit of the Game: ErDandin~ the Repertoire of Masculinities. 

Preface: The purpose of the d e s  of üitimate is to provide a guidehe which 
describes the way the game is played. It is assumed in üitimate that no one wiii 
intentionally violate the niles; thus there are no harsh penalties for inadvertent 
hfiactions, but rather a rneulod for resurning play in a rnanner which simuiaîes what 
wouId most likeiy have happened had there been no M o n ,  

In Ultimate, an intentional fou1 wouid be considered cheating and a gross offense 
against the spirit of sportsmanship. O h  a piayer is in a position where it is clearIy to 
the player's advantage to foui or commit some violation, but t h t  phyr is mura& 
bound to abide &y the mies. The integrity of Ultimate depends on each player's 
responsibility to uptioid the spirit of the game, and this responsibility should not be 
taken lightly. 

Spirit of the Game. Utimate has traditionally relied upon a spirit of sportsmanship 
which places the responsibiw for fair play on the player himself. Highly cornpetitive 
play is encourage& but never at the expense of the bond of mutual respect b e e n  
players, adherence to the agreed upon rules of the game, or the basic joy of play. 
Protection of these vital elements helps to eliminate adverse conduct tiom the Ultimate 
field. Such actions as taunhg of opposing players, dangerous aggression, intentionai 
foulhg, or other ''vvin-at-dl-costs" behaviour are contrary to the spirit of the game and 
must be avoided by d l  players. 

(The Ninth Edition RuIes of UItimate As Amended and Clarified (copyright 
1970 CHS Varsity Frisbee Team; copyright 1982 Irv Kalb (Chainnan Rules 
Cornmittee); copyright 1989, 199 1, 1992, 1993 uttirnate Players Association.) 



1 don't teach new players the Spirit of the Garne right away anpore. It just seems to 
confuse people. (Howard J. in conversation with me while driving to a tournament in 
the U S  October, 1993) 

What is the spirit of the game? 1 don? h o w  what you mean. (Lucy, Team mate and 
novice player, Novernber, 1993 -) 

In this chapter I draw attention to the ways in which Ultimate players invoke the communal 

injunction of "The Spiri? of The Game ". 1 will use field notes, interviews, my own playing experiencg 

newsletters, informai conversations and 'rhe d e s "  to describe and analyze the v-g and variable 

uses of the term "me Spirit of me Game ". 1 also include what I cail an CCethnographic vignette7'. 1 

hope this relays a usefûl reading of how gender and masculinities are mediated through the Spirit of the 

Game. 

Ultimate players pide themselves on this feature of'rheir community" and it is centrai to 

many of their claims and understandings of being "different fkom other sports". It emerges in my 

research as central to the formation of collective and individual identities. 1 wi l l  try to demonstrate how 

"The Spirit of me Game " workç as a social practice which both obscures the elitist, aggressive play 

of actual players and, contradictorily, enables cosperation, pleasure and community at the same tirne. 

1 wi11 argue that The Spirit of the Game is a discursive formation which organùes the performative and 

conflicted struggIe over the embdment of dominant and emergent masculine sporting identities. 1 d l  

illustrate how Spirit of the Game encodes a classed gendered notion of how to relate to others. Sirnilar 

to North American "amateur" sport clubs of the early twentieth century this group of players 

constnicts a distinction bebveen themselves and their others (Kidd, 1996; Crossett, 1990). The notions 

of intentional cheating and flagrant vioIations are generally features sports that have referees and lots 

of physical contact, like boxing, football, hockey and basketball. These sporîs are differently racially 

and class coded in their play and rules. In these sports players often commit "intentionai" fouis as a 

cornpetitive strategy. However, this is theoreticaliy, at least, not possible in Ultimate because it would, 



'hot be in the Spirit ofthe Garne". Even to this day the clause retains the gendered term sportsmanship 

(Appendix D: Introducti~n, 1.2). Arguably Spirit of the Game should provide a space where women 

are encourageci to enter the game on an equal footing and competitive aggression is brou@ under 

control- Women have entered the game in higher numbers recently, but in order to do so they, tm, 

must embody the (arguably rnascuiinized) Spirit of the Game. 1 illusirate how the Spirit of the Game is 

the site of an unrealized transfoxmative sporthg politics. However, it is precisely these mealized 

potentials &ch serve as the ground for U1timateYs daims to sub-aiîern subjectivities. 

ï7te Fathm, the Son and I;he Spirit of the Gatne: Amateur AthIetes in a Postmodern Age: 

Ultimate has many surface attractions which draw participants and very few ültimate 
players corne into the game because they want to experïence the UItimate attitude. 
The concept of playing by the spirit of the game is completely foreign to rnany new 
players. At first it may seem untidy and bizarre to UItirnate novices. Some have a 
difIicuIt time leamhg to deal with the concept and it takes time to understand and to 
respond to the responsibilie. Eventually ,if 1ve stay in the sport, we dl corne around. 
As expenenced UItimate players we see this concept in action constantly. We see that 
it cm work- even vritti its flaws - in a vev  intense and competitive a d m .  We 
accept this uay of thinking as part of the game and many of us let this attitude 
influence aI1 aspects of our lives. We have fàith in the concept of conducting our lives 
by the spirit of the game because we have seen it work in Ultimate. This is UItimate '.s 
gift to i fs  players. 

Neal Darnbra, Executive Director, Ultirnate Players Association, 1990 - 92.8 

There is an open and overt moral and political pedagogy in U1timate which is supposed to be 

achieved by the embodirnent of the Spint of the Game. As Neil Dambra's quote illustrates it is 

supposed to pervade uZZ aspects of a piayer's Me, not only one's playing tirne. There is obviousty a 

considerable dosage of evangelicalism, and patriarchal benevolence in the rhetoric of such long tirne 

8 The UPA is in fact the Arnerican umbrella organization for Ultirnate Frisbee and the Canadian organization 
is DISC-Canada which you cari find in any Canadian phone book. DISC-Canada consists s mostly of one g q -  
who has been a player who nins this "organization" out of his home. He has contact numkrs for Ultirnate 
Organizations ai i  over the world and does a decent job making Iinks within the Ultimate cornmuni@. See Also 
the Canadian Ultimate Players Association (CUPA) home page. The World Fiying Disc Federation (WFDF 
pronounced "Wmf DUE") is another large organization with broader interests than Uitimate but they also 
Regulate the World Championships. There are &O ongoing "turf wars" between UPA and WFDF but 1 won? 
go into them here as th- are generally not part of the local UItimate community I am involved with. Our 
league tended to follow dong behind the UPA in terms of d e s  and organization. 



aficionados. The UPA even has its own ''Mssionary Program" (UPA, 1992) which uill send players 

discs and instructional kits ifthey are going to countries that do not as yet play ~ntirnate.~ However, 

many players on my rearn and the everyday player, although aware of the general idea that there was 

something d e d  the 'Spirit of the Game1' were not quite so d o u s  as organizers and long term 

players. Some players, like Rhonda, described it in reasooably similar t e m  as Dambra: an ail 

pervasive, transcendent state of grace: 

ADT: Cm you describe the Spirit ofthe Game? 

1 think It is a love of being outside and running amund. feeling like a kid ... p u  
wodd go out at nine in the rnorning and come home at ten at night and you would 
never sit dowq you would just &op (when you got home) and you get that feeling, you 
h o w  on a hot summer night and you ezdiaust yourself and you feel good and you've 
worked your body and you've met nice people, hopefully. 1 didn't notice it so much 
this year and that k v a s  my frustration. There was that lack of Ultimate Spirit. 
Because the spirit that 1 ha& what attracted me to it first was Ùiat really incredible 
friendliness and support and this year it \vas lacking. (EthondaAnteMew) 

Most of -- teammates saw it as a more practicai orientation to self and others. When asked 

about it they point4 to the lack of referees as a key signifier of the Spirit of the Garne. And a few 

players on rny team were quite critical of the open hypocrisy of people's play cornpareci to the ideals of 

the garne: 

The competitive structure [of the league] runs counter to the Spirit of the Game. 
(Mu-. /Interview) 

Ir is not like you hear, that It is fnendly and Iaid back ... there is such a clifference 
between Ne, 1 mean 1 don? like to distinguish between people, but ... people and most 
iike people on the team are in it for themselves as opposed to in it for the team...It is a 
lot more competitive. My mentality is sometimes 1 would really like a ref. You know 
somebodl- who says, 'This is the d e .  Take it or leave it". That's not supposed to be 
the SPIRIT of the Garne. So that's my attitude going in. Like let's not bother with 
this. You have people pushing you around, swearing calling each other names. It is 
Like, let's just have a refto setîle this and go on and play the game. The Spint of the 

9 The pattern of is one of neo-colonisation given that the game originated in the US and then spread to 
Canada and Western Europe. It is very much a Western, Euro -centric sport, There is stil l  very little play in 
China, most of the African continent and South Asia. There are a few teams in South Amenca. 1 have not 
seen any evidence of Utimate in the Midciie East. Utimate is arguably then a somewhat of an extension 
Iarger neo<oionialist "developrnent", like Nike selling sneakers in Afiïca- 



Game is not urhat I thought it would bey but 1 don? think It is wrong either. 
( F e k i a / I n t e ~ e ~ )  

UItimate is a great game. It is non-cornpetitive, cued and nonantact. It is a lot of 
fun. (John F in conversation with me, April, 1992) 

Murray was quite right that cornpetition nuis counter to the Spint clause. How can one 

contain -ession in the face of competitive dominance? U1timate players do contain aggression, but 

it is by no meam elirninated. This feature of W h t e  culture asks ail players to be fair and respect .  

in their conduct on and off thefield (invoking a bourgeois notion of respectability). The Spirit clause 

is written into the preface to the rules of play. Stnctiy speaking it iF not o rule, rather, as Dambra's 

quote showsT it is a moral and ethical guide to foilow. Intended to limit "overly aggessive" and or 

"dangerous play" it enshrines an idealized notion of fkimess and "respect for opponents and team- 

mates", even in the most intensively competitive contexts. 

ADT: How dues the Spirit of the Game operare in relation to the rules? 

One thing 1 really liked which 1 saw on t.v., well 1 saw it live and then 1 saw it on t.v. 
In the championship game played tfiis year a player made a spectacular pIa);, a layout 
to catch the disc in the end-zone, but, there was some discussion whether he Ianded in 
bounds.. .He made a great effort to touch d o m  the tips of both feet in the end-zone 
and then rolled over ont0 the cinder track. A wonderhl play. Looking at in slow- 
motion replay he may have just been out. 
My memory of it was the guy himçelf went, T m  not entirely sure". And the defender 
came in and saï& Tt was a tremendous play* let's score it"., and it went as a score. 
And that's the type of spirit 1 like to see. Unfortunately, it doesn't always happen. 
(Erichterview) 

[\vithout any venom] In a team you're there for the cornmon goal of winning the game. 
But, sometimes people take it too personally or take it upon themselves to point 
fers. (CarhteMew) 

The Spirit of the Game does not identi& specific acts wbich contravene its Iimits. It works 

more as a broad heuristic device which players use to assess the moral acceptability of one or a series 

of plays and players. Ostensibly this moral regdation arises due to the lack of extemal referees. There 

are no referees or iine judges at any level of play. However, there are now pools of "official observers" 

for some hi& level cornpetitions Iike the World Championships and UPA Nationals. To this point 



though these 'bbservers" can ody be "invited" to d e  judgments on boundary calls or clarifications 

of rules. Thus: Ultirnate players are self-regulating in their play and organization. This feature of 

Ultimate is key to understanding the types of subjectivities that are produced and possible in this 

c o m r n ~ -  

Therefore, the subjecr of Ultirnate Frisbee is intended to be rabonal, aggressive but fkir, &g 

to negotiate, have an q u a i  respect for al1 concemed, to accept that they may have made an error and to 

accede to a d e  structure. Another facet of this subjectivity is the notion that U l h t e  players are 

enterprishg and stretching the boundaries of sport. There is an alrnost heroic stance of sorze of the 

local and international organizers m e  Dambra) as they set out to promote a garne that rejected the 

nastier parts of institutiondized sport. Richard Dyer (1997) has elaborated how such an identification 

\vas a crucial part of the colonization of North America. The heroic white, middle-class male set out to 

explore and conquer the "new world. The new world being characterizd as hostile and wild, but at 

the same time for the "enterprising and inventive" a place of new possibilities. This notion of being 

"enterpnsing" is one that is at work in Ultimate circles. Unsatisfied uith mainstream sports being 

compted bj- competition and eiite structures? the ancient heroes of Ultimate set out to invent the 

"Ultimate game" (Zagoria 1998). A game beyond al1 games, yet, "made up of al1 the bea aspects of 

al1 other games" (Lewis, 1994; UPA 1988). 

During the same p e r d  of the late sixties sport was undergohg a major transformation. Al1 of 

the major professional sport leagues in North Arnerica were beginning to pay athletes huge s m  of 

money to play games. The crass money making and exploitation by the owners and managers of sport 

institutions were being widely exposed. Arguably, these are some of the things that Ultimate 

originators were responding to. They felt they were going to develop a game ' S t h  no des ,  no 

boundaries and no star system" (UPA, 1988). Thus, the ambivalent relation to corporate sponsorship 

and competition that developed and continues to be a major unresolved issue. Today ive live in an age 



when athletes are both reviled as greedy, compt and 1- and revered as transcendent heroes (Cole, 

1996) 

At the Ievel of playîng the garne, Spirit of the Game opens up the possi?~ility for players to 

accept that they may not understand exactly what just happened, nor that they are the sole arbiter of 

reality. This uncertain subjectiviiy runs counter to dominant f o m  of social regdation that tend to 

operate in maLIlStream sport. This is ver). different fiom other sporting enviro~ments, where once a 

decision is made, by a referee or judge, there is virtually no possibility to change a decision. More 

importantly the decision-making power is fi-om the beginnuig rernoved fi-orn the control of the athletes. 

FeLciats emphatic response above suggests that she h d s  it unsatisfâctoq and difficult to 

operate in such a conte- where there is no finaI and definitive authone to gesture to in a confict. 

Unable to tmst either herself or her opponenL she prefers to abdicate the position of responsibility 

This is not a naïve or mistaken perspective. She was remarking on what had happene4 not on a 

possibili~. However: there \vas a legaiistic/formai/nrle structure to deal mlth  confiicts in a game 

In an instance that an agreement on a cal1 cannot be reached 'rhe disc is to revert to the 

thrower prior to the infiaction" (Rule XIX, "Cardinal Rule"). Many players cornplain about this rule 

because it can be easily abused. AU one has to do on any play is cal1 an infraction, and even if there is 

no infraction the play stops, and the disc is retunied to the previous thrower. People had more trouble 

with the other half of the rule, which ailows the offending player to "contest" the call. This meam that 

a pIayer disagrees uith the cal1 and rejects it, which results in "sending the disc back". The play is 

continuai in the rnanner most likely had the infraction not occurred. The problem with this d e  is that 

one cannot "contest" another person's disagreement. merdore, on any idaction the offending pktyer 

may contest and thereby not outnght lose cuntrol of the play. Out of bowids calls, and picks cannot be 

contested. However: this practice of abusing or bending the d e s  is not considered to be in "The Spirit 



of the Garne'', but there is stmcturaUy nothing to prevent it. The "play over" d e  in parhcular is one 

context where the evaluation of a team's or individual's Spirit ofthe Game becornes open for scrutiny. 

For example, most towaaments and m a q  leagues have a separate "Spirit" award for teams 

(and sometimes individuals.) The other team provides a score, usually on a scale of 1 - 5 after each 

game. These scores are arrived at by a short conversation arnong team-mates and usualIy is fkkly 

short and to the point. The avvarding of a Iow Spirit score is generally also considered to reflect bady 

on the team giving the low score. A low score is often given if there were arguments that were 

considered either too trivial or in which players were unwdIïng to engage in any reasonabie discussion. 

This structure can and does lead to considerable probiems. This rule/morali~ is supposed to ensure 

that the games are played with a degree of civil@ and to avoid having the games momentum and flow 

ruined by a long argument over an infiaction or misinterpretation . 'The flod' of the game is supposed 

to take precedence over a correct interpretation of the d e s .  Flow describes the desire to keep things 

movïng and keep the action at a high pace. Thus, the kinetic experience is not to be uitenupted for 

attention to details like the ruIes. Yet, it is the rules which are supposed to encode Ultimate players 

superior sporting ethic. Once a g a  Ultimate pIayers use thin disguises to cover up the masculine 

aggressiveness of the sport. 

The invocation of the Spirit of the Game is then decidedly about moral regulation as a form of 

social regulation.. Given the v-g amount and depth of knowiedge of the d e s  some pIayers came to 

be seen as and took up the position of referees in confusing or heated arguments, despite the spirit of 

the game. They often did this by bullying and not negotiation by a q  stretch of the imagination. Or 

they accomplished dominance by asserting greater experience or by quoting a nile. The authority of 

stating a rule often takes precedence over simply asking, 'What happened?" For instance, there was a 

"dl" made in a tournament game, that 1 was watching, between a man and woman on opposite teams. 

The "discussion" lasted for about ten minutes and the main problem was that the man was a member of 



the group that had helped establish UIhmate in the C e .  He was insisting that his interpretation of the 

c d  was correct. He even went so fkr as to say, "Look! I WROTE ï E E  RULES!", (which \vas mtrue). 

He also got right in the woman's fàce and was screaming at her, but she was not intimidateci and did 

not "back down". This had the affect of only M e r  infiiriating this man. He looked quite silly in the 

finai analysis. In the end, play resumed and this man's teammates were ttioroughly embarrassed and 

reprimanded him. He was sunk h m  the beginning because the "spirit of the game" (in effect a 

communai injunction against abusive behaviour) overrode his power. ùi this sequence the Spirit of the 

G m e  overrode this man's gender power and institutional authority. In my study, there were a number 

of sunilar attempts by players to use bad logic to explplain their behaviour. Often players started an 

a r m e n t  over a cal1 by saying, " h k  I have been playhg for 7 years". How this gives anyone better 

eyesight or clearer perception of a split-second event \vas not clear to me. 

According to my teammates most times everyone had good spirit. However, the league that we 

playxi in did not have a Spirit award. Many leagues do have hemS but not al1 of them. The following 

vignette illustrates how Spirit of the Garne does and doesn't work and how it realizes different forms of 

power- It also shows the historical process of leaming to embodp the Spirit of the Garne. 

Vignette: The heat of the moment or c'Spirited" Play? 

Week 9 of the season. We were not happy to be pluying this garne at this time. The league 
organizers had come up with a scheduling and runkng system that forced teams tu win as many 
garnes as possible b_v as rnany points as possible in order to not face the horror of bezng dropped 
into a lower division. And due to a series of rnishaps and lack of team cohesion we had been demoted 
to the lowest division in the league. Our hopes at the beginning of the year were to ar least s r q  in 
our original division andperhczps move up one division ifthings went well. 

The game was entirely in our fmor and in one sequence we scored about I I  or 12 points in 
a row. Sornewhat unmal  for us and Ultimate in general as games tend to go back a d  forth. point 
for point in scoring. But. we are on a real roll. passing the disc bock and forth with ease. Everyone 
on our team getting a chance to "touch the disc". Lofs of high five 's and congratulations on each 
play as the game goes on. We ulso totally shut down and confure any of their oflemive attempts. 
They had very poor "disc skills ", surelv a sign of a fint year team. They were anempting desperate 
long huch down field. which is a panic type of response. Generally not good strategy for an entire 
game. even v i t  does look spectacular when a ream does complete one. I kxocked down, two or three 



rnyself: The other team was bying really hard: diving for the disc, nrnning hard on defense, but they 
were simply over matched. 

They hucked it to us afier they scored a point and1 ran offthe line as a M l e r  and made a 
cut to get our ofleense going. 1 caught a short forwardfive yard pars and then hrrned upfield to 
throw. A white guy with a head band. about my sire and no T-shirt was guarding me. standing about 
a foot away arms srretched out to his sides about shoulder height rnoving up und down und @et 
spread wide. It Zooked sornething like a grand pliet in ballet, but much more fimitic and c l u q .  Or 
mq5e if looked more lzke someone w n g  to fly by flapping their a r m  1 was pivoting around 
Zooking for an open throw and he says "Stall 4': I said quickly . "You have to count out loud". He 
paused and said. "Stall2 ". pause, "Stall 4 ". I said in a pissed of tone. ''COLmrT. OUT LOUD ". 
He then yelled "STALL I!  STALL2!" Then 1 threw the dise and as I did so he kicked his foot 
straight up at my throwing hand which 1 quickly moved out of harm 's way 

" m a t  are you doing? Don 't you know how to play the game? Why did you try to kick me?". 
I yelZed. ''1 didn 't try to kick you ". he said. "Yes. You did" And he stopped and turned and faced 
me about five yards away. His chest was heaving and his face was red. Oh shît. this gay wants take 
a swing at me. It is been a long. long n'me since anyone had pulZed that on me. Probably nor since I 
was ten years old. 1 just stood there. frozen. Zooking ut this guy. He then turned away, but as he did 
I saîd. "Fuck You! " So much for a nice fandly game. I was so angv  and confused 1 walked o f  the 
field as the poinr was being pl@ out. I tried to explain what hnd happened to Margo and John. 
bur no one had seen it happen. They sazd, "Get back on the field. You can 't corne off in the middle 
of a point!" So I scrarnbled back in the play but. I couldn 't focus on the play 1 was so stunned. 

Not much later in the garne Susan L. ends up guarding one of their male players because of 
a defensive rnzsate on our side. She starts stalling, "Stall one! Sm11 Two " He throws the disc and 
calls a "Fo~l.~". Susan is standing there facing hirn, not sayïng anything (thus conceding the foul). 
He yelZs at her. "Don 't give me thatfucking look!" Susan s q s  . "Huh?!?" The game continued on 
and we ended up troztncing them ("crushing " in Ultimate terms) 15 to 4 

Afrer the game the player who more at Susan, said to Jules, " S o r ~  about that". (refetnng 
to his earlier actions). As Our captain. Jules said. "Don 't apologize ro me. Apologize to her ". The 
playerfrorn the other team responded. '"No way Man! I'rn nor apologinng to her " and he lefr. The 
guy I had a confrontation with didn 't shake hands with anyone ut the end of the game. Nor did 1 
rush over and apologize to him. 

This vignette shows a clear instance of the crudest sexism and certainly a number infiactions 

of the Spirit of the Game. Our opponent was willing to apologize to another male player in the fom of 

our "captaid7. In Ultimate captains are supposeci to negotiate any ccunresolvable" problems. 

Unfomuiately. this guy was their captain. The "Captain's clause" written into the d e s  of Ultimate 



(and other sports) says that they can be asked to negotiate any problerns. (thus ta- up the position of 

a referee for ail intents and purposes). Though if the captains cannot "sohey' a dispute or clarify a 

rule, T h e  disc goes back to the throweryy (i.e. the play is restarted fiom the last point prior to the 

infiaction). This mle largely ILlitkes a lot of sense as it prevents a long drawn out argument and keeps 

the game rnoving. Though such a system is obviously open to abuse. Most players on my team seem 

to think that it was a rare event, at least in league play, that an opposing player abused the "play over" 

mie. "1 rarely went away feeling I'd been done wrong by the d e s "  (hbTayh te~eW) .  

The response of our opponents' captain to our captain's negotiation uas a flagrant flaunting of 

Ultunate etiquette and the embodiment of masculinity which was based on verbal crudis; individualism 

and a sullen attitude. In other words, he embodied every negative stereotupe of the masculinized 

aggressively competitive athlete. He was not different fiom the worst of elite competitive players who 

get 'Paid to play" a \\in-at-all-costs attitude. Or 1 would argue that his actions si@& a fear of 

being de-masculinized by l o ï v e ~ g  hirnself to apoIogize to a woman 

UItimate Players are expxted to be comtnitted to "discussion" and fair play at al1 times: The 

sole of discretion and gentlernanly uitegrity. This male player was not only insulting a woman, but had 

snubbed Our male captain's suggestion, thus placing hùnselfas absolute arbiter of what was acceptable 

and not acceptable in the situauon. When challengeci by me in another game, a male "B" player 

summed up his Spirit bu yeiling, "Fuck the spirit of the game!" Not that onIy B players ignore the 

"Spirit of the Game". While 1 have rarely seen this type of overt sexisrn in the Ieague, 1 have certainly 

witnessed as much aggression. 

Locked in a struggle and about to resort to physical violence, neither 1 nor rny opponent got 

any Spirit points. Our team became labeled as cornplainers and as a team that "used the rules too 

much". This meant, in effect, that we did not have "good Spirit" because we had read the rules and 

were able to invoke them during the play of a garne. Not that Iym seeking a higher moral ground for 



my team, but such a stance shows the complexîty of how the Spirit of the Game works as a form of 

social regdation. Do we use the d e s  or not? This is the double edge of the Spirit of the Game and 

behg a "good sport". Obviously the use of the idhntaking term "baby" was a feminization of our 

team. "Real men" and real Uttirnate Players would be able to absorb a f w  bad d s  and bumps and 

bruises. 

M q  times 1 felt that the Spirit of the Game was used as an easy way of avoiding a real 

discussion about how everyone was behaving. Players wodd say, "Spint of the Garne. Let's keep the 

game going". When in my rnind there were senous prîblems to be discussed, in particular, how 

physically dangerous some people were on the field. For example, the vignetre that 1 construcred above 

has some of these elements. Though it is only one example it is representative of the ways in which the 

Spirit of the Game gets worked out in the play of the game. 

1 was under thc impression that we were here to play a game and a friendly game and 
you get out there and It is not fiiendiy. And that kind of makes me rnad and that 
bothered me. And o u  end up playhg like them ...[ in reference to a specific instance 
\vhere an "A" player played against us and cmtrolled the game and made a couple of 
questionable calls]: You end up g e t h g  to feel like him and wanting to play UIlfairly 
and 1 guess that 's wrong. It is just the w*qf 1 am. If he's going to be mean, then so am 
1. Not ùiat 1 know what's fair or unfàir, but, 1 play by the rules anway- 
(Felicia/Interview) 

A major problern in my observations of play kvas a conriderable lack of knowledge of the 

nrles in rheir written form. Therefore, it became very difncult to interpret the propnety of a play 

using the rules given that many people didn't h o w  îhem. Theoretically, the Spint clause can help 

given it is insistence on mutual respect at aii times. Therefore, in a situation where one player does not 

know a rule they are supposed to have it explainal to them. However, 1 tried that approach on a 

number of occasions and many times an opponent refiised to engage in a discussion. They either told 

me to forget it and or j u a  waiked away wîth a disgusted look on their face implying that 1 was being 

u~easonable and too d e  bound. More rarely, some players acceded to rny interpretation. It was 

implied by the use of the pejorative term "baby" and the refiisal to negotiate diat men ( r d  Ultimate 



players) do not need to 'üse the niles". Apparently it was not in the Spirit of the Game to insist that a 

clearly wong cal1 be changeci. 

The notion that masculini.y and masculine sport forms in& on hard and fast divisions and 

rule boundedness has been banclied about in literature on gendered moraIity in play (Lever, 1976; 

Gilligan, 1982). This exchange shows that the d e s  are applied with a degree of flexibile in Utimate 

and that context effects interpretation and / or application. In another game where we were clobberiug 

our opponents Margo conceded both a clear ïnfi-action of the d e s  and a lack of knowledge on the 

opponents' part as irrelevant. After a teammate calleci a pick she toId him, "Forget it. Spirit of the 

Game". She implied that we were winning so it uras not appropriate to arrive at a clear understanding 

of the d e s  or what j u s  happeneci. AIl that rnattered was that we maintain the "Spirit of the Gameo'. 1 

observed similar sequences in a number of other places and it was not ody women who took this 

position. 

An odd thing that occurred on a nurnber of occasions \vas that an offending player took a 

"call" against them as a point of moral irnpropriec. This is somewhat different fkom the confrontation 

1 had, but is related. Plays involving physical danger evoked the most moral outrage from offending 

players. "1 didn't mean to mn into you!", why are y u  getung so upset was a common response. 

Whether or not someone intended to nui into me or not is, in the first instance, not relevant to a fou1 

d l :  There \vas either contact or not. The d e s  are clear on this account and so are most people's 

understanding of how much physical contact they will put up with in a game. 

Captain's Courageous: Institutiunul&g Mnsculinities 

The vast major@ of league organizers this season were all male and ail "A" level players who 

have been playing for as man: as 15 years. The captains in both the " A  and "B" 1eveI pools of teams 

were in the rnajori~ males with maybe 5 or 6 out of 30 being f d e .  Therefore, women were taking 

up leadership roles and positions of authorris in the context of general male dominance. (It might be an 



ùiteresting project to i n t e ~ e w  these women to get their take on the politics of Ultimate.) The captain's 

invoked "the spirit of the game" at meetings, but, did not go out of their way to ensure its use or 

development in the actual play of the games. They tend to assume that everyone knows what they 

mean when they taik about it. 

Larry M., the league "president" ends another captain's meeting, as  he always does by 
saying, Tiease, ahays remember the spirit of the game". (Field notes, June, 1993) 

Our tearn captain trïed to report dangerous play and or serious in6ractions to the league 

officds with littie or no response. The response we did get was u s d y ,  "You shodd work Ï t  out 

amongst yourselves in the spirit of the gonze". Thus reinstating individual and not collective 

responsibiliq for maintaining acceptable limits of play: Every man for himself Thus self-reguiation 

by players mas reinstated at each meeting. 

It became abundantly clear to me that playing Ultimate does not necessarily mean playing b>- 

the Spirit of the Game. nor does claiming to know what "it" is, necessarily mean that one plays bu it. 

The Ultimate communih that 1 became familiar with did not seem to go out of its way to uifuse the 

spirit of the game. This rnay be a peculiarity of this setting, though it seems fiom my observations that 

in the other places there was an ongoing stniggle over how one might identi@ Spirit and what precisely 

\vas a manifestation of spirit. n i e  local organizers have responded to this charge by saying, There 

are just too man- new players and it j u s  takes time. "It should be the captain's responsibilïl$'. So in 

rnany ways we have a reversion to individualistic notions of responsibiliw for collective welfàre with 

limiteci institutional support or pedagogy. 

The way in which the ethos or coIIzrnitment of Spirit of the Game gets prahced and passed on 

or even if it does, however, is inconsistent. I see it as one of the many binds of social regulation. How 

do 1 get someone to conform to my notions of what is right and wrong? Do 1 teach by example? How 

do 1 deal with the rule breakers? Whaî are the limits of my cornmitment to educating you and myself? 



How can we work together to change the harmfiil rhings in Ultirnate or any social activity? Do we need 

to have a commïttee meeting eveiy time there is a disagreement? One feature of Ultimate that 

maiLltains its relative merence is the autonomy that players have stniggled to mainiain over the 

interna1 and extenial organization of the game. Arguably this is a very positive aspect to the game as it 

at least offers individuals the opporhinity to be accountable for their actions and accountable to each 

other. 

Spirit of the Game is situational, shifting and open to contestation. It is a floating signifier 

whïch is negated in one instance and emphasized in another. The bottom Iine was often not getting the 

mles %ght'' or even coming to an agreement as to what happened. Players were often more interesteci 

in feehg good and not getting the rule right. One thing the Spirit clause enables is the unintermpted 

flow of individual games. 

My research has illustrateci that the realization of The Spirit of the Game is very uneven and 

even absent in player's practice, knowledge and application. Many simply bring their own ideas fiom 

rnany other conte- (work school, other sports) of what is "fair" and allowable nithin a cornpetitive 

setting . Given the generaII y competitive structure of our swiety "corn petit ion" is large1 y considered 

common sense. However, it seems that the Spirit clause was developed to deal with the variabdi@ of 

experience and multiple notions of competitiveness. For Utimate phers ,  like mos? athletes, grolv up 

playhg sports which always have referees and a culture of extensive moral regulation. 

Many players notions of c%irness" are based on individud responsibility and others simply 

take a hard legalistic line: "That is the rule?', The rules are only an interpretive fkmework that needs 

to be enacted. The d e s  cannot hterpret the play of the game, but neither are they 'heutrai". The 

rules put into practice a set of commitments and desires. There was in my observations and underl-9 

the Spirit of the Game a degree of acceptance of Merence. However, as a pIayer it tended to be more 

limited than 1 would like to see. As a criticd theorist 1 observed that it did not usually go beyond the 



playing field to addressing the exclusion of particular groups (women, people of colour, working-class 

people) fiom UItimate culture. 

My teammate Felicia said as much, 'You h o w  you want people around you who have the 

same interests, people who are like me". Ultimate players ask their cc&iends" to play and they tend not 

to advertise in Midely pubIic ways. Therefore, given the pervasively organired separation of "the 

races" and intersections with class divisions in ieisure activities (Fiske, 1993), it is not surprising to 

&d a decided absence of people of colour and working-class players. However, in the City context, 

one ofthe first developers of the game was an East Asian man, but the league officiais are almost a11 

white now. 1 was brought into the game by another white male who was dso a graduate student. It 

\vas largely my gender. racial identiîy and educational background which provided entre for me. 

It seerned that the Spirit of the Game was often invoked when there was a perceived breaking 

of the d e s  and not when there \vas an infraction of the Spirit of the Game (which is bachards). 

What 1 saw less often \vas an open achowledgment of a cornpliance uith or enamnent of the Spirit of 

the Garne. 

I would also sa!- that rnost players in their first two or three years only have a vague 

understandmg of the rules and few have taken the tirne to read them in any detaiI. Most players have 

learned them through playing not through reading and discussing them. They tend to be passed on 

verbally at first and in garnes through playing and breaking them. The transmission of the rutes and 

Spirit of the game tends to be based in an oral culture even though the rules have been codified by the 

UPA for some tirne. This was borne out in my interviews as 1 asked my teammates ifthey had read the 

rules and most of them said that they had, but were not al1 that Eamiliar with them. The transmission of 

the Spirit of the Garne, however, is more dependent on the immediate and historical knowledge of real 

players. 1 wouId argue that Spirit is a form of sel£-aware masculine self control taken to its logical 

ex-erne. 



Conclusion: Piaying Among Equak 

It seems the d e s  are coming to dominate the game instead of the Spirit of the Game as 

intended by its onginators. 1s this a sign of a fearful masculine sport subject who c m o t  allow too 

much nexibility or lauty in not playing strictly by the book? Is the point that expansion and 

institutionalization crushes the need for a personal and collective ethics? The final line in the rule book 

states: 

No set of rules can replace player S respect for one another and good spirit. 

The major problem with Spirit of the Garne as used by UItimate players was the underlying 

assurnption of rational thought and universal good d. This philosophy could easily be constnied as a 

re-enactment of the Enlightenment project of the modem Western world: The world is transparent and 

meaning can be arrivecl at through inspection and argument (Seidman: 1994). One of the clear 

messages in the rules is that one is supposed to cal1 a fou1 on one's self: even if the offendee does not 

(Le. be fûlly self-regulating). Could we ever be so fully conscious that we could do that? How do we 

account for ciifference and interpreiation inside such a world? How uill we address the more concrete 

harms that are done to ïndividuals? 1s the point that one calls a fou1 or that one should avoid making 

an infraction? The Spirit of the Game can be seen, in Foucault's t e m ,  as a pan-optic mechanism of 

power (1995). It works to construct a pervasive sense of self-control and thereby, a broad fonn of 

sociaYmoral regdation. 

The Spirit of the Game also tends to negate the significance of power Werentials between 

participants and ignores gendered merences in speech and interactiond patterns. Spirit of the Game 

does suggest the embodiment of particular masculinities which are both similar and different fiom other 

sports: Physical violence against opponents as a strategy is rejected in principIe, but there are 

instances of "accidentai" collisions and sorne ktentiond fouling in order to gain strategic advantage. 

Fouls and cails are supposed to be 'hegotiated and discussed", even though during a game players rnay 



be at an emotional and physical pitch which may not be conducive to ''talking it out". Managing 

emotional ties and commitments is stereotypically "women's work" in North American culture. 

'-Negotiabng" can aiso be seen as a more rnasculinized conception of the Mme work Wegotiating" is 

what corporate executives and union leaders do. 

The Spirit of the Game is a moral regdation used to mark unacceptable and acceptable 

behaviours. Spint of the Game rejects cut-throat competition, and tauuting of opponents which are 

predominantly associated with dominant sporting masculinities (Messner, 1991). Spirit of the Game 

recognizes alI players contributions to the accomplishment of a pleasurable aihietic activiv. 

1 uant to argue that The Spirit of the Game has power as both a symbol and a structure whch 

signifies a relation among eqzials. The subject positions which are enabled by this discursive 

formation allow us to understand sporting identities as sites of struggie over power, gender and 

difference. It seems to me that the Spirit of the Game is hinged on a gendered, classeci and racialized 

identic formation similar in man:- -s to the ones propagated by British public schools at the tum of 

the century: 

Garnes were, in some key respects, an illustration of Social Dmvinism, but were 
equally instrumental in establishing a b r d ;  based discipline whose consequences 
transcendeci the mere playing of games. (Walvin 1987, p. 250) 

In the space of cornpetitive sport one ostensibly accepts that al1 are working together, and al1 

are equal before the rules and the forces of competition. This ideology is also central to Western 

capitaiist patriarchal relations. Sport is one site where such culairal ideals are given expression. T m  

work, self-sacrifice, persistence and sublimation of individual ne& to the good of the collective are al1 

brought to bear in disciplinllig Ultimate playen behaviours. ïhis discourse obscures the hierarchy of 

sport as some lead and some foilow. 1 have illustrate. that not everyone experiences equal access to, or 

amounts of. the pleanires the garne. Spirit of the Game effectively disparages and limits criticism of 

people's behaviour and attitudes. 



In Ultimate there are Captains and "Organizers" and the "handiers~'large1y control the play of 

the game and mon handlers are men. Therefore, there is a hierarchy in Ultirnate, as in mon sports, 

which is similar to that of modem Euro-western patriarchal capitaiist colonialism. Part of this 

structure is the obeying of orders and "obedience to one's betters". Waivin (1987) argues that such a 

formation was intended to illustrate masculine, British ( r a d )  supenority. Thus, those who lead in 

sport were the embodïment of a classed, gendered and racially superior identity. Clearly most of our 

modern sporting ideah derive fiom these notions. 

The Spirit of the Game is a guide used by players to organize a similarly superior 

identification. Players embody a desire for moral pur@ and the negation of social Werence. Utimate 

asks players to abide by 'Yhe highest standards of fâir play" which is similar to other sporting 

idedogies of the past and the present. Howeve- notions of "fâir play" tend to ignorc difference in 

attitude, ability, access and cornmitment to an activity. What is Merent is that Ultimate assumes that 

everyone can and will abide by the Spirit of the Game because there is no question of dqj%erencefrorn 

the outsef. 'We" are among equals here and a tnie sporting "gentleman" would never cheat another or 

question their judgment! Zt is not in the Spirir o f  the Game! The ideal subject of tntimate is a judge, a 

referee. a team player and a leadeq al1 at once. No one could possibly embody these ideals as they lie 

in contradictory relations of power which imply different positions in a masculinnized hierarchy of 

authont'.. 

However, 1 would argue that certain interpretations of Spirit of the Game have progressive or 

transfomative potentids for sporting masculinities. The most obvious one being the explicitly stated, 

if not practiced, rejection of ali-out, cut-throat cornpetition. In my observations and experience there 

have been a number of moments that have shown tbis to be the case. Eric's example of a player giving 

up a point in a Charnpionship game because the opponent was "close enough" to being in bounds 

sigrdies an important if incompiete tum fiom a rigid masculine competitive d o s .  1 would argue that 



such a practice signifies a new formation of masculine (sport) identification, even if it is reserved for. 

"club members only?'. 



Cbapter 6 

(Hetero)Sexualizinp Subiects in Ultimate: Boundarv Maintenance 

Sport is one site of the normalization and maintenance of appropriate sexudities and the 

policing of aberrant ones (Birrell and Cole, 1994; HoLmlund, 1994; Pronger, 1990). The Iocal 

UItimate community (and beyond) that 1 becarne fàmiliar with was steeped ideologically and practically 

in "cornpulsory heterose?ruality" (Rich, 1980) and 6'%eteronormativity" (Warner, 1991). 1 will show 

how the formation of heterosemd identification and concomitant sublimation of homosemal desire is a 

centrai feature of UItimate Mnsculinities. How do we understand the re-inscription of dominant 

(hetero)se?~ual identifications that are apparent in this comuniîy, if sexuaiities and genders are fluid 

and unstable (Butler, 1 WO)? 

~ètero)sexuaIity and sport4eisure: Boys Just wunt to have Fun. 

In my observations, players regularly showed up at games with their "wives" and "husbands" 

and "bo>-fnends" and "girlfiiends and ahvays in heterosexual couples. Our team alone had four 

heterosexual couples pla*g together and 1 found out that tuto of the other males on the t e .  were 

involved in heterosenal relationships. Two of those couples were already rnarried, a third had their 

wedding that summer and the fourth were talking about future plans. Everyone's semal identity was, 

at least publicly? heterosexual. Heterosenal m-ages were tallced about regularly and marital 

responsibilities, such as attending relatives birilidays and weddhgs were considered legitimate causes 

for missing games. 

Some couples use Ultirnate as a way of "doing thuigs together7' (FranWInterview). Although 

Felicia had never played any team sports, she volunteered to join our team. The phenornenon of 

wornen gaining access to sport through male sponsorship has been called the 'ïittle sister syndrome" 

(LensSj 1994). In this case, it could be called the "litfle woman" syndrome given that women's 



membership is often tied to heterosexual relaîionships. By playkg Utimate, Felicia and Frank get to 

'-spend time together". However, it was basically on Frank's terrain: sports: 

1 am out playing a lot of sports and being mamed that can be a problern because you 
don't spend as much time with your spouse as you should. That was one of the things 
1 liked about Ultimate. Fehcia and 1 could spend time together doing sornething 1 love 
doing which is sports, 1 iike the competitive aspect and 1 iike the fkct that women 
play, although sometimes It is too competitive. (F-te~ew) 

The accommodation of Frank's sport interests gets turned into an opportunity to be together, 

but ody because of the specific *es of athletic ernbodiment that occur in Utimate and not d e r  

sports: 

If 1 play squash with Felicia, It is fun because we are spending quality time together, 
but It is not because of the sport, but because I'm with her. Whereas Uitimate, It is 
both. It is the only sport rvhere 1 can do sornething competitive and enjoyable w i h  a 
female. 1 enjoy both aspects. (FranWInterview) 

Here Frank \las gendering and se'nializing the sport of ültimate as more femutine because men 

and women do play together. However, he stated in another part of his interview that men and uromen 

could not play a game of (flag) football "competitively" because it would be too physically aggressive 

for women. He dso implied that his fernale parber is not up to snuff in terrns of athletic capabilities, 

"playhg squash nith Felicia is fun, but It is not because of the sport". While Frank was uilling to 

accommodate at ieast his "nlfe" playing Ultimate, he was unwibg to accept that women could 

compete with men in football (and implied that al1 men would and can play more physicaily aggressive 

and dangerous sports). Frank's comrnents show that context affects, to a degree, a hard and fast 

distinction between male and femde athleticism. 

Frank's enjopent was more intense or broad when Felicia was enjoying herself as weli, but 1 

want to emphasize that Frank's pleasures are the orienting point of îheir actions: 

ADT: Do you socialize with people fiom Ulrimute? Parties. Dinner and such? 

Rarely Maybe 1'1 do more the longer 1 play with someone. Our team is very 
splintered. Let's say that not everybody has the same high level of mutud 



respe a.... No real new relationships. There are people 1 wodd Like to play Ultimate 
with but not people I would seek out for long terni fiendships. (FranWInterview) 

Everyone has their own Lives and Ultimate really respects thai. It doesn't rake up ail 
of o u r  time. (Lucy/Interview) 

Lucy was not involveci at the t h e  in any semai relationships with anyone on the team. She 

was Felicia's fiend and \vas recniited because we were, "short of women". The sema1 undertones of 

the ofi repeated phrase, "We're looking for women", was not lost on players. This comment was 

regularly met wïth "a wink and a nod" gesture fiom men and women responded with things like, "Get 

lost buddy". Lucy was also recmited because Frank knew that she mas a very gocd athlete. Lucy \vas 

playhg primarily as a Ray of extending her fnendship with Felicia, but for her it was also an extension 

of her existing athietic career. Lucy's sexuality \vas never an issue as she \vas there with  a 

heterosemal couple and there \vas never  an^. suggestion of lesbian tenden?. Lucy was 'hot guiltf (of 

lesbianism), as it were, by association with the heterosexud couple. 

The statements by Lucy and Frank contradict the notion that Ultimate is pIace to meet "new 

people and develop neiv fkiencis". This is a common refrain of players when asked what they like about 

Ultimate. Personally, 1 have made ven- feiv tvhat 1 would cal1 Çiends, even mm- d e r  haWig played 

for 6 years. 1 "know" a lot of "Ultunate people" and talk to them when 1 meet up with them at league 

games and tournaments . 1 have developed virtually no relationships beyond the context play. It might 

be said that we are acquaintances. but not close to belng fiiends, akhough people are generally 

"fnendly" when ive meet. M a y  of my teammates report a similar experience and 1 know this to be 

generaily true fiom discussions uith other players. Players generally already knew and had 

relationships uith the people they played with and developed relatively few if any " a d  relationships. 

Partially this feature of rny experience bas to do with the reality that 1 have been involved in a 

relationship with one person for most of my Utirnate career. In rny life outside of Ultimate I do not 

nin into others in their working environments because a lot of them work in corporate jobs or are 



teachers and 1 work in a univers* setting. Also, 1 did not corne to Ultimate looking for sexuai 

partners, altbough this is a possible attraction for some people. 

The depth and number of relationships is different for the "touring" players who spend a lot 

more time together. They practice more o h  as a group, and travel together and stay in hotels 

together. Durhg a tournament they would spend vimialiy every minute in the company of their 

teammates. The t o u ~ g  tearns are almost exclusiveIy single sex groupings. I heard a number of 

conversations where the sexual orientation of the wornen's tearn was implied to be in question (i.e. 

lesbian). 1 never heard any suggestion that the men's team were potentiaily gay because they were 

always together uith their male teammates. Thus when men play sport if naturalizes their semali@ 

and when women play it places it into some question. 

n i e  rhetoric of 'meeting people" sigrufies less an interest in a cornmuniw of differaice, so 

much as a desire to play (or be) with "people who are like us" (Felicia). 1 take that to mean white. 

middle-class, "competitive, but not too competitive" and overtly "straight". 

DiJfreni, But Not Too Diffeent Masculinities 

1 made a series of passes back and forth in quick succession with one of the other 
male players on my team. 1 threw it to him and then ran down field about 5 yards and 
then he would mn fùrther up field for a retum pas:  back and forth about 5 t h e s  until 
we scored the point. We came off the field and one of my male teammates said, T o u  
guys Iooked like ballerinas!". This uTas not a compliment despite the fàct that it mas a 
veq- well executed series of plays. But because we had been sort of skipping and 
jumping at the sarne time we Imked effeminate to him. 1 laughed because I thought 
the play felt good and looked -y. (Field notes, August, 1993) 

Gesturing to a vaIIey in a local park where we regularly practïce, Aiex says in a 
chortling voi- 'That's where al1 the fags hang out". This was totally unsolicited and 
1 made no response. (Field notes, June, 1993) 

Whether or not the "fags" hang out around this park is not really important in Alex's 

Mement. By commenting on this aspect of the local surroundings he was suggesting that "fags" go 

into the woods to have sex. (Of course, 1 codd have asked hirn how he knew this to be the case!) This 

was obviously a derogatory comment and marks gay men as problematic and deviant in his 



consciousness. What rnakes it all the more simiificaut was that he said it an off-han& "everybody 

knows this to be me7'  manner. He had no qualms about saying this to me. Beîween men (Real 

straight men, really straight!) It is okay to verbdy attack gay men. "Fags" are not weIcome by Alex 

and are not visible in the Ultimate mrnrnunity in general 

Alex was the same person who made the "ballerinas" comment.. Our performance was 

technically excellent, but, it confounded his sense of aggressive muscz(line athleticism. My 

peflomiance broke out of a normative masculinized sport identity in a moment of coUective/comective 

enjoynent. Our embodiment got coded as effeminate, like 'bailerinas", or more pejoratively "fàggy 

looking". The impiications are fairly plain. It is okay to play well, but don3 look like, ballerinas (i-e. a 

woman or a fkggy male). This cornments sigpifies one of the confùsions of Utimate Masculinities and 

the sublimateci fear of not being considered a reai ( d y )  sport. 

M e r  times equdly successful plays of a more man& style were simply called "Great play!" 

For example, an? time anyone aggressively "snacked on some swill" (Le. sw-atted or knocked d o ~ n  a 

pass in mid-air on defense), everyone became exciteci. On the surfàce this is because it is strategically 

usefùl. but it is also about the most physicaily aggressive thing that one can Zegïtimately do in 

U I h t e .  Gracefil "80~" is okay and highly desired in Utimate, but the most excitement and respect 

are reserved for "lay outs7' (Going Ho! which 1 will discuss in the next chapter) and defensive blocks. 

In my observations Alex was not unique in bis perspective. However, in a varieîy of contexts a 

lot of UItimate players play the Iiberai humanist. They would never admit to being homophobic or 

seest, "See! We have women on the field. We're not sexist". While UItimate is atternpting to develop 

new sport identities, it still e n d e s  traditional masculinist desires for clear gender dichotomies and 

sheer physical dominance. However, the types of physical dominance are clearly Merent from contact 

sports. 



Great Place to Meet Guys!: Homoeroîics in sport 

Interestingly there is an emerging discourse that "uitimate is a great place to meet guys", The 

idea was brought to public attention by a local magazine which Listed UItimatte as one of the '%en best 

places to rneet men7' (Toronto Life Magazine, Spring 1995)- One of the league organkers reports that 

he received 30 - 40 phone calls fiom wornen shortly after the article appeared. This seems to re-affirm 

the heteronormativity of U l b a t e  culture. The article could have read, "It is a great place to meet 

straight white middle-class guys". For if anythïng this is the predomimnt social location of the vast 

majoriq of UItimate players in the C*. Hontever? as 1 have irnplied above, men get involved with 

UItimate to meet and play uith other men. 

"Uitimate Parties are a drag because there are usually 5 or 6 men for every one woman" was a 

comrnon cornplaint that emerged among male Ultirnate players. This oft-repeated phrase is ciearly 

heterose'iist, but, at least empirically, fàirly accurate fiom the few UItimate parties 1 have been to in the 

Cie.  When I attended the 1995 World Ultirnate CIub Championships (WUCC) in Glastonbur)., 

England the nighùy events were huge disco/dance music parties. They had very much the air of a 

"pick-up joint". The numbers of women and men are rnuch more balanced at large nationai and 

international tourments because there are separate men's and women's divisions. (Most Ieagues are 

coed and given the "5-2" or "4-3" split there tend to be fewer women at League events). There were 

obvious groups of men and women "cruising and hitting on" one and another. More than one of the 

women from a team that were staying in my hostel "picked up" a player fiom a men's team. Again, 1 

did not hear of any same sex cruising, although that does not mean it was not happening. It just was 

not as obvious (to me) as the heterosemal coupling going on. 

However, 1 want to argue thai  given the apparently limited opportunities for heterosexual 

encounters, the threavdesire for a maIe homosexual one is (uncomfortably) highlighted at Utimate 

parties and compehtions. Thus the rarnparts of heterosemality are constantly evoked, such as tatking 



about weddings and dending fhgs, to assure evevone that everything's okay. 1 am not suggesting that 

there are no gay or lesbian Ultimate players, rather 1 am pointing to the construction and signification 

of "straight" as the nom. 

In Utirnate, as in other sports, tearn names confer solidarity and identifkation on their 

members. The ways in which links between heterosemality, rnasculinities, popuiar cultural forms and 

commercialism are made w6tb.k UZtirnate constructs limiteci space for alternatives to heterosexud 

visibility. There are other aspects of the team names that are interesting, but 1 will not go into them 

here, 

Below is a sampling of names fiom a UPA newsletter and a few City teams. Mary of the 

names clearIy have semai connotations and the women's names seem to clearly reference the 

specificip of female anatomy The women's names also reference aggressive and assertive fernale 

figures, whereas the men's names tend to be more puerile, For example, Praying Mantis is a reference 

to the femaie insect which eats its male sesual partner after sex. On the other hanci, the al1 male team 

'The Illegitimate Kennedy's" refers to the semai escapades of American ex-president John F. 

Kennedy's male iàmily members. This association with prorniscuous and irresponsible d e  

heterosemality may be a knock against heroic icons, but itç not exactly progressive. These are 

American mostly teams. (Ultimate Players Association, 1992) 

Women Onlv Men Odv C d  

Jane Air 
Praying Mantis 
Rhythm Method 
Idaho Cramps 
B-Flat 
Medussa 
Wildhairs 
Femme Fatale 
Calamity Jane 

Horrorzontds Go Ho Sex Hounds 
Athens M i k e n  Big Kahunas 
Atlanta Gangsters of Love Sex Farm 
Denver Poker Club Richard Heads 
Dogs of War Ground ControI 
Iilegitimate Kennedys Lethal Sushi 

Wild Thing 
Vertical R e a l i ~  
Slip Discs 



Lady Godiva 
Montana Menstnial Toss 

The coed tearns tend to be more sexually neutral, but not entirely. Many names do emphasize 

rnascuhe characteristics. For example, the "Richard Heads" which when shortened becomes the 

"Dick" heads, and 'Wld Thing?' is a cornmon euphemism for having sex. 

There was a constriction of space for much talk of or images which might allow for any gay or 

Iesbian taik or imaging to be invoked. However, 1 think that some of the women ody team names can 

be read against the grain of heterose'rism. For example? Calam@ Jane and Femme Fatale are obvious 

references to aggressive, even dangerous femininities. As 1 mentioned before, I have heard several 

discussions of impending marriages and engagements and one couple on our tearn rnissed several weeks 

because they were away on their "honeymoo$'. What has been most t e h g  is the alrnoçt complete 

silence conceming gay or lesbian people. No one has mentioned or even inferred that someone else is 

gay. The only mention to me has been from a teammate who told me that a urornan he knows who 

plays is a lesbian and that "most of her team h o w s  that". This is an important point as the exclusion 

of gay and lesbian people is regulxly identified as a constitutive aspect of masculine foms of social 

organizattion and behaviour in sports (Pronger, 1990; Lenskyj, 1986) The only public recognition of 

gay or lesbian players that 1 have been able to document was in the summer of f 995. One wornen's 

team at a tournament openi? identified itself as lesbian (Lewis, personal communication). This was 

one of the very few references that 1 could hnd to any opedy lesbian or gay players in five years of 

searching. However? the emergence of at 1e;tst one lesbian identified tearn does signal at l e m  a degree 

of opemess and ciifference among certain groups of players. 

This discussion shows how the game and play were embedded in an assumed heterosexual 

universe. However, 1 want to argue that sport and Utimate depends on and requires the sublimation 

of homoerotic desire and experience (Pronger, 1990). The pleasures of cornpetition and companionship 



among UItimate players are indeed erotic, sensual, tactile, bodily. Men constantly talk about how 

much "fiin" the game is or as Car1 told me in his interview, '9 went and played the g m e  once and feu 

in love with it"- One of my fernale teammates told me in a quizzicai tone, 

1 wonder if guys would even look for women players, if the d e s  didn't require it? 
(Felicia/lnterview) 

Although she was articulating her own exclusion within UItimate games, 1 think she 

(inadvertenth) gahires to the hornoerotic desire of male Ultirnate players. In the cbed'7 version that 1 

am articulating here, it may be thar the presence of women confounds and obscures the vismis. of 

men's pleasure of oîher men. Men's pieasure is on display as they d e r n o m t e  their emotional* and 

physicality in fiili sight of women (and men!) Ostensibly, this performance can be read cnidely as a 

type of male show of strength for fernales. However, it also suggests that "al1 male interaction be seen 

as a continuum with maIe hornosexuali~ on one end" (Sedgwïck 1990) The context of sport, even a 

"gentier" one? subverts the open expression of same sex semai interest. The fact that men spend an 

immense amount of time hanging out together, also suggests more than simple " d e  bonduig" to 

secure patriarchal privilege- Certainly, the securing of patriarchal power is one part of the equation. 

but it cannot be accomplished outside of the homoerotic experience. 

Like "The Boys" in Dunk's (1 99 1) study there was a lot of banter around semal proclivity and 

activi-. There was a lot of teasing about homosemaiity in my observations which could only ocnir in 

the public certainty of everyone's straightness. For example, if a male bent over in fiont of Frank or 

Alex to tie their cteats they would Say, "Don't bend over on &ont of me7 you're turning me on". This 

was not an uncornmon occurrence and 1 have heard it repeated in other sports and in other Utimate 

venues. 

1 thuik part of the attraction of Ultimate is the constant rehirning to and re-inscnbing of both 

masculinized athletïc power and (homoerotic) desire for intimate contact with others, both males and 



fernales. Players predominantly enforce either or constni&ons of sexuality (i-e. men are aitracteci only 

to women and women are attracted only to men.). More precisely, it seems that U1tunate players do 

not even acknowledge other possibilities besides heterosexuality. The negation of any references to gay 

or lesbian sexualities suggests an uneasy relation wiîh s e d t y  Sexuai orientation is not an eitherior 

relation. Se'ruality and s e d  orientation are bothland constructions of identity: 

... the relationship between desire and recognition, is in some sense always the desire 
for recognition. (Ehtier, IWZ, p -89) 

1 want to suggest that aspects of heterosexual desire rest on the (unstated) desire for sarneness. 

Heteronorrnative expectations create a discourse of exclusion (of same sex sexuality) which constnicts 

a narrow set of sexual subject positions. It is not so much same sexed bodies, bodies with the same 

parts, per se, that are desired and simultaneously rejected. It seems that bodies that can take up similar 

forms of embodied/erotic p o w r  are what is sought. Ln this way I believe that sport provides a space 

where women c m  become more desirable sexually ta heterosemal and homoerotic subjects. For men 

have eqxessed the desire to have athletically competent women on their teams and that desire is for 

women's embodirnent of physical power. "Good women players" are keenly sought after in the Ieague. 

While the power that is sought after. may in many ways be suprernacist and masculinist, it is d i  an 

eroticlsemal attraction and not just an elitist Iogic of recnriting the "best" players. This does not rnean 

that women become men, for there is nothing that someone identifieci as a woman could do to make 

them into a man (nor is this an ideal that should be aspired to.) 

The desire of pIayers was manifest when players got "pissed off' with another player who was 

making the game unpleasant, either ùirough their incornpetence or rnean spirited play. "hcompetent" 

bodies, bo t .  female and male, get rnarked as "undesirable", and therefore outside of athietic erotic 

subject positions. So "real men" are ailowed to take pleasure in the company of other "red" men  but 

physically incompetent men are not desirable. However, physically competent women are 



acceptabIe/desirable too. Perhapç such forms of female athletic prowess is even more desirabie. In 

some sense, this desire for athletic women aliows males to have their cake and eat it too! For the 

ostensibly heterosemal desiring male athlete gets to be attracted to a fernale (the nomial subject of 

male heterosexual desires) and he gets to have a physically strong and competent athietic ( r d  

masculinized) subject. In the heteronormative world of sport and UItimate the desire for other male 

bodies lvhich take up phpical power need not ever be explicitiy stated, and the possibility of an 

erotic/semaI engagement is thus largely negated (Sedgwïck, 1990). The implicit homoerotic nature of 

sexual and erohc attraction works to help us understand why d e s  iike other male athletes so much. 

The -es of physical prowess practiced in Uitimate work to limit the overt physical contact 

and aggression of other sports. So players in this game are moved to a more feminized space of 

sedgender d i c h  may esplain some of the heavy ernphasis on heterosexual cues. However, this does 

not mean that Utimate players openly embrace females who are physically strong athietes (or exhibit 

ferninine quaiities) nor men who play nith a more gracefül touch. As 1 suggested in my analysis of the 

basics of exclusion, masculinities are structured through ambivalence. In order to deal with the 

ambivalence of hornoerotic desire it uas rny obse~ation that men, especially, did have limiis on what 

they were willing to "accept" in terms of Ultimate femininities. On a number of occasions males 

responded mith  se'cist and homophobic actions in moments of perceived bound;  interferendtrouble. 

For example, the best f e d e  pIayer in the City was regularly derided and had (hetero)sexist insults 

aimed at her. On a number of occasions 1 heard comments like, "She's a man" and "She's a bull 

dyke". and "She's scary? On a number of other occasions male players have commentai on women's 

Will ran into a female pIayer and she yelied at him for hocking her down. She was 
very short and lithe, but a very good player. She had previously played on the 
women's touring team. When he came to the sidelines. Craig A said, "She's a really 
good pIayer and sexy looking". Will said, 'Yeah, but what a bitch.". (Field notes, 
August, 1993) 



The ulrimate woman then must not oniy be athletic and 'csexy", but, she must no? tdk back to 

men. Despite mggestions that Ultimate might be a place to look for multiple sexual partners (at least 

for smgie he te rosed  women) there is also an essentialist gender discourse which combines aspects of 

@etero)sexuality, reproduction and femininities. For example, this clip from a newsletter illusirates an 

obvious linkage between Ultimate femininities, heterosexuality and sport: 

Cheryl CIairborne, le& came back strong after undergoing nine months of a woman's 
"uitimate form of training". (caption beside picture of fernale player) 

RadicaI training steps for women: According to US m e r  Miki Gonnan, who won 
the Boston Marathon both before and after @Wig birth, "Compared to having a babq-, 
the marathon is easy ". Some women athletes regard pregnancy as  the ultimute form 
of training. The physical requirements of child bearing m y  even enhance athletic 
performance. A recent survey of 15 internationally cornpetitive athletes found 
while four gave up cornpetition after childbirth, six created new world records, and the 
remaining five improved on theïr prevlous performances. Canadian UItimate women 
and Cheryl Clairborne have both corne backfiom giving birth in their eariy 30s to play 
better t h  ever, leaàing their teams to Canadian championships. (CWA, 1995: 5) 
[emp hasis added ] 

Fernale players are signified as being semaily strong and in control of their semality as u-as 

evidenced by the names of some of the ail wornen Ultimate teams. The notion that women would have 

to, "corne back fiorno', being pregnant implies that giving birth is like an injury or illness that one 

recovers fiorn. Paradosically, it is also something which increases women's athletic capacities! III 

generd, giving birth in Our culture is not acknowledged as physically difEcult @ai& yes, difFicult no) 

because It is what women's bodies are CinaturaUy supposed to do". However, this article operates to 

suggesi that women should at least consider the "benefits" of pregnancy for fernale athietic 

development. So it ostensibly configures a Link between ideal athleticism, heterosemaLi~ and female 

bodies. There was even a picture of the new born on the inside flap of the newdetter with its full name 

uhich u-as hyphenated. The fither was the newsletter editor. So once again we have the celebration of 



heterosexuality (and the white nuclear family). Givuig birth Ieads to better female athIetes and playing 

Utimate apparently makes for better or 'Wtimate" babies. 

The rest of the article is a discussion of physioIogical Iimits and différences between wornen 

and men. The appearance of this and numerous similar articles shows thai Vrtimate players are deeply 

involved in d e m g  gender and semal politics. For exarnple, another article, in the same newsletter, 

explains that the adrenaline rush and endorphin production that resuits fiom athleîic exertïon is similar 

to the experÏence of an orgasm. Therefore, playÏng UItimate is like having sex- 

Other Links between spon and sexuality in Ultunate terne form the term "'Go Ho" (which 1 will 

discuss in the next section in more detail). It is widely considered the most exciting play in UItimate. 

One goes ho by ninning, then d i h g  and stretchg one's body fuiiy horizontal (abbreviated as %O=) to 

the ground. This action can occur on offense or defense. It is similar to a dive or dig in volleyball or 

the finger tip catch of a football. Ifnot done weI1 it can result in serious mjuq. It looks irnpressive 

when done properly. When done poorly it looks like someone rolling around in the dirt or tripping and 

falling. It is also called a "layout". The sexual innuendoes that flou- from such a label are obvious 

enough and regularly used by players. For exarnple, there is an Ultimate T-shin and burnper sticker 

  hi ch says: "Go Ho: Ultknate players do it better". These signs reaffirm the presumed heterosesuality 

of the c o m u n i ~ ~  as they largely reference the '-mission;in. sex position". And on a number of 

occasions 1 have heard male players Say things like, "I'd like to lay her out'', thus, asserting their 

heterosemd masculinity. 

Con clusion 

1 highiighted how se'niality uas at work in Ultirnate because 1 want to rework the notion of 

athletic bodies as sirnply "instrumental" (Lensbj, 1994) as oniy directed at domination and control 

(these acts are about desires, too). 1 am gesturing to the need to see masculine athIetic desire as deeply 



embedded in all players. bodies and identities and not a simple choice of behg more or less 

"masculine" at a given moment. This conception partially runs counter to Butler's notion of the 

performativity of gender. However, Butler's notion that gender identities are constrained by the 

regdatory mechanisrns of compulso~ heterosexuality allows us to understand why it is UnlikeIy that 

g e  or lesbian sexual orientations wouid be given any space to express thernselves in Uitimate. Thus 

the performative aspect of Ultimate Heterosexualities arises in the repeated dance around issues of 

seinraIi@. Heterosexuality seems to be a given in the cuiture, yet it is also constandy policeci. 

Playing sports are the spaces where 1 (and man? males) get recognition and where 1 am most 

cornfortable, even now as an "Acadernician", schools do not do it for me. Butler (1990) argues that 

desire is always the desire for recognition. This idea needs to be e'ctended to explain the content and 

meaning of that recognition. Ultimate players do begin to recognïze women as athletic subjects, yet 

continually try to enforce heterosewali-. Tt has also begun to create a space where at least 

heterosexual women might begin to assert some control over their sexualiîy. Ultimate Sexuaiities 

ernphasize heterosexuality and Iargely disparage any other semai orientation. It is interesàng to note 

that the one open expression of gay or lesbian sema@ that 1 found w a s  by a group of women. m s  

ma? be because women in sports are a l r w  and always tainted with the association of lesbianism 

(GrifTh- 1993; M.A. Hail, 1996). 

Male sexuality is largely left unbothered in Utirnate circles, despite the obvious contradiction 

of men constantly hanging around with each other and worshipping each others play. Most of the men 

1 spoke with in Ultimate had played a lot of other team sports. It is actually one of the first 

conversations players have uith each other, "Oh yeah, what other sports have you played?" n i e  

association of sport and male heterosexuality is so tight that no one seems to question it. The presence 

of women tends to negate the obvious homoeroticism of athietic expenence for men. There m y  not be 



much çurprising here, but, 1 have tri& to detail the ways in which (hetero)sexuaiity is an inseparable 

part of the construction of sporting identities. 



Chapter 7 

Going Ho!: Embodiment, Performance, Power, Difference 

'We need more wornen on the field!'', someone yelIed fiom the sidehe. (Field 
notes, League game, Iune 1993) 

Frank said, 'No , that's a woman". Then pointing down field, '1'11 guard 
number three" a man, as we were lining up on defense. (Field notes, LRague game, 
July, 1993) 

In this chapter E explore the maintenance and process of gendered bodily ciifference in UItimate. 

The events described above may not be musual, but they are important parts of the everyday common 

sense affirmation of gender as difference. Hou. is it that a player standing seventy yards away can so 

quickiy and assure0 recognize someone as 'hot a man"? Why is it important for men to guard men 

and women to guard wornen? What do these practices tell us abour the embodiment of gender and 

power in sport? 

Going Ha!: The Embodiment of UItimute Masculinin'es 

The first d u c  in life is to strike a pose. 

What the second one is, 

No one has yet decideci. 

- Oscar Wilde (quoted in Fussell, 199 1) 

Going Ho! is a term used to describe a particuiar action and approach to playing Ultimate. It 

can mean "going horizontal": diving head first and extending one's body fblly to catch the disc or 

hock it doun. Another understanding of going ho, besides the physical act, is to see it as an al1 out 

effort on any and/or al1 pIays. In other words, when playing Ultirnate one is supposai to GO HO at al1 

times. To go ho, in the diving sense, is considered by many vitimate pIayers to be a sign of one's 

'%ommitment" to the sport and team. It is aiso a spectacular athletic feat to perform and observe. 

1 saw a w o w  at the WorIds Iayout. She was so awesome. It is hard for a woman to 
do a layout because she has brasts. She dove for the disc and just before she hit the 



ground she would do a fiont flip. It was wild. She was a gpm~. 
(Rhondahte~ew) 

I want to center this act of and upon bodies in discussing gendered embodiment/power as it is 

structureci in Ultimate. In this discussion I work through some of the ways that the sportlgame of 

Utimate can be seen as deeply concerned with the regdation and formation of bodily subjectivities that 

are both repressive and Liberatory. My questions are multiple in this context: How does one 

desirdleam going ho? (Le. on a full nin fling one's body horizontally forward, temporarily m g ,  then 

hit the ground with your chest and skid or roll dong.) In wtiat ways does this act s i m  Ultimate 

pIayers/bodies/subjects? What other forms of embodirnent are being contested in Ultimate? In what 

ways are these forms of bodily constra.int or emancipation? What forms of power in are embodied in 

this activity by myself and others? 

If women are seen to be able to embody "masculine" gender power, 'GO HO!'': they may 

potentially subvert and expose some of the mythological physiological assumptions of gender. 

Women stay a\vay fiom laying out, but wben they do It is great and enjoyable to 
watch. Guys throw their bodies; girls there's a block. They just wonTt do it: 
(LucyAnte~ew) 

It is probab1'- a little more excitïug because fewer women do it. Expectations of 
women 1 think It is changing but you stiU have your in-bred stereotypes ... It is more 
naturai for a puy to go ho. It is more natural for a guy to rnake an awesome catch. 
But if you corne to h o w  players and know this wornan is really good at this, then it is 
dùninishing retums. You don? get as excited. (Sharonhterview) 

Lucy's statement is argument for a gender dflerence which ignores a Iot of what she hows 

fiom playing years of sports herself She goes on to show this block may be more in her perception 

than a lack in social practice: 

Girls don't catch hammers; seem to be afraid of them. If a girl Iays out everyone is 
excited, but if a guy does it is appreciated. If a girl does it, everyone is high. 
(Lucy/Inte~ew) 



ADT: Do men react dzfferently to women when they make a dzjîcult play? 

Yes. Because It is expected of men which is silly. But when women go ho, It is 
astonishing to most guys, especialIy because most women don't do it. Most guys pIay 
rougher because they are used to it fkom other contact sports. Women are not 
expected to hurl their bodies through the air. (FraidlLlterview) 

Again, it is interesting to note Rhonda and Lucy posit women's physiology as the reason why 

they do not layout. Then both give examples of a wornan doing any exîraordiaary physical feat with 

the same body. A lot of men don't go ho either, and men's genitals are evev bit as exposai (if not 

more) in laying out as wornen's! So self protection may be one reason for not laying out, but It is not 

an entirely biologically based gender Merence. ArguabIy a male's jock strap provides more 

protection than a sports bm but UItimate women now have access to something cal1 c?ortoise shells". 

These are little plastics cups that fit inside of a sports bra to help protect women's breasts while 

playing (CUPA. 1996). The gendered relation to the body is based more in how women and men think 

about their bodies and how others perceive the relative "fiaile" and delicate nature of women's 

physiology. This is an old discourse as h k y j  has shown (1 986). 

However, there is considerable stniggle nonr to produce images of women as strong and 

athietic and even physically violent. For example, in the second issue of Sports Illustrared: Women 

Sport, there is an extensive article on and picnires of female boxers with blood streaming down their 

faces (Hoffer, 1997). There are d s o  a number of body building and fimess magazine that contain 

numerous images of extremely muscdar women. Though it must be noted that the women are 

regularly constnicted in terms of heterosexuai fernininit@ as they are normalIy clad in bikinis and there 

is an obvious focus on their breasts and buttocks. Thus, fernale embodirnent in Utirnate must be read 

in the broader context of the current expansion of feminine athleticism. 

From my observations it was more the case that the roral number of men who "lay out" was 

greater than the number of women. From casual observation, the percentage who lay out was probably 



the same for men and uiomen as representative of the ' b o "  genders. The other key to laying out is 

previous Ultimate playing experience. It is quite obviously a developed athletic ski11 and the elite 

players, both male and female, ahos t  to a person "Iay out al1 the tune" (Field notes, BuEdo October 

19%). 

More interesting is the finding that the location of this merence  stems fiom two places: in 

previous similar athletic experience and in some "nahiral" physical difference between males and 

f e d e s .  It is also interesting to note that as some women come to be understood as able and wdhg to 

layout their actions becorne Iess notable. Therefore, women who lay out move closer to the subject 

positions of Utimate Masculinities. 

"La>ing out" is a signifier of "going di out", ones cornmitment to the garne and to '-sacrificing 

ones bodf which are central to dominant masculine ideals of sport. 1 have seen women and men with 

bruises and scrapes al1 over their legs hips and amis. These marks are "badges of honor" arnong d l  

UItimate players. So in effect women who la! out al1 the time transgress essentialized gender 

discourses of biologq. and nature and men who do it are esemplars of atliletic prowess. These e m p l e s  

show that some women? not surprisingly, are every bit as ready to thsow themselves to the ground as 

men. My teammates accounts of this practice shows the centrality and significance of gendered body 

poiitics in the community. 

Pedagogrgres of the Body and Pleasure in UItimte 

What is learned [in sports] by constant informal practice, and taught by fonnal 
coachuig is for each sport a specific combination of force and skill. Force meaning the 
irresistible occupation of space; ski11 meaning the ability to  operate on space or the 
objects in it (including other bodies). ( Connell, 1983, p. 18). 

The Iived body in dance is not merely materid for some inner expression, nor a 
mechanical instrument of movement to be willed to move by the agency of an 
inmaterial rnind. Raîher the iived body in dance is a thinking and knowing body. 
(Gotfit, 1992, p. 1 14). 



Pleasure in sport is not essentidy or fundamentalIy gendered or sexed: one does not ne& to be 

male/masculine or femaldfeminine to enjoy throwing a Frisbee or running around a track (Pronger, 

1991). However, our biologieshodies are never outside of the sociallgendered world. 1 wodd argue 

that bodily, we enter into relations with sporting forrns in constrained ways because sport fonns are 

almaq's aiready structured through practices and notions of Merence. Sport ideologues tend to go to 

great lengths to convince everyone that it is possible to play this or that sport as long as you train hard 

and foiiow the rules: Just Do It! 

There are physiological ciifferences between men and women. (Fausto-Sterling, 1985) 

However, 1 would argue that biological differences between men and women in their physical 

capabilities are far less significant than the sociai forces whïh Limit women's engagement with sport. 

Many have argued that the overlap in physicai capabiiities of mdes and fernales is fir greater than the 

dinerences. This point has been made by feminist research on physiologv, gender and sport. (See M. 

A. Hall 1996; Fausto-Sterling 198% Dyer, 1986) 

Howeve- sports (as sociai historical forms) do reference a 'hems" of physical force and 

cornpetitive structure which privilege certain types of b d e s  over others. Therefore, dif3erent sports as 

socialk constituted phenornena tend to exclude and include particular b d e s  and forms of embodiment. 

However, it is crucially important to recognize the embodiment of power in sport is inseparable fiom 

history, and the gendered formation of desire and knowledge. Gotfnt ernphasizes the importance of 

pleasure in one's relation to popular cultural forms: 

Pleasure is the key elernent in structuring the relationships of an individual to a 
cultural form, helping to explain why we might engage in contradictory activities 
within forms of popular culture, appeaing to consent to domination or even coiiude 
uith patriarchy. The body is a site for other than womenos oppression: it is where 
pleasure and desire can coexist with regdation. (1 992, p. 106) 



Therefore, 1 would argue that the body is a site for other than the inscription of power as 

physical dombance idon bodies: Going Ho is also about not hurting yourself or others. 1 stiU take 

pleasure in playing many sports even though my pleasure is located in a site of domination, control and 

exclusion but also nsk and play: 

Play is about risking and challenging the hown and risking the unknown, wholeness, 
interdependence, energy and joy. Dance in its most wonderfid moments exhibits these 
qualities of play-fiilness without planning. (Gotfnt, 1992, p. 109) 

While G o e t  is tallcing about dance, 1 believe that sport &'bits and rnakes possible the 

affective experiences listed above. For instance, in a League game during the summer of my shidy a 

team-mate made a play which is called, "The Greatest": 

I had received the disc and heu-  a "flick" to a team-mate (about 25 meters auray) who 
\vas very close to the out of bounds rnarkers. The disc curved out around the 
boundary, but not as much as 1 wanted and was sailing out of bis reach. He ran over 
towards the sideline and leapt for the disc catching it as he was jumping out of bounds. 
Then, whiïe still in the air: he flung the disc back in bounds directly to another team- 
mate, who tossed it to someone else in the end zone to score a point. We cheered and 
so did the other team. Even though we eventuaUy lost that game to Our "arch rivals", 
a team called Blue Suede, 1 still enjoyed that moment beyond any tabdation on a score 
sheet. We were literally hurnming for the next week and laughed about and told the 
stoq- in detail many times after that. (Field notes, August, 1993) 

This sequence \vas certainly not planned and could never be, but was enabled by the structure 

of the garne. Moments of that Srpe of pleasure are not actually al1 that rare in sports. They are 

moments of pteasure of who 1 am and embody, and they are co~ections to a new level of physicai 

being/awareness/ernbodiment. This type of pleasurable experience is crucial to the formation of 

cornmuni@ in sport. M a q  people who support sport also use these types of experiences to sel1 it. 

However, 1 am not naive enough to think that everyone who has played sports has had even one 

pleasurable moment. The gender implications are that these moments can constnict internal hierarchies 

within rnasculuùties and invite in the previously excluded. One or two "great plays" can form a long 



lasting bond to a sport. Men, especially, h o w  the horrors of sport as embodiment- There is al~vays 

someone fàster, talier, smarter, stronger, more skilled, and tougher. Ail athletes h o w  that although we 

take pleasure in and through our bodies, it is also how we are told about and feel Our lack of 

body/power- For me, as a teenager, it was , T o u  are too srna11 to play footbalSY and, 'You have a lot 

of potentialo', which meant that 1 was, at the moment, inadequate. 

In Western culture, the desire (and ability) to transfom oneself into someone, 
something else is reserved for childhood, p r e s e d  in rnyths and fais- tales, and 
remembered nightly in our dreams. Dance can make thai transformation possible as an 
adult, and nourish women's (and men's) dreams by giving us all an arena of skill, 
creative expression and performance. (Gotfkit, 1992, p. 1 13) 

Ultirnate players transform themselves and their relationships with each other in their dress and 

play on the field. for esampie. going ho. The performance of Going Ho is an embodied howledge of 

one's limits and then testing those limits. Tt is also a sign of doniinance, in that it is not a knowledge 

that everyone has or is capable of and in that sense a sign of ciifference and desire. It is a sign of desire 

because when players perform it everyone shares in the pleasure. The recognition of others and self 

f o m  a communi~  of pleasure. Desire Butler has suggested is, "in some sense always a desire for 

recognition" (1992, p. 89) 1 think that athletic ernbodùnent is also a multiply located desire as well. 

As an athlete, h e  desire to know our body and its strengths and weaknesses and to have yodothers 

see my bodyhe in al1 of itslmy complexities. Going ho dso accomplishes a competitive and strategic 

advantage. However, men's knowledge of "someone" faster and stronger is not as certaul nor as 

regdarly reinforcd as women's howledge that they are "inferiory' to men. 1 have begun to show that 

unless proven othenvise and repeatedly, women are always perceived to be l a s  physically capable than 

men 

There is social regulation here, tm. In my experience, the lmguagelsign which is oflen 

ùivoked as a half serious critique is, 'You should have gone ho for that disc!", even if dohg so would 



not have enabled a catch. Going Ho signifies a key moment in the embodiment of UZtimate 

MuscuZiniries. Not able to lmock people down, westie or push, going ho recuperates vestiges of 

extreme physical aggression and rassures Utimate players that they are reaI athletes. Other forms of 

athletic prowess are admire. like speed and jumping ability, but the most praise is reserved for ''Iaying 

out". Certainly: no one is given a lot of kudos for being able to catch, which is defïnïtely more 

important than the occasionai "spectacular" dive in terrns of winning. 

To Ffick or not tu Ffick 

Bodily one of the most important signifiers of an Ultimate player is the throw called 'Lthe 

flick". It is a forehand throw (See Appendk H) and lus been talked about in ways which are decidedly 

about locating and gendering the other of Ultimate Masculinities: 

... more difficult to rnaster than the standard backhand beach-birnbo toss, this tiny littie 
Mn movement can rake years of repeaîed practice to perfect. But is essentiai both in 
the game and othemise. Once It is learned, the player can go to a park and signal to 
other disc owners that he or she is not just a casual Frisbee catcher: but an Utimate 
player. (Lind, 1992, p. 12) 

Although nritten w i t h  considerable sarcasm and forced hipness this is an insightful point about 

UItimate. The signifier of "beach-bimbo" positions non-players and "non-flickers" as weak. silly 

feminized subjects. And sithin Lntimate circles (in games and toumaments) one of the fkt t h g s  thar 

players mtched for w a s  how well someone threw their fiick, We's got no flick". This practice wts 

used both as a strategic ploy and as a way of locating others in their Iack of experience of playing the 

game (i.e. othering to exploit). 

The meanhg of cultural forms can only be ascertaineci through their articulation into a 
practice and set of historically contextual relations which determine their pleasures, 
politics and rneanings. (Giroau and Simon, 1989, p. 3 10) 



The cultural simiificance of the fiick is Iocatable in the pedagogy and history of Uitirnate as it 

struggles to both draw on and distance itself fiom the image of 'liippies". (I drew atîention to this at the 

end of uie chapter on Spirit of the Game.) Ultimate attempts to draw on the (dubious) alterity of 

"nower power7' to make claims about its uniqueness and clifference ftom more mainStream sports. 

Holever, at the same time players want to refûte the associations with the lack of physical prowess 

irnplied by the stereoiypes of c'skinny guys" and "stoners and acid fi&" (Zagoria, 1998). This 

m g g l e  has developed due to the history of most of the "originators", who came out of the late sixties 

and are often associated with hippies. (UPA, 1988). It also came to my attention that the high schooI 

where ültimate \vas invented was an affluent, white, middie-cIass neighbourhood. 

More recently, a group of UItimate players fiom the Ciw performed at a haif time show of a 

professional football garne and were considered to be a "fieak show". The crowd was "baffied" by the 

game and the response was so negative that the players said they would never do that Srpe of thing 

again.10 The types of athleticism on display were largely unintelligible to a football audience. There 

\vas the implication ht Ultimate ernbodiment was different fiom and less masculine than MaUlStfeam 

sport forms which ernp hasize direct physical and often violent confrontation. 

Consistency, Contradiction and Ambiguity: The lirmis of geniier. 

1 have pointed out that n o d l y  there were seven players against seven opponents on the field. 

1 outlined previously the general d e  for coed U1-e was that a maximum of five players per team of 

any "one" gender were ailowed to be on the field at once or the "5-2 Rule" in vemacular. In the vast 

majority of "coed" garnes 1 observed this uas interpreted as 5 men and 2 wornen. 1 mentioned earlier 

that this continues to be the subject of considerable controversy in Utimate culture in Canada and the 

United States (Haman, 1994). 
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During one of rny league games a woman on my team was asked to "play as a man". That is, 

she was to guard a male player and substitute in for oiher maies on our team. This is unusual but not 

extraordînaIy. UsuaUy women onIy substitute for other women and men do the same. I have never 

heard anyone one say ,  T o u  play as a woman", to a male. She said she enjoyed doing this because the 

d e s  that she ends up guarding are usually the slower or Ieast s M e d  male piayers on the team and she 

3urprises them with her ability to cover them". She felt that they were somewhat embarrassed at 

being guarded by a woman, even though she usually had better skilis and more experience. She also 

t e k  this tale wïth some pride. She \vas a very experienced athlete having pfayed baçketbdl and 

basebail throughout her Me, She was described as "îall, for a woman" and had "a deep voice" urhich 

both regulates her out of rnasculini~ and out of hegemonic of conceptions femininity at the same 

moment. 

"My father wanted me to be the little boy he never had". 

She said this to me and a group of my team-mates afler a league game one evening in a bar. It 

\vas a somewhat tongue in cheek re- but t e l hg  as to the instabiiity of categories of ferninule and 

masculine bodies. Barrie Thorne (1986) has done research on similar aspects of adolescent children's 

playground interactions. She demonstrates how boys and girls are "togeth, but separate" within play 

because of semal, gender and ethnic %mbargoes". There are similar separations that regulate 

Utimate players, too. 

The dorninant separaihg device was the pracbce of males guarding males and females 

guarding f d e s  during the play regadess of serious "inter-gender" mismatches in skiIl, sïze, speed or 

throuing abilities. It must be noted here that male piayers did throw the disc to female players. 

However, man- male players have been criticized for not throwing to women at ail and not throwing to 

the weaker male players. The exclusion of some of the male players shows an aspect of hou- males 

create hierarchy nithin masculin@. 



Are the men excluded less or not masculine by virtue of not being filly included in the play? 

f i t  is it that the!* cannot or wll not ernbody? Males and fernales do play with and against each 

other, though rarely in one-on-one male to female matches. The "rnatching" of players most often 

creates the greatest opportunity for an "even garneo7 or Ievel pIaying field. However, this matching 

rests on the asçumption that it would be unfair for d e s  to guard fernales and vice versa, but not in an 

easy way- For if competitive edge or strategic advantage were the dominant ethos in Utimaie, then it 

would rnake more sense to look for the widest possible disparities between a q  two opposing players 

and to exploit them to wh. Impiicitly the Iogic \vas that the greatest disparîty would be between the 

'-best" male player and the "worst?' female player. Ofien the 'Cstrategy" of mismatching was used 

although not generally across the boundary of rnale/fernale- The assessrnent of skill w7as thus based on 

ge~dered assumptions (Le. that men and women are categoricaIZy different and unequal). 

In an Ultimate game any one mismatch is not a severe competitive disadvantage. Hockey. 

basketbal1 and soccer stmcturai1y mitigate against one player controllhg the outcorne of games in 

sirnilar ways. There were any number of times that 1 played aga& considerably Iess physically able 

and/ or skilled male pIayers when it wouId have made more competitive sense to guard a more skilled 

f e d e  player. Most tirnes it was not possible to create seven equd match ups and it is partially tbis 

tension which makes sports interesting to play: Find o u r  team's strengths and exploit t& and hide 

the %eaknesses" as much as possible, but also re-straîegize, if possible, to balance out the game. 

Creating serious mismatches would not in League UItimate be seen to be within 'rhe Spirit of the 

Game". However, 1 saw numerous examples of this practice, especially among the mori highly 

competitive and skilled tearns. The balance that is sought cornes in not creatùig a "serious mismatch" 

which disadvantages your team. The "fiin" or pleasure of UIbmate and sports is generally denved 

from this tension-equilibriurn. 



However? at times Ultimate players, by insisting on a gendered division of bodies, also split the 

possibiliîies of play and enjopent  dong those same lines, thereby re-inscnbing competitive 

rnasculinism. This practice is not only tied to the social structural Iimitation of '3 - 2". It is one wbich 

is tied to the practical embodied howledge that one gets from participation in athletic activities. 

So much of playing Uitimate is finding open space. That seerns to be a new concept 
for many, not al1 women. (Murray/inte~ew) 

Obviously sometimes a female is not going to be able to keep up with a male. There 
are some fernales who wil2 always be able to keep up with males- Other than the 
ninning thing the height factor is relevant. You know It is the same thing. There are 
a h a y s  short guys. But some guys It is no way, they're like a foot and a half talier 
than me. There's no uiay 1 can cover them. (KeelIyhterview) 

Both of these comments point to practical bases for differences in how women and men Iearn 

and play Keelb \as obv-iously aware that it was not fundarnentally one's gender location that 

constrains their actions. '-Obviousl>-" it is going to be difficult for someone who is five feet, four 

inches taIl to guard someone who is sis feet tall. 1 have experienced the same thing. For example, on a 

number of occasions 1 had to guard men who were several inches taller than me. Even though the' 

were slower than me and could not read the disc's flight as well, they regularly beat me to the disc j u s  

by being taller. Being tall is in some ways an advantage on the field. However? ernbodied power takes 

different forms and can be turned against itself. For example, on those occasions when 1 \vas being 

covered by a taller player it was easier for me to get open- I could move more quickly and with more 

agilitty than my opponent, thus his advantage on offense becarne a disadvantage on defense. This 

pattern \vas repeated bmveen f e d e  players. This experience is not unique to me, 1 use it simply for 

iilustrative purposes . 

Many teams (lïke ours) did play in a more inclusive manner and consciously so, despite 

whatever competitive desires individuals or the ieague may have encourageci. The major Merence 

with Our team compared to these more "cornpetitive" teams was that they won a lot more games and 

tended to have players who had been around for a while. There were basically two formations. One 



was teams which had lots males and females with lots of ski11 and experience and they won a lot of 

games. The other formation was tearns with a lot of highiy skilled maies and a fm women who 

basicaily acted as filler to make seven players This essentially descnbes the two tams ù1 the Cit). 

League Finals for 1993 - 1 have tape of the Finals which were played with a 5-2 gender ratio. 1 have 

reviewed it to analyze the gender ratios of catches, throws and defensive knockdowns. My count shows 

that wornen touched the disc less than 5 per cent of the tirne- One couid argue that the women were 

playhg each other to a standstill defensively, but M e r  review of the tape shows this not to be the 

case- One of the teams did play more to their women, but the other team did not- Thus both teams 

need to play inclusiveIy if there is to be anything resembling a fàir distribution ofthe disc. 

1 observed that when a tearn did not 'Yhrow to their women" that players who have been 

witching on the sidelines w ï I I  begin to intervene. This happened at the league play-off tournament and 

several players (male and female) were yelling "Throw it to your women!" and some players were 

booing which is alrnost unheard of due to the "Spirit of the Game". M e r  a brief period, a woman did 

receive a p a s  and one of her team-mates said, "See we pass it to our women!" and many players 

clapped and laughed. 

Basically most players, at Ieast on my team of relative beginners, were aware of the social and 

historical nature of why women generally do not play as much sport as men. They rejected the notion 

that it \vas fundamental- a problem of one's gender location or body m e ,  but rather that access, 

and previous experience were the keys to one's success and enjoyment the game. 

I think that's the nature of our socialization. More men are pushed to play team sport, 
whereas women aren't and 1 mean for me 1 was aikaid of it. I mean 1 played tennis and 
1 danced and 1 didn't even play doubles [tennis]. That's not a tearn sport. 
(Rhonda/Interview) 

ADT: Are there similmproblems for men and women in leaming the game? 

Yes, but they're not gender specific problerns. One of the reasons 1 iike it so much is 
that it is something you can do competitively in a mived setting. Udike football, it 



would be more diflicult to have a competitive game. üitimate skilis are not gender 
specific which makes it easier to have a competitive game. (Frankhterview) 

Frank implies that men and women could not play football togeùier because wornen would not 

be able to handle the physical contact of football which is a "skilI" not required in Utimate. So while 

It is okay for women to play Ultimate, they are categondy rejected as possible football players. Here 

and in a -ber of other places my informants confiate skill and experience to the point where they 

become naturaiized as gender differences. 

ADT What are some of the diferences between men and women that you Le seen? 

Guys are not as intimidated ... they dive for the disc. Guys catch better because of 
football. The important throws go to the guys. Men's throws are stronger and more 
direct and girls throws wobble. (Lucyhterview) 

Not sure, 1 dehitely think tint women have an ability to nui that is developed equally 
as fast as guys, whereas some of the other skills that guys have fiom playiug other 
sports affect their development. Probably h t ' s  what affects it the most, how much 
sports experience o u  have had in the past. Guys often have more experience in sport 
than girls. 
Throwing. Because of the handlers positions. obviously that has been adapted into the 
game to recognke that there's a smalIer percentage of people who have more control 
over their throws. Most people can throw but not in the same range as is necessq, to 
like throw to what is open. (Keellyhterview) 

Lucy has played a lot of team sports and 1 think you can tell by how confident she is 
on the field, and hon she has picked up the game so quickly. (SharonhteMew) 

What is Sharon signifjmg when she says, 'Tou can dl?" Lucy "looks" competentlathletic 

because she does have "field sense". However, teaching field sense does not usually work in this arena 

because this type of knowledge/relation is created through repetition and over long periods of t h e :  

T o u  can't teach someone field sense". A seerningly natural Werence is a deeply social and 

historically based form of physicd power. Skill in the discourse of Ultimate players becomes 

naturatized and gendered. 



"1 was just going for the dLsc9'.: Diffetent form of physical ntasculinities 

Throwing a Frisbee is more of a guy thing. The physicai contact in a game rnight 
cause women to shy way fkom the game, unless they are sornewhat used to it.. Maybe 
al1 wornen's ultimate would attract more players &me women would never play a 
sport with a man on the same field without a referee. (Lucyh te~ew)  [emphasis 
added] 

Ultimate players reject overt physical collisions and the use of external referees in their rules 

and talk. Hence, 1 heard it regularly repeated, "This is not football!", on plays where someone crashed 

into another player. The contest is an ideological one (Ultimate players have a general disdain for this 

type of play and fuotball in general), but also one which restrains potential bodily harm to evesone 

concemed. For me, this is a positive aspect of the 'ho contact" d e s  in Uitimate as it has enabled me 

to participate and use rny particular athletic skills to the utmost. Some of my female team-mates have 

specifically identifiai the "nonantact" rules of Ultimate as one of the most important things which 

aitracteci them to it. 1 take this philosophy and practice of nonantact to be fairly unique to Ultimate 

and it çuggests an identity practice which is productive of different bodies and relations to one's body 

and the bodies of others in liberaton ways. 

There are a number of other "nonantact" coed sports like mi..ed doubles tennis and soft-ball. 

However, these games are so limited in the potential for physically violent collisions that 1 would put 

them in a Herent category than Ultimate. Softball players run on base paths and stand in more or less 

one spot most of the time. Tennis players are separated by a net (and deliberately or even accidentally 

hitting someone with a volley in tennis is considered a violation of etiquette and requires an apology). 

U tha t e  players basically run all over the place in a game and bodies of dl shapes and sizes are flying 

past each other on each play. It can feel intimidating. 1 lmow 1 have played in more than a few games 

where the (male) opponents were taller, M e r ,  more skiiled and heavier than me. 1 experienced that as 

an insecure space. It changed how 1 played and ran. 



The exemplary act of going ho is about mastery of the individual body (another side of 

discipline) which also reveaIs the individual body to be enmeshed in relations of power with other 

bodies. There is a sense that 1 as an Uitimate player can conîrol my body so weU that 1 do not need to 

bock  someone down in order to accomplish my objectives. This conception evokes for me the a m s  

length yet deadly, contro1 processes of modem capitalist management and military orgaaizations. The 

point being that one can still assert force and dominance on the bodies of others without placing one's 

own body in direct physical jeopardy. There is some danger of physica! injury in laying out, but it is of 

a fâirly limitai type. As 1 pointed out earfier, one of the things UItimate players do is to show- off 

scrapes and bruises' almost as a reminder that this is a "real" sport where one does get hurt. There are 

possi'oilities of getting hurt, but they don't corne fiom intentionally designeci actions. Sprained ankies 

and tom ligaments are not uncornmon, but these injuries corne more fiom accidents and lack of 

conditioning . 

Controlhg Space, Regulating Bodies 

Yett ultirnate embodiment is not entirely arms length. There is the forcefil bodily occupation 

of space and aggression against others, too. For example, I can out-jump most players my height and 1 

regularly use this to my advantage, especially on defense. It means that 1 do not have to çtau as close 

to mu player to prevent a throw to him thereby allowing me to control more space on the field. Also, 

some people 1 played agaùist actually did bump and hit others in order to gain a cornpetitive advantage. 

This approach can often be a good way of distracting or hstrating an otherwise superior opponent. 

Hockey players also use these types of "bump and run" or "clutch and grab" straîegies as a standard 

part of their athletic repertoires. 

ADT: Do you_find rhat men inte fere in women 's play? 

1 think if you are going to play to win and 1 am in the endzone and I dways drop it and 
a guy is in the endzone a natural thing for someone to do is to throw it to a guy if he is 
just as open or slightiy open. 1 don't feel that our tearn did that as much. No one dove 



in fiont of me to catch a disc if it \vas corning to me. On some teams 3 guys ran for the 
disc and the uromen just ran around on the field and didn't contribute and weren't 
thrown to. (Lucy/Inte~ew) 

Lucy and Keelly lend credence to a common complaint of women who play Utimate. Their 

comments also confirm that women tend get lirnited access to the play in the league games even if they 

are decent players. Interestingly Lucy also point out that It is not something wong with the women's 

abilities: 

Men never throw &r to women. And some men Iack confidence in their [OUTI] 
throwing abifities- We used our girls more th;rn most teams. Even the excelient girls 
in A division don? see the disc. 1 didn't notice that skilled men threw Iess to less 
skilled men. (Lucyhterview) 

1 cannot entirely account for Lucy's suggestion that less skiIled men were not treated Like most 

women. Other players, both men and women directlj* contradict her account. Sharon \vas quite clear 

that it was a Iess common occurrence for Iess skilled male pIayers to be treated ciifferentic but 

nonetheless she believed it to be a common occurrence. This point Iends some credence to the notion 

that women are generalIy second class citizens in Ultimate. Interestingly, it \vas more often the case, 

but not exclusively~ that wonen's 'problems" were pointed out rather than men's inabilities. The 

perceiveci ski11 of a player is aiways a gendered practice which works on assumptions t h a ~  in 

particular, hegemonic ideals of ferninini@- are not athietic assets or rather that athleticism c m o t  reside 

in the same body as femininiw. 

This gendered perception was enacted in our games when fernale players received passed and 

ended up with too rnariy defenders and receivers in close proximity. This is hown as "ciogging" in 

Ultimate. It is generally not the person with the disc who is respousible for clogging. However, 

clogging was comrnon due to gendered readings of fernale players as categoncally unable to throw 

weIL Male players, especially, ran up to within 3 or 4 yards to ûy to receive a pas.  Less able male 

throwers were also crowded, but much less often. 'cCIogging" places a huge amount of pressure on the 



thrower and makes it easy for the defenders. A more normal cbcut7' at high speed always had better 

results. 

A similar response to f e d e  bodies also occurs in some coed soft-bail leagues. Wachs (1996) 

reports that in her research on coed sofibail that women tend to be put into positions which are the least 

strategic in t e m  of controlling the garne: Catcher, First Base, Second Base and the "Roover" position 

were played almost exclusively by fernales. However there were some shifts when a male or f d e  

was pitching. The shifts c a ~ o t  be explaineci by arguments that women cannot throw as hard as men 

(sexist in itself) because thÏs was do-pitch. Despite this hct, when women pitched there were almost 

no women positioned in the outfield, but when men pitch some women get put into right field and more 

women get to play third base. The assumption must have been that men somehow pitch in such a w-ay 

that the baIl would be easier to field and / or more difficult to kt.  Third base is often referred to as 

%e hot corner7' because a lot of balls are hit there and usually with a lot of speed. It is ako the longest 

throw to first base. Wornen were thus relegated to the less active positions on the field and the 

positions whïch ostensibly require more physical strength were occupied by men. Gendered stereotypes 

and practical embodiments about what's possible for male and fernale bodies were reasserted in these 

moments. 

Another relevant example for my thesis conceniing gender and the embodirnent of sporting 

power is provided in Wachs' analysis of the "outfield line" which is a unique f ~ r e  of coed softball. 

Outfielders are not ailowed to position themselves inside of a line which is painted on the field . This 

line is positioned just outside of the infield and outfielders may not begin a play inside of it. Ostensibly 

this is to keep teams fkom placing a11 of their fielders on the infield which wodd make it extremely 

dïEcuit to hit the ball on the ground through the infield. Wachs reports that when women corne up to 

bat, the outfielders, who were almost al1 male, walked up to the iine and sîood on it. She States, with 

some relish, that as a vev  strong piayer she enjoyed just whacking the ball over their heads and 



watching them nui d e r  it. And apparently the men did not clue in that it was her at bat, they simply 

saw a "'girl2' and dutifblly, in the s e ~ c e  of gender ideals continued to game afkr game to walk up to 

the line. So "espenence" \vas not enough to educate men into believing their own eyes! This type of 

embodied sexism is similar to the practice of "clogging" when women bave the disc in their possession- 

The embodiment of regdatory power was displayed in a number of other ways too. On rnany 

occasions I and many others were opedy critical of novice players, both male and fernale. Not perhaps 

in actually speaking the words: 

My parbier toId me that 1 was stornping up and d o m  the field like an ogre during the 
game and h t  1 was y e h g  and shouting durhg the game. (Field notes, July 1993) 

"Encouragement" fiom the sidelines is a common practice at al1 tevels of play and in many 

sports. It demonstrates team uni@ and shows that FU are "into the game". It is also often distracting 

to the players on the field as it often does not sound Like encouragement and is oAen outright criticism. 

A shrill cry of "NO!" from the sidelines is usually directeci at someone who has just made an 

incomplete pass. There were other verbal "helpers" that players on my team had to endure: 

"Corne on take o u r  tirne" 

"Let's get it back"; 

"Don't Lvom about that".; 

T 'mon play defense", 

'-Run Hard", 

"Value the Disc"., 

"CMly", 

"Make a Stack" 

None of these phrases are particularly brfiant because they tell players to do exactIy what 

they are about to do anytvay. And it can be doubly confusing because the other team is also on the 

sideline yelling the same things at their team mates. Sometirnes the sideline encouragement can be 

helpfid in bringing a players attention to an errant throw or someone who is wide open for an easy p a s  

compIetion but in general it sounds like a drîll sergeant's berahng of his uiferiors. It is generdly not 



helpfûi and usually is a series of cnticisms. Over time I developed a reputaîion among my team mates 

for king "critical" and they began to tell me in a fnendly way not to do it: 

"You better watch out or Andrew wilZ give you that look" 

This was au important point in learning about how 1 was perceived among my team mates. As 

one of the better players on the team and by defkult one of the leaders, my "look" was cause for 

concem. It was a way of marking sorneone else's errors, but, not in a constructive or helpful manner. 

1 was able to accomplish this because 1 was considered a good player and thus carried some authons 

as the embodiment of UItimate Masculinities. I doubt if the women on my team could have gonen 

away with this behaviour, but Felicia tvas at least privately much harder on her teammates. 

I dso spent a lot of time tqing to teach and leam the game and I \vas often fàirly harsh on 

some of my team-mates: The benevolent dictator type -'coach". I did devote a lot of time leaniing how 

to throw and how to play the game. Most people on Our team did not. This activiiy \vas another in a 

senes of leisure activities for them and so they didn't take preparation and practice all that serious or 

devote anything but the minimum amount of time. For example, a group of players on our team would 

show up five minutes before the stm of a game, not warm-up, or even throw a disc before going on the 

field. While others, including myself, got their at Ieast meen minutes ahead of time, did some jogging 

and threw for a minimum of five minutes. Of course, the late people were quickly winded after the first 

few points and their throws were not consistent. For novice players throwing the disc is the most 

difficult ski11 to develop and not practicing before a game was to me and some of rny team-mates siIIy 

and hstrating . 

1 recently played some Ultimate Frisbee in a "Hat" Tournen t .  These tournaments are 
orgunized by placing everyone 's m e  in a hat and drawing each name out to be placed on a team. 
The teams then play together for the entire day, usuaZZy a total 4 or 5 games. One selfaesignares 
ability by using the categories of "A" for advanced, "B " for intermediate and 'CM for beginner. 
The teams are balanced with equal nurnbers of each group, and males undfimales are distnbuted to 
the teams evenly. 



There tend not to be set substitution patterns and everyone is expected to get roughly equal 
playing time. But. everyone has the option of substituting whenever there is a chance to. 
Substitutions usualZy happen at agreed upon intervals, usually aper two points have been scored in 
total. Or vthere is a particularly long poznt in duration (same points can run as long as ten minutes 
or more) then there is a usually a substitution of several players at once. There are captains on the 
fjeld who on some teams enforce a substitution pattem. but on other teams they are less stnngent. 
The captains tend to be the best players on the team and they also tend to be males. Peter A was no? 
designated as our captain, but he had been pushing for purtimlar combinations of pluyers 
throughout the Also players tend to have their "preferences " of who they play with, again 
usualZy the better players want to play with each other. However, many players like to play with 
their frtendi and according to some of the fernale players I have spoken to there are certain d e s  
whom they hate playïng wiîh because they do not throw the disc to fimales. It is less true but 
nevertheless the case that some mules also do not tend to throw ro weaker male players in many 
instances. 

There are generulZy not any priizes nor other recognition for these types of toumaments. One 
is usualZy playing with players that are not farniliar. However, given thut Hat tournaments are 
generali'y locally organized. players tend to at least know one or two of the othersJLom leagile play. 
The point being that one p lq s  with relative strangers in a haî tournament. Z categorized myselfas a 
"B " player for the day. 

Don yelled out as he went spnnting down jeld into the end zone. Z was just padding to a 
stop on the opposite side line afier having lunged to catch a pass just ahead of my de+nder. (He had 
to be o f  to my right somewhere because I was on the le j  sideline) I took a look and saw no one 
around him. I gained my balance and released a cchammer". Ir was against the wind, on a diagonal 
and traveied about fors) yards, Ir arced up and over all of the defenders and Don caught it just us he 
was passing into the end zone. YIWOO! We won 12 to I I !  Winning point and a "corne back" from 
5 points down! It worked and we had gotten it right. I said, "AlZ right!". and ran over to shake 
Don 's hand. He was srniling, panting and laughing all ut the same time. Zfilt Zike the cat who had 
swaZlowed the canary. Carl, who plays on my team in league play said to me. "I'm glad I don 't have 
to play against you everyday! " 

Francis S. one of the "A" players on my tearn came over and gave me a highjîve. 'Sweet 
Toss", he purred. Frorn both my team and my opponents on the sideline benches Z heard some 
clapping, "Great throw! " and "Beauhfil toss! " Luter at the Tournament Party Barbara said io me 
as several people were discussing the gam, 'You realIy played well- You just seemed to take the 
garne into your own handr at the end". 

Prior to my 'hammer" throw I had looked over at the sideline to see zyanyone wanted tu 
corne on thejeld as a substitute for me. The score was 10 to 7 for the opposing team. Peter A had 
run by me on the field and said, "hep  a strong line on and see zywe c m  win this thing ", and then he 
had gestured for me to stay on the field. 1 could have gone off the field a? that point, although it 
would have meant ignoring Peter and allowing someone else to play in my place. Now, he was 
grinning lzke a kid at a circus, "That was a great pass!". Steve M and Arnold K, two very 
experienced players came walking over from an adjacent field. "Did you throw that? We couldn 't 
tell from the walk who it was". We aZl shook hamis, '"nks for the garne" "Nice throw- Thanks 
for the game". Don lep shortly afrenvards with his wife and newlj bom baby, both of whom had 
been watching from the sidelines. 



Pfeasure, Play and Embodiment 

In the Ccharnmery' vignette: 1 position myself at different intersections of power, pleasure and 

play. 1 was on the field in the £ k t  place because 1 "fit in" as an athletic male and 1 had demonstrateci 

that 1 was a '%etter" player than the other d e s  who were on the sidelines. The cornpetitive ethic of 

win-at-dl-costs was operating to my advantage. Peter A and 1 knew my "slall" fiom watching my play 

and the others during the &y: c'L&'s keep a strong line on". He wived me back onto the field when 1 

tried to substitute for another player. 1 stayed on the field, even though it w-as defkitely my tum to sit 

o E  The three males on the sidelines did not put up auy "resistance". They acquiesced to my UItimare 

Masailinis, that 1 was able to embody in that moment. There would have been too hi& a pnce for 

them to pay in order to draw attention to their o m  marginalkition. For if they had insisted on their 

right to play it would have unveiled the &air marner in which they were being treated. To draw 

attention to unequai treatrnent in this moment would not embody the Spirit ofthe Game. 

No\\- this is not simply a '@il& ethnographie tale" (Britmian? 199L). I wunted to stay on. I 

wanted to complete the sequence of events, be a part of the excitement. The exclusion of particular 

males h m  the play of the game was based on their "skiil". However, skill is bas4  on body size, 

speed in runnïng, height, playing e~perience~ throuing ability: ''Athleticism? ''SkilI" is an important 

concept ivithin sporting cultures. It acknowledges, but obscures the bases of "different" ski11 levels and 

socially organized differences. It is fàirly plain for me as  an Uitimate player to see the dzflerences in 

the sM1 of players. What was rarely present in the concept of skill as used by UItimate players was 

desire, histo- and access. The assumption that one should exclude the less skilIed was rarely explicit, 

but it was practiced. The Hammertime vignette shows how that knowledge to be largely irnplicit and is 

an altogether different skili! My access to power was constnicted in how 1 was perceived, how it was 

mapped ont0 my body and my actuai movements. 



Sporting actïvities enable and reproduce the production of corporeal pleasure and discipiine 

(Foucault, 1980; Comgan, 1988). One's ski11 is an important source of social recognition. I becorne 

intelligible/powerfil only by taking up difEerent positions of power, pleasure and play within Ultimate 

Frisbee. For example, 1 wore my hat pulled d o m  to just above my eyes which nude me seem more 

serious and intense. (Intensity! One of the b u u  words in sports which pemiits great performances and 

great abuses of self and others.) Also, 1 wore form fitting spandex shorts underneath my cloth shorts 

which show and emphasire the length of my legs and the muscles in my thighs and calves. M y  

"athletic"/male body was on display in this performance and displaying power: my gait when I ran: 

head &es to get fke for a pass, and quick jerky hand fakes with the disc. All of these performances 

were attempts at producing an image that was "competent and mooth", but also directed at functional 

goals, Iike throwing the disc to the intendeci receiver. Those acts of embodirnent were not only about 

maintaining my ''masculinitf in the local peckin3 order. Those acts were also about artisüy in play 

and playhg with others' knowledge of me and others' knowledge of what a "sporthg masculinitf' 

might be. 

Ln moving across different boudaries (cuntexts of play) my degree of power and my 

intelligibility as a "real player" changed quite radically. This transformation was particularly acute 

when 1 moved into a higher level of play. Though a good "B" level player, 1 became nothing but a 

bench m e r  when I played with a traveling team. When 1 played in the World Championships 

alrnost every single player was more skilIed, taller, faster and could throw the disc further than me. 1 

must emphasize that this is not simply a relative shift, it is a qualitatively difEerent experience of 

athietic power. It drew to my attention the limits of my own skills, but not in a way that made me want 

to quit playing. 

The lack or different combinations of physical and cultural power does not exclude one fkom 

playing. Peter A was, for example, considerably shorter than me and slower but he had been playing 



for severd years and was part of the local insiders group as he played on one of the original league 

teanis. f is "cultural capital" (Bourdieu, 1977) was therefore not entirely based on having the right 

kind of male "sport" body, per se, but on his developed relationships within this co~ll~~lunity- 

In the Hammertime vignette the "acquiescence" of the other male players and my non-resistant 

cornpliance (ConneIl, 1989) to my omn embodied power was made possibie by the ideological gioss of 

the Spirit of the Game or more plainly, "having fun and playuig well" . Known in sports as "role 

pIayers7' people in these positions are rekgated to playhg when the "better" players or "stars" are tÏred 

or injured. Their merence fiom me zvas some playing experience and body type which positioned 

thern in less powerfd ways in this cuntext. One man was about five feet two inches tail, very stocky 

and was not a very good m e r .  The other two were six feet one or so and "stoclq" too. One of the 

guys also had a brace on his right knee. My own embodied power and the players' on the fields were 

organized and manifested in relations of ableism (and regularly in man- other ways in Wltimate). 

However, my embodied power n-ould take a back seat to those players who embody types of physical 

masculinities G1ot are best suited to American Football or Rugby 1 am six feet tall, thin or lean and 

can nin reasonably well and accordhg to teammates 1 "look like 1 h o w  what 1 am doing". 

Therefore, embodied masculine power is a social practice that sorts bodies in sports (and 

elsewhere) through and mithm different discourses of power. My dominance in this situation was 

contradicton, multi -1ayered and made possible because of the intersections of various forms of power 

and the organization of how Utimate is played. It is also deeply contextual and unstable. 

In the context of a Hat tournament most people do not hou .  each otber al1 that well. So al1 

assessments are based on relatively scant evidence of peoples abilities. The other key here was that the 

range of abilities in a hat t o u r n e n t  is as broad as it gets in Utirnate. Evexyone fiom first timers to 

elite tourhg pfayers attends these events. My actual abilities did not change, rather the contex? wXthin 



which they were read had changed. The players who had not seen me play prevîously were surprised 

because dl of the "best players" are generally 'hown" in the community. Thus part of the assessrnent 

of my actions was based on novelw and seIfIfarrogance on the part of the others. I was not ''kuown" in 

this community, yet 1 gained access to a sort of "inner circle" sirnpiy by playing a few games of "good" 

Utirnate in the presence of the locai insiders. Or as a pop& sports credo goes, 'You're only as 

good as your last game". 

Mascuiinity as Performance 

The exclusion of those men was done in a @es) subtle, yet not so gentle way" M y  kno\sing 

was much more embodied. not requiring verbal expression. Bourdieu (1977) might have been trying 

explicate these methods or w y s  through vÿhich power is acted out in his conception of "habitus". 

These other men did not yet hot\- how to dress for UItimate. Most players wear a T-shirt that 

has sorne kind of sport or Ultimate insignia on it and the marginalireci men did not have one and 1 did. 

They also did not h o w  how to throw too well and this put them into a subordinate position on the 

field. As 1 have already noted th- did not "look Iike" tntirnate players. Anotther thing that allowed me 

access to power here was that 1 had been talking about different things in UItimate culture (team 

m e s ,  histon of Ultimate) during the day that most players generaily only gain access to by playhg 

for a longtirne and building up a repertoire of stories and knowledge. 1 had been studying Utirnate for 

a year and reading eve-g 1 could get my han& on and talking to players. So 1 appeared to be an 

"old hand" to Peter, another old hand with similar types of insider knowledge. He aiso asked me how 

long 1 had been playing and was surprised when 1 said one season. My Iaiowledge of the game and 

skills did not match up with his expecîations of a second year player. This is not tale of self- 

" There are no niles or restrictions 
that one a iwys  maintain the highest 
not how things work. 

regardhg substitutions. However, proper UItimate "etiquetie" suggests 
respect for teammates and opponents. Pragmatically, this is, of course, 



aggrandizement. 1 am quite certain as to the relative level of my physicai prowess. It shows how 1 was 

able to embody Ultimate babitus which only came into question when my relative inexperience was 

revealed. It shows that sporting subjects can and do read people as culnuai beings. The r d t s  of 

those readings can mean playing or not playing. The point is that the embodhent of social power can 

be more than the expression of physical power However, 1 have also seen players who were simply 

physically dominant gain almosi imrnediate access to the inner circles of Ultimate Mascuinities- 

The excitïng play that 1 described above could be the one ofthe rasons that males, especially, 

return to sports again and again even if they are not the stars. In the collective performances which 

combine and repeat aspects of masculine athleticism, d e s  as  d e s  remake ourselves in Our orin, 

albeit fictive, v m g  and never fùlly r&ble, images. The striving is comic and absurd looking at 

times to both uisiders and outsiders. Flipping a Frisbee around and ninning al l  over a large grassy field 

might not look a11 that much fÙn or seem to be al1 that interesting an achvity. Klein (1993) draws 

attention to thk feature of sport when he a s  about the %mit book hyper-masculinity" that is 

enshrined in body building. Arguably any sport is kind of siUy looking to the cultural outsider and al1 

sport can be reduced to a theater of the absurd. However, 1 would argue that it is not until you can see 

the absurdity of a social f om that you can aiso see its social power and si@cauce. The signifiers, 

the words and the bodies involved in gender reIations are not entirely free fioating and the effects of 

taking up social positions have real consequaces. There is some instability in gender as the 

identification of a male or f d e  in a "cross gender" manner (discussed previously) illustrated the 

possibitities and realities of the multiplicity of genders and masculinities and femininities. 

So, why did 1 stay on the field? More importantly, how was it possible? This game tzpped 

into my own desire to play with more skilled players as a test, display of my ouln ability to them and 

myself: a desiring male body. There were also some structural props that enabled my actions, such as 

the loose substitution system. My desire was to be recognized (Butler, 1989) as a person, as an 



Ultimate player, as a male, as a subject engaged and enjoying a game wah others even across our 

similarities and Werences. Not only a desire for some mythical c'masculine power. 

Ultimatte as a physical activity assumes a c'sportasized" subjecî/body @otsie quoted in Rail 

and Harveyf 1995) in its parlance and practice. That is a subjedbody that dready understands the 

c'necessary" features of physicaI movement and subjective identifications of cornpetition required in 

sport- Arguably? the sportasized body is a masculinized body (Birreil and Cole, 1994). Thus, 

participation for women means a transgression of dominant feminllie subjectivities. There has been 

considerable change, even in the last ten years, in tenns of what is possible and "acceptabley in female 

embodunent. Today, ''athletic", Iean and even muscular female bodies have corne to be seen as socially 

acceptabIe while not necessarily destabilizing hegemonic notions of femininity. Athletic fernale bodies 

are chalienging notions of thin, whitet heterosexuai ferninine attractiveness, but continue to be framed 

by such stereonpes (See Birrell and Cole, 1994; Lenskyj, 1994; M.A. W l ,  1996; Cole and Hribar, 

1995.) This struggle over women's bodies seems to be replicated in üitimate. Women are welcomed 

and encouraged in the sport of Ultimate, but are relegated to secondary roles and castigated when they 

are 'roo athietic" and not sexually subordinate to men (Le. not weak, feminine). 1 discussed sorne of 

the se& and hornophobic treatrnent of women in an earlier discussion on cornpulsory heterosexuality 

in Ultirnate. 

However, there were small spaces where some women were accepte. as players, but within the 

dominant codes of masculine athletic standards. For exampIe, Lucy was widely praised for her 

abilities and accomplishments on the field. However, 1 want to go beyond the easy stance of 

positionhg women as sirnpIy being co-opted by masculine dominance. There is a notion that wornen 

who succeed in "men's" sphere's give up their "femininity". Coddn't we argue that these are new 

identities which construct new possibiiities for the feminine and the masculine? More to the point it 

seems to me that such an identification iflustrates new formations of identities which continuously tack 



back and for .  between and across typifidons Iike "masculine" or "ferninine". Utimate embodiment 

in this sense disrupts the certitude of what a or cifernale" body is and can do (Butler, 1990) 

However, 1 have shown that the broader openings in athletic embodiment appear to be for males. 



Conclusion: UItimaf e Bodies, 

1 hope to have illustrateci the significance of embodiment for understanding Ulfimare 

Muculinities by paying attention to the specificity of my own experience. My own Uitimate 

performance contradicts rny embodiment in other contexts. People 1 went to graduate school with 

might have a hard tirne watching me play this game. Many, 1 am certain, would be offénded by the 

"competitiveness" of it alI. And many people 1 play with are constantly telling me to d e ,  ''Te to 

look like you are having fun!" 1 love to play this game and 1 get a lot out of it; emotionally, physidy,  

c o m m d l y .  There have been some moments of camaraderie and recognition for me as a player (like 

the Hammertime vignette). At the same time 1 recognize and contribute to the exclusions that happen 

in the game. 1 also contribute to the pleasure of others by connecting wîth them \&en 1 thro: a pass. 

1 am not unusual in t e m  of an athletic career, in that most do not advance beyond local and 

provincial sports organization, yet still participate in rnany 'infornial" and '-recreational" sports. Ven 

few U1timate players go beyond high school or universi- sport. Attiletic prowess is important for them 

but o d ~ .  in combination ~ i t h  their educational and occupational success. The career paths of athletes 

are clearly arranged around multiple forms of social power and merence (Messner, 199 1). 

My sports career, my body 'me":  my \.hite skin, class and gender location intersect to make 

me dinerendu intelligible in Ultimate and Gmduate school. My sports have been very important to the 

construction of my identiv, but, they have generally been optionai given the various f o m  of social 

power 1 have been able to draw on. They were, in other ways, not opt iod as 1 have been excluded 

fiom access to certain social possibilities because of my working-class history. That continu& 

ernbodiment marks/e'tcludes me, but 1 cannot of my own volition give it up, nor more importantly d l  

others let me. In the spaces between dominant discourses of schooling and sport is where 1 am the 

"other" and 1 consmict my '-others". Graduate school emphasizes the head over the body. This has 

been a double negation for me as an athlete, and as a workiag-class male who haç been told that what 



o u  "do" with your body is more important thau what you do with your head (Willis, 1977; Dunk, 

1991; Wallcer, 1988). 

1 have been considered to be CCathietic" by rnost people whom 1 know, except for people at 

Graduate School, who are qüite surpeed that 1 have such an extended sports history. Do 1 embody for 

thern the disembodied academic or is my "thinness" (i.e. c'non-muscular" and al1 that signifies) a sign of 

non-athleticism or more significantiy the cLnon-masculine"? Ultimate to a degree allows space for a 

' ~ s h f '  average maIe aihiete like me- More to the point it has been one of the few sports where 1 as a 

player and athlete have been able to control the outcorne of a game. It has been one of the oniy sports 

where 1 have felt largely indispensable as a member of the tearn. And 1 have done things that 1 couId 

not have imagineci athleticallj-. Other players have fieely acknowledged my abilities and contribution. 

Clearly the types of athletic embodiment suggested by the rules and culture of U1timate are 

d e d  as rniddleclass ideals. The gender ideals are inflected through class, too. For the types of 

embodiment in UItimate tend to be fit, thin and muscular, but, not hugely muscular. Not eating fat and 

haWig regular fitness programs are a central concem of fnany articles in local and national newsletters- 

Such concem can generally only be put into action by midde-class white people. 

The rejection of overt physical contact in Ultimate and the desire to keep the flow going in 

garnes organizes a different relation to the body and gendered power in this sport. Physical prowess 

and dominance are still encouragd bu& are transformed into seemingly non-violent actions. The 

readings of Going Ho that come from my inforrnants show that bodies are both gendered by the act, 

and that the act is always read through the normative lem of masculine physicality. Lucy'ç statement 

'Wornen tend to shy away from laying outy', represents a gendered reading of athletic bodies. Women 

(and men) who go ho are accorded the highest praise for their physical abilities. Thus the most extreme 

act possible is also worthy of the most praise. The circle back to masculine superiority is cornpied- 



Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION: 

UItimate Mmculinities: n i n g s  Do and Don't Faff Apart. 

Idenrificatioru?ower: Sometimes I'd just Zike to win. 

In my study 1 have corne to see both the de-siabilking and the (re)-establishment dominant 

(sporting) masculine identifications in the actions of Uitimate players. These movements have occmed 

at a broader level in Urtunate and also at the everyday level of playing a game. Such movements could 

be said to represent the enactrnent or "perfoming of the postmodem" (Walcotî, 1997) and the veF 

narne UZtimate suggests that players may have a postmodem ironic sense of their own sport. 

Recognizing that there is no ulrimate form of anything. they Lay open a challenge to other sports 

participants to prove them wrong. My ovin title draws attention to the impossibility of an ultimate 

version of masculinity. There is no final or Uthate  version of masculini-, just an ongoing struggle to 

claim that position. identity and knowledge. 1 have shown that there are powerful d ~ ~ m i c s  at work to 

reinscribe dominant f o m  of rna~culinity~ even within this "new and different7? sporting dornain. 

What 1 hope to have shown is that power and dorninance, as described and prescribed by 

notions of masculinity~ is an act, sornething people do. This is a perhaps, startling, but should be re- 

emphasized because it enables us to dislodge structures of power inscribeci in notions of gender, the 

body, semalih and masculini~ are dislodged fiom cornmon sense and nature. 

I have argued that it is impossible to undentand the complexity of masculuiities-as-lived- 

performance apart fiom relations of power. 1 have illustrated that social power has multiple f o m  and 

can be expressed in multiple ways : physical perfomiance, gendered embodiment, linguistic assertion, 

legalistic rule structures, moral injunctions. Power is pervasive and contextual and is both repressive 

and productive or enabling (Rabinow, 1984). This was seen when women were celebrated when they 

"Iay out", as the acknowledgment of their achievement was fr;uned in terms of surprise that a w o m n  



could accompiish it. It seerns that dominant social forms have tremendous momentum and can corrai 

those who stray away fiom expected gendered conduct with incredible ease. 

One key counter-hegemonic practice set out by the Spirit of the Game is the suggestion tbat 

pI&Zness and flexibiIity of understanding others are the most important elements of the game. As 

\vas expresseci by a number of my teammates, "just playing the game" was enough for them. Though 

the pleasure Iimited for rnany due to sexist assumptions and broder gender formations (women's 

general discouragement fiom sport), the vast majority of al2 of the people who play this game 

vo1untariIy retum to it year after year. Many players claim that it is the most enjoyable sport that they 

have ever played. An interesting fbture study would be to study players over a period of thne and to 

follow up on players who drop out of the game. 

The patchwork of characteristics of Uln'mcrte Masculinities contain many vestiges of the "old" 

gender order. 1 have argued ùiat in the performance of any identity it is necessary to work with existing 

si-, meanings and ide& in order to d e  the 'be~v". In an ideally modemist world the %ew'*: 

representing 'progress", would be valued as inherentlp and essentidy positive. 1 have dustrated in 

this thesis that what is "new"? may not be al1 that c9good''. The Spirit of the Game is the best example 

of the otd withui the new. It is a signifier of a moral battle being waged within and for the souk of 

Ultimate players. However, as one of my teammates said in her interview, "It is so great when ir 

works ". She was refening to those moments when everyone u;as h11y involved in the game and to the 

pleasures denved from such a communai act. Those moments, though, must aiways be read within the 

conte- of the pervasive gendered and masculinized fonns of exclusion in this sport. 

Playing Utimate is the perfomtive production of a set of identities. The niles of the game 

structure that performance and Spirit of the Game animates i& giving it tone and texmre while allowi.ng 

for the construction and expression of individual and collective identities. Gruneau (1 983) has argued 

that sport rnobilizes middle-class biases in the formation of social relatiom. 1 would extend that 



argument to suggest that it mobilizes racial, semai, bodily and gender biaçes at the same tirne. 1 also 

contend that the ways in which sport mobilizes multipZe forms of ciifference consthte a largely 

unrnapped area of study. There may be a few texts which investigate single dimensions of clifference as 

they are enacted in sp06 but there are virtuaily none that deal with the multiplici~ and 

interconnections of social power. 

WZiimate is not lzke life where losses haunt you forever, there's always another game- 
It is true UItirnate is a Field of Dreams, where you pursue excellence and 
glory.. . UItimate is a flower chiid, invented by skinny guys who strove to ma te  a auly 
new Qame mith new des . .  .Yeu were pressed again and again to go dl out, and then if 
you fàiled to catch the dise, to exercise your mord sense in c a h g  the point. And the 
measure was not some arbitrary boundary, net or goal. nor was it the judgment of  
some official, but rather your own mmimurn effort and potential. (quote. fiorn 'The 
Field of Dreams", n-d., Appendix T) 

n ie  form of the game rnay be different but the desires for cornpetitive individualism and self- 

autonomy drive the players. The desire to continue to resurrect failed modernist figures, like those 

which are evoked by the idedistic versions of the Spirit of the Game, is perpeniated in Ultimate culture. 

This resurrection of the past in the present is a feature of uncertainty, and 1 wodd argue. a posûnodern 

practice of identification. The fear of uncertainty is a comerstone of modemist science and knowledge 

and also of identity (McRobbie, 1994). It is at the moment of indecision baveen play and pleasure, 

and dominance and cornpetition that Ulnmate Masculinities can be seen as a sign of the sûuggle 

behveen the modem and the posîmodern (Seidman, 1994). Uitimate playerso identifications express a 

stniggle over uncertainty: How much or how fàr can we go with broad inclusion, non-violence and 

cornpetition before Ultimate looks like every other sport? Or it could be more incisive to argue tbat 

players are more ooncemed with how fàr they can go before Ultimate is not umsidered a "real" 

(masculine) sport- The gendered intelligibility of the performance (Butler, 1990) of Ultimate 

Masculinities hinges on this uncertainty. Thus, Ultimate is centraiIy concerned with how and what it is 

to be mascuhe, fernimine and athletic. This uncertainq may empzricaliy be voiced and subjectively 



experienw largely by men. However, women are not categorically excluded from this subject 

position. M a y  f d e  players, like Feiïcia, express the same concerns about women's presence and 

conunitment to the game. R e d  her statement that, "I'm not sure why some of the women were even 

there. Th-, seemed like they'd rather be shopping". This staternent is clearly not a wornan positive 

expression. 

1 wmt to argue that Ultunate masculinities represent a broder culturai formation of gender 

identities. In a worfd where dominant groups are claiming that social regdation has broken d o m  and 

social dzflerence has run amok, Merence and heterogeneity threaten disorder (For a review of 

conservative fears see Fiske 1993; Grossberg 1992). In Ulhmate this fear is expressed in the 

contradicton practice of insisting on gender egalitarianisrn and then largely exciudmg women, except 

when the? conform to masculinist standards. In this formulation women appear to be excluded fiom 

the subject position of those who articulate the fears. However, 1 rvant to re-emphasize that mug- 

female players express eveq- bit as much cornpetitive drive and physicai aggression as many male 

players. It is the subtle, but nonetheless obvious negation and fear of ferninized characteristics (e-g., 

"slow piaf, "weak throws", "fear of Iaying out") which delineates the unstable masculine 

subjectivities of Utimate players. "Real" players lay out and have C h r d  throws". Male players urho 

ernbody feminized "characterïstics" are also marked as outside, or at least, on the rnarghi of Ultirnare 

Masnhzties. The fear of not behg seen as a " rd"  sport is also expressed in the regdation of the 

boundaries of physical aggression. Players do not want be physicaliy violent, but they still want to be 

able to express physical dominance and experience pleasure through physical exertion. a s  

identification is expressed by Ultimate players' reservation of the highest praise for those who "Go 

Ho". 

Tbe representatives of the modernist subject have corne to h o w  themeives as no longer the 

representatives of hurnaNty and been forced to recognize other identities and values (Dyer: 1997). 



Withui Ultimate, one of the major reasons older players claùn thai the "Spirit of the Game" is being 

"lost" is that the game is, "expanding too quickly and the spirit is not being learned by newcomers". 

The c'newcomers'y are in large part wumen and younger '%en Xers" and "SIackers". 1 think that both 

Gen X and Slacker denote lack and shortcomings with regard to masculinity. Slackers are perceived as 

not worbg hard and Gen Xers don? lmow who they are or wbat they want to du. None of these 

characteristics fits into notions of masculine athIetic competitiveness which are generally ernbodied in 

Ulamate players. However, Gen Xers may also be masculine in ways which the "old guard'' wodd not 

recognize. 

The corruption and duplicity of athletes have disrupted and unsettled modernisi notions of the 

good sport (Andrews, 1996). Wtimate was formed in response to models of vicious cornpetition and 

greedy adiletes (Lewis, 1994). Ultimate players came along to reassert the possibitity of "fair piaf 

and ''good sportçmanship". The players may not be able to control other sports and social spaces, but 

at least in the conte- of their OWI "alternative" sport they are in contmi. The need to be in control 

and have a space for expression is important. However, (ntimate Masculinities, 1 would argue, are 

cultural extensions of the degree of personal and collective power that its members already possess. As 

1 pointai out earlier in the discussion of Spirit of the Game, Ultimate is very much a "members club" 

for the already socially and physically autonomous. Thus the notion that Ultimate is an enabhg force 

for fairness and gender equality is questionable. However, one couid argue that Uitimate does promote 

those ideals intemally, while contiming to exclude outsiders. 

Long term U1tirnate players and organizers constantly invoke "the Sixties" as a reference point 

for their ongins and they pine for the supposedly lost idealisrn of those days. Many younger players 

reject much of this idealisrn and are openly more interested in winning and dominating (Lewis, 1994). 

Those days, 1 would argue, were only the glory days for rnidde-class straight white men, or more 

accurately, they were one of the Iast points at which such an identity could be assumed without 



question. The Spirit of the Game exhibits how Utimate players perform and account for the 

uneasiness of dominant masculine (sporting) identifications in the postmdern era, while not 

necessarily creating new possibilities for change. 

EmbodimentPerformance i Going Ho! 

My thesis has demonstrated that gender and identity are not 'things" that c m  be chosen f?om 

the closet each day as though it were a new suit of ciothes (ButIer, 1992). The processes and 

performances of men and women taking up particular subject positions have concrete, bodily effects 

(Le. being in the game or not) and they are exîrernely cornplex. The practices of embodinient in sport 

are one site of both the (re-)inscription and transgression of dominant conceptions and relations of 

identip. UItimate players claim to be developing and living new f o m  of gender identities. Do these 

new identities express or exhibit changes in gender dominance? Butler (1990) argues that it is in the 

situationality and repetition of parodies of the ideals of gender that possibIe transformation e'rists. 

Ultimate players play around with masculine sporting ernbodirnent. However, for any parody to be 

transfomative it must "produce a set of meanings that the structures they appear to be copying would 

preclude" (Butler: 1992, p.87). Utimate largely fdls to produce practices and meanïngs which are 

beyond the dominant structures of existing rnasculinities. Generaily, in UItimate, when bodies are 

marked or signified it is for purposes of dinerentiating them from the unnamed generai reference group 

of heterosexud, white abIe-bded males. Despite Utimate players' best intentions their own 

performances may not be so much politically transforrnative or progressive as the production of a new 

space in which to play around sithin established boundaries of identity. 

Howeverz 1 have tried to illustrate how Wtimate embodiment is not a unitary experience or 

subject position. Rather, it is a dance inside a limiteci and lùniting set of constraints. There bave been 

brief glimmers of subversion, but mostly we have seen the re-instatement of dominant gender, bedily, 

semai ideafs. At the same time, 1 would argue that UItimate represents an interesting, if unrealizd 



potential for gender subversion. Sport as a social practice brings together and separates men fiom men 

and women fiom men and women fiom women along multiple lines of social difference, but most 

regularly within Utimate along the physicai, athletic and feminine/masculine hes of bodily ciifference. 

Masculine athletic ernbodiment is a space of play and display, not simply of repression and regdation. 

1 will see you at the fields. 

Epilogue: Movements in Masculinities and Uztimate 

In the postrnodern context of the proliferation of masculine behaviours and identifications 

UItimate Masculinities are fonned on the basis of a struggle within dominant sexual, M y ,  athletic 

gender and class ideds without ever reaUy breaking out. There is a stniggle to be %fEerent3 but not to 

give up the type of social dominance that might be embodied by encouraging other f o m  of difference 

Ultimate players are constantly unable to live up to their own idealism. The Frisbee rnay have some 

%iternative" overtones, but is also a fu& cornrnodified object and has thus lost much of its 

antiestablishment character. 

I do not want to argue that Ultiniate players are any more or less se'rist than anyone else. 

Arguably in t e m  of sheer numbers and percentages they are more gender egditarian than other sportsl 

major corporations and many governments. In this thesis 1 atternpted to display the significance of the 

irnrnediate, bodily experience of UItimate (and sport) as part of the flow of the social production of 

identities. ln the process 1 learned as much about myself as 1 did about my informants and their 

culture. 1 think the triple positioning of myself as observer, participant and critical ethnographer was 

essential and productive. Each of these positions brought different insights to the other, though 1 am 

unsure how effective 1 was in relaying that vision. The ethnographer had lots to leam fiom the player 

and vice versa. What this expeience has shown me is tbat understanding the playing of a sport or any 

social acrivity c m  never be adequately explained by theory that is uninfomed by the actions of social 

actors . 



It is unclear what the impact of my research has been on the local UItirnate community, It has 

had an impact on how 1 play and appreciate the people in the sport. This is perhaps one of the weakest 

parts of my thesis: as 1 have not "rretunied" my findings to the community, though 1 have tried to act 

consciousiy to change my behaviour based on my hndings. 1 have become much more cornfortable 

discussing the gender politics within UItimate. 1 have discussed my research with a number of players 

over the years. Mary fernale players, but only a few males, have expresseci considerable interest in 

and agreement with my findïngs. This may suggest that men would rather not investigate their gender 

politics and positionings. It is not so ~ p r i s i n g  that those in positions of relative power both fàïl to see 

how they are located and are reluctant to open their positioning to criticaI inquiry. To open themselves 

to (self) criticism might dislodge the notion that they are in these positions because of merit, because 

they are good, or because it is natural (see Hurtado, 1996 for a similar analysis). 

In future midies of sport and social merence 1 would hope to integrate a stronger attention to 

the material production of identities and culture. The political econorny of sport has been well 

researched and could be brought to bear on projects Iike mine (Beamish, 1993, Gruneau,. 1988: 

Ingham and Beamish, 1993; Dunk. 199 1; Kidd, 1996). 1 think that a comparative study of sport 

cultures would be helphl way to draw out some of the issues around social ciifference and power. 

Perhaps a study which cornpared the different sense of ernbodiment that Ultimate players have 

compared to hockey players and or gyrnnasts. 

1 think that the approach of understanding sport and leisure as the site of consumption would 

also be a productive avenue to follow. 1 am thuiking here of the ideas and rnethods of cultural studies 

which focus on the distribution and consumption of images and goods as a site of identi6 formation 

(Andrews 1996; Cole and Hribar, 1995). 

In 1995, a small group of women collecteci signatures nom a large number of players to 

support changing the league fiom a gender division of 5 - 2 to 4 - 3. 1 signed it myself. The petition 



kvas subsequently "lest in the mail" according to the league executive (City Utimate Newsletter, 1995). 

However, by 1998 the league had become entireIy 4 - 3 and had 100 teams. The meeting where this 

was a~outiced lasted for several hours. Upon hearing that the cwent executive was insisting that all 

teams play 4 - 3, one of the previous Ieague presidents stood up in the meeting and said, "Did 1 go to 

sleep in Canada and wake up in Russia?" This man is wideIy hown for his intense cornpetitiveness 

and al1 around "bad attitude". Many players, male and femde, have quit his tearn because of his 

approach. Though zz exberne statement it was apparenly not well handieci by the executive. Their 

argument was that we should simply play this w-ay because it was, 7%r7'. It was "Spirit of the Game". 

There was no profound or deep pro-women or pro-democratic sentiment. H~wever~ the problerns of 

competition still remain because there has not been any attempt to address broder issues of gendered 

Merence nithin the comrnunity. Structural change is a star- but more needs to be done. 

In t e m  of studying masculinities and difference we are just beginnulg to scratch the sufice. 

The most promising work to me seems to be in critical race theory, postcolonial theory and cultural 

studies (See Dyer? 1997: Mercer 1994; Berger, Wallis and Watson, 1995). 1 have also recently read 

White Trash: Race and Cluss in Amerïca (1996) which shows some of the ways that rnarginalized 

social actors came out their own space for cultural expression. It also contains exarnples of how to see 

the intercomections of social difference as they corne together to form identities. These approaches 

are also, only nom-, being employed in the study of sport (See Andrews, 1996; Abdel-Shehid, 1997; 

Cole, 1996.) AU of these authors point to the ongoing domuiance of Euro-Western colonial patriarchy 

while also recognizing the power of people to challenge their oppression. They also point out the 

necessiv of Iooking at the ways in which multiple forrns of social power and ciifference interact to 

rnake us intelligible as social beings. In order to understand culture and power we must tuni to what 

people do in their everyday lives in order to begin to transfomi hem, We need to develop ways of 



understanding how the production of identities are maîerially organized, but also how the production of 

identities reIates to the material production of human relations. 
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Appendix A l  

A profile of my teammztes: Though it may be a bit confiising to keep track of ten or twelve 

players 1 think the effort is worthwhile because this is a study of a culture and these profiles expand the 

look inside of it. 

Wili J. age 23 He played long and mid. He was completiag an undergraduate science degree 
and had some previous Ultùnate playing experience in another city. Wi was brought into the 
team by Jules. He was about six foot one and a very strong m e r ,  but was ody beginnuig to 
develop his throwing skills- He was rather shy around us as he was the youngest, but well 
liked by everyone. 

Frank M., (age 34) played tiandler and it was first year playing Ultimate, but he had previous 
experience throwing a disc. He was about five foot ten and had played all kinds of sport 
throughout his life. He had a corporate job, and came from a working class background, but 
ivas making a lot of money in private sector. He was rnamed to Felicia. He was brought into 
the team by Jules. 

Felicia M (around 25 j. She \vas around five seven, thin and had muscular legs fi-om extensive 
aerobic exercise and played Md alrnoa exclusively. She mTas very timid on the field at fis1 
and at our first league garne she did not play, she ody watched. This u s  her first year 
playhg and she had no team sport experience. Felicia had an undergraduate degree in 
Business and a corporate job. Her father was vice president of major Caaadian corporation. 
Married to Frank and joined team because Frank and her friend Lucy were there.. 

Lucia M (around 25). She was around five seven, played rnid and long. and this wras her first 
year playing. She had an Arts degree but, was workhg in sales for a large corporation. Lucy 
ivas a excellent athlete and had an extensive sport career: high school champion in two sports 
and a varsiw athlete in university. She joined because she was Felicia's best fkiend and Frank 
knew she ivas a good athlete. She improved very rapidly throughout the season and ber play 
ivas cunstantly comrnented on by other members of the team as " d g  for a new player". 

Margo C (around 30). She was a handler and mid and about five foot five. She w a s  married 
to Murray aod worked in social service agency. Margo had 3 yean playing experience, but a 
k ted  sports background, but had played some team sport. Her and Murray brought players 
fkom another team together with Jules fiends to f o m  the team. The conscience of the team 
Margo was always able to cool things down if there were disagreements among teammates. 

Murky D (around 30) He \vas a hander and mi4 but told me he was always 'ûncomfortable" 
when he handled. Murray was about five foot nine and worked as a teacher. He had an 
extensive sport history: fmtbaii, hockey, basebd. He had 3 years playing expenence and was 
captain of a team the year before joining my team. He dong with Jules and Margo formeci this 
team. 

Sharon L (around 25) She played Md almost the entire season. She was a teacher and was 
nom an upper-rnidde class backgrod. She was about five foot six and had participateci in 
leisure sports, like skiing and camping, but, had no team sport experience. This was her third 
season playing Ultunate, but first  tirne playing on a regular basis. She was engaged to Gary 



and mas brought into the team by Margo and Murray. During her interview Sharon openly 
expressed her experience of being excluded fi-om the play of the game. 

Keelly S - (around 25): She play mid most of the season and was about £ive foot five. Keelly 
was a graduate student with some prior tcam sport experience (flag football), This was her 
second or third season and she was not involved wÏth anyone as fàr as 1 m d d  tell. She was 
brought into the team by Jules, but also knew Margo and Murray fiom University. She did not 
play the last month of the season because of pe rsod  problems and heavy study commitments 

Carl R. (around 28) He played mid and handler most of the season. Carl was one of the best 
players on the team. He was about five foot eleven and had an extensive sport career: hockey, 
football, baseball. He had previously played mith  Murray, Sharon, Rhonda, Margo, Gary M. 
and Rhonda. 

Eric M - (around 35) Eric ?va a teacher and pIayed long most of the season. He had iimited 
team sport experience, but, was involved fitness training. Easily the most fit player on the 
team and the rnost dedicated. This was his second year of Wtimate and he played with me the 
previous year. He \vas brought into the team by Jules. 

Rhonda L- (around 25) She was about five foot two and pIayed mid most of the season. At 
the t h e  she  lis, unemployed but, involved in the artistic commun*ty. She had three yean 
playing expenence and stopped playing pnor to the end of the season. She was involveci in Iots 
of individual sport in her youth like tennis and skiing. She told me that she had, "always been 
competitive with her brothers when 1 was growing up". She \*as brought into the team by 
Murray. 

Gary M. (over 25) He wis five foot ten and played handler and long. This was his third year 
playing and he had esqensive sport career in hockey, basketbal1 and baseball. He was 
independent consultant and Sharon's fiance. 

h i e  M (around 25) She was about five foot four and played Md most of the season.. This 
\vas her first year in Ultimate and she had no prior team sport experience though she ura 
involved in fitness training. She \vas brought into the team by Murray and uas Doug's 
fiancee. It seemed to me that she joined d y  because Doug was playing and not out of her 
o m  interest in the sport. 

Doug (around 25).  He  as about five foot ten and played long most of the season. This was 
his second year in Ultimate and he had some, but not much sport experience. Doug played 
with Murray and Gary the previous year. 

Jules (around 35) He \ias the team captain. He was about five fwt eight and largely played 
long and a bit of handler. He had a lot of sport experience in recreational settings and had 
played a Iot of ice hockey. He did all of the organïzational work for the team (which \vas 
considerable) but many of the players felt thai he was over zealous in t e m  of his on field 
persona and felt that he took too much control in terms of telling people where to play. He and 
1 both became deferred to in interpreting the d e s .  

ADT 1 was aimost 30 when 1 started playing and 1 have played handler almost ftorn the first 
day 1 picked up the sport. This was my second season playing, but I learned how to throw a 
disc well in a very short t h e .  I also practiced a lot and 1 think that studying the culture of the 
game also had me constantly thidhg about its practical aspects too. Thus I was able and 
asked to handle on this team. 



A~pendir At 
InteMew Questions and Themes:, 

Personai Background 
Age, Sex, Education 
PIace of Birth 
Rural or Urban setting as an adolescent, a teen-ager etc. 
Current Occupation; Previous Occupations. 
Family Background: Parents Educatioq Heritage/Nationality, Occupations, Sports Involvement. 
Siblings: Yes/No? How many? Education Levels, Occupations, Spoxts Involvemeni, 
Marital (?) Status? 

Informants' Sports Involvement: 

When did you start being involved with sportCs)? Which ones? For how long? Describe your sports 
involvement over Fur  Iife: Narne teams and organirattions you have been a part of- 
Why did you start and stop different sports? Who were the most influential people in terms of being 
involved with sports? In what ways (Positive and Negative)? 
Do you prefer team sports over individual or solitary sports? 
What are the best and worst aspects of sports for you? What do you U e  about sports? What do you 
not like? What have you seen that makes you say so? 
Have you played coed sports before? Compare them to singie sex sports for me, if you can. 

Ultimate Involvement: 

When did you start playing Ultirnate? 
How did o u  get involved? 
Why did you get involved? 
How man- teams have you played for? Horv many different places? What levels?? 
W t  do o u  like about Ultimate? Compare it to other sports for me. 
What are some of the problerns in the garne, that you have seen? 
What have you found to be '-fûn" about Ultimate? 
What has been most difficult to learn? 
What sorts of skills do Ultirnate players require? How does one deveIop these '%kills"? 
How have different people responded to learning these skills, that you have seen? What were you told 
about Utimate prior to being involved? How is that merent  fiom what you have experienced? 
Describe the Spirit of the Game. How have you seen it being played out in garnes? When hasn't it 
been? 
What do you thùik of the rule requiring a minimum number of women on the field? Have you read the 
d e s  for Ultimate? Do you have problems understanding them? What could be changed to rnake the 
game easier to Ieam and play? 
Do you thulk the game treats men and women equally? 
Why do you think there are so few women who play the game as compared to men? What problems 
have you seen Players having in t e m  of leaming and playing the game? Have you seen any 
similarities in these areas for men and women? What have been the differences that you have seen? 
How would you explain Ultirnate to someone who has not played it or seen it being played? 
How would you describe a c ~ e r y 7 ,  a c l i~~k ' :  a "tlick", a "stack", "going ho" or a layout (and other 
UItimate tenninologv)? 
How does the cheer at the end of the game sErike you as a part of the game? Can you remember of 
the cheers for me? 
How long do you intend on playing Ultimate for? 



An Introduction to the.+@ of Ultimate 

Ultimate combines elements of soccer, football and basketbd in a fast-paced game, played 
with a frisbee, where everyone is a quarterback and everyone is a receiver. 

When a baZZ drems,  zt & e m s  it 's a frisbee ... 
. . . Stmcil Johnson 

Undoubtedly you're cruising here because you want hot action pictues of the game. Go 
right ahead, see the hiehli s of the 1994 national championships or look in the 
archive or see the nurnerous great home pues  of Ultimate clubs and plavers. You might 
even find a video clip. 

Ultimate began in 1968 in Maplewood, New Jersey when a group of Columbia Kigh 
School students first played on an asphalt parking lot at their high school. As those 
students graduated fiom high school, the game spread to the college level. The first 
intercollegiate Ultimate game occured on Nov. 6, 1972, between Princeton and Rutgers in 
New Brunswick, NJ. They played on the anniversary of the first ever intercollegiate 
football game, also played between those sarne two schools. 

Today, the game is played competitively by over 25,000 UPA and WFDF amateur athletes 
in over 3 5 countries, as well as countless casual players. Ultimate is played by people from 
ail walks of Me. From high school students, to the still thriving coilege game, to the highly 
cornpetitive club teams al1 over the world, to the many thousands of people who play in 
informal summer leagues, Ultimate is a game for everyone. 

How To Play Ultimate 

Uitimate is a non-contact sport that requires a combination of agility, speed and quickness 
to play. Teams consist of seven players on the field at a tirne. The basic rules are easy, and 
even the full set is only a few pages- 

Where to Play Ultimate 

Ultimate is played ail over the world, with varying degrees of skill, dedication and intensity. 
For the beginning player, summer leagues are ofien the best opportunity to play the game 
for the fïrst time. A Lst of s u m e r  leames in the US is on-line. To £ind out about UItimate 
near you, use George Ferguson's Ultimap Or check out the List of U~comine Ultirnate 
Toumaments in the US. Finally, ifyou just want to know where to find a good game of 
pickur, Ultimate, there is a list for that as weii. 

In the US, the Ultimate Plavers Association is the goveming body for the sport. This 
largely volunteer organization nins the National Series, watches over the sport, keeps the 
database of teams and acts as a clearing house for Ultimate players across the country. The 
phone number for the UPA is 1-800-UPA-GETH. You can also e-mail many members of 
the UPA through the UPA Alias system. 

Ultimate on the Net 

Resources for Ultimate Frisbee on the Internet are plentifil. One of the best places 
z24 

about Ultimate is on the Disc Sports USENET eroup. 



The History of the Disc 

The Frisbie Pie Company 

In 1871, in the wake of the Civil War, W ' i  RusseLi Frisbie moved fiom Bransford, Connecticut, 
where his M e r ,  Russell, had operated a successful grist mill, to Bridgeport, Connecticuî- Hired to 
manage a new bakery, a branch of the OIds Ba- Company of New Haven, he soon bought it 
outnght and named it the Frisbie Pie Company (363 Kossuth Street). W.R died in 1903 and his son 
Joseph P., manned the ovens until his death in 1940. Under his direction the small company grew fiom 
six to two hundred and nfty routes, and shops were opened in Hartford, Connecticut; Poughkeepsie, 
New York; and Providence, Rhode Isiand, His widow, Marian Rose Frisbie, and long-time pIant 
mauager, Joseph J. Vaughn, baked on until August 1958 and reached a zenith production of 80,000 
pies per &y in 1956. 

In this otherwise simple baking operation we find the origin of the earliest Frisbee! Now the company 
offered a variety of bakery goodies, including pies and cookesy and therein resides the roots of the 
controversy. For there are two c n i q  schools concerning Frisbee's ongins: the Pie-Tin School and the 
Cookie- Tui School, each camp holding devoutly to its own argument. 

The Pie-Tin School. The pie-tin people claim Yale studenîs bought Frisbie's pies (undoubtedly a mat 
in themselves) and tossed the protome al1 over Eii's campus. These early throwers would exclaim 
"Frisbie" to signal the catcher. And weil they mi& for a tui Frisbee is something else again to catch. 

The Cookie-Tin SchooI. Now the cookie tin people agree on these details Save one: they insist that the 
true, original prototype was the cookie-tin iid that held in the goodness of Frisbie's sugar cookies. 

Walter Frederick Mom'son 

a 
Walter Frederick Morrison, the son of the inventor of the automotile seaied-beam headlight, returned 
home after World War II, Iinishing his European campaign as a prisoner in the now famous Stalag 13. 
He worked for a whde as a carpenter, but like his M e r ,  he had an inventive muid. The time was 1948; 
flying saucers fiom outer space were beginning to capture people's imagination. Why not turn the 
concern hto a craze? As a Utah youth, he scaied pie tins, p a i n t a  lids, and the Iike. He remembered 
those pleasurable moments and his rnind tumed to per f i i g  the pie tin into a commercial product. 
First, he welded a steel ring inside the rim to improve the plate's stability, but without success. In a 
surge of serendipity, he adoptai the child of the times-plastic. Plastic was the ideal shdT for Frisbee, It 
seems impossible to imagine anything better. And, perhaps, Frisbee is plastic's finest form. 

ktially, Momson used a butyl stearate blend. He recalls: "It worked fine as long as the sun was up, 
but then the thuig got brittle, and if you didn't catch it, it wodd break into a miIlion pieces! 

The original Momson's FIN Saucer was his accurate vane modei, named for the six topside curved 
spoilers (vanes). They were designed to improve lift by fàcilitating the Bernoulli p ~ c i p l e ,  which they 
didn't. Curiously, the spoilers were on backwards; that is, they wodd theoretically work only for a 
counterclockwise spin. 

The Piuto Piaiter 



In 1951 Momson vady  improved his mode1 and the design, unchanged, served as Wham-û's 
legendary Pluto Plaiter. The Pluto Platter is the basic design for aU succeeding Frisbees. Credit Fred 
Momson for his farsightedness. The outer third of the disc, his fündarnental design feature, is 
appropnately named the Momson Slope. 

The Morrison Pluto Platter has the fkst true cupola (cabin in Momson's texms). The UFO influence 
colored the design. The cabin had portholes! The planet ring hinted at an extratenestrid origin. 

Rich Knerr and A.K. "Spud" Melin fkesh fiom the University of Southem California were making 
shgshots in their fledgling toy company when they first saw Morrison's flying saucers whizzing 
aromd southern California beaches. They were interested in this exciting simple thing tbat ernployed 
the basic principles of physics, primary ingredients in al1 their products to corne. In lare 1955, they 
comered Morrison while he was hawking his wara and tying up tr&c on Broadway in downtown Los 
hgeles. Just before he \vas asked to break it up by the local gendarmerie, the dynamic duo invited his 
to their San Gabriel facto- and made him a proposition. 

Thus, fling saucers landed on the West Coast in San Gabriel, and on January 13, 195 7, they began to 
fly out fiom a production line that has since sent over one hundred d i i o n  s a h g  all over the globe. 

"At first the saucers had trouble catching on," Rich Knerr rerninisces, "but we were confident th? were 
g d  so we sprinkled thern in Werent parts of the country to prime the market." On a trip to the 
wnpuses of the 1- League, ffierr first heard the tenn "Frisbee." Harvard midents said they'd tossed 
pie tins about for years, and cailed it Frisbie-hg. Knerr Iiked the ternis Frisbie and Frisbie-hg, so he 
borrowed them. HaWig no idea of the historical origins, he spelled the saucer "Frisbee". phonetically 
correct, but one vowel away from the FrisbiePie Company. 

From: Frisbee, A Practitioner 's Manual and Dejnitive Treatise 
By: Stancil E.D. Johnsoq M.D. 
Workman Publishing Company 
23 1 East 5 1 Street 
New York, New York 10022 
July, 1975 
ISBN 0-9 1 1 104-53-4 

source: http:www.upa.org/upalinfo.html 



Ultimate in Ten Simple Rules 
Steve Courlang, UPA Juniors Director 

Copyright (c) Ultimate Players Association, 1993 

1. The Field - A rectangular shape with endzones at each end. A regulation field is 70 yards by 40 
yards, with endzones 25 yards deep. 

2. Initiate Play -- Each point begins with both teams lining up on the fiont oftheir respedve 
endzone h e .  The defense throws ("pulls") the disc to the offense. A regulation game has seven 
players per team. 

3. Scoring -- Each tirne the offense completes a pass in the defense's endzone, the offense scores a 
point. Play is initiated &er each score. 

4. Movement of the Dise - The disc may be advanced in any direction by completing a pass to a 
teammate. Players may not run with the &SC. The person with the disc ("thrower") has ten 
seconds to throw the disc. The defender guarding the thrower ("marker") counts out the stall 
count. 

5 .  Change of possession -- When a pass in not completed (e.g. out of bounds drop, block, 
interception), the defense immediately takes possession of the disc and becomes the offense. 

6.  Substitutions -- Players not in the game may replace players in the game after a score and during 
an injury timeout. 

7. Non-contact -- No physicai contact is allowed between players. Picks and screens are also 
prohibited. A fou1 occurs when contact is made. 

8. Fouls -- When a player initiates contact on another player a fou1 occurs. When a foul disnipts 
possession, the play resumes as if the possession was retained. If the player cornmitting the fou1 
disagrees with the foul c d ,  the play is redone. 

9. Self-Refereeing -- Players are responsible for their own foul and fine calls. Players resolve their 
own disputes. 

10. Spirit of the Game -- Ultimate stresses sportsmanship and fair play. Competitive play is 
encouraged, but never at the expense of respect between players, adherence to the rules, and the 
basic joy of play. 

The complete, official UPA Ninth Edition Rules of Ultimate with all amendments and clarifications are 
available by FTP fiom ftp . CS. wisc. edu in directory /pub/ultimate, or via the World Wide Web at 

Hï34L tksion bv George Ferauson, 8 Jun 1994. 



Im~rovine Your Team 
3 The Phvsies of Catching 

This i s p m  of a planned s e a s  wr-itten by JRn Parinella, who played with the 1991 
UPA Champon, Death or GIory. 
Tue Apr 25 10:53:35 MST 1995 

Tip of the Week #4 
Jim Parinella 

The Basics of Cutting 

Today's topic: The basics of cutting. Next week d focus on the basics of coveruig 
cutters, and the following week will be a more in-depth look at some of the subtleties 
of cutting. 

When you cut, you run to an open space on the field to attempt to receive a pass. This 
is done by some combination of ruming as fast as you can and faking to make the 
defender think you're running to a different area. 

Cuts should accomplish one of three thîngs: 

1) Gain yardage, 
2) Move the disc to a better position on the field, or 
3) Maintain possession. 

Most passes should be type 1, where the receiver is relatively far downfield. Type 2 
passes wili get the fnsbee away from the sideline or else go to an unrnarked thrower. 
Type 3 cuts should be for high stall count dumps or else for weaker throwers. Usually 
you want a handler making the type 3 cuts. Today we'l focus on type 1 cuts. 

Most cuts originate fiom a narrow V-shaped dead zone. The base of the V is about ten 
yards f?om the thrower and extends 20-40 yards d o d e l d .  As the disc moves 
downfield, so does the dead zone. You shouldn't sacrifice a good cut or continuity just 



for the sake of having a stack, though. The most basic offenses have a succession of 
cuts fiom this zone back toward the disc, and that's not a bad place to start with the 
design of your offense. In this offense, you want to mate a flow. Ifthe first pass is a 
forehand to the nght side of the field, so should the second and third passes. As a 
cutter for the second pass, you should time your cut so that you d be e n t e ~ g  the 
open area just &er the first cutter has caught it, landed, and is looking upfield. You 
should begin your actual cut as the disc is in the air to the first cutter. This will give 
you a chance to see where the disc is going, whether there will be a play on the disc, 
and whether there will be a mark. Ifyou wait for the person to catch it and set a pivot 
before you start your yardage-gaining cut, you're iosing the benefits of flow. 

You can Ieam a lot about how to eut by watchg the more advanced players, 
especially the ones who don't seem to be as physically gifted. Unless you are much 
faster than your defender, you will have to do some type of fake to get open. Perhaps 
the simplest is the head fake. As you are standing, simply move your head in one 
direction as ifyou're starting to move in that direction, then immediately sprint in the 
opposite direction. This works best on short cuts. Perhaps the next simplest fake is to 
run hard for 3 or 4 steps in one direction, then reverse directions. You can also take 2 
steps in one direction, reverse younelf for 2 steps, then head in the original direction. 

These cuts are when you know where you want to go and you want the defender to 
think you are going somewhere else. For example, you may be the first person in a 
called play and you're supposed to cut to the break the mark side. Or, you are last in 
the stack, and you can see the frisbee coming down the right sideline, but your 
defender is watching you, so you cut in on the lefi side for a few steps, then reverse 
yourself. However, for many cuts, especially handler cuts, you take whatever is open. 
This requires the thrower to stick with the cutter for a little while longer to see ifhe 
gets open. The extreme example of this is the isolation (1 on 1). The receiver cuts, 
trying either to beat the defender to an open spot, or else to get the defender off 
balance and go the other way. Dump cuts are often this way, too. You take three steps 
one way, ifyou're open you keep going, ifnot then you go the other way for three 
steps (no Lynyrd Skynyrd references, please), until you are open. 

Long cuts require more nuuiing. Usually, you change directions only 45 or 90 degrees 
rather than 180, like in many shorter cuts. Long cuts should originate close to the 
thrower, as I've said before. Ifyou start your cut 30 yards fiom the thrower, you will 
be a long way away by the thne the thrower can get you the disc. Here is one way. 
Start from the rniddlehack of the stack, cut toward the disc until your defender is at 
top speed, then break sharply downfield. The key here is to keep your linear 
mornenturn high (for the physics impaired, try not to slow your absolute speed too 
much). Since you know youl be changing directions, you can control your body 
position better than your defender can, and you can open a lot of ground in your first 
few neps while the defender is adjusting. Another long cut is just a long clear. After 



you throw a pass, and especially after you throw a dump that the marker makes an 
effort to block, ifyou Unmediately sprint downfield, the marker will be significantly 
behind. So ifyou're on one sideline, dump it to the middle, you can sprint straight 
down the sideline and flare toward the middle and fiequently be open. Ofien, another 
defender will pick you up, but ifyour teammates are aware of îhis, the poached off 
man can gain a lot of easy yardage. They should be clearing out the deep a r a  for any 
long cutters, though (remember the poaching tip). Another good tirne to cut deep is 
immediately after a turnover before the other team realizes it's a turnover. 

You can aiso make a cut by changing speeds without changing directions. You will 
often luil the defender into thinking that you're clogging, and then when you break 
suddenly, he won? be ready to break at the same the .  

Jim "Puiled this one out of the pre-Intemet archives'' Parinella 

Click here to retum to the UPA Main P a s .  
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Ultimate Frisbee Spreads from 
Maplewood to the World 

Article by Adam Zagoria Al1 Photos by Ed Summers 

"And seem t o  walk on w i n g s  and t r e a d  in a i r . "  
H o m e r ,  Iliad 

"When a bal1 dreams, it dreams i t ' s  a f r i sbee ."  
Stancil E. D. Johnson 

"Flaming youth will set the  w o r l d  on fire." 
KISS 

2 Photos' from the daun of ultimate fnsbee (Picture information) 

z The Orieixial "Official Rules of Chimate Frisbee" 

r Image of the Original "Official Rules of IIltimate Frisbee" -es 1 - 2 )  

1 Image of the Orieinal "Oflicial Rules of Ultimate Frisbee" (pages 3.4) 

David Leiwant stood in the Columbia High School parking lot watchuig the younger 
players throw, chase, and catch the disc under the bright white lights and the cover 
of a summer night. "If you squint your eyes, it' s almost Iike 25 years ago," said the 
42-year-old Leiwant, a 1973 alumnus of Columbia, located in Maplewood, N. J. 
"lust a rag-tag bunch of guys running around with a Frisbee." 

Leiwant was a 13-year-old seventh-grader in 1968, a tumultuous year for Arnerica 
and the world. Martin Luther King, Jr., and then Bobby Kennedy were assassinated, 
a war raged in Vietnam and the country was wming to grips with the civil rights and 
women's nghts revolutions. But, in one corner of the country, in Maplewood, thùigs 
were changng for the better. That year, stafTmembers of the school's newspaper, 
The Colombian, and its Student Council developed an entirely new sport as a gag 
and an activity for their high school nights. Led by Joel Silver - the willful, if 
somewhat arrogant, member of the Council and the newspaper - the students 
adapted the rules of Frisbee Football and ultimately invented the fast-moving tearn 
sport we know today. The sport of Ultimate. 

"Joel Silver said it was the 'ultimate sports experience,"' Leiwant said. "He said, 
'Someday people al1 over the world will be playing this garne,' and we al1 said, 
'Yeah, Joel, right. "' 



Thirty years after Silver's prophetic words Ultimate is played in 42 countries, with 
prograrns in Sweden, Norway, and Japan receiving governent fiinding. It is 
estimated that at least 100,000 people play the sport worldwide, about haK in the 
United States. Ultimate will be a medal sport in the 2001 World Games in Japan. 

Silver, who is now the head ofHoIlywood7s Silver Pictures and was unavailable for 
comment because he was working on the filming of Lethal Weapon 4, had played 
Frisbee Football at a camp in Mount Hermon, Massachusetts in the summer of 1967. 
When he returned home to Maplewood, he continued to throw with bjs fnends, 
including Bernard "Buuy" Hellring, the editor of The Colombian, and Jomy Hines, 
the newspaper's sports editor. Although Frisbee was not quite as big a fad as the 
hula hoop in the 1950s and '60s, discs were beguining to seep into the Amencan 
consciousness. 

"1 started throwing a Frisbee in 196 1 with my two sisters," said Ed Summers, who 
graduated Columbia High in 1972. "It was a big fad. We threw mostly backhands. 
The other big throw was the overhand wrist flip." 

A BRAVE NEW WORLD 

In the fa11 of 1967, Silver proposed that the Student Council form a Frisbee tearn. 
Suggested as a joke, the motion was seconded and then passed. Discussion of 
Frisbee continued in the Council throughout the year and into the spring, but it 
remained tongue-in-cheek. 

"It was not a serious thing at dl, it was a lark of Council," Silver later said. Yet by 
the end of the school year, Silver and other members of the Council began to 
organize a game during their lunch period. Mernbers of The Colombian had already 
been tossing a dix  -- a black 150-gram Wham-O, Master Tournament Mode1 -- 
during lunch on the east lawn of the school. That spnng, members of both the 
newspaper and the Council began to play Frisbee Football. The first games were 
played on a small field that was later tom up and replaced with the school's B-wing. 

"It was a chance for The Colombian core -- the intelligentsia (sic) and non-athletes 
of the school -- to play a sport," Silver has said. Many of the original players were in 
the upper ranks of the school academically, future Ivy Leaguers who weren't exactly 
your Bo Jacksons and Kobe Bryants. 

"The core of us were largely arnong the better students," Summers said. "There were 
also some druggie types. We were about evenly split between the better students and 
the half who smoked dope." 

The game was fieeform early on, with no limits as to how many players should be on 
each side. As many as 20 to 30 players were ailowed per team. The original game 
allowed nrnning with the disc and included limes of scrimmage and a series of doms, 



but as they played, Silver, Hellring, and Hines began to modifjr the rules. 
Conceptualizùig basketbdl, hockey, and soccer, they experimented, gradually 
eliminating ninning with the disc and the system of downs, and establishing niles for 
the defense. Unable to satisfactorily define a foul, one player came up with the 
phrase that a foul constituted "any action sufncient to arouse the ire of your 
opponent." 

There was no specific provision made for what is today called "Spirit of the Garne" 
because it was viewed by those at Columbia as a "gentleman's sport, a collegial 
game," said Hines, who went on to found the Princeton team and is now a New 
York City-based attorney. "Even my Princeton jock-ringers of the tirne (football 
recniits from Texas and Missouri) were gentlemen, relatively speaking, on the 
Frisbee field. Hines, the most athletic of the trio of founding fathers, said the players 
liked the game's athleticism. "There was very gracefbl running and jumping," he 
said. Gracefûl by some, not so graceful by others. "There was a mix of athletes and 
some uncoordinated, overweight people playing" he said. "The former could run 
and jump like gazelles; the latter evoked other analogies." Some players came in 
sneakers and sweats, others in stiffjeans and walking shoes. "If there weren't 
enough people, you'd grab somebody, some kid going by," Leiwant said. "OriginaIly 
we would play as long as we felt like it -- till the Sun went down, till people got tired 
and had to leave." 

In 1968 Hellring decided to turn The Colombian from a weekiy into a ddy, but 
needed more articles to just* the change. When Frisbee play during lunch grew, he 
figured it would give him something to &te about. When Silver was ejected from 
the newspaper's staff, a mock riv- developed between The Colombian and the 
Council. The newspaper had also been critical of the Council, which fed the rivalry. 

In the fdl of 1968, the newspaper challenged the Council to a game of Frisbee to 
settle their differences. In a matchup that featured two large, CO-ed teams, The 
Colombian won the first game in front of the high school, 1 1-7. 

M Y  GIRLFRIEND IS A FRISBEE 

By the surnmer of 1969, the now famous Columbia parking lot had been built. Down 
the hi11 &om the school, the lot is bounded on the east by a 12-foot drop that 
descends into the Rahway River and on the West by a raiiroad embankrnent. Because 
the lot was lit by mercury vapor lights, the students could play there at night, afler 
the day's activities. Garnes at the parking lot included tearns of 20 or more per side, 
but that was eventudy whittled to seven because "that was the most you could fit in 
the parking lot," Leiwant said. Soon, it becarne known that a regular game could be 
found on the "field" almost every weekend night and during vacations. "1 used to 
spend so many weekend nights at the Frisbee field during my junior and senior high 
school years that my parents would kid and larnent that my 'only girlfiend was a 
Frisbee' or that 1 would 'marry a Frisbee,"' Hines said. 



The sport was first publicized in a June 1969 Newark Evening News article, d e n  
by Silver, entitled "Frisbee Flippers Form Teams" and appearing above a story called 
"John and Yoko Croon Again. " On the first day of school that fail, the Frisbee squad 
played its first game on the school's new parking lot. 

As the weeks and months passed, everything was not rosy in the lot, however. Local 
toughs and troublemakers would sometimes drive through the lot at high speeds - 
hasslmg the players and forcing them to scatter. Summers recalled one night when a 
"real big bruiser" - about 6-foot-2,240-pounds - and a smaller guy got out of 
their car and attacked the No. 2 student in the class. "He was a very gentle, 
unassuming guy who wouIdnyt have hurt a fly," Summers said. "1 went over to them 
and the smaller guy took a swing at me. 1 h e w  I could've decked him, but the big 
guy was standing right there." (It is believed by some that the attackers went on to 
found Ultimate in North Carolina.) 

Despite receiving abuse for their anti-establishment, countercultural game, the 
Frisbee players carried on. In February, 1970, the players adopted the name The 
Columbia High School Varsity Fnsbee Squad, a tongue-in-cheek reference because 
the team had no official connection with the school. One player designed "CHS 
Varsity Frisbee" sweatshirts, Silver's mother paid to have them made up and the 
players proudly wore them in the first team photo. In the pichire of the "Original 
Ultimate squad," a school custodian appeared as "Head Coach," the school secunty 
director was the "General Manager" and a fictitious player, Arnold Tzoltic, was 
listed as a member. 

According to Hellring's sister, Heidi, Hellring got Wham-O to send the team a box 
of Frisbees because the discs kept cracking in the 15-25 degree Fahrenheit air; one 
green 120-gram "moonlighter" was lost in the brook by the lot, The Colombian 
reported. Silver and Hellnng also took the International Frisbee Association's test, 
passing it as masters. The F A  was then the sport's goveniing body. 

Hellring continued to write tongue-in-cheek Frisbee stories and place ads for the 
tearn in the paper. In one, the paper reported that "the rise of Fnsbee in Columbia 
high school is merely indicative of a world-wide trend, according to major national 
periodicals." The story went on to cite a ~ ime 'ma~azhe  article which recornmended 
that the U.S.A. and U. S. S.R. take their cue and henceforth "settle al1 disputes 
between the two with Frisbees instead of missiles." 

ULTIMATE GROWS UP 

Before going off to college in 1970, Silver, Hellring, and Hines decided to print the 
rules and bring them up to date. Though many of the original rules are still in place 
today, some have changed drarnaticdy. The only limit to the size of the field was 
that "The two goal lines must be parallel and should be somewhere between 40 and 



60 yards apart, dependig on the number of players." Games continued to be played 
with as rnany as 20 or 30 players per side. And the end zones were unlimiteci. A 
player standing a foot fiom the goal h e  couid score with a fXy yard bomb. The 
booklet was entitled "Official Rdes of Wtimate Frisbee" and cost 10 cents. 

In the summer of 1970, a group of younger Columbia students - including Sumrners, 
L a w  Schindel, Irv Kalb, and others known as the Richmond Avenue Gang or RAG 
- chaiienged the CHS team to a game. RAG lost 47-28 but played with the varsity 
for the rest of the sumrner, and Kalb was selected as new varsity captain when the 
original players went on to college. An annual Thanksgivïng match between the 
Columbia team and the alurnnus was established - a tradition that d l  exists today. 

The RAG members sent the niles to many other high schooIs in northern New 
Jersey, asking them to form Ultimate Frisbee teams. Millburn High School 
responded and on Nov. 7, 1970, the fka interscholastic game pitted MUbum against 
the more experienced Columbia vanity. CHS won 43-10 in the Columbia parking 
lot. The game was covered by the Newark Evening News, and copies of the rules 
were subsequently requested by other schools. #en the New Jersey Frisbee 
Conference was formed in the spring of 1971, it had five teams: Coiumbia, Dumont, 
Millbum, Mountain (now West Orange), and Nutley. 

"We wanted to spread it throughout the world," said Summers, who recalled a 
24-hour road trip to the International Fnsbee Tournament in Upper Peninsula, Mich. 
" We were really spreading the gospel. " Summers and his cohorts were the 
forerumers to generations of high school and college kids who load up for road trips 
- poor, srnelly, and hungover - every weekend. 

Meanwhile, Columbia graduates were organizing t eams at their colleges and 
universities. In addition to &esy efforts at Princeton, Leiwant CO-founded the Yale 
squad, and Summers the Tufis tearn. Hellring died in a tragic car accident during h is 
fieshrnan year, 197 1, at Princeton. 

Twenty-five people showed up for the first practice at Rutgers University, seven of 
thern former New Jersey high school players. The first intercollegiate cornpetition 
was held between Rutgers and Princeton on Nov. 6, 1972, the 1 O3rd anniversary of 
the first intercollegiate football game, and at the same site on the Rutgers New 
Brunswick campus. That game and the rematch a year Iater were the only two 
intercollegiate garnes Hines played his entire career. 

Hines arranged for the game to be videotaped by a national network and for former 
Yankees pitcher and sports comrnentator Jim Bouton to cover it. "It was a thdl and 
a half," Hines said. "1 felt nervous and dead serious about winning. It was an 
incredibly close game, fiom beginning to end, and Bouton was very surprised at 
what a good game Ultirnate was." 



Note: Eric Halpern's research contributed greatly to the writing of this article. 

The Original "Official Rules of Ultimate Frisbeett; containeci the folIowing 
provisions. We've come a long way baby. 

1. Under equipment, the founding fathers wrote that "individual players 

may Wear almost any aids they wish, including hats, helrnets, or gloves as long as 
they do not endanger the safety of another player." Also, no player was dowed to 
"cary any sort of stick, bat or racket." Thank God for that. Can you imagine what 
sort of havoc Jon Gewirtz could wreak ifhe were let loose on the field with a helrnet 
and a bat? 

2. Because the game was developed in a parking lot, the playing field was said to 
have "no lateral boundaries; however it is best to choose a field with naturai 
boundaries created by a hill, a river or a wdl." Playing near walls is aiways one of my 
favorite ways to enjoy Ultimate. And d e r  the game, I like to relax by cranking up 
the Spice Girls, picking a fight with a heavily-armed crackhead and eating shards of 
glass. 

3. Despite the perception that Ultimate was created as an anti-authoritarian 
alternative to mainstream sports, the first set of niles stated that "a referee or 
referees may officiate, and if so their decision must be final." Long before Toad 
Leber, there was Joel Silver, Buuy Hellring, and Jonny %es. So maybe Toad 
wasn't so crazy &er alI. 

4. In the section on "Scoring," they wrote, "A tearn is awarded one point for each 
goal legally scored, and there is no other way to gain points." What, you mean 1 
can't gain points by sleeping with the opposing captain's girlniend? 

5 .  "A Note on Tearn Size" suggested that while "7 is the optimum nurnber for each 
team, this sport cm be played with as many as 20 or 30 for each team." Yeah, and 
while the sport is optimally played on a 120-yard field with a Frisbee, it cm also be 
played on the runway at JFK with a manhole cover. 

6. The founding fathers also suggested that "As proficiency with Ultimate Frisbee 
increases, a 'one-hand only' version of the game can be tried." Any player who used 
two hands to catch or trap the Frisbee would "forfeit" possession to the opposing 
team. And once you've mastered one-handed Frisbee, try playing it blindfolded, with 
your arms cut off and with Mrs. Dobyns' food table shackled to your leg. Use the 
force, Luke. 

-Adam Zagona and Rob h s t r o n g  
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I 

FLYINC CIRCUS ULTIMAT E 
ren the  Rude ûoys came t o  Eriropc for  the  1984 World Champ- 
rships, they c a m e  noc only t o  win, .but co bc ambassadon  for 

. -.ncrican ultimate. 
ln 1986, Ftying Circus came to  Europe to follow the Rudies' 

r--ample, Like  the Rudies they  were a greac bunch of guys and 
:y will k r c m e m k r e d  fo r  their style of  play and. in partic- 
ir,thcir willingncu CO explain how they play. 

In thls and fotlowfnit Issues OC Ultimatum derails o f  CittusD i scrucruted offense and- defence play wrill be revealed. If you 
i nt co k a becter player, a n d  if your team wants to be a 

8 PART ONE: DEFENCE 4 AN-ON-MAN 

;Iddine force: defenders .  should 
IC awarc  of t he  'passing lane' 
.nd shauld be aiming Co k a t  
heir  man ta the d i x  in chat 
rca. 
Yhcn near t h e  ttdeline. def- 
nders  should always te k t -  
reen the  sidcline and rccciver. 

g u  on the throwcr and 
set up I;Jst.. Olher dcfendcrs  
should positicn themselves  
- srdlng ta you. 

- -J thc scall count I m r n e 6  
IJCL 

( 3 a y  low. About 80% o i  
t npleted p u e s  a r e  thrown 

,m belou t h e  rniirkcr's arrns. 

'orce rniddle: When t h e  disc 
i in the  middle o f  t h e  field 
he defcnder sliouId b e  between 
he receivcr and the  d l x  
n t h e  lorced side. 

+ hlove your arms. Ir puts 
p-ssurc on the thrower and  
r ly  cven surprise you wirh 
1 11 extra point block. ( n o r r  
be carefu1 not CO e n c l w e  
your arms oround the throwcr. 
? s Is lntcrlcrcnce.) 

ndzone defcnce: Posicioning 
i crucinI. thver  trail  your 

f ' + 3nce  in position s i 3  tttcrc 
1 LOI noc move with ~hc'ciirow- 

c r o r  fake. hlove only when 
t disc Is rdeascd ,  o r  when 

I t mmates cal! you CO block 

ONE DEFENCE 
he ohjcct of t h e  zone i 
i contain rnovcmenc of  th 
isc, 
ha rules state chat oniy on 
:fcnder can bc within 31 
r the throwcr. I f  rhc dis 
on the righc sidc of th 

eld. tlicn t h c  riglit y i n  
iould be on the righr tid 
I the  thrower. Thc othe 
irce dcfenders of chc 'bor 
iould be 3rn oway, no morc 

les, 



FLYING CIRCUS ULTIMATE ATTACKING FROM THE PULL 

+ Perhaps t h e  most complacen t  
defence  is  t h e  defence urhic5 
h a s  just puiIed. They huck 
i t  as f a r  as they can, running 
3 speed downficfd, unsuspecting 
t h a t  the  offence is  abouc 
to take advantage wh:fe they 
are ac their most vulncrabte. 

b 1 [udging by my mhexirisnt po~fbag. you've ail u n d ~ r s t o o d  
'th , . ifst luson from Flying Circus, So now for lesson two: 

Posl t ions 
'Ln ' r Front or fo rward  
'C b' - upfield, not d e f e n c c  

Advancage no, l o f f e n c e  haw 
t h e  disc 
Advontaqe no.2 Offence set! 
up before t h e  1st Back ca tches  
the ~u l l .  
~ d v k  age na3 Evefyone k n- 
o w s  where t h e  play is 3bou1 A 'cuts should be made at 

1s J.' Do not slow up as 
you c a t c h  t h e  d i s c  YOU risk 
bein- intercepted a t  the last 
m t a  

to develop; big' gains. higl 
percentage, & fun. , 

1st 8ack .wrches puIl. 8nc 
passes to 2nd Back. u'ko i! 
wait ing in t h e  middle o l  c h c  
f i c l d  
2nd Rack hits either of  the 
c u t  tin$ Middles. [Nate: Thr 
h1iddIc.s should s t a g ~ e r  c h e i ~  
cursl. 
Receiving Middle looks upflelc 
f o r  t h e  streaking tocg. 

\V ) you chongc dircccian 
plat.. t h e  foot hard, and posh 
d F  %or& .- 
- #our c u t  is umcesslu1, 

;rr. .. hang around, clcar out  
lcrtvirig room for o t h c r r  

arc ;r myriad of cutting 
tionx Here ore  four: 

t ! PS. Long throws are dellverec 
when the thrower is nc3 
the sideline. Not from thr 
middle of the field 

+ i t  Is the Thrower's job to 
ensure cvcryone is in position. 
( p r  open your moulh) 



This page has been graciously donated to the LPA by Tom Brennan 

Grips 
1. Introduction 

The topic of grips is one often overlooked in ultimate, apart from when a new player is 
first leaming. Even if it is noticed, it may be derided, spoken in the same way as many 
dtimate players Say "disc golf'. Despite this, very few players achially think about 
what grip they use for various throws, and even less about why they use a particular 
@p. This is surprising, as grip plays a significant part in whether a throw is a good one 
or not. 

2. Backhand Grips 

2.1. Basic (B&ginner1s) Grip 

Shown are a couple of different versions of this grip. It is characterised by the index 
finger of the throwing hand being placed along the outside rim of the disc. 

The first version has the middle finger of the 
throwing hand extended towards the centre 
of the disc. This version gives a high degree 
of control and stability, since the index fhger 
along the rim heips with direction and the 
middle finger supporting the disc supplies 
stability. On the d o m  side, there are only 
two fingers gripping the rim, and this leads 
to much less power than most of the other 
grips. Most of the power in a grip cornes 
nom the ripphg of the disc off the end of 
the index finger. 



2.2. Power Grip 

The second version is one rarely seen. It has 
the index finger on the Nn but not the 
middle finger support. It gives a little more 
power as more fingers are gripping the rim, 
but the power gain is fairly insignifiant 
compared to the loss of control. Bigger 
power gains are obtahed by having the 
index hger grîpping the rirn. 

This is the most popular grip among 
experienced throwers, and is the one used by 
almost all disc golfers. AU fingers are 
gripping the rim tightly, and there are no 
fingers supporthg the disc. This means there 
is a considerable loss of control, since the 
release point is much harder to judge. A fair 
degree of control can be regained through 
practice, and the loss is offset in some ways 
by the large power gain produced by the disc 
ripping off the end of the index finger. This 

grip does however make it harder to throw the high backhand as there is no support 
for the sharp upward push on the disc just pnor to release. 

A certain amount of control also depends on the position of the thumb, and how tight 
the grip is on the disc. In general, the tighter the grip, the more spin which is able to be 
imparted to the disc, and hence better control in the wind. The thumb can also be 
placed anywhere fiom almg the rim of the disc to pointing towards the centre of the 
disc. The best control, particularly with respect to air bounces, is to have the thumb 
pointing towards the centre of the disc, and this also aids a tight grip. A tight grip also 
keeps the disc steady and makes hi& backhands easier to throw. On the d o m  side, it 
seems a little harder to get as much distance with the thumb pointing toward the 
middle. This is because of the tendency to drag the thumb across the back edge of the 
disc on release. 

2.3. Hybrid Grip 



As its name niggests, this grip is a 
combination of the two grips show above. 
It provides power with the index finger 
gripping the rim. It also gives support in an 
ununid way. The rniddle finger of the 
throwing hand is slightly extended so that 
the disc is supported by it. This grip makes it 
possible to throw ai l  throws easily, including 
high backhands3 without the need to change 
grips. The drawback is a slight loss of power 
in the throw, in the order of 5m over a 60m 

throw relative to a power g ip .  The cumments with regard to thumb position apply 
equally to the hybnd grip as weil as the power g i p .  

3. Forehand Grips 

3.1. Basic (Beginner's) Grip 

This grip is in principle very similar to the 
corresponding backhand grip. The middle 
finger of the throwing hand is inside the rim 
and the index finger is extended towards the 
centre of the disc for suppon. The advantage 
of this method is control. The disadvantage 
is a corresponding loss of power, because 
the spreading of the fingers makes it 
impossible to cock the wrist back as far jua 
before release. 

3.2. Power Grip 

There are a couple of different versions of this grip. 



The fïrst has the index finger next to the 
middle k g e r  and hard up against the rim. 
This grip increases power since the wrist can 
now be cocked back fùrther and more snap 
imparted no the disc. As expected, there is a 
loss of control as there is no k g e r  to 
support the dix. The disc has a tendency to 
wobble up and down, and this can reduce 
distance if the disc and the wrist are not at 
the same angle at release. 

The second is a slight improvement (not pictured), where the index and middle hgers 
are slightly curled, and the disc cm balance on these two fingers pnor to the throw- 
This grip is more like the hybnd grip below in the way it provides support. It dso 
makes it easier to throw the high forehand. 

Like the backhand, the thumb should be used to g i p  the disc tightly. This will give 
better spin and more control in the wind, since the disc has less tendency to wobble 
dunng the wind-up and throw. 

3.3. Hybrid Grip 

This grip is analogous to the hybrid 
backhand grip, although it does seem to be 
more popular and widely used. Instead of 
the index h g e r  and middle hgers  being 
parallel, the index finger is slightly bent. This 
is exaggerated a little in the diagram. The 
pad of the index finger is pressed f i d y  on 
the rim, as is the pad of the middle finger. 
The bend in the index finger can then be 
used to support the disc, while the wrist can 
stili be cocked well back for a power throw. 
The disc can be held out flat and ready to throw, which makes it a good grip for 
throwing the high forehand. 

3.4. Other Grips 



The grip shown at right is an interesthg way 
' 

of helping Unprove forehand throws in 
weaker players. Instead of the pads of the 
hge r s  being against the rim, the side of the 
middle finger is against the rim. This grip 
promotes a pdm-up follow through, and 
helps stop people nom turning their 
forehands over on release. The down side of 
this grip is that the snap puts lateral pressure 
on the finger joints, and persistent hard 
throws using this grip can damage the joints. ; 
It is therefore only recommended as a teaching aid, and not for use by experienced 
players. 

Endless variety is possible, particularly with fine-t-g. Most people use one of the 
above basic grips, but with their own rninor adjustments. With regard to radical 
differences, few are of practical use. The only alternate gnp to those above which is 
sometimes seen is the use of one, three or even four fingers inside the rim instead of 
two. Fewer fingers for some reason seerns to give better control and accuracy, but 
using only the index finger puts a lot of pressure on just the one hger,  and this is 
probably why it is not commonly used. 

4. Hammer Grips 

These are essentially the same as for the forehand, and so there are no separate 
diagrams for them. The significant dserence is that the hammer throw is released 
upside-dom, so that support undemeath the disc is not as important as for the 
forehand. A tight grip with the thumb is important, since it is the digit which is doing 
the supponing. This makes the power and hybrid grips the better choices for the 
harnmer. 



To purphme Rob Rouch, Uttirnate-guru and director of the UPA: Zlltimate is not like life 
where your lossu haunt you forever; LhaeWs alwiys uiothcr gunc'. It's m e .  Ultimate is 
a Field of Dreams, whcre you pursue excellmce and glory. Everyoncls a quarterback, a 
wide-receiver, a shortstop, 8 goalic, a muksmui, a winger, 8 skydog- But 1 Qn't want 10 
ugue h a e  Chat Ultinutt is 8 the ultimau aoss-training sport, which it  is- I want to 
ruggest üitirnate is a fmtasy. You live your & u m s .  No regmu. George Leonvd says in his 
manoir of the Sixties, of bis Frisbee-fanatical gunu: 

"rtlling myself thrt I wanted to bc possesscd by the momtnt, 1 reguluty managcd to 
observe the moment from a riight rtmove. But now 1 hdd nolhing baclc 1 wontedm win, 
bat 1 wanicd even more to bt ulrm to my Iimit, knowing (if only until the end of the 
grmt )  that puadise im't a place whue you u e  the passive rccipicnt of cerna1 bliss, but 
nthn a -te of king in which you are offaed the incomparablepriviltge OC abandoning 
caution, of rd iz ing every last shed of your potcntial," 

Like Bascbrtl, Ultimatc duonicles out cultural history. Bisebal1 was invmted in an agc of 
reason, of religious order, authority, and Charles Atlas mrsculinity. Ultimate is a flower- 
child, invented by skinny guys who suove to create 8 m l y  new g m e  with m w  ~ l c s -  
They cdlcd it "the first huklhrough in game iheory since the ancient Greeks," The 
urliest Frisbee disc w u  cruted by Walter Frederick Monison, who latchcd ont0 the 
flying-saucer-from-outa-spaceerue of 1948, and in molding the first plastic Rying disc 
s m e d  a cultural revolution. 

The Sixtics vision is one thai stiH informs Ultimate today. Oltmiatc pionurs dreamed of a 
timc when players in every sport would cd1 iheir own poinu and officials would no longer 
bc needed In the bcginning thete wtrcn't even any boundariw. Again, rccording to 
Ltonard, you had to &fuie your own 'strike zone* and "manifen your own sense of 
morolity." You only had to run as f u  and as fast as you could nin, and be honest about iL 
You were presscd again and again to go ail out, and then, if you failed to catch Lht disc, to 
exucise your moral sense in calling the point. And the measure was not some ubiiruy 
boundary, net or goal, nor was it  ihe judgemmt of some officiai, but rather your own 
maximum effort and potential. 

"Iht spirit of the gamc is still the central goveming principle of Lhe sport of Ultirnarc." 
(UPA Newsleuer, Api1 1989) Strmge Bylaw, ilmost r challenge to the Sporu 
Establishment. But there's sornething radical about perce, love and understanding, 
because it implies there's r profound personal freedom to k rcckoned with, It's the purity 
of action of getting horizontal for thar pcrfect cruel lead pass: tfurling your body into 
spacc, timc suddenly expanding as you synch your fiighr with that of tht disc to meet its 
tfajectory with hooked fmgertips and long, loose body stretched out bchind. If you 
wouldn't hit the ground teeth first a second later, you mighr not think of ever reiurning 
to carth i t  811. Ultimate is al1 about that uninhibitcd personal dcsire for glory that 
animates players and the mutual respect for ùiat freedom uiat bonds them. 

Ultimate is radicat, in that each does (respectfully) what he wants, without concern for 
officials or gravity, for gravity is just ail thcm people believinm in it, keepin' us on the 
ground. Uitimaie fashion and lingo, and team names, rcflccr this irrevcrcncc for auLhoriiy 
and pride in individualism. 

But Ultimate is also magicaI, not just in the way it transfomis the chaos of hippyness into a 
fast, cornpetitive, total performance spom The flying disc ilself is magic, cnchanting by 
boih i t s  unpredictability in air and wind, and by its ability to came the sky inîo ribbons. 
Evcn in a game WC somctimes ail takc a momentary break from ttit play to admire the 
frisbee's spin up into the sunlight, hovering thcre for a second like a falcon above its prey, 
then swceping down IO draw a perfcci curve in space and lime, Like a dream. 


